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CliabTPR UT'T£:

G, ,AvAL I^ ROPgC'IIQlT

rio the i teres ted observer the field of
ageing presents a paradox. It is a field in which
there is at once the greatest and least certainty shown
"by those concerned in it. At one extreme, more or less
unsubstantiated statements, based on "common sense"
and "perso ?al experience" are made with great emphasis
and form the uasis of social action of all lei ds, from
social work; to retirement practices. That this does
not lead to greater confusion is due to the fact that
in our culture there is a body of attitudes and
stereotypes which are rather widely held. At the other
extreme, all is unce tainty and confusion. The
connotation of the term "ageing" itself is called into
question, and when a sufficiently agreed formula is
found for this phenomenon, a new and perhaps more
violent dispute ensues as to whether ageing, at any rate
as viewed from the social aspect, presents a "problem".
This is the field of empirical investigation.

In view of this state of affairs, when once
the decision to pursue an empirical research in some
aspects of ageing, has been taken, the investigator may
perhaps be excused a desire to avoid the areas of
argument, and plunge straight i to his particular problem,
clearing the ground there as well us he can. For the
scientist in his laboratory this would seem to be an
acceptable, indeed the o ly solution. but the social
scientist is in a differs t position. For one thi g,
his material must ue collected from the very members of
society among -horn these views exist.
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For another, in a field where his results are
lilcely to be seized upon as ammunition by the
protagolists of different views, and w ere acie tific
truth is not the o' ly goal, it behoves irn to set his
study in perspective, bo it is with retirement. As
will be show later, retirement is .tot somethi tg which
cm ue discussed in isolation from the prevailing climate
of opinion and therefore the general topic of ageing
as our society knows it, will be discussed in this first
chapter.

Viewed in relation to the history of mankind,
ageing has become a major consideration only very recently.
For example, life expectancy in Ancient Greece at age
one, was probably aoout 30 years (A JGX 1947), and the
correspond!?g figure for England during the Middle Ages
was probably not much different (RUSSELL 1948). More
systematic estimates are available as we come earer the
present day, and some data derived from Swedish figures
since 17130 (PEL-^ER 1948) indicates that mortality among
50-69 years old persons in the general population has been
co siderably reduced.

The important changes in relatively recent
years are shown in Table 1 (overleaf). The same
pattern is appa ent for uoth the period 1891-1900 and
for 1941-1950, though the figures for the latter period
are lower as a whole. For 1891-1900, the death rates
range from 47.9, of the 1841-1850 rates for age groups
0-4 to 90, of the 1841-1850 rates for 85 and over, with
peaks at 55-64 and 65-74 where the rates are actually
higher than in the earlier period. For 1941-1950, the
range is more regular and proceeds from 12-G; at the lower
end of the scale to aoout 75% at the top end. It is
apparent, then, that the full i i death rates has been
much more marked ut younger ages than at older ones.
In other words the agei g of the population is due not
so much to the fact that old people are living longer but
rather to the fact that more people are living to become
old.



TABLE1-DeathRatesper1000LiviginAgeGroups,England and.'ales-showingalso1891-1900and1941-1950 expressedas%of1841-1850 (fromRegistrarGeneral'sStatisticalReviewofEnglandandales1955,tablespart1(medical)p6) PERSON
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The .Royal Commission on Population Report 1949
discussed the various aspects of the changing age
distribution of the population at some le gth. It is
pointed out that ".... between 1071 and 1949 the number
of people over 65 in Great Britain i creased fourfold.
otal rnuiioe s i creased much leas, and the proportion of

people over 65 to the . hole roae from 4.8 per cent to
10.4 per cent". (p 113) i>ut the major coiccr is that
this trend will co.ill ue into the future imposing a greater
strain upon our economy. It is ecessary here to consider
the Various demographic and economic aspects of this
ageing trend in the future because upon the solution of the
problems involved depends the programme to ue ado ted with
regard to retirement. It will be suggested later that a
relation is discernible between the number of unemployed
and the doetri les propounded as to whether ageing workers
should retire or carry on working. If the burden of
supporting a large aged population becomes beyond the
productive capacity of the country, then it is less
immediately important to speculate upon whether it is
better for his own well-being that a man should continue
to work. Economic lececsity will demand that he should
do so if he is at all able. It will naturally still be
important to consider whether continuation at work is, from
the man's point of view, desirable, aid If It is not,
to create the conditions for his support duri g
retirement as speedily as possible. On the other hand,
should the dangers which are at prese it foreseen prove
to be if not spurious at least soluble within our present
potential then the problem of the relation between
cessation or continuance at work and the v/ell being of the

ageing worker, itself assumes more immediate importance.

Co sequently it would be worth while to consider
the proportions which have been found in different broad
age groups, and the proportions likely to be found there
in the future. In this way it will be possible to see
what will be the size of the working population as
compared with the po ulation which it has to sup ort. In
Table 2 below, the part of the population in the age group
15-64 is used as an approximation zo the working
population.



TALLE 2 - Ape Distribution of the Population of
Great Britain, 1851-1947

(from Royal ornmlssion on Population
Report, p88, table XLlll)

Proportion per 1000 of the total
population in each age group

JDq. v€ 0-14 16-64 over 65
1851 555 598 47
1891 551 601 48
1911 508 659 55
1959 214 697 89
1947 216 601 105

From this table it ca ue seen that, although
the proportion over 65 has increased extremely r. idly
in recent years, the proportion in the a e group 15-64,
and by implication the working population, lias also
become larger, as the proportion under 14 has declined.
Taking over 65's and under 14's together the proportion
of the population constituted jointly by this age group
shra ik from 402 per thousand in 1851 to 520 per thousand
in 1947. Thus the "burden of dependency" as it is
called, would in total appear to have decreased. Of
course, there are economic and financial considerations
which are not clarified ay these figures, and the pres nt
writer is not qualified to judge upon them. For example,
patterns of consumption, especially as related to the
older age groups, may alter. Again, a lessened
consumption of goods and services by children would not
necessarily counteract an increase in those for a
correspo ding number of old people. To the social
psychologist per ops the most important point can be
expressed in terras of actual families. There is no
guarantee that those families which show an increase i i the
number of old dependants, will also ue those where the
number of children decreases. These are reservations
which, having been noed, must, ue left to the experts,
and expert opinion appears to vary qui e widely as to
the conclusions to ue drawn. lor the present we shall
proceed to a discussion of the future trends ii the size
of dependant a d productive groups.
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For projections from 1954 onwards, we may
draw upon evidence sup lied by the Government Actuary
to the Committee on the Economic a d Fi ancial rroolems
of the frovisic for Old Age (the "Phillips" Committee
1954), and presented by it 1 its discussion of
changes in populatio n ci oe this evide ce is more
detailed and eased upon later information than that
used by the Royal commission on Population. The
figures are given in Table S.(overleaf).

The age breakdown here is more detailed than
that in Table 2. As an approximation to the v/orki g
population to ue expected in the future let us for the
moment accept that this will be roughly equal to the
numbers of people to be found 1 the age groups 15-64
for men, end 15-59 for women* Then from the tu~le
we sec that the proportio of the population to ue
found i this age uand will be lowest in 2059 at
61.5 , compared with 65.6,. in 1954. In other words,
the greatest decline in the proportion of the total
population represented by those age groups from which
the working population is mainly drawn should not be
more than 2.1; at any time 1 the -,ext 75 years.
There are other considerations, however, which make
this picture not strictly accurate. Chief among these
is, perhaps, the employment behaviour of women, by
no means all of the wome in the age groups 15-69
will undertake paid employment, although there is a
tendency for more women than previously to do so. The
Mi istry of Labour a d atio al Service provided the
fhillips Committee with estimates of the chaiges in
the actual work! ig population to oe expected in the
ext 25 years "if tile proportion of persons who are

gai fully occupied in each quinquennial age group
bears the same relatio .ship as at present to the
total population in each age group" (Report p25).
From this data Taule 4 is calculated.



IAJ&LE3-ProjectionofPopulationofGreatBritain1954-2029(Assumingthatfertilityratesfallsteadilytothe equivalentofanetreproductionrateof0.95in1979 andareconstantthereafter;andthatmortalityratesfallatthesamerateasinthepast50yearsuntil1979 andareconstantthereafter) (FromCommitteeontheEconomicandFinancialProblemsoftheProvisionforOldAgeReport,tableYll,p21) Year,

AgeGroup195419G43979OPOn2029 o.-j-Rateo.-i-Rateo-t-Rate.o.+P.teo.+Rate
0-1411.16227410.7321.210.5120.210.0019.59.0019.015-4420.7641.620.9741.220.9840.120.4959.619.6739.0Men45-645.7311.66.2512.3G.2211.96.7213.06.4312.8Women45-595.0910.45.1510.15.023.65.2910.24.899.7Men65andover2.234.52.434.83.336.43.516.43.617.2Women60and4.669.55.3310.56.1711.86.0211.66.2812.5 over

Total49.6510050.8610052.2510051.3310050.43100 +Allnumbersaremillions.
i
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Comparison with the Table in the Coramittee*a
report will show that we have left out of account that
part of the working population from age groups over the
statutory retiring age. This is because it has 'been
made abundantly clear in various Government statements
and publications that there is o intention of compelling
people to continue at work over retiri g age, though
various i centives ma, be offered to persuade them to
do ao. lie ce the numbers of people y; or lei g In these
age groups will depend on a number of factors ouch as
the nature of the i centives offered, the prevailing
"climate of opinion" regarding retirement, and 00 on.
Some evidence will later be resented to suggest that
should an improved technology create a labour surplus,
the climate of opi ion would rapidly change, and
pressure to retire would then be put upon older workers.

TAbii'i 4 - Estimated Working Population of Great
Britain 1914-79

(Prom Committee on the Sco omic and Financial
rroblema of the Provision for old Age Report,
table \5Lxl , p&3j

Year

Age Group 191.4 1964 1979
fO. To.+

it. • 44 lb.01 60.1 ..1. 28 65 . 2 16.29 62.7
hen 41-64 7.25 51.0 7,70 31.9 7.65 51.S
v. 0 id ■. 41—69 1.07 4.6 1. 18 4.9 1.47 6.0

'.OtBl 25.31 100 24.16 100 24.39 100

The estimated sise of the labour force between
now and 1979 varies from So.hi million to 24.59 million,
corresponding to percentages of the total population of
46,9/ and 46.6/0, so that the proportion ,vhich the labour
force is of the total opulation may be expected to
remain virtually co-.stunt, at any rate up to 1979.
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This Is not the whole story, however, oi ;oe It
is of some im orta ue to k ow more auout the age
distribution nithln the worki -g population, it may ue
ehown from Taule 4 that the proportion of the total
labour force which will ue formed by the over 45'a will
rise from 15.2;' to 59.5, , i.e. a rise of 4.5, • This is
not great Tout It must ue taken i to account. The Ro al
Commission on Ropulatio , i formi tg their o>m estimates
of the probable proportions i the various ge-groups,
did so o tares differ nt assumptions of expected family
size, Unde their most "unfavourable" assu. tioas, the
proportion of people between 45 and 64 would ue expected
to i crease uy auout 9;b of the total lauour force. The
general picture, then, is o-e of ; fairly otaule lauour
force as a whole with some to dene, towards an age shift
within it. The proportion of "older" (i.e.over 45)
workers is important on two counts: firstly, because
the nature of jous within industry may change, and eha ge
in ways which set the older worker at a disadvantage;
seco dly, because industries themselves nay change i
respo se to changing pat erne of demand, expanding here,
co tr: cti tg there. Therefore, we eed to co aider the
flexiuility likely to ue dema ded of the older worker,
arid his correspo di g ability to adapt to new ;iou
situations.

This is an area in which the psychologist, along
with the physiologist, u.id the sociologist, could make
a co siderable co triuution. gut it oa ot ue said that
there is as yet sufficient i formation to throw a great
deal of light on these -problems. For example, rejection
of ap licants for employment on the grounds of age has
come it for heavy criticism, though the present writer
found it a reasonable yardstick for many jouo, in lieu
of some more sensitive selection technique. 'i he
National Advisory Committee on the Employment of Older
Men and omen (1953) has been among the more vigourous of
the critics, and has suggested that the criterion for
accepts ce for employment is "suitability not age". If
the specialists could develop some test battery which
would enable one to determine accurately the suitability
of the older worker for some job in terms of reaction
times, ability with displays, physiological perform© ce,
etc, then the achievement of the goal would be i- sight.
To some extent the relevant procedures are already in
existence, though co sideraule standardisation
programmes would ue needed. There is some empirical
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data to Indicate that engagement in middle age may not
be a bad thi g. r.lURk ,L.b, GRI A7 and TuCKbR (1957) found
for various e igineerl ig firms that "the best age for
engagement seems to ue uetueen 37 and 44 years and the
worst 81 to 18 years". This was an assessment made on
the oasis of how long the men co !cerned actually remained
on the job.

In the c se of employees actually in jobs, the
sit 'ation is rather different. In interviews conducted
by the present writer in the course of another project,
employers were almost unanimous in extolling the virtues
of the older worker in general, while maki g some
reservations as regards health or suitability for certain
sorts of job; the older worker, they said, may ot ue
so speedy or daptable, but he la more co scientious,
more settled, and a better craftsman.

fihe available evidenee would te d In the main,
to support these statewe its. From the psycho-physiological
aspect the effect of ageing was seen i vestigated by
*hi.. UkD and his associates (1951). Their work is very
much of the laboratory type and the tasks used in the
experiments i volved the acquisition of rather abstract
skills such as track! g a d chain throwing, but their
results have relevance for the assessment of the
efficiency at v/ork of older persons. The main effect of
age in experimental tasks was in the receptor side of
the central mechanisms. "If it is legitimate to generalise
our fi di gs, it would appear that, as a person, gets
older, he fi ids it i -cretisingly difficult to comprehend*
verbal or visual data especially when these are in any
way new or unfamiliar. The breakdown seem to be more
in the process of organising the i comi g data and relating
it to the relevant material that he bri gs to the
situation from his past experience, than in the
availability of past experience itself" (pl4-6). Another
finding was that these changes in the "receptor" central

+ Italics are Telford's own.
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mechanisms may be responsible for many changes of
performance which might at first sight appear to be due
to breakdown of effector mechanisms, aid they also uegin
early on,being well in evidence by the thirties.
However, such changes may not lead to substantial changes
in achievement until a much later age, because the
subjects make adequate compensation for their
difficulties by changes of method, especially where the
task does not entail the subject's working near the
limit of his capacity. Finally, the drop in speed may
be more than offset by gains in quality of performance
and accuracy, while there is a substantial number of
individuals who maintain performances comparable with
younger subjects.

Some years earlier, THORT!DIjfE and his
associates (1928) had i vestigated the change of
learning ability with age, using a range of tacks, such
as learning to write with the wrong hand, to typewrite,
and learning a logical system (Esperanto). Various
groups of subjects were used, from schoolchildren, to
postgraduate students, and priso ere in Sing-^ing
prison. The final conclusion of these authors is
summed up as follows

"The general te dency from all our experiments
is for an inferiority of about 15 per cent as
a result of 20 years from twenty two on.
Leading representing an approximation of
sheer rnodifinability unaided by past learning
shows considerably more inferiority than this.
Actual learning of such things as adults
commonly have to learn show, considerably less".

This conclusion would also appear to be consistent with
the results of experiments to determine the effect of
age on intelligence (MILES and MILES 1945, MILLS 1959,
WECH SLSli 1944, Ow'KTTS 1955) where the general inference
seems to be that tests i volvi g speed showed a marked
decline with age, as do tests 1 volvi g reasoning in its
purer forma, the so-called "not hold tests", but that
testa 1 volvi g verbal ability and general i^formation
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the so called "hold" tests, show much less decline
or even a gain. This, of course, is the oasis of
the test devised by uAaCOGK and L ;VY (1942).

The Thorndike experiments, even more than
Welford'e, were carried out with tasks ot
necessarily related to those found in industry at
large, "but the implication that ew learning within
at least partially familiar co texts does not show-
as great a loss with age as might oe thought, merits
further exami ation in t;ie industrial situation.

However, nELBIIT (1953), one of Welford's
associates, carried out i iveetigations in industry,
examining the kind of difficulty experienced by the
older worker. He fou d tv/o main types of
difficulty, difficulty in acquiring skill, and
difficulty in continued performance. There were
28 operations in which age difficulties in training
were found to occur He fore the age of 40. Of these,
27 were wo, en's operations and it would seem that
the reason for the high proportion of women's jobs
found, is due to the light ,ature of the work o which
women are usually employed, rather than to any
differeace between the capabilities of older men
and women. In 25 of tiiese 28 operations, "time
stress" was present. (Chi square = 11.6, 1 is
less than .001). By "time stress" aelbin means
that the work was either paced by the machine, so
preventing the worker from making his own speed, or
the work was subject to time pressure, and the worker
experienced a pressure for speed as a result of a
piece-rate system.

welbin found 12 operations carried out by
men from which moves were made with age, and seven
carried out by women. We shall oily be concerned
with the men's job. All but one of the men's
jobs i volved "time stress". From a curve which
relbin gives, the main fall away with age appears
to be i the middle fifties.
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An interest! g subsidiary fiidi ig is
that where there was evidence of age difficulties
discrimination always operated at a lower age than
for other operations in the same department or
factory# "This discrimination", says belbln,
"was not therefore due to any general policy of
age discrimination on the part of management.
Rather it represented a policy originating and
bei g operated at a local level and based on the
results of experience i. the allocation of labour
between various operations". This suggests that
discrimination against the older worker may not
always be arbitrarily based. MURRBLL et al (op
cit) found that older men did find it difficult

o keep working on some more highly skilled job,
and that these jobs tended to be avoided by older
men. Further, within the occupations of fitter
and machinist, the e was evidence to suggest that,
co trary to the widely received opinion, the older
mend tended to remain on production work rather than
on higher grade, e.g. toolroom work.

A study reported by JKF..A YS (1934) supports
the view that older workers are more steady in
their job than younger ones and this differential
is also mai itai ed between various grades of skill.
Taking means of the figures for the two areas she
i vestigated, we fi d that for "Skilled, clerical
and supervisory workers", aid for "Semi-skilled
workers ad lauourers", the percentages having no
change were as follow:-
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a.V,.t>LE b - Analysis of job changes by age a d
grade (perce tages)

Age o 3+ Job Total in Group
Group i hanye Changes = 100,

Skilled, clerical, and a uperviaor.y workers

20-24 56 12 91
25-34 72 3 177
35-44 73 2 275
45+ 81 1 298

Semi-skilled workers ad labourers

20-24
25-34
35-44
45+

20 37 157
22 20 353
48 15 387
57 5 460

Men of 45 and over had different reasons from those
of younger men for staying in one job or changi \g
to another. Older men v/ere doubtful of their ov/n
auility to take on different work in different
surroundings, and, partly as a result of apprehensions
about employment possibilities L the looour market
for the older me , they clu ig to what was familiar.
Though many of the older men were critical of their
own job, few of them were prepared to make a
voluntary change. Very few moved because they
i te ded to better their financial position r
improve their future prospects. On the other hand,
"the si , le most important factor i flue cing the
extent and direction of movement amo g younger men
in the labour market was the desire to maximize
current earnings" (J.F.h YS 1954, pl40). On the
basis of this reluctance to change his job on the
port of the older worker, this author suggests that
the Increasing pro portion of older workers i the
labour force will bring a decreased flexibility in
respo se to the demands of a changi g industry.

The sum of this psychological and
sociological work appears to oe that the older
worker is more staoie in all se ses of that term,
lie does ot change his job so much for other reasons
than inability to do the job, uut he is also less
adaptable than the younger man, a d his performs ce
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both in terms of physical output and in the exercise
of skills undergoes some decrement. Clearly, then,
much will depend upon changes in the nature of
industry and the jobs it provides over the corning
years. If appreciably more i,asks become aroken
down into semi-skilled processes e tailing time
stress and piece-work, older workers may be put at
an 1 creasidisadvantage. but should the
i troduction of increased mechanisation be in the
direction of essistl g the effort of the worker,
without increasing the time stress of his job, tuen
this may enable the older worker even to improve
on his prese t performance by making sheer physical
effort less important. In so far as "payment by
results" may be assumed to give a rough indication
of time stress, figures published by the LI aotry
of Labour (1916) throw some light upon the increase
of time stressed jobs.

TAbLE 6 - Percentage of Wage Earners paid under
System of Payment by Results - all
manufacturing industries

In this tauie, the classification "payment by results
systems* refers only to arra ■ gemevts where payment
varied according to the output of i dividuals, groups,
or departments. Hence the incidence of genuine
time atresned joes as defi ed by oelbin (vide supra)
is probably rather less than would appear purely on
the basis of the above figures. The estimates for
all industries, as distinct from all manufacturing
industries, are not different in form, though
somewhat different in level, from those given above.

From these figures it would appear that
while over the total time spa co sidered, the percentage
employed on payment by results conditions has risen

Date Men tomen All Vorkers
1950 October 58 4-5
1955 October 58 46
1951 October 38 48
1949 October 36 45
1947 October . 36 43
1938 October 29 48

40
40
40
38
37
33
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ay 9 points for ucn, a ad 7 poi to for all workers,
the i ere ut; took place mainly in the earlier part
of this spa a ci has been relatively steady for the
past few years# forcover, the i crease in payment
try results for mens* joes may be clue to the
ap ioation of new payments methods to jobs which
remain fundamentally the same as -reviously# It
will be remembered that what is important for the
older worker is "ot so much whether ue has to work
to a time schedule (provided this Is not too
circumscribed) out whether ho is able to compensate
for decreasing speed by the ability to modify his
methods of carry! g out the tvsk# home evidence for
this view that tlie nature of the lob may ot be
ehsngi g at least us much as the i.'crea.se of payment
by results schemes would suggest, is provided by the
eorreo o di g figures for women's jobs, si ee women
are very frequently employed on semi-skilled,
circ mscriued, high-speed joos i the manufacturi g
industries# The women*a figures show hardly any
real change, itdeed a slight drop, over the time
span under consideration#

The assumption running though the above
discussion hue been that, although the nature of
the job available may change, the industries, and
their products, will remain eo ataut# This assumption
ho3 been questioned by the -or, al ammlsslon on
Population, and ... DBA'; AY (1946). The arguments
here discussed will be those ol .ed&away• Ytioae
of the Royal Coinmiooior., on which indeed . edduway
sat, are not different but are substantially less
detailed.

aeddaway considers th t, for two main
reasons, our Industrial system will be required to
carry out adjustments to changing requirements and
with a rai 'iraum of loos# The first of these is tluit
changes in demand pa terns and the attendant
relati e decline in certain industries nay be
bio Wetc& by the increase ir: total aemorvd of a rial g
population# Thus the relative decli e may take
place without an qonolute decline i demand for the
product of the industry co cerned# nov/evev, with
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stationary or declining total demand as a r suit of
a declining population, this blanket! g effect will
not be present, and an absolute decline in the
level of demand will result. the second of these
reasons is that not only will any given shift in
demand cause a greater disturbance but such shifts
are likely to be more numerous as a result of the
changing basis of demand patter a. With an
ageing population, of course, there will be obvious
changes in the ki d of co nuner goods eeded -
bath-chairs instead of cradles - but keddaway points
to a more general co isideration. He suggests that
the average person will in future enjoy a rather larger
real income, and this will have the consequence that
a larger proportion of this income will be spent
on other things tha • ecessitiea. "Almost by
definition this implies that a larger proportion of
his expe diture is liable to be switched from one
commodity to another in accordance with the dictates
of fashion or passi g whims. Hence i dustry will
be confronted with the need for frequent, and
possibly rapid, readjustments of a more or less
unpredictable kind".

Thus iieddav/ay comes 1o a consideration of
the effect of population changes o the ability of
the system to carry out adjustments smoothly and with
a minimum of loss. The main point, he says, is
that it is easier for a young man to change his job
than for an old one. This, as we have seen above,
is broadly true, especially whe we co eider the
influence of the older man's family respo .sibilities,
and his neighbourhood connections which tend to
decrease his mobility# but the ability of the older
worker to undertake ew tasks is not perhaps as
limited as Reddenay appears to suppose. However,
tills comment does not invalidate his general
argument.

As far as expansion of a industry is
concerned, argues keddaway, a high proportion of new
entrants to established workers is desirable
because the \ the process of adjustment may be
carried out ay simply directing the ew entrants
i to the expand! ig industries. This is not the case
in our own population, where the ..royortion of
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over 65's to under 15's in rapidly increasing.
But where Industries are contracting, a high
proportion of older men is actually advantageous
uecause contraction /nay be effected simply by
allowing the labour force to retire without
replacement. Reddaway points out, however, that
there are practical difficulties in the way of
using this method for co tracting an industry.

Firstly, workers are usually taken on
initially as juniors to do "boys' work", such as
messenger boy, and so on, at lower wa.es than
adults would accept. Hence it may be necessary
to pay some of the adults to do boys' work.
Secondly, the industry concerned may ee the only
one in the district, and then the boys leaving
school must either e iter the industry or move away
from home. Therefore, Reddaway concludes, the
higher proportion of retirements la no compensation
for the reduced ability of workers to change their
job.

To sum up the discussion thus far, then,
we huve seen, that the proportion of old people to
younger ones in the population is increasing and
that the ratio of dependants to workers will
remain roughly the same,at least until the middle
of next century. within the body of workers, the
higher age groups will tend to achieve a slight
preponderance, and this will at the individual
level present problems of adjustment which have been
in some respects over-rated. At t e level of" whole
industries a certain rigidity is likely to arise, as
a result of the growing proportions of older
workers, in the auility of industries to expand or
contr ct in r sponse to changing demand patterns.

The terms in which the fhillips Committee
sums up its consideration of the demographic aspects
of the problem are these, "To anyone viewing the
matter exclusively in terms of the balance between
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producers and consumers, workers and dependants,
there might seem little cause for uneasiness. So
far, however, we have taken no account of the
financial consequences of the changes in progress,
and to these we must now turn". (pg6, paragraph.
104). It is when the problem is expressed in
financial terms that the state of affairs which
has ueen outlined so far gives rise to a good
deal of alarm and despondency, for the economic
and financial considerations are rather more

formidable than the demographic data given above
might lead one io suppose.

The original estimates of the Beveridge
Report (BEVKsilDGS 194S) estimated that the level of
retirement pensions would rise to 111300 in 1965.
however, from figures published by the hlllips
Committee, it io clear that Lord Leveridge's
maximum estimates were well outstripped in 1963
when old age and retirement pensions of various sorts
accounted for £M354. The maximum estimated by the
Committee, J-M666, is more than twice as great as that
estimated by weveridge. Furthermore, this estimate
for 1979 does not take account of any future
i creases in the rate of pension. The sine of the
burden appears formidable and it is necessary to
consider the means by which it could be borne. Two
ways of meeting the situation have been widely
discussed. There is the possibility of i creasing
the size of the labour force uy persuading people
to remain at work longer. This is the major
proposal of the Phillips committee, and it has been
the theme of this general discussion. alternatively,
there is the possibility of increasing productivity.
This has been considered independently in two
publications (HO. RITT 1953; I "STITUTK OF ACTUARIES
1963).

Of these two papers, that of Hopkin is
based on a straightforward demographic analysis,
while that of the Institute of Actuaries undertakes
a more sophisticated financial approach. As was
suggested above, the magnitude of the burden, derived
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by the financial approach, is larger than that
derived purely from demographic considerations,
put the conclusions are in both cases very
similar. .uoth reports suggest a national annual
i icrease in productivity of rather more than 1^ ,

based on available productivity figures, and both
therefore show an increase over the next 30 years
in the national product of about 50;.,, or sufficient
to cope adequately with the expected pension bill,
aid still allow a rise in the standard of living#
Thus, the reduction in living standards due to the
changes in age distribution,, though as topkin says,
"not entirely insignificant, cannot be called
catastrophic". It seems to the present writer that
the widespread concern with the problem of ageing
and provision for old age may in itself indirectly
help to maiitain the a nual increase in productivity
by encouragi g savi g and the undertaki g of
insurance a-;d superannuation commitments by workers,
and thus making available increased capital for
investment. put again, this is the affair of the
economist.

So far, it has ucen the co cern of this
chapter to take the "agei problem" as defined from
various points of view, a .id to wring to aear what
evidence is available, so as to see whether the
situation is as critical as Is usually suggested#
The conclusion seems warranted that from the
demographic point of view; in terms of the
potentialities of the older worker; a d in terms
of the productive potential of the mtion, it is
not critical. Or, to relate this to the problem
aa originally posed, the degree of economic necessity
with which the nation is faced does not seem to
warrant a drive to keep men at work after retirement
age. This latter course of action lias, however,
by now become purt of official policy.

At this point it is worth drawing attention
to the variations in the official and semi-ofnicial
attitudes towards retirement. This has
fluctuated between two extremes from time to time#
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The examination of these ex ores .cd
attitudes, as they have varied i i time, would ue
worth a full-scale study in their own right,
here, we shall only si '.gle out four landmarks - as
examples of the ki d of fluctuatio s to be found.

The first landmark la the Superannuation
Commission of 1856 (COIil^T 1941). In the civil
Service, some form of superannuation had been in
existence for more than 70 years, hut in general
the qualifications for retirement were ill-health
and old age. There was apparently no fixed age
at which these factors were deemed to take effect,
jbut the Commissioners gave it as iheir opinion that
if no pension provision existed "the hardship of
removing an estimable public servant without
provision would be avoided by retaining him in the
Service after he had become incompetent to perform
his duties. This is, perhaps, the strongest
argument in favour of u system of superannuation".

As a result of the Commissioners' report,
the Superannuation Act of 1859 was passed. however,
a clause to make retirement compulsory at age 65
■was defeated. 7o pension was payable to those who
retired below the age of 60 for reasons other than
those of ill-health. Thus the retirement age was
left as a permissive one set at 60. An Order in
Council of 1890, however, laid down that the Head
of the Department might call upon any ivil Servant
to retire when he had reached age 60 a d that at
age 65 retirement should ue compulsory for all.
In exceptional ca.es an extet sion not exceeding
five years might ue allowed ( ohen, pl60).

For the civil Servant, then, retirement
came to ue regarded as better for all co eer ed.
For t e large mass of the manual and routine clerical
working groups, it appears that o orgasised
provision was made other than the boor Law. A
person either worked or starved until eventually he
found his way into the roor house. Ultimately,
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after many years of argume it, non-co tributory
old age pensions were granted at age 7G. In
1909 when, 1 iterestingly enough, one of the
problems facing the Government was how to draw
a balance between the cost of armaments and the
3oeial services, Lloyd George, the then hancellor
of the Exchequer, had this to say,

" e are pledged .... to supplementing
our old age pension proposals. how is this
to be done? It ha3 ueen suggested that we
should reduce the age limit .... a reduction
of the age limit to 05 would cost an additional
15 to 20 millions a year to the Exchequer ....

(and this) .... is much the most wasteful
way of dealing with the question for whilst it
would afford relief to many thousands
probably who neither need nor desire it, and
whose stre'gth is probably more happily and
profitably employed in labour, it would
leave out of account altogether far and away
the most distressing and the most deserving
cases of poverty. What are the dominating
causes of poverty among the industrial
classes? Old age, premature breakdown in
health and strength, the death of the areadwlnner
and unemployment .... The distress caused by
any or either of these causes is much more
deserving of immediate attention than the case
of a healthy and vigorous man of 65 years of
age who is able to pursue his daily avocation,
and to earn without undue strain an income
which is quite co ^siderabie enough to provide
him and his wife with a comfortaule subsistence".

This quotation is important because it
provides an early example of a practice which is
Vpry common today - the bolstering of an opi ion
that financial considerations require that old people
work, with the value judgement that also it is uetter
for them to do so.

+ Italics mine
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'Text there is a r. .. v. pamphlet colled
•The Exit from Industry* (193b). It should be
reme bered that this was a period of u employment
a id financial i stability. The writers say,
"Today a nan's expectation of life may be longer,
but his expectation of workiig lire, is a id should
ue, snorter. Today the anomaly is, not t at
men of 65 should so often ue unemployed, but that
they should be employed as often aa they are when
so many men it the prime of life are it desperate
need of work and wages".

Retirement ages of 55 and 60 are considered
and are not acceptable o ly on the grounds of cost.
For the writers of the report, an i .crease in the
amount of "beneficial a d desired leisure" will be

".... in the clear i terest of the older workers
and the nation".

Finally, there is the stateme :t of
the WIO AL ADVISORY COL ITTEiS on the Eh LO-lh-. T
of OLDER r:-,' and V/OMED (1953) that "there is
support for the view that the emotional content of
work - the conti 1 uan.ee in the rhythm and routi e in
which the majority of people are e 5gaged and the
feeling of continued usefulness - may hold at
bay the effect of ageing, and that a sudden
severu ice, not compensated by some other absorbing
occupation or i >terest, may quicken it".

At least the Coronalttee have tried to find
evide ce in support of their opinion. But I do
not think: that the evidence which they obtai ed
provides support in a scientific sense. The
Committee may well be right and on the face of it
their statement seems reasonable enough but the
hypothesis involved still has to we tested. "Does
or does not retirement lead to a decrease in
adjustment"?



It appears orif i ally to have been
official policy to provide i ceHives to remain
at work rather than actual coercion (see for
example the First deport of the " atioo.nl Advisory
Committee on the iwuplo,/merit of Older Pen and
..'omen, 1913), a d it was with this intention
that the scheme was i istituted whereby i erements
to the national pension could be earned in return
for postpo ement of retirement. It is perhaps
remarkable that no psychological survey was
undertaken to examl *e the possible effects of
these i ice itiveo, and i t vie,, of their apparent
lack of success, quite a considerable saving of
money could probably cave bee i effected. The
Phillips Qi.jnlttee, however (op cit) has recomme' ded
that the retiri\g age be raised to 68 for men and
63 for v/ome i, and this, i effect, would force
people to remain an work longer. The difficulty
in this approach is that many people might not ue
fit to carry on ueyo d the age of 61 and it is
by no means uncommon ut present for a ma of
63 or so to ue hanging on somehow so as to
provide himself with an i co.,.e until the minimum
pensionable age. This ota t of aff ira would
oe made more common by raising the retiring age.
It ie true than it is also i reposed by the - hiliipe
Committee that people who ca mot work a d who are
below minimum pe tsiociuble age, should receive
sickness benefit, or if they are fit for work but
cannot find it, u .employment benefit, out fro-i: the
psychological standpoint there would seem to be
a gr at deal of differe ice between an ho curable
retirement and relegatio o the ra iks of the sick
or unemployed. The assumption underlyi g the
proposals regarding increased pension age is that
people are in any case capable of working io ger
nowadays. As has been discussed above, the
improvement i death rates and expectation f life
has ueen much more marked 1 the younger age groups
than in the older ones. The Tational Advisory

• ommittee on the drawl o ment of Older Men and omen

(op cit) take iota of this fact, but argue that
"we still know too little about general sta dards
oi fitness and capacity for work amo g older
people ....". The ( ommittee suggests that,
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since work "now begins at a later ape and with
a. healthier start, and the progressive improvements
in working and living conditions and the social
and medical services, it does not seem unreasosable
to suppose that with! the logger total spars there
should he, for many, a longer period of capacity
for working life". One difficulty of this
position is that, for many ox the people at
present to ue found in the age groups of about
retiring age, the later age of beginning employment
and having a healthier start can have made a
difference, si ice these people were already fully
employed uefore such improvements began to ue felt.

At all eve its we can outain a very rough
estimate of the order of magnitude of the possible
increase i the lauour force to ue ootai ed by
bringing older workers back from retirement.
MATKIASE^ (1955) commenting upon the widely held view
that if retirement were not required at 65, a
tremendous number of older persons could be
transferred from the pension rolls to the lauour
force, says that the best estimate of the increase
in the labour force in the U.S.A. if all males over
the age of 65 who are able to meet Job requirements
were put to ;;ork, is This estimate was
oased on the assumption that half the male
population over 65 and not now in the 1 hour force
would be willing and able to work. For Great
Britain, working from the 1% sample tables of the
1951 Census, and making the same assumption, the
corresponding figure comes out at about 1.4; .

Is it reasonable to take one half for the
fraction of the male population not in the labour
force who would ue fit and will! ig to come buck to
work? Information here la sup lied uy the ieport
of an enquiry by the MI ISTRY of in. *6 re 6 and
JATIO AL I bdiA , (1954). From a sample of men
taking pensions o ; retirement at age 65, and within
the next five yearn, the following breakdown was

derived!-
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TAiiu-.; 7 - Comparisons of reasons given by
men talcing pensions on retirement
(a) at age 65 and (b) within the
next five years

(From "Report of an quiry by the inistry of
Pensions and "ational Insurance", op cit, p9).

Men taking pensions on
retirement

At age 6b Within the next
- , Ays-
(4,684) (4,790)

. ?o5. of"
Chro1c illness 2b. 2 8.9
Ill-health 24.8 58.1
Heaviness or strain of

work 5. 6 7.5
retirement uy employer

or discharge 28.4 25.5
v.ish for rest or leisure 6.7 8.4
Other reasons 8.4 11.1
Peaso s not ic; own 2.8 2.7
All reaso is 100.0 100,0

From this table it will be seen that at

age 6t, 50/ of t.e men retired through "chro ic
illness" or "ill-health". It is possible that some
of these men would ue able to undertake very light
work again, but we do not k aw how many. Men
retiring because of a wish for rest or leisure
will oe unlikely to go back to the labour force,
though some may do so after experience of retirement.
Possibly many of the men retired through heaviness
of work or strain of work could carry on if suitably
light employment could be found. The o ly major
group of men likely to contain a large number who
would carry on if they had the chance seem to ue
those who are retired or discharged by the
employer, i.e. about SO,. Therefore, on this
basis, the figure of 50 as an estimate of the
fr ction of the retiring mule population who would
be willing and able to come back to work appears to
err somewhat towards tiie generous side, but it is
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probably acceptable as a rough estimate.

The conclusions which are to be drawn
from all the preceding considerations appear to
the present v/riter to be as follows s-

a) The difficulties concomitant with the
ageing of the population have been
overstressed.

b) In particular it docs not seem likely
that the pronounced financial difficulties
due to the increased numbers oi old people
who will have to be supported are more
than our present economic system can bear.

c) It seems that even were this not the case,
the number of mei who could be re-employed
after retirement is sufficiently small to
make o ly a marginal contribution to the
eiae of the labour force.

d) Since the problem appears to be mainly one
of usig a labour force of approximately
the present size with increased efxiclcncy,
a d si ce the pro ortion of workers over the
age of 41 will tend to increase, the
crucial area ii dealing with this
problem is the adjustment to work with
age of older workers.

This chapter has ueen concerned to s et
the problem of retirement in perspective. In the
light of what has gone before, along what lines
should psychological research proceed in relation
to this problem? Clearly, if the intention is to
utilise the services of people relatively advanced
in age, then the psychologist must assist in findi g
out in what ways work can be made more attractive,
what incentives may be employed, and in what ways
jobs may be modified to bring them withi'i the
capabilities of the older worker. If on the other
hand the burden of the increased number of old people
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ie countered by an increase in productivity or if,
in fact, the uurden does not prove to be as great
as it at first sight seemed, then psychological
research should be directed towards the facilitation
of adjustment to retirement. If need be, attempts
must be made to find out how closely the routine a >d
satisfactions of the work environment may be
simulated in the retired state.

There is a third poi it of view. It may
be argued that, since however long men continue at
work:, for the majority at least retirement must
eventually occur. In this case the isvestigation
of adjustment to retirement Is equally important
under all circumstances. owever, if men ar expected
to work until physically incapable of doing so -
which is what the present official view amounts to -

then the problem Is different from one where
r tirement does take place at some fixed ad relatively
early age. In the first case, men are i valided out
of the labour force with no implied loos of status.
In the second, they may be "men who could ue doing
their bit, and are not"• In the first case also,
Invalidism will probably restrict activities, whereas
i the second, the men will be relatively active
and.need to seek a mode of adjustment to the
unfamiliar situation of absence from work through
other causes than sickness.

It is not for the scientist to decide on

legislation; he can only investigate the various
problems, and lay evidence before the relevant
authorities. In accords see with this view, such a
research as is here proposed should perhaps deal
with both eventualities. owever, such a project
would demand far more in the way of labour and
facilities than are at present available. I so
far as any stand is taken upon what is the correct
course of actio i witu regard to the employment of
the old, and in the light of the evidence prese ted
auove, it has been decided to pursue an investigation
which is concerned with adaptation to retirement in
the belief that this is still the more pressi g of the
two alternatives.
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RETIJdtl tCT'TT - A GKUKdAL DISCUSSION

Having given, in the previous chapter,
the context of the retirement problem, v/e may now
begin to consider retirement ae a phenomenon in
greater detail. It might be supposed that the
concept of retirement is itself clear cut. aut
when one comes to examine what is involved in the
retirement situation, it is discovered that the
situation is very much more complex than it at
first seemed. In this chapter, then, some
prooiems of definition will first be discussed;
then the prevalence of various retirement
practices will be considered; some data on
reaso->s for retirement will be presented; and
finally, the "retirement impact" hypothesis will be
i troduced.

1. Come Definitions

A suitaule starting point for a
consideration of the difficulties involved in the
definition of retirement is the material provided
by the Census, uecause the figures given in this
source are used as the basis for estimates of
working and retired, population projections as though
these were clearly defi ed categories. However, tills
is not the case, as the Registrar General explicitly
recognised ii his discussion of the 1931 Census
data for England and bales (REGISTRAR GE'TERAL 1950).
The figures are derived from a comparison of the
1921 with the 1951 Census figures for retired men,
and are reproduced below.
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TAjuLH 8 - Comparison of Percentages Retired
For the years 1921 and 1951 by
Age Groups

Total 14 Under
and over 25 25-34 35-44 45-54

1951 5.2 0.1 0.5 0.7 1.8
1921 3.0 0.1 0.6 0.6 1.4

55-59 60—04 65—69 70-74 75-
1951 4.1 10.5 30.4 50.2 64.0
1921 3.5 7.4 14.5 31.9 45. 5

The points which the Registrar General
makes are three. Firstly, that the large
increases in percentage retired oetween 1921 and 1951
are located at the, higher ages "from which it may be
inferred that the general increase and range in pension
allowances aid other ame itics for the aged have
been res go slble for considerable Increases in the
numbers able and willing to take advantage of them".
(pl05)• Secondly, that the increases in proportions
are not co fined to the high ages "arid it is
difficult to a void the conclusion that the
proportions at all ages might have been lower in
1951 but for the intense industrial depression and
that many who would have been prepared to work,
preferred to return themselves us "retired" rather
than as seeki g work of which there was no prospect".
Thirdly, that slice some mei are shown as retired
even at early ages, these must "be ascribed almost
exclusively to the inevitable element of premature
invalidity which will always oe present even at t he
youngest ageo". (pi54).

If we consider each of these points in
turn, we fi id that the implied concept of
retireiiient varies us we proceed from one point to
the next. Under the first point the Registrar
General is dealing with a concept ox retirement which
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would be widely accepted, a d which would probably
co istltute the hard core of a retired group in
any discussion. Under the second point, the
retired group may also include some unemployed;
this proportion will vary from time to time out is
apparently determined by the employment co ditions
prevailing a.I the iinse of any particular cc sua;
and any investigation which fails to take this into
account will be suspect. Under the third point,
retirement.comes to be equated to the concept of
*i validity". The implications 1 ore arc that
retirement co siets substantially in an inability
to work, rather than the positive action of
leavi g the labour force; aid in addition it would
seem possible that the content ox' this "invalidity"
would be different in the earlier age groups from
what it would ue among lite older, the former
involvi g presumably more specific disabilities, the
latter involving the more diffuse syndromes of old
age such as frailty shading into a feeling of a need
for a change from work# The conclusion to be
drawn from this seems to be that in view of the lack
of definition attaching to the various categories,
the census material at any rate as regards the less
well defined social phenomena, such as retirement,
gives only gene ai indications of the trends
involved. When we come to consider attempts to
use the Census data for more sophisticated analyses,
these difficulties are underli ed. It can be seen

from the material presented in the last chapter, that
the i vestigation of retirement practices must
necessarily be crude so long as only existent
sources of information are used. A current example
of these difficulties is given 1 the work of
Lb CStOc o:u..: and DU "b (1955).
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TABUS 9 - Comparison of Occupied copulations
1951 and. 1951 (from Le Groa Clark
and Dunne op cit p2)

l&fat
Total male population

aged 65+ 1,424,806 2,174,800
Total occupied males

aged 65+ 682,754 696,500
Occupied males 65+ as

percentage of total
males 65+ 47.9; 32.0,

Total Jiayles 65+ as

percentage of total
male population 6.69.S>t

Occupied males 65+ as
percentage of total
male population 3.2 . 5.0;,

ow these figures snow a decrease of 15.9;, from
1951 to 1951 in the percentage v/uich the occupied
males of 65 and over forms of the total mules
65 and over. But the percentage of the male
population formed uy males of 65 and over rose
by 2.71 in the same period. There thus appears
to have ceen a real increase i i the prevalence
of losses from the labour force from all causes

(e.g. retirement, illness, etc), and the deduction
from this might ue tuat men are now retiring from
the labour force in i oressi*g umoers, uecuuse
they are ^ow enabled to do so by improved pension
provisions. Therefore, on the assumption that
economic necessity requires the use of all
available labour, this 26/a represents an important
source of labour which could be brought back, into
service. (This assumption is being accepted for
the sake of argument here, though in the light
of the last chapter it does not seem tenable).

The Aegistrar-General usee the terra
"occupied" to include not only those people
actually working, but also those "out of work".
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Thus the terra "occupied" provides an estimate of
those who could be worki g if work were available.
Opposed to this are the "unoccupied and retired".
Fortunately, for the 1931 and 1931 Censuses,
figures are available for those people "out of
work" (i.e. included in the "occupied" but
unemployed) and for those retired.

TA;< -K 10 - Percentages of Total Males
Aged 65 and over in Various
Occupational statuses, Great oritain

forking Out of ketired
fork

Census

"Occupied" 65+ 47.9,..
1931 38.5; 9.4'/. 45. 5,,

Census
"Occupied" 65+ 32.0

1951 31.4;t 0.6% 60.73

oteFigures across do not sura to 100
since some statuses ore ot
included such as "not gainfully
occupied".

In the above tabic, the percentages falling i to
the diffe -ent occupational statuses have been
brought together and corapar d v ith the percentage
aged 65 and over who were occupied. If we now
consider the percentage working at the two
Census dates, we fi :u tuat the shri ikage has ot
been 15.9/.. in people actually working but only
7.1, or less than half this figure•' here have
the other 8.8; gone? It appears from the table
that the unemployed at the 1951 Census, accounted
for 9.4/1 of the "occupied" men, while at the 1951
Census the percentage unemployed of 65 years and
over had shrunk to 0.6 • The retired on the other
hand had risen by 15.2, .

At t.is point assumptions begin to
enter in. One such assumption would be that in
1931, due to the economic stringencies of the
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time, men over the age of 63 were seeking work:
In order to try to provide the means of existence,
in default of a sufficient old age pension, ad that
many of these men would be the unemployables - men
who through physical or other shortcomings were not
suitable for employment out who icvertheless
co tinufed to look tor work and thus provided a

group of chronic unemployed. my 1961 on these
assumptions, the pension provisions would at least
provide a means of subsistence, and hence this
type of man, once qualified by age for a
retirement pension, would lapse into the retired
group. 'therefore, again on these assumptions,
the larger part of the 8.8> would be constituted
by a chronically unemployable group whose
counterparts in 1951 could reasonably classify
themselves as retired. Thus, in considering the
incr ase in percentage retir d shown in the last
column of the table, the rise of 16.P should not
be regarded as a sound i dication of the tendency
on the part of fit men to withdraw their labour,
since about 8,. of the rise could be accounted for
by the removal of economic stringency which would
then allow the men concerned to recognise the
physiological facto of ageing and invalidism.

To some extent the argument here
contradicts the views of the Registrar General in
1951, quoted above, since there it was argued, that
-ecuuse of the shortage of work, «juny men would
be prompted to admit defeat and elas >ify
themselves as "retired", while the argument above
suggests that men would be inclined to look for work
even with little hope oi finding it, and to
indicate this in the Census return by classifying
themselves as *unemployed"• Perhaps both
tendencies were at work, and. it might be that much
more fluidity between the categories should be
assumed. Thus by 1951, with fuller employment,
men hitherto consider d unemployable mi ht be
aole to find jobs if they continued to look for them,
which would involve a loss ox the unemployed to the
employed group. In this case, the lower e id of
the unemployable group could still go into the
retired group. The research material with which
this thesis will later be co oerned ahov/s that
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financial pressures to keep working are very
considerable, and hence these suggestions are not
unreasonable.

.out no attempt will be made here -co resolve
these contradictions in full. The argument has been
developed to indicate the ways ir which figures and
estimates may be influenced by the i .stability of
the concepts, and by the various assumptions
involved. Furthermore, it would seem that any
atte: pt to derive more than general tendencies from
Census material and vital statistics is doomed to
failure because of the impossibility of determining
the superiority of one set of interpretative assumptions
over a other except in the light ci empirical material.

When we turn to consider the relation
between retirement and morbidity, the difficulties
become even greater. Here we arc dealt g not with
categories in which numbers of cases can be
counted provided that the categories can be defined
without too ranch error but with psychological
concepts, and while the important aspect of the
situation is again whether or lot a man regards
himself as retired, the disti ctiouo ow ?eed to be
finer.

Let us assume that the e is in fact a

connection between retirement and . !or«idity. 'ow
suppose ve have a case where a man has ceased to be
"gainfully occupied" but lias taken up full time
voluntary work# iJe will be classed as retired from
one point of view, yet if the relation between
retirement and morbidity depends, for example, on
the lack of a means of organising o^.e's time, then
this subject may be expected to show less morbidity
than one who retires and. does nothi tg« Gn the
other hand, on the same assumption, we may consider
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a roan who is not nor cing and who may be drawing
a ketirement tension, yet who does not regard
himself as retired. If he continues to look
for work but does not find it, his co !sequent
frustration may lead to a higher maladjustment
score on whatever i dicators are chosen, than a
roan who is retired and. is reconciled to that
situation.

Hence one eeds to be very careful /hen
talking ox "retired" and "non retired" subjects,
and some attention ought to oe paid to

(i) how many hoars of the day are t-rcen up
by some systemtic occupation

aid

(ii) whether or not a man reg rdo himself as
retired.

Interestingly enough, in the light
of what has been said above, regarding the
conditions under which a man may assign himself
the "re ired" or "working" categories, it appears
from the research which hue seen carried out us the
main part of this thesis, thai a roan may not know
vPether he is retired or not. This is the case

when v. man leaves his job, usually because of a
fixed retirement age, but wants to co tinue in some
employment. he is unable to get such employment and
ceases to carry on a systematic search for it, but
he is prepared for something ouita ale to turn up,
and if it did so, he would go to work again. This
outlook is characterised by s repressed expectancy,
and is manifested in the man's difficulty in
classifying himself oeeupationally.

As a final comment, t: en, upon these
various considerations, it may be said that in
what follows, we shall try to make explicit at any
point in the argument, what concept of retirement
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is bei g used. Fortunately, in the coramonsenee
statements about retirement and its relation to
morbidity, the concepts involved are clear enough.
When the statement is made that 'Retired men

pass away like snow off a well", what is meant is
that «mer who are o longer gainfully employed under
full time conditions of work become sick and die
more rapidly than those who continue in such
employment". This definition of retirement
represents the core of the concept, and v/c shall
always have this in mind, even when it becomes
necessary to consider marginal cases where
"retirement" takes o different shades of meaning*

b. An Analysis of Retirement practices

In t e discussion above, we s w that the
prevalence of retire.,ie t is increusi g. In 1931,
46 of men over 65 were retired, whereas in 1951
61 were retired. It was further seen that it is
difficult to estimate what this implies, since men
may classify themselves different at differ© t times
without their actual employment status having
changed. A further aspect of the matte is that to
achieve the single end-result of "retirement*,
various types of retirement practice may be used,
and the type of retirement practice i volved in a
man's giving up work may have a marked effect upon nie
subsequent adjustment to retirement. Reasoning
from first principles, one would suppose that a man
who had been forced against his will to retire
under a fixed age scheme would experience more
frustration t an one vvho had elected to do so under
a permissive scheme, oven though the other factors
in the situation were the same in both coses.

The types of retirement practice are
extremely varied and include all possible kinds
of scheme. The major distinction is, of course,
between "voluntary" and "enforced" retirement.
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Voluntary retirement may be further
subdivided. Firstly, there is retirement prior to
some fixed age. that the age is may vary, but it is
usually some /nodal age such as 66. It would be
i foresting to investigate the feeli igs of men who
reiire voluntarily before the modal (or "culturally
approved**) retiring age, si.ee iwprew:ionia tic
evide .ce gathered i the course of the present work
aug,_ eats that such wen way not be impervious to
oocl.l pressures and that they do experie>ce some
guilt feelings about this. beconlly, voluntary
retirement way take place at Lue aye at which this
becomes possible. The exact determi lante of a man's
decision to take Lis retirement when he becomes eligible
to clo so, are difficult to ascertain, but some light
will be turown on t^is problem by the present work,
finally, there is volu tary retirement at some time
after the >oa become« eligible to retire. Again
the actual determinants arc very often complex.
It often La pens that a won seta himself a further
fixed age after which tie vill retire. Thus many
men who become eligible to retire at 66 will set
themselves a further target - usually 70 - at which
they intend to give up cork.

;nforced retirement also taken several
diffc e t forms. It is usually anchored to some
definite age, again usually age 06, and occurs
as a re. ult of regulations prescribed by employers,
Trade Union agreement, or dupenan uation Schemes.
Very often ret i retired under such regulations will
look for other work. There are, however, two major
categories of enforced retirement which do not
involve any fixed age. these are retirement
enforced uy illness or loss of ability to Keep
working, and that e forced by the inability of older
-workers to find employment. Among others,
beveridge ( 1944) hia, drawn attention to the large
age differs dial in duration of unemployment. This
latter consideration: hue been touched, upon above.
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of manufacturing industries retire at 70. but
in terms of numbers of em /ioyers haviae the
compulsory schemes, GE is overwhelmingly chosen
as the appropriate age.

These figures relate to practices under
compulsory retirement sche.es, out how many of these
schemes are there relative to other retirement
practices? televa ;t data on this point is also
available i ■ this article#

It appears that the manufacturing
i idastries differ from the commercial and
distributive uncle taki gu in netheri less to a
fixed retiring age, especially in the case of
manual workers# In the commercial and distributive
sectio b, compulsory retirement is more ooiarion among
"other" employees ••• iiau a.:on( clerical a d technical
staff, though more c. ;,iopcrc wake provlsio for the
compulsory retirement of clerical and technical
workers# This is i .teresti g occause compulsory
retireme t in often regarded as a "staff" rather
than a "works" phenomenon# Another interesting
point is that betwee • 12 and 15 per ce t of
employers operating cos raulsory retirement schemes
were holding them in abeya nce at the time the
article was written# This is presumably the result
of full ewployxnent#

3# vc - so-ri for ■ :.etlreroent

The auove data refers to employees of
all ages covered by schema of different kinds,
and the number of schemes in operation. hut it
is possible to co aider the operation of the various
sohemea at retirement age oy referring to fable 7
(Chapter 1). The data there re derived fro.; the
hi is try of . elisions Heport on "lieaeons for
letiri g or jo 'tinui ;g at ork" (op it). It can
be seen that in the sample i vestigated at age 6b,
1,-374 men out of 4,834 (28.4: ) gave as their reason
for retirement, compulsory retirement by employer,
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or discharge. This was the largest si gle cause
of retirement. Of those who took retirement
within the five gears 1'ter age Gh, 23.5 (of 4,798)
gave this reason. In this age period, retirement
under this head took second place to ill-health,
but it was still considerably larger than any other
reason for discontinuing work. We cannot accept
these figures at their face value since clearly the
reason for retiri g as given by an luterviev.ee may
•tot "be as clear cut as its categorisation for a
statistical table. e do not know, for example,
the proportion of men who were retired uy their
employer upon health grounds. moreover, under some
retirement schemes, whether or tot a mat is required
to retire is determi ed by a review of his physical
capacity in general, rather than any specific ailment
he may have. it was found in this i vestigatio
that about 60, of the men cornyulsorily retired "by
their employers were covered by pension schemes and
this may represent an approximation to the proportion
retired compulsorily solely because of the
requirements of a pension scheme. On the other
hand, more tiian 80, of the men who gave ill-health
or strain as the reason for retirement also said
they had to leave because of an age limit, and
employers* information in general confirmed this.
Thus it seems that there is considerable i teraction
between the categories of retirement o t the grounds
of ill-health or stral , and of compulsory
retirement by an employer. On the one hand there is
the possibility that some of the men classified as
"retired by the employer or discharged" may really
have "been discharged as a result of ill-health, while
on the other hand there is the possibility that some
of the .on classified as retired on grounds of
ill-health might equally well have been entitled to
be classified as retired cornyulsorily by employer.
Perhaps these two categories cancel each other out.
On the evidence it would seem fair to co elude that
prouably about one quarter of the men retiring at
age 65 did so as a result of action taken by the
employer.

Additional light on the factors affecting
the decision to work or retire was provided by an
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i veotigation by THOMAS (I960)• The primary aim
of this investigation was to discover the proportion
of old persons who were employed either for profit
or gain in mid 1945. Altogether 53. of men and
9; of women aged GO and over were in employment, a
total of 28, of all perso s aged 60 and over.
Thirty nine per cent of men over the age of 65 were
employed. The subjects were asked directly whether
they v/ere working because they had to do so for
economic reasons or because they preferred work to
retirement. There were no significant differences
between men and women. Of 744 men over the age of
60, 53% said they "must work", 25, that they " ust
and also preferred it", and 20, simply that they
♦'preferred it". .hen asked why they had a swered
as they did, the majority of subjects gave financial
reasons, for example, that their ability to pay their
way depended on their ability to keep working.

Men over 70 more frequently preferred to
work than those "below 70 (28% as agai st about 20 .)
hut this would in any case "be expected since the
passage of years after a pension "became available
would have removed from the group of employed men
the ailing, and those who wished to retire a' d
found themselves able to do so. Consistent v/ith
this view, the results of the i vestigation show
that 66 of old persons said they intended to go on
working as long as they could, and 16, expressed a
definite intention to retire. oat of this 16..
were found among those aged 60-69. Thus, says
Thomas, "it would appear that the majority of those
who wished to retire bad done so before reaching
70 years of age".

In the light of this evidence it would
appear that of the 60. of men found by the "Reasons
for Retirement" Report (op cit) to curry o working,
many must do so on grounds of economic pressure, and
not necessarily because they wish to do so, or
think it is necessarily better for them.
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Further 1>formation on the i iteraction of
the various factors at about retirement age is
available to show the 1 fluence of health, or its
decli' e, In product g either a decision to retire,
or an a prehension about ability to carry on
working. The prese t research i :dieates that all

• romature (i.e. prior to statutory age) retirements
are the result of poor health in the working
class groups, though men in higher i icorne groups
usually had the opportunity to retire earlier than
65, and many oi them took it. In the light oi the
influence of economic pressure, this is not
unexpected. i.T. . tC ' and SMITH (194-9) followed
up a group of 302 men aged between 50 and 64 between
three ad 18 months after discharge from hospital;
202 were medical cases, a d 100 were surgical. Of
the medical cases, 38.1,. died, 14.9, failed to return
to work, 0.4 returned to lighter work, and 33.1
returned to their old, or similar work. Among the
surgical cases, 13; failed to return to work,
6 returned to light work, and 59, returned to their
former, or similar dob. Thus, of the total sample,
of 302, 14.2;, were removed from the labour force
before the statutory age of retirement. ith
regard to age, the authors comment, "as might ue
expected, there was a falling off with i creasing
age in the proportion of patients returning to
their previous employme t. In the medical cases
there was a sharp drop between the 50-54 a -d
55-59 age groups: in the surgical cases the drop
did ot occur until the 60-64 period".

This, of course, was a sample of men who
had actually fallen ill. MOSS (1955) reports a
survey in which enquiries were made about health
aid work strain. This utilised a fully
representative sample of 1,950 men and 482 women
between the ages of 56 and 74 selected from the
national Register. Abouth two-thirds of those

over 55 who were still worki ig said they did
their work with no seise of strain, aid those
uetween the ages of 60 and 64 did not appear to
feel strain in larger numbers than those aged
between 55-59. jout there was a sharp rise in the
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figures in the 65-69 age group. An interesting
fl idi g was that, "Whereas the majority of those
engaged in heavy duties attributed the strain to
the nature of the work, the majority of those
engaged in relatively light duties attributed
strain to their own physical condition. It seems
as if those eiguged in different types of work set
their own standards of the kind of efrort required
for the job and then assess their own activities
against this standard**. On the point of apprehension
about the ability to keep working, it was found in
this survey that the majority of people over the
age of 05 feel uncertain about the possibilities
of their going on, and by far the major part of
this uncertainty is determined uy doubts auout
health. Thus 70,. of the men and 6T,U of women
gave the possibility of ill-health as being the
reason for their doubts aaout being able to
continue v/orki tg indefinitely. The results of
the present work o - this poi t are i general agreement.

Some indication of the difficulty of
assessing the exact meaning of a man's retiral
through ill-health way be obtained from 7/E"T'ORTH'S
(1945) corm ent upon some of her results. She
found what she regarded as evidence that "not oily
the old person's desire to work but his very
belief in his ability to work depends on the
opportunities for employment. For example, there
are the findi ga of a study of 2,580 Old Age and
Survivors' Insura ice primary beneficiaries who were
coitacted at various times auriig 1941-42 to
determine why they had returned to work. One
third to one sixth (depending on the city) of the
men who in a previous survey said they had stopped
working because of "ill-health" were now employed.
Further, in those cities surveyed in May 1941, a
larger proportion stated that they were unable to
work than those in cities surveyed a year late when
there were more employment opportunities. This
difference may, of course, merely reflect the
beneficial effects of a protracted rest from work.
Or again, it may reflect a different assessment by
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society - as represented by employers - of what
constitutes a suitable working level of health.
Moreover, when labour is scarce, more attention
is given to the possibilities of adjusting jobs to
suit older workers, rather than rejecting those
who do not suit the job. Any, or all, of these
considerations may be true, but the fact remains
that "ill-health" is an unstable category to use
in a statistical i vestlgation of retirement by
direct Questioning.

But while "ill-health" is an unstable
category to the extent that it is used with
varied connotations by respondents in the
survey situation, it does refer to something of
major importance in the retirement situation.
Firstly, men do phrase their self-assessments of
ability to carry oi in terras of health, and
secondly, their possible inability through poor
health to remain at work gives rise to some
anxieties. These anxieties are doubtless less
due to a fear of losing work as 3uch than to a

fear of poverty through loss of income, oi ce the
major motivation for eonti uing to work amongst
older people is the financial one.

In view of the financial pressures to
stay at work, and the anxieties of workers that
they may not be able to do so, it may seem hardhearted
and even shortsighted of employers not to be more
flexlule in allowing their older employees to remain
at work. .out it Is easy to be too coidem atory
in this regard. The ational Advisory Committee
(op cit) seems to take this sort of view, and it
suggests a campaign to bring employers to make
more use of older workers. The employers, for
their part, are under Trade Union pressure to
provide pension schemes for operatives and these
are beeoral\g more widespread. These schemes are
as yet by no means universal, ad during the course
of the present research, many cases were met where
older workers had received short shrift from their
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employers - though usually in cases where tiiere was
some kind of physical breakdown, and not usually
on grounds of age alone - out clerical grades a *d
operatives of the larger firms appear to be quite
well served.

The Committee think that the real villain
of the piece is the superannuation scheme, which
implies a pension payable at some fixed age. out,
though this is a widely held view, it is, in the
opinion of the present writer, in the main
unjustified. Many employers who have these
schemes have, at the same time, clauses embodied
in them which enaule employees to suspend payment
of pension until actual retiral if they decide to
carry o 1 after retirement age. This was the
practice both in a large steel firm where the writer
was employed, and also in two of a small sample of
firms whose manageme its were i iterviewed by him.
It is also noticeable that the exists ice of a

superannuation scheme is appare tly no bar to the
employment of teachers beyond retirement age.

However, it cannot be denied that all the
trends are towards an increasing "instltutlonalisatlon"
of retirement schemes, and, appare tly subscribing
to a version of the "retirement impact" theory,
many employers, especially in America, have
instituted courses to educate their workers for
retirement. P rhaps the uest organised is that run
by the (tSSO undated) Standard Oil Company of
TTew Je sey. In this country the Shell Oil Company,
a collaborator of the Standard Company, has run
in the columns of its house magazine, a retirement
advisory service giving advice to employees about to
r tire, and keepi ig those who already have retired
in touch with their former colleagues. The
danger of the notion of education for retirement
seems to lie in that the building up of retirement
as something one has to be educated fcr may lead to
a preoccupation with its problems, and an exaggeration
of its stresses.
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4. " t roc, action to the .ctiro ;e ,t~.f- .pact"
-ojiesib

Though, as Gas uce s j£ge»5ted aoove, the
prevailing vie./u of retirement a .d ito effect liave
varied greatly from ttino to time# today the notion
ie almost universal that retire, ant is detrimental
at 1c -st, and often catastrophic, to the health ol
the -/.croon involved* This to trie retirement
Impact hypothesis (Gc! g , a"? and f '.d 1956) at Its
most general* In the sectio. of the Cor log
Go X'erc ce devoted to "-Leisure"# for exn tie, we
fi d several examples of this vi<> of retirement
(gtg.y I9rs).

*Gr. Starr referred to the situation in the
coot and suit industry who a:# thanks to
enlightened management and progressive
unions# a man can retire at Of, "It is not
made compulsory* If it were made compulsory,
we would kill a lot of old. men, been use they
know how to do nothing but. ;ork',*t (pOS),

or again,

' -r. iilggi a: "I have known many, many people
who have gone to seed v/hr they retired,
simply because of the absence of ideas about
the employment of their time* My own
company leans over backward to keep men as
long as we c n, because we have hod too many
like tiiat* They havt• ^ot committed suicide,
out they he e died quietly**. • (p65).

The view inherent 1' these statements is thr ot
at the moo- approaching retirei cat age from all
quarters; not least from his newspapers (anow 1905)*

T hat do you lo Ic forward to when you retire
from you ;)ou7 /pending your days in
slippered ease n a letting the. busy world go
kyv Ghat way dodger lien* Go wnrrs leanor
.-rocfectt in her otimulati y;: book "now to
Go : Ire: - a :d Gtni't Livi .

" ln< proccsr. of seneocc cei? a a the ex. crts
out it '*1g accelf r- ted b„- the ceooatio'-- of
activity"*' Therefore ii is important That

.m. hucis .-..inc.
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the retired person should straight away get
i.oving and keep moving in iew directions and
into new experiences'.

The emphasised words in the above quotation are an
example of the familiar process of dressing up a
simple opinion as a po iderous pronouncement in
order to carry more conviction than it would
o t herwis e merit.

hat, in fact, do the experts say? There
is no doubt that more or less informed opinion does
support the view that retirement is detrimental to
health, even if, retirement is not, In the graphic
American phrase, "a ticket to death". An editorial
in the LA-'GET (A1T0TT 1949) pointed out that it is
generally accepted, though difficult to prove, that
the i creased expectation of life lias been
accompanied by an extende enjoyment of health and
vigour and that "Among those of pensionable age and
over there is a large reservoir of men and women,
who could still contribute substantially to the
nation's wealth", and "Those who have worked among
elderly patients mostly agree that occupation,
provided it is not in excess of their mental or
physical prowess, is good for the elderly".

It has already seen suggested in i hauler
1 that the "reservoir or men and women" is by no means
so large as might be supposed. In support of the
second statement an i veatigatlo into the effects
of employment on hospitalised patients in aasle is
quoted. It seems reasonable to suggest that, were
the beneficial effects of employment as marked as
has been supposed, more direct evidence than that from
an atypical group of old people could be provided.

The opinion that the cessation of work
has detrimental effects on mental and physical health
is ot only to be found in generalised statements
however. In the reports of i vostiyat. ions which
have some ueari -g on the problem of retirement and
its effects, the same assumption has been i troduced.
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Thus lb:is and GGLDSChMIDT (1943) say, in
discussing their results (p90):

"Although it cat he assumed that the
termination of active work often leads to
impaired mental and physical function, it
was difficult to trace an obvious connection
between cessation of work and onset of
mental illness except in three cases (of a
total of 05). In these the patients yielded
to a sense of frustration at having to make
room for younger people and became very upset....".

This report, then, does give some slight
evidence of some detrimental effect of retirement.
Put v/hat is directly relevant here, is that the
hypothesis of the "retirement impact" theory is
introduced as an assumption, and this assumption
was apparently maintained despite the difficulty
of "tracing an obvious connection" between cessation
of work and one of its postulated effects. That
this difficulty should be so great, on the
assumption of a relation between cessation- of work
and morbidity is the more surprising si ce the cases
reported on were not a random sample of the
population. If 12; (three out of 25) of a
random sample of the population has shown evidence
of the postulated relationship, this would have been
fair evidence of degree of correlation between the
variables, but this sample consisted of people
admitted to a mental hospital; hence one would
expect any relatioiship between cessation of work
aid mental illness to be emphasised. Finally, the
fact that the patients in question "yielded to a
sense of frustration at having to make room for
younger people" does not necessarily argue for an
effect of cessation of work, si cc one of the
common suggestions for keeping older people at work,
while making allowance for their lessenin g capacities

a *d the promotion requirements of their younger
colleagues, is that the older met should continue
worki g but take a step down in pay or status or both.
It is possible, therefore, that the came distress
at having to make way lor younger people might arise
without a cessation of work. This is an assumption
just as the statement made in the i vestigatlon in



question i3 an assumption and much research, is needed
before a conclusion can be reached on the point.

Another example in the same vein, is
provided by the investigation i:>to attempted 3uicide
i old age reported by bATChlLOR and TAi-l A (1953).
The main considerations are similar to those
discussed above. Again we have a sample where one
would expect the effect of retirement tb be
manifested to a greater degree than in the general
population, whereas in only two cases but of 16,
12. of a small sample* did retirement from work
contribute directly to the suicidal attempts.
Again, i1 spite of a paucity of evidence, we find the
assumption of the effect of retirement still
maintained,'for* although the evidence for direct
effects of retirement is small, "its more i direct
and insidious effects are difficult to gauge".

To comment gene ally upon the situation
as expressed In these two examples, then* it seems
as though the experts do in fact subscribe to the
"retirement impact" theory with some tenacity,
roth the examples given above show this adherence
in spite of only slight evidence to support it as
an i terprotative pri ciple. (it is prohauly only
coi eide.ee that they both show a figure of 1ST in
the relevant category). Nevertheless, some
1 dications have been provided in these
investigations and the criticism of the results as
evidence of the influence of retirement does not
lend support to the view that there is no effe< t of
retirement. Hather it e courages one to examine
further data for a a swer to the problem* With
these general notions about retirement in mind,
we can now proceed to a review of the literature
relating to the retirement impact hypothesis.
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U.ia/1-K I.; RKE

RKLBVA" T TO "'-■IE " -:KTIR'.. 1!BNT
IMPACT" 1:2 02If ISIS

The literature relevant to the topic
consists of a large number of studies scattered
throughout journals, and as a body it is somewhat
unwieldy. Several methodological criticisms
which need to be made recur in many of the studies,
and there ie inevitably some repetitiousneas in
the discussion of these. hence it has been felt
desirable to summarise the results of this review
and the criticisms to be made at the beginning of
the chapter. Reference may then be made to
individual studies at the appropriate point in the
following pages.

1. atgnmary of the review of the literature

in summarising the literature, one must
distinguish two major aspects, firstly, the actual
results obtained and seco dly, the methods used to
obtain them, with a discussion of the shortcoroiige.
Obviously this disti ction is pa tly unjustified
since the extent to which the results are valid and
useful depends on whether they iiave been obtained
by methods which are free from suspicion. But it
is felt that it is valuable to make such a

disti 'Ction because the problem of methodology in
Social Science in general, and Ir the field of
ageing i particular is so important. provided
that one bears in mind that the results summarised
are only tentative and i dieative, because of the
difficulties of method, little violence is done to
the data.
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and GAR■ (1953), jsAlUO" (1955), La^DIS (1940),
ALiiRi,CHT (1951), bRITTOF and LuITTON (1951),
KLsiKv'IKR (1951), AklTTOTT (1951), Sliv'AS and
HAVIffi lt:ST (1953), UAVIGbtl.3T and ALuLl CUT (1953).
MO. RE and HAMMER (1947), PRSSoSY and SIMCOE (1950),
and SALISBURY (1955), a total of 14 i nvestigations.

"dome" or "slight" retirement association
lias been indicated by jilluARD and LE (1954),
FA'iSlfliL, KUY'"bR and LA GRuii (1954), and bUSBE et
al (1954- b), a total of three investigations.

Finally, the following investigations
i idicate that retirement is not associated with
detrimental effects:- uRITTOIT and L-.ITTCT (1954),
MOC-AA (1947), and FKI (1955), a total of
three investigations.

Aside from ohe more direct relationship of
retirement in givi g rise to poor health or some
form of difficulty or dissatisfaction, it seems
that an indirect effect may be mediated through
economic insecurity (: :CUGA~", GARDNER, LITE L and
GARE; .:Ii».oARD and LE. ; GUA^TieX; SIAXAS and
IIAVTGHGkST j SiiSLDG'T; TOXT13fT>; HIMLiRj
TAX -To, STKSIb, and LA -CO?!} and 3TREI3).

Continued activity of some sort after
retirement appears to be important (MO R ., BUSDIi et
al), though there is some disagreement about this
(J/AYEK).

Sudden retirement i3 supposed to be
traumatic, though there is evidence tost there
may be no advantage in gradual retirement (OAIBTb,
SfREId, and BARRG").
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dome investigations find that
retirement or unemployment accepted by the man is
less likely to give rise to stress than retirement
or unemployment not accepted (FA'Ab ILL, iOJT". -H and
La. Cf R} a id jaAR JO 'f)• jout STIiBIB suggests that this
is not the case.

Several studies indicate or imply the
importance of social pressures in forming a man's
evaluation of his retirement (ALL.-LI -it; H AVIGliUHST
a.d AL-. ,C)££'; ORA" TCKj andiiOYT).

The method of dealing with the problem of
retirement, or the failure to deal with it, may be a
function of previous life experience, ad personality
(bUS,E et al; and ; 0 R-).

At ail events, whatever the impact of
retirement it is clear that this must be much
more varied from group to group than the protagonists
of the theory usually allow.

I art of the apparent i .consistency of
these findings may be explained by the different
relationships examined. Some studies have been
concerned with the more severe supposed effects of
retirement, with morbidity and maladjustment, while
others have bee . concerned simply with feelings of
discontent. Thus a research which reports no effect
of retirement on mortality rates is not nece.sarily
inconsistent with one which reports a marked effect
of retirement on adjustment score. Another pari
of the i consistency is probably due to the different
samples investigated, sinee these ra ged from groups
of high socio-economic statue to groups of indigent
aged. A further and major part of the inconsistency
is almost certainly explained by the poor
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experimental method of moat of the investigations,
and to this we will ow turn.

(b) The methodology

Detailed comments upon the methodology
of the various studies reviewed are made i the
body of the text. for summary purposes, these
comments fall under seven heads.

1 The samples used are in the main atypical,
being drawn from special groups such as
relatively prosperous annuitants (pay k),
Y. i.e. A. secretaries (LdXri\0T>T and xkiITTO'0 ,

or institutionalised aged (ALbYYIDR), etc.
It is not suggested that no good can come of
investigating these groups, but only that such
studies cannot be c xpected -co throw light on
other than these groups.

2 The samples used are collected by suspect methods,
such os the use of postal questionnaires (AillTO*
and I.Y0:r; , b.-YAS and liAVIG.il£ubT;
MO i aid hAJ/. .n.Rj j.-ib a id GhL\.&, etc) or
collection by getting students to write up
people they knew (GA. vD' Y- a, • ulSbEY and SIMCOE,
etc).

3 Few controls are provided for in
_ the

experimental design. Thus age (P; .JOEY and
SIJiCOB; iJUSSS, et al; xu l PTTOY;
Sxi'\ "A3 aid HAVICEiuGGT, etc), number of years
retired (bnlTTOY and aaITTGG; . OOKbj TOV WD;
STAYED, etc), and health (SlhYIAb and iiAVI GilURST;
bu3yi et al) are subject to wide variations
within the samples exami ed, in ways which may
i ifluence the results.

4 o control groups are used for comparison in
many cases where these appear peculiarly
neces ary, for example, to compare retired
with non-retired subjects, or those of high
with those of low socio-economic status (FRIED;
CRAYKb.; M.jKGA.'T; HOGKE, etc).

G The concepts of "work** and "retirement" are
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used very loosely, and frequently no account
io taken of whether the subjects became
re-employed after being retired from a job which
they had had for some years (MYERS and SIIUDDB;
!»IcMAilA5 and F0- .B; blP-hliL a id GARB; PAYRB j
SiiA*'AS ond ilAVTGlFAST; b£HTTQTT| etc).

6 There is often a lack of precision in recording
results and an attempt to explore too many
variables at o oe. This leads to a situation
where It is sometimes difficult to assees just
what were the results of a particular study.
This criticism applies to nearly all the studies
mentioned except that by STPllIb.

7 .although not directly a point of methodology,
an important consideration in discussing the
ap.licability of the results is that nearly all
of the studies are American. Thirty of those
reviewed are American as against five British.
HAVTG' ukbT and ALoRnChT (1955), pllS, have
drawn attention to probable national differences
in. attitudes towards work and retirement as

between the U.S.A. on the one hand and britain
and Pro ce on the other, the workers in the
latter countries apparently being much more
favourable to retirement.

Many of these shortcomings arise from the
use of the cross-sectional survey method. This
method is useful mainly in the exploratory stages
of research when one needs, literally, a survey of
the ground, or in the later stages of research where
one knows a great deal about the dynamics of a
particular sort of c: se, and wants to see how
frequent are cases of this kind. do e of the
studies discussed arc admit to ly exploratory (BARfOF,
C; < -T.o) but others appear to attempt to be definitive.
Purely cross-sectional studies are bound to lead to
difficulties in handling the data derived, si ice
factors such as "time since retirement" can ot be
controlled, simply because this varies greatly in
any random sample drawn at any particular time.
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Thus one is forced into the position where one
cannot say whether or not the difference in health
one can show "between the working and retired groups
is due to a concealed difference in age between the
two groups, rather than to the differences in their
occupational status.

Another problem which arises in the
attempt to examine the effect of retirement is that
some sort of measurement is called for. The
difficulties of measurement in Social Science are

great and cannot be discussed further here. The
specific problem of measurement in ihe field of
retirement is discussed in a further eiiapter.
Suffice it here to say that the type of questions
asked in these studies was ouch as to lead to
diohotomoua answers, which tend to conceal
differences in intensity or degree of different
factors, and it is the way in which the strengths
of the dependent variables alter concomitantly
with those of the independent ones which we need to
k tow. The group of researches which lias been
called above the "Chicago School'' has attempted to
provide a metric in the form of an adjustment
score, derived from the GaVA -iiUhGJ3S inventory,
out no attempt has been made in the course of
these researches to refine what seems to ue a
rather coarse tool.

Altogether then, the methodology of these
studies leaves much to be desired, and makes it
Impossible to place m ch reliance on moot of their
results. It is appropriate to sum up these remarks
in the words of A VCASCT (1955):

"In contrast to many well-designed studies at
earlier age levels, we find (in ageing research)
maaoes of anecdotes, case studies, and surveys,
often presented without specific age reference,
he find many studies in which individuals from
60 to 85 are grouped together without any age
creak-up o the data, yet no good oasis exists
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for this grouping sinee v/e know that the cha ge
that occurs from 60 to 85 is tremendous.

V/e find, much neglect of sampling. Some of
the studies of the late 19530* s set up better
sampling controls than do more recent studies.
To a much greater extent than in any other area,
i ivestigatore on ageing take whatever subjects
are at hand. Often, ven when available
subjects are used, no att.ee >t is made to define the
sample in terms of such standard categories as
education, socio-economic status and occupation".

£, The individual studies

The literature which is releva t to
the topic of the relation between retirement and
mental and physical morbidity falls roughly into
five categories.

(i) These are first the attempts which have
been made to examine the problem
statistically by utilising records in
the possession of agencies such as
i a a uranc e c ompan .1 es.

(ii) There are the various surveys which have
been carried out concerning the problems
of old people, though these have ot
usually been concerned directly and
solely with the problems of retirement.

(iii) There are the several researches carried
out using what may be called the "adjustment
approach". These are Investigations
mainly initiated by the members of a group
centred round CAVA , cU.G bS and HA.VIGHURST,
who employ the concept of "adjustment" as
an explanatory variable,

(iv) There are researches which have been carried
out by individual Inv stigators who range
in their adhere >ce from a thorough-going
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empiricism to a psycho-analytic bent.

(v) There is a body of literature vrhich deals
with the general problem of work and
wcll-bei ig, or the meaning of work for the
worker, which may help to oxplai • the nexus
which has been found, between ceasing to
work, and decline i health or "adjustment".

(i)
If one wishes to examine the validity of

the retirement impact theory, -it would seem reasonable
to begin by examining whatever statistical material
is available. .however, it seems more logical to
present this material in conjunction with the second
pant of this thesis which itself Involves a
statistical analysis of some available data. Hence
section (11) will now be dealt with.

(ii)
The first group of studies involving

contact with actual subjects i the research
situation, as distinct from the statistical
approach, is composed of those where either the
survey method vras employed, or where an
investigation primarily co eer ed with other, or
more general problems of ageing, yet provided data
on the problem of retirement.

One of the first of these studies was that
of L wGA (1957). , organ inv stigated the complex
of factors affecting the "attitudes ad adjustments"
of 577 people receiving old age assistance benefit
in ' "evv York State and TTew York itself. She
investigated among other things the problems of
employment and retirement. In reply to the question,
"Fere you happier when you were busy all day?",
91.ly said "Yes", though it Is interest! g that
there were regional differen ces, implying perhaps
variation in evaluation of work as socially
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desirable. 78, D, of the respondents replied
"Yes" to the question, " on1(1 you like to work
now?" The majority of the respondents made some
sup lementary remarks about the value of work in
filling in time, and as an aid in overcoming the
tendency to brood. ommenta on the useleasness
and ooredom arising from the cessation of work were
frequent. however, Morgan also fou>d that men who
were rated oy her as high on adjustment score, had
stopped wor e earlier, a id seemed often to have
retired volu itariiy. They also often de lied that
they would wa.it to go sack to work. Again there
were regional differs ces between the "Upstate"
and the " etropolitan" men.

It appears from an oxami .at ion of Morgan's
results that a otro \g factor running- through the
attitudes to work of her sample was economic hardship.
Thus in reply to the question, "what has worried you
most in your old age?", 48.4 referred to financial
worries and depe deuce whereas only 6 referred to
a i ability to work. further indication of
economic stri igency is probably to be found in the
fact tnat the modal age of retiremeit for the men was
70-74 years of age. " o doubt this is a reflection
of the composition of this sample for the old age
assistance recipients had experie nced a low economic
level throughout lire. Thus it is unsafe to
gener; Use from this sain le.

bhF.TJL and (it. ; (l903) i ivestigated
retirement satisfactions systematically uy using
a postal questionnaire. The usual objections to
the use of this method are that a very high refusal
rate is usually Obtained, and that respo .dents are
not truly representative of the original sample
(SUOif'iAN and McGANDLhbS 1940). cut they may be
less forceful in this case si ce these authors were

acting for a committee set up the Mayor of ew
ork, and the subjects were cither retired teachers

from ew ork State or retired employees of the
'ew ork ity adrni istration. This probably
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explains the high level of completed returns
achieved. About 1,500 usable returns were
obtai ed, though how this res goodent group compares
with the original sample is not clear. The
f:i di gs of this research were that income and
satisfaction in retirement were positively related;
that Inadequate i «come of itself does ot necessarily
co stitute the main cause for dissatisf ction with
retirement; that the to uaeic eeds in retirement
are for an adequate income, a id satisfactory use of
leisure time; aid that on every income level
satisfaction with retirement is positively related
to social participation. Ihe variable used i this
research, "satisfaction inh retirement", is, from
the point of view oi the retirement impact theory,
somewhat crude. It is a global term, and may
include within it many different dimensio*e of
retirement (the authors re-mark upon the need for
research 'to specify these various dimensions).
oreover, it also co ceuls what may be large

variations i i tensity of feeli ig-toue.
"Dissatisfaction** with retirem* it may cover all
grades of i 'tensity from a mild feeling of
irritation to a neurotic state. .oreover, these
results were b »sed upon res o ses to a postal
questionnaire a d validatio of the results by means
of personal interviews would te required as a >ext
stage. It is o ily fair to mention that these
authors draw attention to t.iis point themselves.

.t-AY'nS (1953) reports a survey of 483
o nuitunta of six industrial companies i (Cleveland.
The men were iv>terviewed between one and five years
after retirement. Two thirds of the tonal number
of subjects were supplied by one large co: pany. Of
the total sample» 94. were i terviewed. On the
basis of their a : ewers to a series of questio ?c, the
subjects were divided i to three groups

(1) 36 who were rated positive about
retlreme it. These were men who
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preferred being retired to working, were
used to being retired, and who had been as
happy or happier si ce retiri g as before.

(2) 17. who were rated egative about retirement.
These were men who would rather be working,
who found it hard to get used to being
retired and were happier uefore they retired.

(3) 47; forming the rernai der of the group who
were regarded as "intermediate". These men
did -<ot express themselves definitely or
co sistently one way or the other.

The first group of 36,. of the men was used
as the basic group for comparisons with the other
groups to see what factors were associated with
positive attitudes about retirement. The general
import of the results was to cast serious doubt
upon some coi.monly held views about retirement.
Retirement was not a difficult adjustment to make,
according to 46/S of the men, though 39 found it
hard. The men seemed on the whole to settle down
to retirement quite quickly, since 32/ said it took
"no time" to get used to retirement. The median
length of time to get used to retirement was
reported as "less than six months", although 17 T
of the- men who had been retired four or five years
said they were still not accustomed to it.

Among the items which in this survey did
not appear to contribute much to positive attitudes
about retirement were the prese ce of hobbies
(whether strictly or loosely defined); planning,
"except for the fortunate o es who can carry out
their plans"; time si ice retiring whether one or
five years; a »d "keepi g busy" as compared with
"taking it easy". Two groups of results give a
glimpse of the psychological elements underlyi g
the problem of retirement, though the survey
method as employed here is not well suited for such
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purposes. Firstly, 12/o of the men complai ed of
not having enough to do (3y of these have positive
attitudes auout retirement), ad 25 of the men said
they had seen "taking it easy" (38 of these had
positive attitudes to being retired). hut it was
difficult to dlsti guish any real diifere ces in the
v/ay these me spent their time; some of the men
who claimed to he keeping busy were not so busy as
the majority of those who said they hod not had
enough to do. Thus it would seem that the usual
view of the relation uetwee the filling-in of time,
and adjustment may be an over-simplification.
Secondly, there were interesting indications of
the importance of group pressures in the
determi atioi of attitudes aid uehaviour in relation
to retirement. For example, in giving their opi ion
about the ease of getting used to retirement, about
15, . of the me i gave indefinite responses, and appeared
"to vacillate 'between their own experience a d the
typical reports they have heard about most other
pensioned people. This type of a swer recurs
frequently with some people who are impressed with
what they have heard or read about retirement "problems",
even though their own experiences run counter to
traditions. 1 he.y think: of themselves as
exceptions and hesitate to mention their own
supposed peculiarities".

Methodologically, this survey is open to
many criticisms and these are conoer ed mai?ly with
problems of sampling. It is refresh! g, however,
that i contrast with many examples of survey work
the author considers these at some length, and
attempts not to over-ge erulise. He draws
attention to possible biasses on the grounds that
his sample does not cover all industry since it is
drawn from six firms. It does, however, cover all
grades except top management. More importantly,
these men are, economically, to some extent an
elite group among retired men si ce they have not
only their Social Security benefits but also their
company pensions. The effect of this would
probably be to decrease difficulties in adjustment
in view of the other evidence of the strength of
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economic factors in the situation. Moreover,
although the attempt was to provide data on Hnormal"
retirement, 20, of the subjects said they retired
oecauoe of illness.

So much is discussed by the author, but
other criticisms are also called for. These men

comprise a sample, all of whom nave to some extent
made a successful adjustment to retirement, in that
it has not killed them - we have no data on the
incidence of sickness in. the sample. xiut we do not
know auout the me who did not survive between one
aid five years of retirement, as the subjects of this
survey had do le. The concept of retirement is
somewhat loosely used here, si ce we know that
10 of the subjects had taken up further full time
work, and 16; part time work. Moreover, these
subjects were being asked to recall events and
attitudes co iceried with retirement which had
occurred, on the average, three years before
(the mean age of the sample was 68). It la
possible that men who had got through some years of
retirement tended to minimise the difficulties they
had in fact e countered in the earlier years.
Finally, the survey method when it uses a schedule
of the usual type, where the questions are relatively
circumscribed and not scalable, tends to dichotomise
the res poises to questions. That is, the results
are presented in an "all or tot hi ig" way so that
the concomitant variation in factors, which would
give greater insight i to their i ter-relations,
is concealed.

'hen all these criticisms are made, this
reseach still shows that the commonly accepted views
o the effects of retirement may not be capable of
generalisation to all cases. The results are
interesting in that they are in opposition to
fi 'di igs of most other researches in this field.

LAuRO (1955) carried out a survey of
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1,000 men aged 60 a id over, and 800 females of the
same age. This was o random sample obtained by
interviewing random blocks in 34 cities in the
U. 3. A. The subjects were divided into employed as
against unemployed, and the latter group was
subdivided on the basis of whether or not the
subjects considered themselves retired. "In
attitudes toward life, the self-image, and feelings
of suggestion, i iferiority and prejudice by younger
people, the unemployed aged (especially those who
did not co aider themselves retired) were the most
negative of all occupatlo al status categories.
This was found to be true eve when chronological
age was held constant". The unemployed had fev/er
close friends than the employed, and were more
passive about the future; they also showed more signs
of decline in activity than did their employed
counterparts. Fewer of the employed aged than of
the unemployed reported physical health problems,
though when compared with employed men of similar
age, the men in the 60-64 age group who did not
consider themselves retired, showed no difference in
reported health status. The men in this age group
who did consider themselves retired reported a
considerable number of health problems, which
indicates that poor physical health was the
outstanding reason in most cases for their retirement
at a comparitively early age.

Mental health was examined by asking the
subjects to report the frequency with which they
experienced certain presumed psycho-somatic
symptoms. The employed group in moat ca: es
reported fev/er and less frequent psycho-somatic
symptoms than did the less active aged. The group
of unemployed men who did not co voider themselves
retired were on the basis of this comparison
r latively more disturbed (in terms of a greater
reporting of symptoms) than the unemployed who co sidered
themselves retired.

In a other report of this survey, BA-tHCT'
(1914) reports further differences between the
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unemployed and employed groups. The unemployed
aged, and particularly those who did not consider
themselves retired, significantly more often
reported dietrustfulness of other people. When
matched for age, the employed aged thought of
themselves as more youthful than the unemployed
aged.

In these find! gs it is pos: iule that we
are seeing more the effects of community attitudes
than any effect of retirement as ouch. The
unemployed subjects' suspicions and self-deprecation
may "be, not an emotional effect of unemployment or
retirement, but an accurate reflection of the
judgement of a work-oriented society upon men who
ca not work. We do not know, and this lack of
control over the possibly relevant variables is
one of the shortcomings of the survey method in this
eo text.

(ill)
A large number of researches have been

carried out, maisly by a group of i vestigators at
the University of Chicago, which employ the
concept of "adjustment" as a variable. The core
of this concept seems to be of the ature of
homeostasis, and when a state of balance, presumably
marked by absence of stress, is achieved after the
person has been presented with some stimulus, the
adjustment is said to be "succes3iul" or "good".
It will be seen from this statement tliat the concept
of adjustment is not a rigorous one, and in fact it
is used loosely by many writers -with no attempt at
definition.

mowever, the Chicago writers have defi ed
adjustment aid have desig ed ai i vc itory which
yields an "adjustment score". AVA'l aid her
co-authors (1949) say that "personal adjustment to
ageing, or to other changes in one's self or o e's
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one*s environment may be defined as the
i-dividual*s restructuring of his attitudes and
behaviour in response to a ew situation in such
a v/ay as to Integrate the expression of his
aspirations with the ex[3ectation and demands of
society. This definition stresses the fact
that adjustment represents an Integrated reaction
of the person as a member of society to a new
situation".

Thus adjustment as defined i eludes not
o \ly the notion of personal homeostasis but also of
conformity to group norms# Hence even as defined,
"adjustment" is not a clear cut concept and this
detracts from its usefulness. However, since the
major instrument for determining level of
adjustment as defined by (avan et al (op eit) is
the inventory, "Your Activities and Attitudes"
which consists of a series of structured questions
for gathering data, and since in practice the
measure of adjustment is a score eased on answers
to these questions, the problems of definition of
of the concept do not prevent a large amount of
research being done. "Adjustment" In fact may be
regarded simply as a shorthand for discussing a
series of different factors simultaneously in a
global way.

The " hicago School" - if for the sake of
brevity they may be so called - V7ere not the first
to use the concept of adjustment in the field of
ageing, though they gave it definition. They
quote a research by LA "HIS (1940) who had measured
adjustment by weighting material outained about
amount of daily activities, desire to visit more
often, greatest worries and pleasures, enjoyment
of life, and number of enjoyable activities. ,ro
details of this weighting are given in this
reference. Among various factors associated with
"poor adjustment" was unemployment in the cose of
males. Insufficient information is available
auout this research to form an adequate opinion,
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though one suspects a certain circularity in the
arguments since "amount of daily activities" was
one or the weighted items i the original
adjustment score. One would therefore expect that
loss of employment would contribute largely to this
score.

The volume produced by Uavan and her
associates (op cit) is devoted mainly to the
development of the self-administered i ventcry,
"Your Activities and Attitudes", which lias
previously been refe red to, and as remarked, this
live lory forms the oasis of most of the subsequent
investigations using the co cept of personal
adjustment to age. Hence it is worth considering
the report on the characteristics of the i struraent.
Test-retest reliability was assessed on 110 cases
who completed a duplicate questionnaire from two
weeks to four months after the first, and r = 0.72.
Split-half reliability corrected by the r.AT-
,jAU prophecy formula was 0.66 in the case of the
Activity inventory and 0.95 in the case of the
Attitude section. There were, however, difficulties
in the computation of the reliability in the case
of the Activity inventory, due to the much smaller
number of items than in the Attitude section, and
the difficulty of matching the questions. The
authors therefore co elude that this reliability is
really much higher than is indicated by the
coefficient.

Validity of the scale was assessed by
various different methods. In the first place,
168 subjects who had completed the i 'ventory during
a personal interview were used. The adjustment of
these subjects was rated indepe idently by some person
who knew the subject "personally or professionally".
Rati gs were made by means of a check-list to
describe the old person's activities, a set of
word-portraits to describe the person's
characteristics, and a list of symptoms which
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i dlcate senility. The highest correlation
achieved was r = 0.53 t .04 between the total
Attitude score and a eombination of the check-list
aid word-portraits (the number of subjects in this
coe was 149), though check-list aid word-portraito
.i idependently gave product-moment coefficients
of 0,50 j. 0,04, a id 0,49 t 0,04 respectively.
These correlations seem very low, though the
authors estimate that on certain assumptions, and
applying certain corrections, the true coefficient
might be "0.60 to 0.70". It is important to note
in the present connection that a comparison of the
"Attitudes to ork" section of the inventory and
the correspond!ig section of the check-list yielded
an r of only 0.54. The correlation coefficient
uetween rati gs uy ouservers who had seen the
subject's self-reports of activities, and reports,
made by the interviewers, of the interviews during
which the schedules were completed, but who had
not see \ the correspo ding Attitude I nventories,
was r = 0.74, and the correlation uetween the
Attitude score and Activity score was 0.78. In
all this it is important to bear in mind that a

product moment coefficient of 0.75 correspo ds
to a coefficient of alie ation of 0.66 (GUILFO.D
1956)• Hence, these relationships do not seem
very close, and the uncritical use of the
inve>tory would appear to ue unjustified. however,
since compared with the majority of instruments
of a similar type, these various characteristics
are of t .e usual order, one must avoid undue
condemnation. For example, ELLIS (1946) would
regard such a correlation between questionnaire
score and some criterion as indicating "mainly
positive validity". .out it is important that
continuied attempts should ue made to improve such
an inventory and the co tinued wide use of this
particular one would appear to be particularly
advantageous in this regard. The judgement of the
writers on their inventory is that in its present
form it is useful for they study of groups of old
people. "It should be treated as a battery of
scales represent!tg various categories or aspects
of adjustment. In many cases the total score
may be useful. In other cases a profile of scores
in the separate categories may ue of greater value".
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Thie judgement seems very reasonable.

A detailed analysis of the co tent of the
inventory will not oe attempted, but some comments
on that section of the Attitude i iventory which deals
with work are called for. The reason for this is
the consistent results which have i-.ee 1 outai ed by
the use of this i ventory, which repeatedly show
a common pattern of the relation between attitudes -

or adjustment - aid retireme t. The section in
Question consists of seven statements, and the
reapo dent has to state whether i the case of
each one he "agrees", "disagrees", or "doesn't
k Oh". The criticisms which it is proposed to
make relate to two co laiderations which may
seriously bias the results of an i vestigatlon
purporting to deal with the proulem of work and
retirement by the use of this inventory.

The seven statements in this section
(Section C) of the i ventory are:

1 I am happy only when I have fiefi ite work
to do.

2 I oai no longer do any kind of useful work.
3 I am satisfied with the work I now do.
4 I have no work to look forward to.
6 I get badly flustered when I have to hurry

with rny work.
6 I do uetter work now thai ever before.
7 I have more free time than I know how to use.

Agreement with statements 1,3 and 6 indicates "good
adjustment"; agreement with statements 2,4 and 7
i dicates "poor adjustment"; a id statement 5 is
neutral.

Two major criticisms may be made of this
section. The first relates to the content of the
statements aid the second to the method of scoring.
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The problem ii the first case is whether the statements
are in fact attitude statements, or at any rate
statements of attitudes which relevantly measure
"adjustment". One is at some diaadva >tage here
because, as has been mentio e&, the co cept of
adjustment is lot an easy o >e to delimit. owever,
i i the co next of employment as agai net unemployment,
statement 1 appears to be anLlglous, the subject's
response being determined by the interpretation of
the word "work*. This is the other side of the
coin from the discussio of the co cent of
"retirement" which was undertaken above. Does
"work" refer to paid emplo ment, hobbies, voluntary
work, or what? Statement 3 could be agreed to,
both by someone who is cv working and someone who
is not. Statement ,6 appears unexceptionable in
this context except that it too depends upo" the
interpretation of "work". Statement 2 is really
just a statement of fact, and need carry no
attitudinal implications whatever. To agree that
one can no longer do any useful work is not to
i dieate poor adjustment, unless one also accepts
certain cultural stereoty ea about the value of work.
This is precisely the point on which we have no
i formation. Come subjects do accept these values,
some pay them lip service, and some do :ot accept
them. Statement 4, although to the present writer
somewhat less neutral, is again not necessarily
1 idicative of poor (or good) adjustment. Statement
7 would not appear to discriminate between occupied
ad on-occupied subjects, especially in view of
layrte's (op cit) finding that assessment of the
amount of free time av liable is esse tially
subjective.

The second criticism, the Question of the
scoring of the statements, is clearly connected closely
with the first. 'Considering statement 1, we find
that if the rcspo dent signifies agreement Lie gets
a point towards ..is tot; 1 for good adjustment. cut
to score the statement 1 ; this way seems again to
show the i tfluenee of cultural vul -se-systems, for
agreement with this statement may imply obsessional
traits, or an overdepe dece on work as a means of
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orientating one's time. Presumably under these
circumstances, agreement with the statement should
i dlcate maladjustment. Statement 5 also does not
appear to warrant a negative score i i the case of
agreement, si ce the subject may read the atat erne it
with an implied suwordi ate clause, thus:-

"I am satisfied with the work I now do (and I
don't do any) - aGkFPJ*.

This would mean that the scoring as given wo Id not
admit of diacriml ation between occupied and
non-occupied suujeets.

Altogether then, one feels that the
uncritical use of this inventory as it now stands
is unwarra ted. The main difficulty appear to be
that the compilers of the i vent or;/ have derived
their statements and their scoring in accordance with
cultural value-systems. This implied equation of
the requirements of these value-ays terns with good
adjustment, while perhaps required by their
definition of adjustment, is frequently to ue found
in social-psychological work, and leads to
circularity in research insofar as obtained results
are to some extent, at least, predetermined by the
eo tent and scoring of the techniques used. On
the other hand, it is realised that logical, a priori,
criticism of the content and ocoriig of an inventory
is only a starting-point. The main requirement
seems to be much more rigorous att mpts at validation
of the inventory by scaling techniques (e.g. GUTTilA""
1950) and administration to criterion-groups. Since
this 1 ventory has been so widely used, one might
have hoped for some revision of it in the light of
subsequent results, butiappears that this has tot been
do e. The discussion of the characteristics of
this i iventory has been somewhat protracted because,
as has been pointed out above, it has been used in a
number of subsequent researches, the results of
which, in relation to age and employment or retirement
at least, have shown a marked degree of consistency.
In reviewing this literature, the foregoing
discussion implies the possibility that the results
have been somewhat influenced by the method of
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colleeti ig the data.

e may now tur i to some of the results
which have been Grained with this i ve tory. Cavan
et al (op cit) report some fi di ige on the relation
between score on the Attitude i ventory to answers
to certain questions on the Activities section,
lor example, there appeared to ue dif'fere ices in
adjustment between various occupation groups. The
mean attitude score for the skilled ad semi-skilled
group of men as compared with that for "other
professional groups'* was significantly lower
(C.A. = 0.5). Women showed no significant
differences. On the question of income, men whose
chief source of i icome was Old Age Assistance
showed a significantly lower score than other groups
(C.R. s= 7.5). It is interest! g that a feeling of
eco iomic security was more frequently professed
by the olde subjects, and the proportion of people
professing economic security was about 10/. greater than
the proportion who felt that their economic position
was comfortable or better. The authors regard this
discrepancy as an indication of a decrease in the
felt need for money, and of i ereafii g dependency on
younger members of the family. Economic insecurity
appeared to be most prevalent in the 60'e when
"'adjustment to lose of employment is necessary.
In each succeeding decade economic codition of the
person becomes more stabilised". One must, of course,
remember that this is a "cross-sectional" research,
and that therefore the data for the i ifere ices are
drawn from different groups of subjects aid 'ot the
same cohort passing through time.

ALIA -CUT (1951) administered a role
activity scale, covering IS role-areas, to 100 old
people living It a town in the Mid est of the U.S.A.
She also used the Cavan Scale of Adjustment Ratings
for Later Maturity. She found that the "best
personality patterns'* were found in the group which
was sufficiently secure eco icmically to meet its

ends comfortably. Using ,'AR ' il'Q I :-KX OF
uTATtib C.ARacT. A/S'TICS (l94l), she examined the
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in.flue ice of social class o ' personality scores
as measured on the rati g scale. Upper, upper
middle, and lower middle class men had similar
perso .ality scores, but scores for the two
former groups were significantly higher than those
for upper-lower ana lower-lower class men.
Correlation between job activity and erso ality
score came out at 0.44, and this relatively low
value may have ueen i iluenced by the effect of
economic security, that is, job activity may have
had its maximum effect as a mea .u of providing the
money to live. "Co tinned work" was a f. ctor in
"non-sewile patter „s of activity".

UlI'. 01" and BRITTQU (1951) sent out by
post copies of the inventory discussed above to
528 retired Y.A.G.8. secretaries selected from the
listing of the Retirement Fund. Replies were
received from 151 or 49.7,,.. The icn-respo dents
contained a disproportionate numuer of men who had
been associated with the organisation less than
25 years, and who retired before the age of 60.
It was found that "present employment status"
correlated 0.29 with Total Attitude Score (p is
between 0.05 and 0.01). "Attitudes towards Work"
correlated 0.56 with Total Attitude Score (of which
it for ed a part) (p = .01). "Economic security"
correlated 0.20 with Total Attitude Score and this
was ot significant# Aside fro the difficulties
inhere t in administering Questionnaires by post
and which have been discussed above, as the authors
point out, there may be a stereotype of a retired
Y.M. C. A. secretary and the respondents may have
had such a man in mind when they replied. This is
a possible source of bias in the a iswers* In any
case, the correlatio is, though in some cases
significant, are very low and not very helpful. The
same criticisms apply here as i the case of ARITTO^'S
(1953) study discussed below.

aL .1.1:1. (1951) administered the same
i vc tory to 171 males i the Ilooaehaven Tome. Of
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these subjects, 104 participated in the voluntary
work programme which was concerned with assioti g
in the running of the home, and 67 did not. The
sample slightly over-represented the proportion of
men in the Home who worked, the figures for the
whole Home being 56. working and 44/, not working as
against sample figures of 6lg ad 39, respectively.
The results were a lalysed ay the Analysis of
Variance technique and it was found that "workers
obtained higher adjustment attitude scores than
non-workers of comparaole status"; that "both
workers a id non-workers who rated their health good
or fair obtained higher adjustment attitude scores
than those who rated their health as being poor";
and that "workers earned higher scores than non-
workers on sub-scales of the adjustment inventory
dealing with the areas of health, work, feelings of
usefulness, a id happi ess". Thus results are in
the expected direction, but an important factor which
must not be overlooked is the social pressures towards
conformity with certain norms of behaviour in this
closed community. e learn, for 1 stance, that

"it has seen estimated that the part-time
work of the residents ... if taken over uy
outside help (would) r quire the addition of
more ttian 70 full-time employees to the
staff of the i stitution Participation
in the work program is strongly encouraged but
it is voluntary Vhile both worker and
non-workers receive allowances, those for the
workers are higher a id vary with the type of
work and the amount spent".

This paper, then, seems to present a very good
issta ce of the effect of a clearly perceived norm
o behaviour and adjustment. The subjects were
being looked after i • a home run oy an Order of which
they were members, aid this would presumably give
rise to strong 1 -group feeling. Secondly, they
had an obligation to the Home which could be
discharged In part by wor.ci g. The work was
voluntary out social pressures would conduce
"sociable" people to work while the "anti-social"
possibly would not. (This may possibly be reflected
also i the differs -fial refusal rate). Thus the
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relation discovered between attitudes to work, feelings
of usefulness and the working or non-working categories
would seem to be partially entailed by the
predisposing conditions of work. Hence we cannot
ge eralise from this work in a closed community to
the open society where norms of behaviour rrmy not
be so clearly perceived. But this discussion does
raise a new consideration in the use of populations
for studying problems which have a markedly social
co tent, that is, problems where >orma of behaviour
may be clear and widely recognised. If the
population in question is, for example, a small
town or village community, then pressures to
conformity may bias results and re der generalisation
dangerous. Much work on ageing is done o • these
relatively closed communities, for example, clubs,
institutions, small towns, villages, or employees
of organisations such as the Y.Ivi. C. A. (above).

opITTO'T (1905) sent out by post the
inventory to 1,502 corroulGorily retired teachers, of
whom 255 were men and 1,249 were women# Of the men,
120 or 47.5; replied, and of the women 573 or 29.9 .

'e shall consider only the men. Only one significant
bias in the responding sample was discovered when
respondents and non-respondents were checked agai .et
information obtained from other sources# The
responde 1 ts tended to be those who had held
administrative or college tcachi ig positions before
retirement rather than those who had held elementary
or high school positions. "Employment status"
correlated 0.45'with total attitude score (p = .01).
"Permanent Security" correlated 0.50 with Total
Attitude Score (p is between 0.05 and 0.02).
"Total Activities Score" correlated 0.63 with
Total Attitude Score (p ~ .01). "Attitudes towards
Tork" gave a coefficient of 0.63 with Total
Attitude Score (p - .01), but, of course, itself
forms a cor;aide able part of this total score.
"Leisure Activities" showed io sig ificant correlations.
The coefficients, though significant, are low even
for corrected 0. About half the coefficients
examined were significant either at the 0.05 level
or higher. The author dmws attention to the
difference between the correlation obtained for
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employment status and Total Attitude Score for men
as compared with women. The mens* correlation
(0.45 p = .01) compares with a womena* correlation
of 0.13 p =s 0.90. If is thought that this is
because "On retirement ... the man loses his former
useful role as breadwinner who was pre-eminently
occupied with his profession; the woman who is
retired still have the useful function in the keeping
of tee home". This is a plausible hypothesis but
to the present writer the study appears inadequate
methodologically. The defects of the postal
method of administering questionnaires have already
been discussed, and .writton seems to have
re cog" ised these, ai *<ce he did make some comparisons
between his respondents aid non-respondents. But
this can never be a really satisfactory check in the
case of a postal questionnaire si ice refusal may
take place for reasons which may be unrelated to
major characteristics of the sample such us length
of time connected with the organisation, but
stroigly related to the results of the investigation.
What, for example, is the distribution of attitudes
among non-respondents? These may, or may not, be
related to decision to co-operate. There are,
moreover, several unco trolled variables. "o age
distribution of the subjects Is given and we do not
know whether the subjects of one employment s tatus
e.g. "working") are younger than those of another
e.g. "retired"). We do not know what reasons

prompted those men who were working after retirement
from their profession to take up further work.
These reservations must devalue the co itribution of
such research as this, but some positive relationship
between work aid Total Attitude acore is suggested
by the data.

SHA "AS and HAVIGhURbT (1953) investigated
various problems of retirement in four
professions! groups - Y.P. 0. A. secretaries, teachers,
I* ethodist ministers, and physicians. Again, the
same questionnaires were sent out oy post. Samples
were drawn from various official records. Response
rates were 77, for the Y. M. b. A. secretaries, 60;;'
for tue teachers, 39 for ministers and 38: for the
physicians. It appeared that the non-respondents
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tended to "be men who had got other jobs since
retirement from their main profession. "The
biases which exist in our sample .... are those
which would bring into the study men who might be
expected to feci retirement most keenly and directly".
It was found that very few of those men wno were in
good health were not working at something. Some
of the study group were working primarily to
supplement their retirement iicornea, but tais was
not the only factor. The subjects had "highly
favourable attitudes to work". Of the teachers,
47',j made the highest possible scores on favourable
attitudes towards work, and the corresponding
figures for Y.L. C.A. secretaries and physicians V7ere
46.: and 62; respectively. lean attitude scores
on the inventory ranged from 45.6 for Y. II. 0. A.
secretaries (who were also the youngest group),
through 40.2 for the teachers and 40.1 for the
physicians to 58.1 for ministers (who were the oldest
group). It appears, therefore, that there was some
effect of age in tue questionnaire scores. For the
sake of comparison, the mean score for a cross-section
of the male Louisville population w^s 37.7, and for
a sample of old men in a small town 38.0. These
attitudes among this group of professional men are
co trusted with "studies of non-professional men,
ooth young ad old (who) often express the wish to
retire and take life easy". In commenting upon
this research, one must bear in mind the bias of
the sample stated ay the authors, and the method of
administration of the questionnaires. koreover,
one would like to know more about the accuracy of
the answers given. onsider, for example, the
large number of doctors who achieved the maximum
score on the "Attitudes to Vorfc" section of the
i iventory. It is at least possible that this
arose from a group of high social status making
a ewers which would carry high social value. Even
if this were the case, ii would ot ecessarily
invalidate the conelueio is drawn about "adjustment
to retirement" si ct these statements might
represent a norm to which the subjects 'aspired, and
failure to reach it might lead to "poor adjustment",
but we do ot know, a<:c this is yet another source
of possible error of which we must take account.
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iiAVTC ilUST a *"d ALa i Ch:T (19S3) ubiiehed
a compendious account of research emanating from
the University of Chicago. The i formation came
from a variety of sources, out principally from a
study th..t was made in a email mid- estern town
Called rairie City. Additio 1 data from a
series of studies of old people in Chicago was also
reported. The .rairie Cit, sample was of 100 old
people. u the whole they ap seared to we secure
eco omically and to we biassed heavily towards
the lower and upper middle close (90; of them fell
1 to this category)* These are irr.ort.ant
considerations in ox mini y the results si ce they
probably in-present powerful Massing factors.

ii comparison was ruade between a ployed and
retired older people, rouglily equated for health,
and the differc ices on certain measures obtained.
The employed group was composed of SO men a">d t..ree
women, and the retired group of lb men and three
women. .eon adjustment ruling for the t«o groups
was C.7 a d 4.8 respectively, wb mean adjustment
score or the inventory 38.1 and 31.8 respectively.
r. e retired group was slightly more handicapped by
poor health than the e ployed group (a score of
8.2 as ugal -est 1.3), though they ap eared to be
of rather higher eco omic status. One cu ot
ma Ice a great deal of these results, since the sample
was so small, and the i ler-relatioiships aetween
the variables so complex a >d unstable, but all the
i dices calculated appear to we in the expected
direction. ^oth in viewi ig these results, and from
general consideratio 8, some comments of the
authors o< the attitudes towards retirement
prevalent In tuts small town arc oteworthy.

••The general attitudenf- rairie city to
that v. man should wortc js long as iie is
able. The few me vho cave retired at 64 or

thereabouts, • hile still in good health, are
viewed with a degree of tolerance if they are
economicslly eelf-supporti '•g, ae is in the
case- of several retired professional men and
civil serv: ts; or as »no-f OQd loafera« if
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If they are on old age assisto ice".

Further i formation on this point is forthoomi g
from additional data reported in the same volume,
cased on a study of "fuulic Opinion oncerni g
the Roles of Older People". Two similar groups
of suspects were taken, one ii 1949 aid one in
1951, though these , ere not samples in the
statistical seise. Examination ot the degree
of approval with the various statements of the
questionnaires indicates that, though retirement
wan regarded favourably if sufficient means were
available, a fair degree oi activity, especially
in the case of older men, was favour d. It is
also i iterestl ig that when the second set of data
was take' in 1901, "there was a considerable
change toward greater approval op the puolic at
all ages of roles for older people ievolving
activity ana i 'dependence". Thus, for example,
the statement "Retires from work between the ages
of 65 aid 70" received an approval score of 1.55
in 1949 and 1.34 in 1961.

It thus appears that, at any rate in
America, and especially in a small town such as
Prairie City, there are very strong social
pressures towards co formity to the norm of active,
self-supporting old age, and it is possible that
this may account for some of the low "adjustment"
scores achieved oy no -worki g groups and
especially groups dependent on Old Age and
Survivors benefit. On this view, it may l>e that
failure to conform to these social pressures by
working or being self-supporting may lead to
poor adjustment rather tha • the fact of retirement
itself.

bHITTCW and b ITT0" (1954) sent the
GAVAF inventory b• post to 1,757 University Alumni.
Replies were received from 627 or 36.6, , and these
respondents appeared to be over-representative of
those who were especially interested in the topic
or loyal to the i stitution sponsor! g the survey.
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Of* the reaponde its 65.4% were not retired and
34.6 were retired! the median ages for the two
groups were 63.6 a id 69.1 respectively. The
retired group were somewhat less healthy, as a group,
than the working group, and were slightly better
off* financially, though neither of these differences
was significant. In the retired group, 18.3 were
physically unaaie to work and 67.1; were ot
interested in employment. Many of the coraparlso a
between the two groups v/ere not sigtificant, but
all the following comparisons gave significant
differences at, at least, the 6. level of confidence.

Opinions about retireme it hetjr d on-retired
N»817 ?A=410

It is a welcome relief from the
responsibilities and
obligations of younger days 4S.0 58.0

It is a reward for a lifetime
of work 44.7 38.4

It is o<ly for people who are
physically unable to do their
dob 15.7 47. 5

It gives younger men a chance to
get a job 38.1 30.4

It takes the meaning out of life 11.9 20.4

Feelings about retirement

A well earned rest 32.0 21.2
The worst thing that can happen

to a person 13.3 31.0

On the categories of the Attitude live tory of
"Your Activities ad Attitudes", which is designed
to measure feelings of usefulness, significantly
fewer of the retirees were ii the uppermost score
categories o useful ess as compared with the
no -retired me (, corr = 0.06 p - 0.01). There
was a slight tendency (C corr = 0.20) for those
not yet retired to be happier than the retirees.

The i * fere nee one draws from this study
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is that there was very little, if any, effei t of
retirement in thin group. The methodological
criticisms are similar to those made in regard to
the researches quoted above. Tothl ig further will
therefore be added here.

The final comments on the Chios go School
must be that its contribution can o nly be regarded
as an adumbration of possible relationships. It
can be said that the work of the School does not
throw much light o the general problems of
ugei g, aid even less on specific problems such
as that of retirement. Tartly this is due to a very
poor experimental method involving procedures which
many social scientists would now reject as e tailing
the possibility of large errors, and at least to
wide areas of uncertai ty; partly it is due to the
U3e of the global concept of adjustment which as an
experimental variable appears to the present writer
to be virtually unusable in its present form. In
the period covered by the reported researches and
in spite of its wide use as a unifying concept,
there appears to have been no advance i"> its
definition. This is borne out by a recent report
by j AVTGn il.i! (1955). In his introductory paper to
the isethesda Conference, he reviews the status of
the concept ii terms which make it fairly clear that
the definitions of adjustment are a priori, many,
and varied. In an attempt to unify the various
views, he says

"The papers on perao ulity agree ii usi g
concepts which mean that a perso who is well
adjusted is aule to cope with a complex world.
These concepts are: affective complexity
(complexity 01 emotional reaction to a complex
world), tolerance of ambiguity, flexibility,
expansion. Indicative of poor adjustment are
the concepts of rigidity, simplicity,
co istrictio . one or these papers attest)ts
to get out explicit criteria for good adjustment
or successful ageing, yet each one offers
some implicit criteria of success".

There is little i the subsequent remarks to
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elucidate the problem further.

In the opinion of the present writer, most
of the proposed indicators of adjustment,
affective complexity, flexibility, expansion, and
the rest present several further problems of
definition which do sot udva ce us much further.
oreover, when explicit criteria for the concept of

adjustment cannot be, or at least, are not, set
out, a d whe \ the fact tliat each of several studies
offers "implicit criteria" for its definition
seems a cause for satisfaction, it is submitted that
it would be more productive to approach the problems
discussed from a new angle.

(iv)
We come low to the group of studies which

is very heterogeneous, si ce workers of all shades
of psychological opinion have co itributed, but which
is characterised by bei g devoted entirely or partly
to the specific study of retireme t.

J'entioi should first be made of S^ELDO t*S
(1948) by now classic study of the aged in
Wolverhampton. One oi the findi go of this survey
was that while 90 of the subjects who were graded
"fully normal" in mental health were fully occupied,
the percentage occupied declined rapidly with

progression through the various degrees of mental
health from normal to demented. This, of course,
does not i dlcate that loss of occupation causes
mental ill-health; indeed, the relationship is
probably the other way round. On the basis of
his fi cii g, the men, especially very old men, tended
to be either "very good physical specimens or
enviously on their last legs", whereas the women
appear d to be mai ly suffer!-g from various defects.
This is regarded as an indication that men tend to
die off unless very fit, whereas women tend to have
a power of survival. In Sheldon's view this may
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be partly due to genetic co stitution out "this lo
certai ly only part of the truth", and another
important factor, it Is suggested, is "the
importance of an adequate mental urge for the
maintenance of physical health". omen tend to
carry on housework, while wen experience the shock of
retirement. This view will later be used as an

hypothesis in a co -sideration of certain
statistical data, but in the meantime it i.uij oe
pointed out that it is a Interpretation only and
does not necessarily folio-.' from the data. Some
evidence is also given that economic difficulty may
oc a cause of morbid anxiety m.ong the aged.

(1947) reports a study of 65
retirements from a variety of industries, and a
variety of positions. The * umber of ./euro si ce
retirement varied greatly among the cases. . ourteen
of the group were in their first year of
retirement, and one had bee retired SO yenre.
"only a few had experienced re", irement for more
than oeve ■ years"• • ©caparisons are reported on
47 cases. These were graded on a four-point scale,
0 the oasis of degrees of satisfaction with
retirement, via•

xcellently adjusted 9 (7 of these were voluntarily
retir d)

Satisfied 24
Uncertain 5
Dio. atiofied 9 ( one of these were

voluntarily retired)

The basis of this gradi g is not made very clear
out was apporc>tly done o ; the basis of an
1 spection of the schedules. The dis atiafied hod
retired because oi health or i stituti al reasons.

one had retired Willi gly. The factors i flue ici g
volu tary retirement cover a wide range, the most
frequent bei g ill-health. The attitude towards
retirerne t was found to be important. Of those
classified no "excellent", 0 out of 9 had looked
forward eagerly to the experience. only one hud
a ticipated it with dread. aut i the "dissatisfied"
group, eight had a;- .pouched it with an attitude of
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resignation or dreed a d only one had viewed It
with eagerness# The wain source of dissatisfaction
was economic need# The nine "excellently adjusted"
Indicated no economic problems# Of the nine
"dissatisfied", eight claimed deficient i ieome.
The economic factor was also important in regard to
the wife*B reaction to retirement, and this
reaction generally agreed with that of the husband#
.hether either reaction was influenced or partly
determined by the other is not stated. Activity
was a significant factor in "good adjustment"#
Twenty five of the group were active in unpaid
occupations, and eight were regularly employed.
All nine of the "excellent" group and 22 of the 24
in the "satisfied" group were active. .Most of those
idle vrere found in the "uncertain" and "dissatisfied"
groups# There was a general indication of strict
economising a^d budget! g among the subjects, but
little indication that they had taken up new hobbies
or greatly altered their outlook#

This study makes no co. parlsons with a
similar group of non-retiranta# In general Hie
control of the variables Ls very loose, and in
addition, the sample is heterogeneous whe one co'.aiders
ito small siae# It ca oi be regarded as more than
a rough indication of the possible i fluences in
retirement of various factors such as economic
i isecurity, but the major impression one gets from it
is of a preservation of the status quo# It seems
as though the feelings of dissatisfactions or
satisfactions are general and ot specific to
retirement itself#

' aid ilA i: A (1947) sent out
Questionnaires by post to 90 ministers of the
rotcat a t Church# Seventy three were returned

completed# <ueetione asked related to satisfactions
in retirement, aid the most frequently reported
satisfaction was "more freedom and time to do as
one wl shed", with accompany! g rcle. ee from
r spo sibility# The authors ote the frequerit
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Gtreorl ->5 of the "freedom" as ?ects or re. irur t
thro v "hotr. their subjects* co>.* ... .to. , ly .four
of the id intern uuggesved positive satiafoctio; 8
.re re luted to their .rcvioue professional life.
'i be least satisfy! .g exuerie cen oi rev ire,.*;:-.!
v;ere "uci v o • the alde—li. oa% "out oi the garoc"
a d similar fecii-'gs# ,lassiffi 'C the wa o dc to
on We &oj,r? oanlG as i the previous report, it was
found that 60 cou.i.d oe ci soified as "satisfied",
a cl of these 18 were active a & one,..- at something;
more tin half of the u -certain group were active,
while uotli the ml • ioters the dissatisfied group
cere ctive, on lccojbo of ill .ear, Tt thns
seen:.n that this yrofessio: ol group kent relatively
active i their ret.irer.ic t, a e t-uat satiofactlor
or die Oat inf etio-. v;os ot related to activity i
retire .:it; it*

study inverted by .1) (1940) of t.ic
attitudes oi a croc- of a litelo towurdu i activity
is 'oteworthy chiefly because the ©...^hasis is upon
the crisis which arises from lose oi work, and oil
the rev. ;lte tc ul to c how a lunch greater morbid
effect of v. Is crisis than - o any of the; other
r<: o e arc I les rev 1c we d. ''■ h i r r ty ue o c ca n o c a:-c ve as
the ther rcoecrc-.es dec-It i verve oi lacirice,
that is Genie scores, or peree '.toges, rlcd's ft/etbod
is i-'si ly to use cone histories; a-d the analysis of
t.iGt.e histories. is 1 ten :o of verbal i - terpretation#
rie-- took ZO tw-\ an& 69 wove so selected tint

there were 89 persons be ween 60 and 64 years., and 86
noroo a wet ween 6t and 60 years* o i .formation la
given oo to tin jo-• elation fro..; we• uh the subjects
were di1 .. r out it seems likel, from the co text that
they were pa tie -to at the alien e> serial I -stitute
of By chin try ( cGill U;iv rsity )• If co, -• -io
would account for twe rather .iraatic effects of
U"C.., lo.-iijcnt which she found# 1". • any cnae, the
failure to give, in fori, sat ion on this; point in a
serious omionlo ; i; a re; < arch report# 11 s^bj'-cto
were give" i -nivc interviews a v.; .■ orschach records
were oo ni -ed# 11 ceo o».'ic groups wer- re prey. >ted
if: the ay roximntc proportiono as foav i the
-erica ,.o, -Vatic - t-.oayh i view of tiv• a.jail
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BjUe gi t.,c cample thic does - ot .a-; ear to curry
j ueh weight# ..■£ l-vlefi's svso.lccto, 24 were t.lreotly
retired ft .a of t. coe 3a#3. (" »io} lied r. acted to
rot iroinent with oath etYiciior.., lfc#D, (" est-.} hc»& mode on
amoivalcnt reaction, 30.3. (TfeXS) iicid reacted with
depression, and 16# i- {* «*6) with serious Illness#
'..he disorep&ecy between ;waver of cubjeote retired,
0 d issuer of effects is, of oo uuie, f-. ca n:c. more
thn■: one effect was . -en tie ed oy some; oshjeeto#
V'hrro is no e doeut waether these "effects'* of ret ire-roent
really were effects or w e tiler they airily oca; srred
ot Ouoat the tine oi retircrarut, and nag noneioly
have co triwateci to it, out a close rood! g of
frled's results i cii co o-.-c to give cer the cone, fit
01 the dealt. ; o • c-Xft.: 1c, she reports that
driri.-c tal effects were more frcc.ac <tly ~o'.ed a; org
the arvprepared group - trough eatiefnoti n with
ret ire• i was reported by 3<h of the uvvpr pc.r'--;: group#

. gr ater difficult." ie that one would like to ir-ow
.;c.cb more aoout her judgements of "depreosio'V, and
"seriois 111 coo", si ee it aL ,,eare the! on the £ ce
of it, retirement was a much more catuotr . hie event
for lu.r cnojecto trim for -.early nil the subjects
of other researches#

Cried attempts to give oo, e d,•■"^anic unsifi
to the data# d.c on.. c thai, apart fro..: ceea- who
were >ig8:.oally exhausted uy their work, unoccu. led
individuals 1 the lower claso category did ot
like to be I active md oeverol were so acutely
disturbed by the enforced i -activity t.ut t. e desire
to work again at tal ed the mturc of an session#
lie ca a that the urge zq c'gage f • i I on <:

regular activity did .ot a p..ear to we ...o ivauiel
jrimarily uy economic cccsslty. •.; ly three subjects
in the lower class uroesct wished prjUscrlly for work
uncouse oi eco omic cc sideratin o. 1 he uojority
who sought oc a -ction nod a measure of oelf-tjar-'cfi
occur I ty, while on the other Jsonu till of those
who were satisfied wiUi tie ir i -activity lived rather
gco tily en- outside sup,,art# one cose hiavorico
"iaad«? It clei r that the chief motivation tor toe
fregur.-.ily obsessive dena d for worn is the need to
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mai tain self-esteem, to escape from morbid self-
preoceupation, a id to cope with inner restlessness".
These findings certainly appear to ue contrary to
a good deal of the evidence regard! g the financial
incentive to remain at work:, though the repeated
variation between the relative desire for work
among those who were more secure fi ;a dally, as
against among those who were eo tent to live on
meagre outside support, may indicate a difference
in social class attitudes adumbrated in the research
on the various professional groups reviewed above.
Fried maintai s that, although economic compensation
appears frequently ot to be the chief motivating
force in the search for v/ork, it is important to
the lower income groups for psychological reasons
to be paid for their activities. I order to
promote self-esteem "an occupation according to the
mores of their class, should bring in monetary reward".

This i 'vestigation of fried's indicates
various important effects of retirement, but the
sample was small, and several methodological defects
are to be noted. Thus no proper comparisons are
made with any kind of control group, and the evaluation
throughout appears to be subjective. The counter¬
argument that this form of interpretation is more
meaningful than allotting points of some supposed
scale of measurement leads into an argument on
scientific method and will not ue dealt with here.

±'.:-v. -ioPY a d SIhuOf (1950) got students to
write up case studies of "successful" and "problem"
old people on a pais of one of each kind per student.
Only the data for male subjects will be discussed.
Two hundred and fifteen cases of successful old men
were obtained, and 109 problem cases. The median
age was 70; no further details of age breakdown
are given. The distribution of cases by occupational
status was as follows

Successful ■: rod cm

iercentage
Gainfully Occupied 41 28
Doing Useful fork 56 18
Idle 4 51
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In addition, the sue esefui people wer much more
lively to have active social relatio .ships, had many
more abilities such as music, gardening, etc, and
many and diverse interests. In each of these cases
"many more'1 refers to a difference between successful
a 0 problem old people of 40, or more.

In assessing this study one needs to draw
attention to three co'Siderations. Firstly, each
pair of case studies was written up by a different
interviewer and difi recces in reportage would arise.
Secondly, the definition of "problem" and "successful"
old people does not seem to have been accurate.
For example, in the definition of a "successful"
old person, it was "essential that this person be
generally regarded and indeed admired as a fine old
person by those who knew him". This brings in group
stereotypes, and an admired old person may be o ie
who keeps working, regardless of his own feelings.
Finally, we do lot k ow whether the worki g people
were younger than the idle o tes. This is important
because problem cases are more likely to arise among
older people. Altogether this method of collecting
data does not seem very successful, and much more
rigour is to ue desired.

The available literature on i vestigations
of psycho-pathological eases in old age has been
reviewed by GRATECK (1950). On the basis of this
literature, he came to the conclusion that the
outstanding factor in personality breakdown appeared
to ue i^security. Further, personality disorganisation
in the involutional period and old age se rn to be
related in large measure to previous poor social and
emotional adjustment. frod ems of adjustment to
old age which may precipitate emotional ureakdowns
"include particularly inability to support o -e'a
family, failure to meet coi munal and social obligations,
lack of economic security, and isadequate biologic
functioning". Several studies of admi tedly
pathological patients, which were reviewed, though
not critically, by GAG came to the conclusion
that retirement was a predisposing factor in mental
illnes in old age.
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In u survey i f t jo communities Irs Florida
(GrU^ICX 1912), a aawpli ig of every fifth house was
curried out and all perso '.s aged 60 u (I over 1"' these
houses asked to co-operate. icfusals were at about
the usual level for this ki d of research with
9.8 refusals i > one coiemunity una 17.4 in the other.
Only about b of tue res, o de its were still carry! g
o > their regular occupatiu a, though good many
more hud nod soi e full or part-time empio ment since
retirement. . hen the unemployed subjects were asked
whether they wourd like to ft id some suitable kind
of work, 61, replied " ort. on t e other hand, in
res poise to the vines t ion. "bo you think it is west
for older people to continue working at le at part-
time even after r tirewent age?*, more than 71
replied "Yea*. It seems, therefore, in Granick*s
words "that the subjects believed that work was good
for tie other fellow's soul". Subjects were asked
what the,/ co isidered was a suitable age for retirement,
and 41 of one community sample, aid 31 of the
other (of slightly higher socio-eco ornic group)
replied that one should ever retire. Vhe other
subjects suggested 60 or 61 as a suitable age. It
thus appears that there was a lack of social
pressure towards co ti med employment i < these
communities, and thio is in accordance with the
aos are >t laetc of to aio 8 i these groups. ilthough
ttuout half of the subjects though! that later life
was not entirely free fro.>> worry, the great majority
gave indications of ositivc attitudes to life. Thus
more thu 71 thought their lives had been moderately
hap y or very nu t. py while only uuout. 2' t:-ought
their lives had been unhappy. Unfortunately, we
do not have any co ntrol group for this study to
compare retired with so -retired subjects. It
also appears that these two communities were t ro of
the "retirement communities'* apparently very coiiimon
in Florida, and almost certai iy the groups
ivestlgu ted represent u sampling of an already
highly selected population. Tais nreoumably accounts
to « large ext it for the absence of tensions
r - gardi g retirement.
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dome reBide ts In a home lor the aged were
Investigated by BkAKk (1952). The subjects were
20 males ra igi )g ia age from 70 to 93 a d 20 females
aged uetween 60 a id 86. The physical health of
these subjects was "above average considering their
age". rerso al interviews were carried out over
a period of seven mo ithe a id each person wae
i tervie,.ed several times. The three factors which
seeded to ue important for successful adjustment to
age were (1) hard work, over lo g hours, (2) not
mora than two or three social activities, (0) a
religion-oriented life Involving orgsUsed religion.
These fi :di gs are in general agreement with those of
several other i tv^stlgationa, although the amount of
work required to produce beneficial effects is lot
usually found to oe so extreme. However, the
report of the 1 vestigotion is very brief, and
one cannot suggest anything in the method which might
account for this difference.

Although not concerned directly with
retirement, a research reported uy RI D8G" (1916)
ia interesting t-ecauae it examines the factors
involved in the decision of older workers in heavy
industry to change their job to lighter work. It
seems reaso mulo to suppose that uch the same factors
will be at work in the decision oi me 1 to leave work
altogether. Indeed, Br. kichardson found that the
proportion oi men in good health declines to the
eariy G0*s and thereafter rises is the 65-69 age
group. This appears to be due to the departure of
the less fit r«e ; from the labour force when t ey
reach pension age. Katerisl to support this view
was outlined from the interviews al ce men in less
good health who had not yet rescued retiring age said
they would keep at work if possible until qualifying
for pension at age 65.

The subjects in this investigation were
men aged 50 or more a d included 66 me who worked
1 i a small foundry, 220 in a large foundry and 2oo
in a coal mine. 'ovea to leas heavy work we e
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frequent, and It see .ed that the move actually took
place as a result of a "trigger-factor", such as Illness*
injury* redundancy, or a suggestion from doctor,
family* or even workmates# rior to trie occurrence
of this trigger-factor* there was a period of' mounting
awareness of the demands of heavy work# The
implication of this for adjustment to retirement seems
to oe that 8Qi.se appure itly sudde \ retirement are not
so sudden as might appear* and that so. e informal
preparation for it may already have taken place#

The i ifluen.ee of social norma of conduct
in retirement is v/ell shown in a email research by
ilGYT (191S). This author surveyed one of the
"trailer parks" so popular with unerican retirees#
Of 177 persons asked, 166 (87.6 ) said they preferred
to "live in a community such ao this where everyone
is retired", rather than in some other where most
people are worki ng# Llvi g i s a worki ng community
was preferred by seven people (3.9 ) and 16 (8#6: )
were undecided# The chief reasons given uy those
who preferred the retired community were

AssociaiIon
(sociability, more a id uetter
activities, not so lonesome) 74

imutuality
(don*t feel out of place, all
Same age, same status and
i terests, mutual aid) 66

Less disturbance
(absence of children and
people goitg to work) 14

(48.4 )

(42.1 )

( 9.2 )

Over 82. of the residents interviewed said they
got all or most of their recreation within the park.
The author poi its out that "si ?ee all residents are
greatly interested in recreation and leisure pursuits,
these activities tend to we more highly sanctio ed
than would be likely to oe the case i a community
in which the predominant interest centred around
economic activity. o a certain extent, however,
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preoccupation fcith leisure activities such us
bingo and dancing may be regarded ay outsiders as
adolescent and unbecoming to persons i this age
group. It reflects the different code of co duct
which develops in such a self co tai ed community*
the eeds and i teresta of whose residents are not
shar d with the outside coKsrnunity"* Alt ho gh ot
a very penetrating study, this research does
i -dicute the way in which social norma may a.feet
the behaviour and feelings of subjects, a factor which
we have seen may indirectly affect the results of
researches which have ot take this into account.

Usi ig the usual method of postal
questionnaires, ulinb. D and L?v- (1954) obtained
replies from 920 retired resbyterian ministers
and 1,290 widows of former pc-aio era of the hurch*
This represented a res o dent rate of 57.3 and 80*4
respectively* "o Information is given about the ways
in which the respondents may differ from the non-
respondents* Although retirement o:i pension was
possible at age 65, toe aver;ge ratiri >g age of these
ministers was 68.3 years. Asked how they approached
retirement, 64 replied "with mixed feelings", 20
"with happl iessw, 13 "with roisglvi gs", and 3
"with indifference". There appeared to hove been
little plov-ing for retirement in most cases. Of
the total reuso a give- for retirement, the largest
category was "declining atre gth", which accounted
for 42. of the cases. Twenty six per ce-t felt
their work at the hurch was fi iahed.

The best-liked aspects of retirement, as
measured by the perce tage of the total aspects
mentioned, were those involving "freedom from ...."
which had been remarked on by nOGRb and itJA niri (op
cit). Thus, of the total under this head! g, 05
referred to freedom from responsibility or freedom
from routine* The causes of "reel co scorn" were
mentlo ed as follows:-
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Loss of income 33%
Decreased strength 53%
Health problems 28%
Loss of being needed 21%

> Loss of hearing 20%
Peel forgotten and

neglected 10%

Minety four per cent of the ministers thought
they were continuing to lead a useful life.

This study shows the usual
methodological shortcomings; a doubtful method
of approach to the subjects; a failure to
supply data on a control group in a case where
it would appea to ue very necessary; and perhaps
most important, a very loose use of the cotcept
of retirement. In common with several others of
the studies quoted, the "retired" group is found
to include some me i who are wording part time, and
some who are working full time. In this
particular case, the "retired" men have not even
the fact of leaving the major employment of their
lives, since some still do continue to preach,
though oily on a part time oasis. Finally, it
must be said that the method of simply "counti g
heads* and giving results in percentages has a
major deficiency in that it does not admit of
any indication of intensity with which opinions
are held. No mention has ~een made of the
widows' views auout their husbands since in ray
opinion this data is likely to oe very unreliable.
As far as the particular proolem of the
retirement impact theory is concerned, this
investigation suggests that health, loss of income,
and some of the social factors are important in
retirement, but we cannot be sure of this for
the reasons stated above.

m

Differential stress among groups of
different occupational status is reported uriefly
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by FAH8HEL, &UTTTUR and LaWGNER (1954). A random
eaiiiple of 000 aged residents of an area in New
York City was taken, and personal intervlexvs carried
out. A mental health index was developed from
questions on the interview schedules. The authors
report that "those who were employed seemed to be
under the least stress while the retired group had
slightly more distress and the unemployed group
even more so. One possible explanation of this
would Lie that those for whom the question of
emplo.yauility seems resolved would ue under less
tension thai those for whom there is yet uncertainty".

BUSSE et al (1954 b) carried out an
investigation as part of a general research
programme which is much setter co trolled uoth in
its technique, and its conclusions from the data,
than most of the other researches we have been

considering. The suujects used were divided into
five groups, though for present purposes we are mainly
concerned with three of these. These were

GROUP "A" - unemployed, considered to be indigent
or serai-indigeit and recruited as
volunteers from the faculties of a

University college.
TT = 100 , 52 women and 48 men. Average
age a 70.9 years.

GROUP *B* - retired persons making a satisfactory
adjustment in the community. All of
higher financial status than those
placed in Group "A".
H = £0. Average age = 72 years.
(Data was not all based on this complete
series. The smallest group used for
statistical purposes was 30).

GROUi "C" - perso a working past usual age of retirement.
TT = 40. Average age slightly less than
72 years.
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The authors refer to a previous paper
(wU3:K et al 1904 a), is which they found that
amongst other things, "subjects who continue to
work after the usual age of retirement have a
higher intellectual capacity than those who do
not, and their J.E. G. records indicate that,
physiologically, their brains are functioning in
a manner which more closely resembles the records
of younger individuals". As regards these results,

we have to co aider the inter-relations of the
different variables. Thus intellectual capacity
may be a selective factor in determining who retires.
The A. i. G. data needs closer study "but in view of
the lack of precision which appears to surround this
technique aid in view of the lack of knowledge of
the physiological basis of the wave forms, one
prefers to suspend judgement. It may be that
again, LA G. , as a record of brain functioning,
indicates some selective factor among suojects, aut
it appears to be implied uy these authors that it
represents a response to environmental Influences
stemming from retirement.

In the paper under discussion, the
authors co aider the frequency of depressive
episodes. These episodes were those which
occurred at least once a month with a duration
varying from "a portion of an hour to a few days".
The subjects reported that these episodes had not
occurred in their younger years, and in 85>. of the
cases they were aware of a precipitating factor,
"usually a specific event which would initiate a
train of thought. iience these episodes are termed
"r active depressions". Group "A" revealed 48;
of subjects experiencing such episodes, Group "B"
44, , a id. Group "C" 21.>. The authors comment that
"although this would make it appear that working
alone plays some vital role in preventing or
increasing number of depressive episodes, it is
possible that there is an underlying difference
between these persons in the various groups, which
permits some persons to continue to work, as well
as to decrease the number of depressions". One
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such difference would appear to ue general health,
which was not co trolled.

An attempt was made to determine the
amount of time each subject expended in participating
in planned creative and recreational activities
and work, with work defined as "some e tdeavour entered
into for financial gain". If an i idividual had
less than four hours of his day occupied by planned
activities, he was arbitrarily considered in the
'douutful* category as regards work. In Group
"A" 20% of the subjects reached a satisfactory
level, 67 were doubtful, and 15; seemed to have
nothing to do to fill in their time. In Group
"i>", 24% appeared satisfactory, 65 were doubtful,
10% had no useful activities. The authors say,
"It is our impression that those persons who have
no planned activity or those who devote tfieir
time to "receiving" activities (i.e.passive such
as listening to radio, etc) are much more prone to
depressive episodes than those who, through their
own efforts, can achieve satisfaction. The
acllity to participate in creative activities
is very much influenced by the education of the
subject. Education is important in developing
diversified interests and abilities, which are
particularly useful as resources iv> old age".
i>ut here again, we do not k ow whether the
assumed dependent variable, number of depresvive
episodes, is not in fact the independent variable
which is important in determining low level of
activities. It would seem that in the opinion
of these authors the latter is the case, since
they say "we relieve that adequacy of adjustment
in the elderly is largely determined by strength
and weaknesses developed much earlier in life".

This study approaches more closely the
idea of scientific research in some respects than
in others. The techniques used are more

sophisticated; the controls, such as the use of
different groups which ppear to ue relatively
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homogeneous within themselves, are reasonable;
and the concepts used are defined quite
satisfactorily# .out the design of the research
is such that the prime variauie cannot be
elucidated, and it ia disappointing that results
have to oe presented in terms of "impressions" and
"beliefs" without further illumination. The
general indication is that personality prior to
retirement is moat important in determining
reaction to it.

The anthropological approach was used
by TOT'S"D (1955) and his associates to lav stigate
kinship and various problems in old age. His
investigation was co fined to a London borough, and
"a much higher proportion of all the older men
i iterviev/ed tha of the population at large (were)
or (h d) recently been in occupations which are
classifiable as Social Class V". The subjects
were 200 old people drawn randomly from doctors*
lists. Interviews lasting about two hours were
carried out and further interviews v/ere carried out
a second and third time. The men or the husbands
of the women interviewed were divided into three
groups, still at work (N = 26), retired up to four
years previously ( = 15), retired more than four
years previously (TT - 21). Only a selection of
cases is reported uy Townsend, but assuming these
to ue representative of his total sample, the
effect of retirement on the group appear to have
been /narked. The difficulties to which Mr.
Towneend draws attention are several. With
retirement, a man is thrown back on his family.
Old friendships ca ot be maintained because he is
too poor to treat his churns and he becomes depe ndent
on his wife aid children for pocket money. He
fi ds difficulty in filling in his time, a :d often
experiences a sense of purposelessness a id shame.
"Family relations,ips now become all important
out they cannot give him back the skills,
experiences, and associations of youth and middle
age". About two thirds of the me who were no
lo ger at work had retired because of ill-health,
disability, or strain, and auout one fifth partly
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because of an employer's action but mainly because
of ill-health. he average age at retirement was
671, though this conceals vide differences si ice
some men retired before 60 a/id some after 75,
The average age of the working iiien was 68{r.
Mr. Townsend concludes that retirement has a

drastic effect on the mun co eerned, and suggests
that this may go some way towards explain! ig Dr.
Sheldon's (op cit) finding that whereas old men
tend to be either in very good or very poor health,
a much higher proportion of women tend to be
subnormal in health but have a more tenaecious hold
on life.

Though it is all too easy to place
interpretations on such data as this, it seems to
the present writer that the evidence of this paper
suggests that retirement impact is mediated by
economic factors, rattier than directly from
retirement us such. P.ore importantly, it seems
a pity that again the factor of age should be allowed
such a free run. With retired men ranging in age
from below 60 to over 75, there is almost certain
to be wide variation in the data and since the
results are not analysed in even an elementary
statistical way, the possibility of biasses in
interpretation uecoroe marked. Thus, unless one
knows all the data, one cannot ue Gure how typical
the quoted cases are, or in what sense they are
typical.

as part of a well-documented study of
suicide in London, SAI halBY (1955) examined case
records of 409 suicides reported to the Coroner for
North London during a three year period. It was
found that unemployment was either a primary or
secondary factor in 73, of the cases where
unemployed men had committed suicide. In IS cases
in this group, the factor involved was "Lack of
employment and occupational interest in those
over 65", and in a further five cases the same
factor was involved except that retirement had
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taken place prior to age 65. Unfortunately it is
not possible to tell from Dr. bainsbury's publication
how many of the 409 cases in the total sample were
aged over 61, and. thus to assess as a rate how
frequently this factor was operative.

Consider! g further the relation of age
arid suicide, Dr. Oai isbury remarks that his own
study agrees with previous work in indicating
that "loneliness and a lack of occupation ap: ear to
be a more urgent proolem among the aged than is
poverty". It appears that social factors are as
important as biological ones in accounting for the
high rate of suicide amongst the aged. "During
the war, when elderly men were able to oh ain useful
employment, the suicide rate among them fell more
than that of younger men".

In reviewing this work, it must be borne
in mind that the sai.iple exami ed oy Dr. Sainebury
was not a random sample of the population, ei'ce
suicide had occurred in all cases. Hence the cases
where suicide in old age occurred and where retirement
was a factor, would represent oily a very small
proportion of the population as a whole. Moreover,
this data itself is derived from reports a£inquests,
and must involve some degree of interpretation.
x>ut it, seems that there is at least some effect of
retirement, and presumably the number of cases
where suicide occurred represent only the extreme
end of a continuum of stress which in other cases
did not reach this extreme pitch.

PEMbiRTON (195S) investigated the health
of elderly eople living at home. He developed
a disability scoring system, which showed the
expected trends, e.g. an increase as the economic
scale was descended, and increased score with age,
but "rather surprioi -gly the mean scores of those
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men who had retired did not differ significantly
from those still wording at similar ages. This
suggests that retirement usually occurs for other
reasons than ill-health". It also suggests that,
amo g those exami ted, the relation between retirement
and morbidity is ct close. The subjects were
192 men and 284 wonen, and were either living aloie,
or with husband a id wife. They were all people
who were Willi:g to co-operate, so it Is possible
that the people affected, by retirement impact were
not seen, or were under-repreoe ted in the sample.

In a follow-up study of 200 patients over
60 years of age who had seen hospitalised in a
private psychiatric sanatorium, AtMlAii (1956) found
that the precipitating factors were "acute family
or marital stress" in 49.5/ of the cases, hut
factors such as loss of status, enforced retirement,
and feelings of social isolation occurred as secondary
in approximately 14, of the cases. In this latter
case there were no significant differences between
males and fee-alee, or between favourable and
unfavourable outcoiie. Economic security was a
factor in 18, of the total cases. These cases were
drawn from an upper class section of society, and
hence any effect of retirement might be softened,
moreover, the sample is composed only of people
who were actually hospitalised. But maid g these
two allowances, retirement seemed to have had very
little effect.

A research to evaluate the assumption that
ageing in rural areas Involves few of the problems
of adjustment found in urban areas was carried out
by TAIETZ, ST-B.I1), and IhUhCf (1956). They
interviewed 249 out of a total of an initial random
sample of 294 men (85. ) of Go years of age and over
living in six rural counties of 'few York State.
A feature of this study is that some pains were
take : to define the concept of retirement beiig used.
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Thus the term "active" was used to denote persons
actively engaged in occupations either us self-
em loyed or us employees. The term "retired"
referred to either complete cessation of work:, or
"drastically reduced participation" in the cane of
self-employed men, so that "by self-definition as
we 11 as by the definition Oi. or.hers" they were retired.
The terms active and retired refer to occupational
roles a & ot to social functio e, etc. Of the
mev', li'4 (62> ) were a till actively e ;plot, ed, and 95
(38 ) had retired. The media* age of the active
members of the sample was 67 years, and that of the
retired 73 years. There was evidence of economic
stringency among the retired men, and 54y of them
hid ueen compelled to cut down o expenses, notably
in respect of the three neces. ities of food,
cloth'!, g and shelter. from the fi anclal point of
view, t ,e retired no ^-farmers in the sample twice
as frequently reported insufficient income, us did
the farm operators, a -d they were also less well
adjusted as indicated uy their a awera to several
questions. Thus, while 9 of retired farm
ope tors (" = S3) thought that "retirement is had",
SI of the retired no -farm operators (?< = 70)
too ight so. Twenty three per cent of the retired
farm operators thought that stopping wors had affected
their physical health for the worse, whereas 29;
of the retired no '-formers thought so. ine per
cent of the retired farm operator;: had found it
difficult to adjust to not worki -g as against 17
of the retired no farmer. , a id the respective
percentages of these t o gronce v;ho said they had
felt in worse spirits si ce retirement was 13;'
a- d 29; . : omparisons were i„ ide uetwedn abrupt
a d gradual retirement, on the widely-held
assumption that the latter would show up much better.
,,o ver, this /aa ot the case. Those subjects
who hau u oergo .c an aurupt retirement more
frequently sulci they Lad difficulty in keep! g
occupied, that they felt in worse spirits since
retirement a id that their health was worse since
retirement. But the subjects who had undergone
gradual retirement more frequently said that
retirement is a cad thing, that worki -g turned out
to ce worse for their health, ad that it was very
difficult to adjust to retirement. These
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differences can prodasly be reeo-eiled to some
extent if, as seems likely, the gradual retirees
are also the retired farm operators aa against the
retired non-farmers. Then the differences would
tend, to be resolved in terms of the differences
in outlook prevuill y in the two groups.

The co -elusion from this research then
appears to be that in the sample exami >.ed there was
a marked degree o1 disturua ce due to retirement,
accord! g to the subjects' reports# The methodological
remarks one might make have already been brought out
in relation to similar pieces of research discussed
above, and no further comment will be made here.

The morale of the retired was investigated
by ST. Ijj (1946) by analysis or data derived from a
sample drawn from 37 urban areas of the U.S.A.
I this sample there were 936 males (77, of the total)
and it is wit. these that the report is concerned.
A preliminary analysis of the material suggested
that three major variables formed a complex
affecting morale; these .ere health, socio-economic
status, and work status. Level of health was
determined oy the anawe s to three questions regarding
complaints of health problems, time spent in bed
through illness, and the taking of medicine#
Socio-eco omic status was determined by interviewer
rating on a five-point scale. For the purposes of
the analysis, these l- tings were combined into two
major grou, ijgs of high socio-economic status (41
oi the sample), and low socio-economic status (59
oi the sample). In contrast to many of the other
researches we have co sidered, work status was
carefully defined# "'Those persons who said they
were employed at their regular occupation, or
employed at something else, are co sidered to oe
"employed" in this paper; together they co stituted
49, of the sample. Those persons who said they
were not employed are defi ed as "retired" for the
purposes of the present analysis (51, of the sample)"#
The people it the retired category were also asked
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"Bo you coisicler yourself retired?" Sixty
replied *:"ow and 443 "Yes", "out a comparison of
these two groups o various "crucial variables"
(not stated) i bleated that there was no significant
difference uetwec t hese two groups. This, in
itself, is a interest i g finding, in vie./ of the
postulated te sio s arising from a factual, "Out
not recognised retirement. Morale was defined
in terms of three major compo entsj goal-ceatredness,
satisfactio with present life situatio and
re&etioi to danger or adversity. fUesc components
were themselves assessed uy the a ewers to certain
Questions such as "On the whole how satisfied are
you v-ith your way of life today?" It will thus
be seen that some degree of atte -tion was paid to
the definition ox the concepts involved in the
research.

The data was a alysed oy means of the
simple yet thorough technique oi multi—variate
analysis. It was found that work status and socio¬
economic status "affect the morale ox the aged
independently and to about an equal extent. hen
the two factors ore found i. combination they result
in the most devastating effect, for over two out
oi three among those persons who are both poor aid
retired have low morale. The relationship between
retirement and morale also persists when health is
held constant. . ork status ad health are related
independently to morale. Further, the morale of
people in good health is more affected by their work
status than is that of perso is in poor health,
fhen all three variables are analysed together, a
cumulative effect is found, as shown i i the table."
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TiiuL'-.; 11 - ' orale by Pork Status, Health and
socio-Economic Status

ork Status health S-E Status J Per Cent With
high Morale

Retired oor Low 141 29
Retired x ocr nigh 51 29
Employed no or Low 52 31
Retired Good IjOW 167 33
Employed x oor nigh 49 01
Employed Uood how 168 61
Retired Good high 97 65
Employed Good high 172 70

(bata from Streib op cit, p275, Table 6)

It will be seen from this table that with
all three factors detrimental -uasumi g retirement
Justifies this term - the per cent havi g high
morale was lowest at 29, , and that the progression
to a high degree of socio-economic status made no
difference to this. Employment made a slight
difference, hut not until we have two positive
components, employment and nigh socio-economic
status, do we find any group having over half with
high morale. but, as the author points out,
w.... perhaps the most interesting finding - oecause
it contradicts commonly held notions - is the fact
that a person who is retired out has good health
a id high socio-economic status is more likely to have
high morale than a person who is employed hut lacks
either good health or high income. .Retirement is
not a period of frustration, maladjustment, and
cynicism for all retirants, as is claimed by soi;**
professionals and laymen .... the common notion
that retirement leads to low morale is not supported
by these data, for other factors can overcome the
impact oi being retired. Those people who regard
occupational retirement as the bogey of old age ore
not considering that retirement is only a part of
a complex of factors which affect the older person".
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It is significant tn.it this should ce
the conclusion of one of the few pieces of work; to
make a real attempt to examine rigorously the
factors of the complex around retirement. It is
not suggested ti,at this research, is an ideal type
for the examination of retirement impact. For
one thing, courting heads is oi measurement. The
fact that 29, of the subjects fell into a particular
group tells us to thing about the strengths of the

various factors and how they varied one with
another. This Ims been mentio led before.
Moreover, age and length of time retired or
continuing in work past retiring age was not
CO' trolled. We only k ow that the subjects were
all over 60 years of age. These are variables
which in the la t analysis obviously must he
controlled, out within the limits of the data,
Streib's careful analysis of his results marks
a great step forward.

i ost recently, at the time of wrlti ig,
PIAkSGH (1957 a and b) has published two papers
reporting an investigation of 220 men from a large
firm whose work histories were studied. One
hundred and seventy one men replied to the
questionnaire. Economic hardship or general
reduction in stanuardo of living, or coth, was the
reason for carrying on work given by 117 (68 )
of the men. "Much less frequently* (no figures
are given) fears of old age, loneliness and boredom
were mentioned. After two years, 74 of the 820
men had retired and were available for interview.
All were under 68 and nod been retired leas than
three years. Twelve men were found to ue in regular
or casual work. /ill but one of these 12 said they
were working primarily to supplement their pensions.
Some (no figures given) also mentio ed that they
missed the routi e of going out to work ad had
felt cored and miserable at home. Of 62 men not
employed, 28 (45%) said they were not ade or did
not want to work, avid 54 (56, ) said they would like
to take a job. "The majority" (no figures given)
of the 34 gave the need or desire for extra money
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as the main reason but "moat* of them also
mentioned loneliness and boredom at home, especially
during the '.'.-inter months. Culy 10 men said their
physical health had deteriorated since retirement
and 56 (including 17 with disabilities) said their
health had improved. Of this 10, half said tneir
chronic disabilities were getti g worse and half
said they were feeliig generally ill and tired,
four suggesting that retirement allowed them more

time to think: and worry about their complaints.
The conclusion is that "the roost noticeable characteristic
revealed cy the group of men interviewed after
retirement was their rather passive acceptance of
their new way of life. before retirement they
accepted the work situation and waited to continue
in it as long as they felt physically able to stand
the strain; after retirement they settled down
more or less contentedly1*.

The most obvious criticism of this
research is that one expects, in a research report,
that figures will be given to support all statements.
There are times when an i ivestigator wants to record,
a general impression but major conclusions are not
well supported by general statements. The report
is fairly discursive in character end there is a
lack of control over the variables being discussed,
lor example, we do not know how long each of the
men had oeen retired. If it is true that settlement
into retirement is fairly quickly accomplished ~

though Mrs. Pearson would probably not agree that
this is the case - then it is not sufficient to
know that the men had all seen retired less than
three years. Further, we do lot know much about
these riien prior to retirement. had the five men
who complained of feeling ill and tired exhibited
neurotic tendencies prior to retirement? Was the
passive acceptance of retirement an example of a
fairly passive orientation whether working or not?
In sum, then, while interesting descriptively, this
research does iot tell us much analytically about the
effect of retirement.
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(v)
There is finally a body of literature

which deals with the relation uetween loss of
work and general well-being, This does not
necessarily involve retirement since all except
one of the atudieB to ue referred to deal with
unemployment. It seems important, however,
considering the nature of the retirement impact
hypothesis, to examine, even if only oriefly, the
meaning of 'work* in. our society, as revealed
in the following studies.

bAKKE (1938), in his famous study of
the unemployed man, drew attention to the loss
of status which comes with loss of employment,,
through loss of producers * roles. Further
"practically every man who had a family showed
evidences of the ulm his self-co ifidence had
suffered from the fact that the traditional head
of the family was not aula to perform his normal
function". Most interesting, perhaps, was the
importance of group pressures in stimulating a man
to continue his search for work. the
constant repetition of the- fear lest their mates
should think that there was something wrong with
them testified to the power which the opinion of
the group has in determining the desirability of
a course of action. The pressure of the group
in stimulating a man to continues search for work
was also evidenced in the statement which trade
unionists, in particular, made about what was
expected of them. Men do care what their associates
think of them".

The value of work as a creative activity,
as a source of income, and ee a means of making
social co tacts is further documented by the
report of the PILGRIM TRUST (1938). This report
is better documented than Lakke's work, especially
in its presentation of age break&ov/ns in the
material. but the conclusions are much the same,
and again there is an emphasis on group pressures
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to work. The i vestigution was car 'led out
in ureas of .nigh and low une.nployment. In low
vme. >plo, meat are: , to be unemployed was a cause of
shame and inferiority. In a uigu unemployment area
where large nunioe. s of one's associates may also
be unemployed, there is a feeling of cohesiveness
and the effects are not so disastrous. Specifically
on the point of retirement, it is noted that "we
are some way towards the creation of a new
"leisured" group of the old men who have been
compulsorily retired from industry ad yet are
prepared to accept that as a ■ op -ortunity to live
as leusent a life as their somewhat straitened
circumstances will allow".

ore recently and more systematically
the meaning of work and retirement has been invest¬
igated by KilM&UT- and jJiVlGhllkbT (1954). They
examined the work and retirement attitudes of four
groups of workers still at work. These groups
were:- a group of steelw or leers from one company
(T = 138); a group of coal miners from four
large raining companies ( 7 = 186); a group of
retail sales persons from one store (N = 37 males,
37 females); and a group of skilled craftsmen
approached by postal questionnaire (" = 178).
besides money, four extra-economic satisfactions
were found to be active.

1 social participation
ii interesting experiences and creative

self-expression
iii routi isation of life activity
iv self respect and the respect of others.

The satisfactions i work were therefore found to
be much the same as were found by oakke and the
Pilgrim Trust. However, when retirement is considered,
the i vestigators ouiaoariae their findings thus (pl86) :-

"The temptation is strong to imply that, because
the worker has found added significance in his f
job, deprivi g him of it through compulsory
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retirement - even with an adequate income -

would represent a grave social injustice.
ITp such car e en be made in any categorical
fashion on the casts of our f'indi ;.go.' . e
have found' ./orkers i > all group's who stressed
the extra-economic meaning ci wor fc who
indicated that they would welcome retirement, or
havi g already" retired, were satisfied with
their lot. ior can we assume that retirement
need, ue an unsatisfactory exoerle. ee for many
oi the workers who feared thai they . ould "he
unable, or actually were unable, to replace
in retirement the life-meanings and satisfactions
which they had found in work. But, if we
assume a growing tendency toward retirement,
the Droolem uecoi es one of' finding satisfactory
substitutes for the work experience, "bearing
in mind the possibility that there may be in
any occupational group (and pr bably more in
the higher skill and status occupations) a hard
core of workers for whom there can ue no

adequate substitute for the job".

The specific implications of this literature
for the study of retirement are two. firstly, it
is difficult to generalise fro the situation
surrounding pre-retirement unemployment to that
aurrounding post-retirement unemployment. Secondly,
the main reason for this difficulty is the effect of
social pressures. Thus where social attitudes ere
work orientated, guilt and inferiority feelings are
likely to arise in those without work# Whereas
where the social attitudes are permissive in respect
of non-working, those who are not working are likely
to be able to adjust at least without too much tension#
The urief discussion here is regarded as a partial
justification for the presc t writer * a i sistence
on the importance or the social climate in
evaluating the effects or retirement# As the

Italics theirs
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ilgrira Iruet report hints, once it is
accepted that older men will cease to work, there
may well be an acceptance on the part of the wen
themselves. It is because of this difference
between the context of unemployment and that of
retirement that the references included in this
section are not i '.eluded, i' the summary of the
literature with which this chapter began*
Perhaps one of our greatest difficulties today is that
we are doi g our best to create a system of
pressures to keep older .eople at work and this may
create at least as much maladjustment as co tinned
work is reputed to avoid*
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CHAPTER TOUR

THE RESEARCH DSSIff'T AMD QeE/HECSATION

In this chapter the design and
organisation of the present research are discussed.
This discussion fulls naturally under four heads.

A. The Research Resign
am 1 he Measuring Instruments
C. The Subjects
D. The Detailed Administration.

A. The Research Design

In Chapter Three soi.t of the literature
relating to retirement was reviewed criticially, and
attention drawn to shortcomings in method which
might account for the co ti ued obscurities surrounding
the effect of retirement in spite ox the large
number of studies which have attempted to
investigate it.

The deficiencies of the survey method
have bet n outlined. Suffice it here to say that
unless some sort of controlled experimental design
is used, we cannot elucidate the interactions of
the variables involved, nor can v/e state which is
the independent and which the dependent variable.
The usual procedure is to carry out a study,
obtain various correlations, and then introduce some
explanatory principle which is co isistent with them.
This is then regarded as a test of this principle or
hypothesis. Put like this, it is clear that
this this ex post introduction of the hypothesis
does not represent a proper procedure, but
nevertheless it is a procedure which has seen the
rule rather than the exception in work in the field
of ageing.
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It is felt, then, that the cross-
sectional type of survey is not suitable for a test
of the retirement impact hypothesis. In a cross-
sectional sample o e's subjects arc of varying
ages, have been retired varying lengths of time,
and perhaps v/orat of all, may represent a selected
group in that those who have respo ded to
retirement with death will be assent from the
cample, a~?d therefore the effects of retireme ;t will
be under-rated. hence, some attempt to obtain
data on trends wit hi retirement is necessary.

In pri ciple, a rigorous test of the
retirement impact hypothesis, does ot present reat
difficulty. It is i the practical execution of a
suitable experimental design that the difficulties
lie, and this is presumably what has discouraged
previous i ivestigators. The two main requirements
of this experimental design arc

(a) • a longitudinal research design involving
follow-up over a period immediately
subsequent to retirement,

(b) a coraparaule group wno do not retire, to
provide a "eo trol".

The use of the terra "control group" is perhaps to be
avoided in social science. It cannot ue used with
the same meaning as whe the subjects of the research
are animals, si<ce clearly animal populations ore
subject to a much greater degree of control of
breeding, e ivlro ;ment, and feeding. However, what
is ii portent is that the "eontrol group" in the social
science experiment should not iiave experienced the
experimental variable which the experimental group
has, and further that there should be no systematic
uias in the selection of either of the two groups.
If the second condition holds, then while there may
be several factors which in the strict sense of the
animal experiment are not eo trolled, it may be
expected that these will tend to we rundo ly
distributed within the two groups and therefore not
exert a systematic influence on the operation of the
independent variable. This statement is similar
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to that of* FISiiliLi (1949) regarding "randomisation"
of the subjects. The ideal type of situation
would be one where subjects were paired on lea own
variables, and then two groups constructed for
'experimental1 and 'control' by assigning each
pair of individuals to the two groups in such a way
that any individual has an equal chance of being
placed in either group.

ow it must be co ifessed that it is
Impossible to set up an experimental design to
test the retirement impact hypothesis which follows
this ideal type of design. Obviously we cannot
assign our subjects to two groups randomly and
then determine that all the subjects i one group
shall retire, while all those in a other shall
carry on working. or can we assume that insofar
as retirement occurs, it will occur randomly of
itself. be know it does ot. For example, the
men who retire are more likely to ue in poor health,
or feeli g the strain of woric to such an extent

that they leave it (e.g. MINI8TBY of PE"SI0TT3 and
'ATIJ AL I 'SURATCTE 1994). They will thus represent

extreme groups rather than the mass of the
retiring population.

One way round this objection would aeora
to be to take as the men who experience retirement,
a Bffi -pie of men who come under compulsory
retirement schemes. Ouch a oam,le wo Id certainly
be more heterogeneous with respect to health. It
would not iecessarily be homogeneous with respect
to income since compulsory retirement is more likely
to carry with it superannuation benefits, though
by sampling, men retiring with and without benefits
under compulsory schemes, this difficulty could be
overcome. aut a major objection to this approach
is that compulsory retirement itself might, produce
influences which would aifeet retirement impact,
and i this respect the sample would be non-random.
Thus a disproportionate number of healthy men
compuloorily retired might react with frustration
sad become maladjusted. Provided one were t areful
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to limit o e'e conclusions to the "compulsory
retirement" situation, this would not matter, since
the results obtained, uy comparison with the
group which carried o working, would represent a
test of the retirement impact hypothesis with respect
to this situation. It would then be ec seary to
test this hypothesis I; other rctiremeit situations.
This approach would have the merit of delimiti g
the research area with a eo isequent gai ■ in the
definition of the problem and of the results.
Accordingly, this was the i Itlal approach to the
proolem in the present research.

The Initial research design was i te ded
to ma Ice use of subjects retiring under schemes
with fixed retirement ages, and subjects from similar
types of employment (in terms of a lure of job,
method of payment, etc) who are ot involved in such
arrangements. These subjects would, it was
hoped, be obtained through firms in the neighbourhood,
and would be selected from skilled and semi-skilled
grades only, i i order to control more precisely
the research situation. The resultant loss in
the applicability of the results could be overcome
uy further replications of the experiment with
differ: nt grades of workers. The subjects would ye
co tacied just prior to retirement, and followed
up over a period of retirement to examine what
cha 'gen took place as a result of, or at least
subsequent to, retirement. In this way observations
could be made of any changes, virtually as they
were taki g place, and the shortcomings of the
cross-sectional survey method avoided.

This theoretically feasible experimental
design foundered on the rooks of impracticability.
It relied upon the firms being willing to supply
the names of men approaching retirement. Although
some firms could be found who were willi g to do this,
the very small numbers of employees involved was
not sufficient to provide a sample. Thus in one
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firm which employed about one thousand workers,
only four were known to be about to retire during
a period of some mouths# In the city as a whole
very few firms in fact e forced a fixed retiring age,
and as soon as the possibility of getting a sample
under these conditions had disappeared, the prouiem
of non-random retirement which lias ueen discussed
above appeared again#

Accordingly, it ./as decided to turn to a
random sample of the city of Edinburgh population#
The problem here -was to co tact subjects who would
fall i 'to the requisite categories of retired and
non-retired# Obviously, initially nothing is known
about the subjects one eo tacts under these conditions,
and some wastage of time is inevitable# Furthermore,
one needs to have some special sampling frame since
the use of such a samali !g frame as the Electoral
Register is to inefficient when is looking for /one
members of a particular age group. Fortunately
the author was at the time carrying out a survey of
the elderly in the city of Edinburgh under the
general direction of Dr# Cecil Gordon and for this
purpose, a list of all people is this population
over the age of 60 had bee 1 compiled together with
their ages and addresses - a total of sowje 70,000
names (GQhD0*T, THOLES Oh and EM T30H 1957). This
sampling frame was again used in the present
research, the sample being described in more detail
later#

The decision to use a random sample of
the population as the basis for this research
drought with it certain disadvantages a :d certain
advantages# The important theoretical disadvantage
was that there was bound to be some lose of control
over the experiment; all classes of the community,
all job, all types of retirement would be sampled#
Randomisation of the retirement situation, as
discussed above, could not be approximated# Agai ist
this, however, was the possibility of providing a
population picture, and although only some of the
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retirements would be random in. the ae sse of being
enforced on the subjects, and not taking account of
personal factors which may possibly iifiuenoe the
results, the types of retirement occurring will "be
sampled and a truer picture obtained* Hence the
advantages were weighed fairly evenly against the
disadva »tages. from the practical standpoint the
disadva tages preponderated# because of the
number of factors active in. the situation, a large
sample size would really be re Quired. . orcover,
apart from the problem of people who would be found
not to 'fit* the experimental design, the subjects,
being drovm randomly from the city population, would
be likely to live large distances away from each
other, and this would involve considerable travelling
time and organisation of correspondence - a major
disadvantage compared with the alternative of
interviewing clocks of subjects at one factory,
out against this, the random sample approach
involved only the i terviev/er and the subject. o-one
else had any commitment to carry out, and Trade
Unions and Management did not have to be consulted.
There was also o lly a minimal possibility of inter¬
action between subjects. Inter-action might have
been a serious problem if several subjects from
one factory had been interviewed, since doubtless
subjects would hove discussed the research amo >.gst
themselves, and the results might have been
i flue 'ced. In the event, as far as the i terviewer
could ascertain., although some subjects were possibly
k ,;own to each other, no subject ever found out who
else was co-operating i- the research, and it was
probably never discussed. hence, there were
several poi its for and against the random sample
approac. and there was sufficient weight on the
credit side to make this approach a feasiule
proposition. At all events there was no other
alternative open, and accordingly the research went
forward o this basis.

The next consideration was the le sgth of
time between interviews of the same subject, and the
total period of each subject's life which should be
covered. Ideally, perhaps, a longitudinal research
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should "be continued Tor waver .il years subsequent
to retirement but practical considerations are
important here. firstly, it would ue impossible,
using only one investigator, to carry out a
protracted programme of interviewing. Seco dly,
it is improbable that, except where a very large
initial sample were taken, the numbers of subjects
willing to co-operate over more than a few
interviews would be large enough to justify carrying
on the research. As i ; 30 much research in social
science, the possibilities for the research design
had to ue considered in terms oi the time and
money available.

but there is also another aspect of this
point. how long should retirement be given to
show its effects? :easo ing a priori one might
suggest that the first year of retirement would
cover at any rate the worst of the transitional
period from a fully active work! g life, and there
is some evidence tuat this appears to be so (e.g.
PAV71J3, see Chapter Two).

lience it was decided that the first year
of retirement would be covered, and each subject
would be i iterviewed three times, at six monthly
intervals. This gave the re search design shown
in Figure 1.

FIGURE, 1:- Diagram of Experimental Design
for Retirement Research

working Group forking Group

andom Sample
bales Aged 60

Retired Group Retired Group

1st interview

6 months 6 months
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Since this design was laid out by the
writer, his attention has hcc■ draw to a paper
by iiAi cr , S' H. Iii and SUCh / (1952) which
describes a projected recearc: by Cornell
University also cased upon a lo gitudinal design.
This research ie altogether raorc elaborate than the

present work and is intended to last for seven years,
owever, it appears to resemble trie present work

in several respects, as far as can be judged from
the reference quoted, -which is regarded as some
endorsement of the discussion set out auove.

'ore recently and ai?ce this work was begun, an
ann ouncement has ueen made by - irmingham University
hedice 1 School of a plan to carry out a longitudinal
stud,- of retirement, though i this case very few
detail a are available (Arr " 191 5).

he main statistical a al sis resulting
from this design is as follows. Difference
scores will be determined for each man by compari g
his standing at the first 1 terviev; with that at tne
second, and similarly his second standing with his
third. Then mean differences will be compared
for the *worki \g' as against the retired group
(Mc^TSMAIi 1949).

provided the two groups could be matched
for age - and this subsequently proved to be possible -
the design thus provided for to main means of co trol.
Kunning the working and retired groups in parallel
should control out changes due to age itself rather
than retirement, leaving the measurement of any
effect due to retirement relatively uncontaminated.
Plso, uy using each mart's Initial data as a base¬
line against which to measure his subsequent data,
the effect of initial low level of physical and mental
health would ue co .trolled, except i isofar as
i itial low level predisposes to greater subsequent
deterioration.
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b, The Lensuri nc Instruments

The experimental design thus bei~g
determi ed, the proo!e< arose of what measurements to
mke v.-ithit this design. There are tv/o parts to
this problem, firstly whet to measure and secondly
how to ilie: sure it.

The cueetio - of what to measure has
bee answered by different investigators in
differe t ../ays. Some have chosen a extremely
concrete i-dex in mortality; others have
attempted to use indicators ox a less extreme, and
less easily determinable 'find. Furthermore,
reaction to retirement may take any or all of
several forms, and while the retirement impact
hypothesis is usually stated ia terms of death,
any attempt to ex&mi e the effects of retirement
should take account of other possible reactions.
One possible approach v/ould ae to use the concept
of "adjustment to retirement", but it. has already
been suggested in hapten Two that this Is not
a very useful concept to employ as a research
variable, at present. ..ossialy if a factor
analysis of a battery of tests yielded a general
factor running through it, this could be regarded
as "adjustment", but this has ot bean done. In
the meantime adjustment remains a co venient short¬
hand for talfiig in a general way about reaction
in certain situations.

but a consideration of adjustment does
lead to one further alternative. Level of
adjustment ia only observable by reference to
certai 1 .dices. These indices mo./ be many, but
on the basis of the previous literature one would
reason that the response to the impact of
retirement might oe revealed, uy variations in four
main ones. These are

i) physical health
li) mental health
iii) activities and social co tacts

(iv) general attitudes.
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Any, or all, of these indicators wight ue inter¬
related. Thus illness might lead to decreased
rnoDilit,; which would probably lead to restricted
social co tacts. further, it is do utful
whether, in viev. 01 the implications of
psychological theory, and r cent develpments in
psycho-somatic medicine, the duality of physical
and mental health can "be rigidly sust ined. For
this reason, no attempt has been made in this
research to distinguish rigidly between these two
i dices.

from the point of view of the retirement
impact hypothesis, the variation in these indices
which would ue expected, are clear. i>oth
physical and mental health would be expected to
deteriorate (the actual connotation of "deterioration*
here will appear later). Activities and social
co tacts would be expected to show constriction,
a general decrease in umber and extent. Gene -al
attitudes would be expected to ueeonie less
favourable; again the problem of what is "less
favourable" occurs out will be deferred until later.

Thus we come to the second part of the
problem, that of how to measure these 1 dices.
Hesearch in social science has no greater problem
than the provision of useful measuring instruments.
In this discipline, even sheer counting, with
its attendant problems of classification and
validity are dif ficult e tough, bus if one wishes to
do more than count, the difficulties become much
greater. One essential for this particular piece
of research was that techniques should be used which
had already been tested and validated to some
extent at least. -itrun the co flues of this
project, the major work of developing and
standardising a new tech ique could not be undertaken.
In any case, it seems to the present writer probaule
that one of the reasons why measuring tee niques
in social science, though plentiful, are on the
whole poor, is that Investigators iiavc seen too
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ready to design their ovr; techniques, und too
reluctant to use those already in existence
o :d modify a:id develop them where necessary.

Apart from this general requirement, the
specification which guided the search for techniques
was threefold.

(a) The techniques had to be as independent
of the ouserver as ossicle. This is not meant
to Imply that the observer could be neutral
in the interview situation but that the
measurements obtained by the technique should
be in.depeu.de..-t of the observer's judgement.
This was the more important as, of course,
there was to be only one interviewer, who had
an hypothesis in mind, and this must not ue
a11owea to 1 '.fluencc the results.

(b) The techniques had to >rovide some sort
of metric. In view of the research design
it was considered .ecessary to do more than
simply say how many of the subjects in the
sample groups foil i to certain categories
o't the different occasions on which
measureme ts were taken. This has already
been discussed in relation to other researches
in hapter Two. for the present purposes it
was important to be able to say whether a man
was getti ig '•worse" or "better" under the
conditions of agei g and retirement. To
ovaluato the differences some sort of score
was necessary for each interview. It is
realised that once this position is taken up,
problems of too philosophy o:: measurement as
applied to social science, arise. It is felt,
however, that it would be a digression to
enter into such a discussion here. Suffice
it to say that it would be sufficient if the
metric available were to provide an ordinal
scale, though, i ! common with other fields of
social science the ultimate aim would be an



Interval scale (00 MBB 1955).

(c) The techniques had to ut verbal. It
jriu t be admitted that thin la only an opinion.
At the time whe- the research was being i itiated,
little evidence was available o \ the beat
techniques to use on studies of older people,
although oA'xlU (1952) has stated that "Pretesta
among literate nub 'eels using both the
i terviev /method and the sell-administer-d
questionnaire have suggested that the latter
e courages considerably less inhibited respouses"•
As a; example, older workers were considerably
more willing to class thei selves as being in
poor health in the self-administer d. questionnaire
than in the face to face interview. As far as

the s> ea anient or perso- ality is co tcerned, the
tec ique which appears to hove, toe most
numerous supporters is the .oraehach test,
but the validity of this technique is by no means
unquestionable and, as is well k own, efforts to
assess this validity have seen proceeding for
several years, and are still by no means
complete. "There is nothing in the literature
to encourage reliance on korsohach interpretations"
(a.0 i>ACli 1956). ii.part, however, from the
question of its general validity, there appears
to be some doubt about the advisability of
usi g the usual orms for as. easing older people
(uALDtfK.lL 1954). In the co text of the prese t
study, there were several other considerations
telling against the use of the orschach test.
In the first place in in held by those who a re
experienced in the use of this test that some
200 administrations must be made before a
sufficient expertise in admi Lstration and
interpretation is developed. out this would
mean that a very lengthy preparation would have
to be undertaker before the research could
begin, since obviously one could not do the
research and attempt to acquire the skills at
the same time. In the second place, it was felt
that the refusal rate would be i creased to a

prohibitive level if one were to attempt to
i treduce Rorschach material i to interviews
carried out in the subjects' own homes, wearing



in j»ind that the sample would co sist of a
random group, not one which had the hope of
treatment as an incentive to alio/ itself to ue

subjected to the procedure. In the third place,
uecause of the random ature of the population,
wide differences in i telleetual ability would
have to be encompassed a <d although this would
equally be a factor in obtaining acceptance of
veroal mate ial, it was hoped that at least such
material would appear relatively familiar in type,
if not in content, and thus be less likely to
appear artificial. Further light is thrown on
these points by the recent study of AMES et al
(1964) which Investigates the responses of old
people to the Rorschach 'lest. These authors
summarise the available literature of tne use of the
Rorschach with old people. The suujects who nave
seen used iiave learly all been i stitutionalised.
In the study of /jnes a d her associates, one third
of the subjects were living at home and two
thirds in i stitutions. Attention is drawn to the
acceptiuility of the Rorschach among these subjects
of advanced age, but it is clear that the sample
used woo over-representative of the higher
occupational and educational groups. At the
beginning of the study it was lecessary for
two examisers to work together siraultaneouoly on
each subject, and only later was it possible for
an exami er to work ai :lehanded. hese facts
are interpreted uy the present writer as co sistent
with the point al view expressed auove that the use
of the . orschaoh was not practicable i this
present research.

The validity and reliability of
questionnaire-type methods of assessment is the
subject of even more heated eo troveray than is
the Rorschach test, a<d o the whole results have

• ot been encouraging (e.g.hc'^wAR 1946, ELLIS 1946,
CRONBA.L op eit). but at least the Minnesota
Multiphasic Rerso a lit./ Inventory was regarded by
Ellis (op cit) as reasonably promising, and
subsequent attempts with it and with similarly
eased questionnaires have suggested that it may oe
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possible to use the questionnaire technique for the
assessment of groups, if not of individuals. In
this research, although it was hoped that i view of the
personal a d individual nature of the Interview the
use of the queatio iriaire would be more successful,
a group mean score for the retirement and working
groups would be acceptable. Further, the questionnaires
would lot he used in isolation so that the possibility
of internal validation was open as a check. In
view of all these co siderations, it was decided
to persevere with questionnaires as a basis for
interviewing. The questio nnaires selected are
detailed below.

The Assessment of physical health

It might be argued that ideally, the
measurement of physical health should be by means
of a physician's rating. Si ce information
sup lied - if it could oe supplied - uy a man's
general practitioner would not be suitable,
especially in the case of men who had not co suited
their doctor tor some time, this would mean a special
medical exumi ation of all subjects, and this was
impossible. Some means of arrivi>g at an evaluation
of a subject's health without such an examination
was called for. Moreover, it could equally well
be argued that, at least as important as the
subject's objective level of health as assessed
by a medical practitioner, is his ow i self
assessment of his health. This is a consideration
not unknow in soeio-medical studies* It is the
more pertinent here because wiih the degenerative
diseases of senescence, a man may be assessed us
healthy (for his age) by his doctor, despite the
fact that the me himself feels the aches and
pains atte dant on senescence and subjectively
assesses his health as poor.

To provide this assessment, the Cornell
Medical I dex was chosen. A copy of this
questionnaire is included at Appendix A. It
consists of "195 questions in informal language,
so worded as to oe understood oy persons with a
reading knowledge of simple English .... The
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questions are of four kinds: those relating to
bodily symptoms (for example "Do you usually feel
bloated after eating), those relating to past
illnesses ("Has a doctor ever said you had kidney
or bladder disease"?), those relating to family
history ("Did anyone in your family ever have a
nervous breakdown"?) and those relating to
behaviour, mood or feeli g ("Do you often feel

unhappy and depressed"?)". (biiODMA ERDMANN
and WOLFF 19LS). The questions are divided
into 18 sections, 12 covering various organ
systems and miscellaneous items of medical
hlstor r, and six covering "Mood and feeling
patterns". The time required to complete all the
questions is it the region of thirty minutes,
though it was found in the present research that
many subjects could complete it co siderably more
quickly.

The questionnaire has been validated in
various ways. Questionnaires completed by 179
outpatients at the rew York Hospital "corresponded
closely" with similar questions asked by physicians
in or; I interviews, and also showed up a large
amour;! of significant medical data which was not
uncovered in the oral inte views (bRODMA^, KRDMATQr,
LODGE, and WOLFF 1949). One hundred and ninety
one consecutive patients admitted to the General
Medical Department of the 1 ew York Hospital were also
tested (BRODMAN et al 1951). Of all the diagnostic
categories In which disease was found in the
hospital investigation, 94% was discovered by
physicians who had only the CMI on which to form
a judgement. The questionnaire wae found
especially useful in identifying psychological
aspects of disease. It was discovered that the
questionnaire could be quite well interpreted
by a nurse and a medical technician, though
these people could infer specific diseases only
seldom, whereas physicians could do so in 87% of
the cases.
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The questionnaire may be evaluated
either by the clincial opi ion of a physician
or by devising a score of' the number of 'Yes'
answers to the questions. The former method is
desirable in the individual cli ileal situation;
the latter is availaole when a group is being
evaluated. "This (scoring) method is e tirely
i depe ident of varying skills of different
interpreters* (juHODMATT et al 1952). The scoring
method is also available for the derivation of
an indicator of emotional disturbance. This has
been developed as a result of an analysis of
questionnaires completed by 5,121 patients
admitted during 1948-9 to the Medical and Surgical
Departments of 1 "ev/ York Hospital, 526 of these
being diagnosed as emotionally disturbed at
hospital exami ation and being used as a neurotic
sample. In addition the questionnaire has been
completed by 610 ostensibly healthy normal men
and women collected at random from Ne.: York City;
459 new employees of the ~rew York State Hospital;
and 371 psychiatric outpatients of the orooklyn
Veterans* Administratio • On the basis of
cumulative frequencies, cutting points were arrived
at and the following criteria are to be consider d
"presumptive evidence on the CMI of the patient
having an emotional disturbance.

1. Thirty or more Yes responses,
2. Three or more questions answered both Yes and ?o,
3. Omitted answers for six or more questions,
4. Three or more remarks or changes in the questions."

TTo weighting is given for the relative importance
of these criteria but it seems clear that the first
is the most important, si ce "If (yes eo are)
scattered throughout the CMI an emotional disturbance
is to be suspected, especially if more than two
appear on the last page of the CMI where are questions
about the patient's moods, attitudes aid behaviour",
(urodman op cit). It is further mentioned
specifically in this paper that the CMI has been
found useful in making surveys to coarpare the
probable number of individuals with emotional
disturbances in one population with the number in others,
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ad in providing comprehensive general medical
evaluations oS well.

STEI rHMDT et al (1952) examined the
CMI specifically in relation to old people. A
team of physicians and psychologists obtained
completed CHI's from a group of institutionalised
aged for whom medical records were also available.
The subjects were 72 men aid 99 women, with an
average age of 75.9 years. There appeared to be
"a close correspo 'dence between the CMI t'indi ga
and the functional capacity ratings arrived at by a
car ful medical evaluation". It was co eluded that
the CHI was useful in approximating the health
status of a large group of old people.

A further analysis of the ew York
Hospital sample found that women expressed more
complaints than men both in regard to the body and
to moods and feelings (BRQDMA et al 1953). This
is reminiscent of the finding of Sheldon (op cit).
Older men and women made more bodily complaints
than younger ones, but a like number of complaints
regarding moods and feelings.

Test retest reliability - though using
only a very small sample - was investigated by
TUCKMA?' et al (1954). The sample consisted of 24
old people living in an institution and 38 living
in their ov/n homes, and attending two day centres
for older people. The age range of the subjects
was 57 to 84 years, with a mean of 71 years. The
period between test and retest was between five and
a half and 17 months, with a mean time of seven
months. A supplementary health questionnaire was
also administered. Teat retest correlation
coefficient for the two questionnaires combined
was 0.70. Stability of individual items varied
from 98, making the same response to the item
on the second administration, to 58. making the
same response. Clearly some variation in response
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is to oe expected If the questionnaire is &
oensitivu instmaent, arid this ./ill uc i eluded in the
test retest coefficients Soiae i -dioatioi that this
occurred ie to be found in the fact that the iter;s
show! g the greatest gain on the later adi i istrr tion
were those v;her© one would have expected this, .tor
example, in number reporting that the;- needed giaoees
to rend, high blood pressore, rheumatism, etc#
An overall tendency to raoice fewer complaints on the
second administration woo discovered as show in
the following table#

- -• • i3 - • c,a- number, of o,..,-ioup Re.gortgfl
qn thr pgnqfj -£di,CQl f-dcj on,
cgrfo .?n<3» *a.t0 tcotgfor ftS, older

, ^ i'cot „ t
heap. b#l3# lean 3#D>

bO&ily BjmtQiW 21.0 18# 1 21#4 16# 2 c *!'
hood end feeling

syr-jptoos 7.9 8.2 1.3 C.4 3.0

i; significant at the .01 level
l- significant ot the .01 level

It will he seen that, especially as regards
moods and feelings the number of symptoms reported
is sig Ifieantly lower o the second admin iotration.
however, the reliability of the question, aire
appears to be quite satisfactory when one hears
in mind that test reteot reliability aer time c that
the ideal would bo attained whe there was perfect
agreement between teat and retort, that Id, a
correlation of one, whereas if the questionnaire
is valid, one would expect that questions relating
to acute rather than chro* ic conditions would change
over a period of time#
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A further test of the CMI was carried
out by BR0DMA?T et al (1904). A sample composed
of 7,527 men selected at random frosn those
undergoing medical examination prior to military
service was taken. Where rejection by the medical
ward occurred, reasons were collected, and for those
accepted, data was collected duriig four months
of basic training. The data consisted of:
number of sick calls; number of days hospitalised;
number of days absent without official leave;
frequency of disciplinary measures required;
and the occurrence of disc liarge from the service.
The group of men accepted for military service vras
dichotomised at a level of 50 or more *Yes'
responses - the higher of the tv/o levels
recommended by the coiiipilers of the questionnaire
(UR0DMA'T et al 1952). As the men with 50 or more
respo sea comprise only 5% of the sample, this is
an extreme cut and significant results would be
expected. The men with 50 or more 'Yes* responses
had a larger number of sick calls, days hospitalised,
days absent without lea e, convictions by court-
martial, and dischargee from the service than had
the other men. The differences were all significant
at the 0.01 level. A similar result was obtained
when 171 mei who had been rejected for military
service were followed up after eight months. Also
reported in the same paper is a description by Dr.
ROTH TOLMAN of some unpublished data she obtained
when she compared responses to the hypochondriasis
scale of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory with responses to the Gi l for 63 patients
with pulmonary difficulties. "In those patients
high (above 70) on the hypochondriasis scale of
the MMPI the average number of Yes responses (on
the CMI) was 47.2. The number is not disproportion¬
ately high on the psychological questions but on
the medical ones, when compared with patients who
are not high on the hypochondriasis scale. This
finding is consistent with expectation.

In view of these studies, it is submitted
that the CMI i3 a reasonable substitute for medical
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examination In the research situation where such an

examination cannot be carried out. The major
reservation is on grounds of motivation. The
samples used for standardisation, hospital patients,
staffs, prospective soldiers, are all different from
the general population in level of motivation to
be expected. Only the one group of 610 subjects
were people who presumably had no ulterior motives
influencing their performance, Moreover, all the
subjects were American, A recent attempt to test
the CMI in a survey-like situation where motivation
is low, and where the subjects were British, has
recently been carried out (GKKDOTT, EMIIHSOTT, and
SI,VSON 19E7) and has yielded results in accordance
with expectation on the assumption that the CI.II is
valid. These results show a significant increase
in score with age amongst a group of railwaymen, and
a significant relationship of total score with
doctor's diagnosis. It is also suggested in this
paper that an improvement could be made in the CHI
if an item-analysis were carried out with the
intention of re-weighting several of the items.
It is hoped to do this at some later date. In
the meantime, the possible shortcomings of the
Index are to some extent minimised by the use in
the present research of two groups running in
parallel, and the collection of much other data.
Both these contribute markedly to the possibility
of checking for internal consistency, and validity.

The Assessment of Mental wealth

What was required here was not a
psychiatric diagnosis but rather an assessment of
personality traits such as neuroticism or
emotional disturbance. The sample would by
definition consist mainly of 'normal' men. It
has been seen that the CMI is designed to supply
such an assessment, but since the validity of
personality questionnaires i general is open to
some question, it was thought that an independent
assessment would provide some check on the validity
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of the emotional disturbance rating of the Cf4I.
In addition, if this seeo d instrument were
specifically designed to provide some i ^dex of
emotional disturbance ratner than as a general
health questionnaire it might do this more
sensitively than the CMI.

In vie,'/ of the relatively favourable comment
of Ellis (op cit) upon the MMHI, it was originally
tho ght thut this might be a suitable instrument
to use, however, this is very long, and the
newer inventory compiled L>y SA "DL.IK (1954) io even
longer. Clearly, the length of the procedure
would be lively to be a major factor in
determining the degree of co-operation and
motivation on the part of the subjects. This
did indeed prove to be the case. The possibility
of extracting; a subscale was considered but
rejected since it was doubted whether a subscale
would be extracted which could ue meaningful by
itself in the retirement situation. Eventually
it was decided to use the Heron personality
measure.+ The content of this inventory io given
at Appendix A. The validatory work on this
Inventory which has been progress for four years
has recently ueen oumuijarised (111.10 ~ 1936). The
inventory is in two parts. A first part of 74
items contains twenty items which are used as the
basis for a score of "emotional maladjustment", the
remaining items being "buffers" which give the
instrument the appearance of a Health Inventory.
These items had been selected from items which
previous workers had found to distinguish
significantly between groups of 'normal' and
'neurotic' subjects. "The odd-even correlation
of the twenty Hem score for emotional maladjustment,
corrected to full length is 0.81 (4 = 378)" (Heron
op cit). The second part of 36 items includes
12 which provide a score for sociability. The
odd-even correlation, corrected to full length
is here 0.74 (TT = 378). The selection of the

1
I am greatly indebted to Dr. Alastair Heron for
his kildness in allowing me to use this i ventory
and for providl g me with the device on exte sded
loan.
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Items from the total pool of items for ooth parts
of the inventory was mode on the oasis of three
criteria; a statistically significant co".trioution
to the total score; this contribution to be made
in as linear a fashion an possible; as far as
possible an item should not contribute significantly
to the total score for emotional adjustment when
it was supposed to be measuring sociability. The
groups on which the validation was carried out
comprised 378 subjects, composed of 851 'normals'
under research conditions, 100 subjects under
employment selection conditions, and 87 neurotic
inpatients. Since then, more than 1,600
subjects have completed the inventory.

A feature of this inventory is the method
of administration. Each statement is printed
on a card and these cards are loaded into the
centre section of a specially designed box so that
the subject may deliver himself one at a time.
When he has read the statement and has decided
whether in his case the statement is 'true' or
'not true' he can 'post' it in one of two boxes,
appropriately marked, attached to either side of
the centre section. There is also a paper and
pencil version of the inventory, and the results
obtained with either version are not significantly
different (hERON 1956 b). However, the box is
apparently superior in that it heightens motivation
to some extent, and also prevents the subject from
skipping through the questions to see what the
questions are like, before answering. In the
present research, the box was especially acceptable
because quite a lot of paper and pencil work was
required of the subjects for the other techniques,
and the different method of administration helped
to break the sameness of the interview and make it
more interesting. On the other hand, there was
some tension introduced when the box was first
produced, some respondents thinking it was a tape-
recorder, or a "lie detector". Many, however,
thought it was a "good gadget", or a "useful Idea".
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Dr. Heron has heen able to compare
performance on the inventory of two comparable
groups of applicants for the post of ous conductor,
one group taking the inventory as part of the
selection procedure for employment, and one group
Pel g asked to co-operate in "a piece of research"
after they had heen successful in obtaining the
jou. In both cases the sample size was 200. It
was found that emotional maladjustment was "seriously
affected uy circumstances of response, the means
a id variances under selection circumstances being
markedly and consistently lower than those
prevailing under research circumstances"• It
appears reasonable, therefore, to expect a higher
validity under research conditions with this
inventory, provided motivation is adequately
maintained.

One would perhaps have liked rather
more validation of the technique in the way of
neurotic subjects, uut there is no doubt that the
compilation of the inventory has aeen approached
with considerably more care, and much more attention
to the logic of the measurements being made than
is the case with several other instruments which
are available. Primarily the advantage of the
instrument seemed to be that it had been widely
used, and was quite short. The general remarks
about the relative merits and demerits of the
CMI as a questionnaire also atply here, and
will not be further developed. There is no doubt
that many shortcomings can be discovered in
questionnaires but several of these shortcomings
can also be discovered in other techniques and
the questionnaire does tend to ue regarded as a
"methodological scapegoat" (bilOZDK 1955).

The Civil a d the xieron inventory do tend
to duplicate each other, though the CMI has a
wider medical coverage, while the Heron probably
gives a oetter emotional maladjustment score.
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One would expect a high correlation "between the
two, and in a later chapter this correlation will
be assessed.

■activities end Social Contacts

'the ouvious approach to this area of
interest would be simply to obtain i iterview
material on the subjects* activities during a
specified period - say the week preceding the
interview. However, this method is suspect
because although the respo dent may be doing his
best to give accurate information, he cannot remember
what he has done. It is fair to say that this
point is commonly recognised among research workers
nowadays (e.g. AiiRAMS 1955), though an examination
of the researches we have considered would not
disclose much empirical evidence in support of this
statement.

In order to overcome this difficulty
a diary sheet* was drawn up so that the subject
could record day by day the time spent on various
activities, and with social contacts. The use
of such a technique is, of course, not new, but to
transfer it to a situation involving low motivation
and a random sample of the population would be no
small task and it was feared that the subjects
would reject any such technique. In the event,
while co-operation was by no means perfect, it
was found worth while to persevere with the
technique. Originally, it was intended that a
subject should be asked to keep a diary for the
week subsequent to each interview, but this, it
was felt, would be asking- too much of respondents.
It would prooably lead to a failure of rapport
in the interview, but in addition, in the opinion
of the present writer, it would have been rather
unethical. When going into the field to ask the
favour of co-operation, the research worker must
ask himself "What is the minimum information I
need to examine this hypothesis properly"? Any

+
A copy of this sheet Is included at Appendix A.
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attempt to obtain more information than is
expressly needed is unfair to those who ore
willing to co-operate.

In the present research it was thought
that if a subject would fill in diaries in
respect of three days during the week subsequent
to the interview, a fair picture of the week could
be obtained. The three days it was decided would
be Tuesday, Friday, and Sunday. The selection of
these three days for the record was based on a

rough observation of the culture pattern in
Edinburgh. Monday is probably contaminated to
some extent by settling in again at work after
the weekend, but Tuesday, it was thought, would
represent a fair approximation to usual weekday
activity; Friday is apparently e. day when many
men go out In the evening after receiving their
pay, for a drink; while Sunday is a day V7hen
family social visiting takes place, and also
when, since the more passive forms of recreation
such as going to the pictures, or a footuall
match are iot available, a better indication is
likely to be obtained of what level of activity a
man attains when left to his own devices.

Necessarily, si x-e there was only one
Interviewer, the subjects would have to be left
to fill in the diaries themselves, without more
guidance than could be given at the end of the
interview* This did lead to some loss of
quality, but on the whole, the forms when they
were completed, were completed quite well.

General Attitudes

It had originally been intended that the
assessment of the subjects' attitudes should be
carried out in such a way that the data obtained
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could be subjected to a Guttman analysis. In
this way the research would afford an opportunity
to carry out the preliminary work on the
development of scales of attitudes towards ageing,
retirement, job satisfaction, etc. In the event,
time did not permit this, and the interview
would have been too cumbersome if much additional
material had been introduced into it. Hence an

attitude sheet was made up (and is included at
Appe dix a) which siiiiply asked for self rati gs
by the subject in a number of areas, via:-
job satisfaction through a comparison of own job
with the job of friends and relatives, loneliness,
health, religion, satisfaction with or feeling
towards retirement (according to whether or not the
subject was working), ratings of life satisfaction,
and age group identification. At least it was
thought such data would help to throw light on
the other information obtai ed, and it could be
elucidated and checked by information from the
general interview schedule.

A methodological point which should be
mentioned here is that the men were asked such
questions as

"How well does your present health compare
v/ith your health at age 60"?
a;d

"Which would you say was the happiest
period of „our life"?

The inclusion of these questions, and some others
like them, in the interview appears to co tradict
what was said in co isidering the diary technique,
about the difficulty of getting information from

_ the subject retrospectively. This point is
specifically raised by Abraros (op cit).

"Even in the prime of life the overage man
ca not tell you how many colds he had lost
year. Why, then, should one expect a man
of 65 to be able to reply accurately to the
question 'Is your health setter or worse now
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tha i when you were CO years of age'"?

Insofar as we wish to collect objective evide ce
of how the subjects' state of health has varied
at the two points in time, Abraras's point is well
taken; but such a question may be a legitimate
way of finding out something about subjects'
present attitudes. aecause he cannot remember
accurately what his health was like fifteen years
ago, he will probably make a judgement in terms
of how he feels now. If he feels low and dispirited
now, hypothetically he will say that he was much
better when he was fifty, though in fact his health
status might not have changed at all. The difficulty
with this counter-argument is that we would not
know when either of the alternatives was in operation.
If a man says that hie health was better at age
DO, he might be constructing a picture of his
health then in terms of what he feels now, or it
just might be that he did indeed have a very good
memory, or a number of experiences at aoout that
age, such as a life insurance examination which
enabled him to focus hie memories and produce an
accurate picture. In the opinion of the present
writer the probability would ue in favour of the
former alternative and perhaps Abrariie would agree,
but this must depend upon the other evidence
obtained from the interview.

The General Interview Schedule

In the analysis of the data collected
by means of the various techniques, it would be
necessary to take account of the variables which
other investigators had shown might affect
behaviour in retirement. Accordingly, a general
i terview schedule was drawn up which would cover
these various factors. The schedule, being
completed by the interviewer himself, would also
serve as an "ice-breaker" for the i itroduction
of the other procedures. The schedule was
administered verbally, and this part of the
interview proceeded in a semi-structured fashion.
That is to say that, although some questions were
of the cafeteria form so as to obtain specific
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a avers* BQtM were of this ©pe v-o r;.ded type* and
In all Cuace a attempt me roode to talk; around the
questions r»o as to obtain an 1 eight 1 to general
attitudes 0 d to provide vali&otory material#

T hie schedule underwent ocaae development
in the early stages of the research* oat. the ft 10X
ion,'j is included at hp00 dig A* The detail of
the lorn will be deal 1, with more fully in the
results section* out it will be eeert frow the
i>.;..pe dig that as a result of this rapid de vclopiucrit*
much material attempting to analyse ;.wre fully
the retlrei-)®:'.! situation was included* The some
schedule was used on the initial interviews and
on the ret* sis* both to check; the data previously
obtai ed* and to record, any changes due to time*

ft*, W. A, VrVYteW

These Instruments were administered in
the following order at both initial interviews
a ••■■& rcteote#

1* General Interview tohedule
B. iieron .motional Maladjustment (fort 1 of

the inventory)
5* ornell Medical Index
4* Attitude Sheet
1* heron sociability (art 11 of the

inventory)

The total time taken per interview Varied between
one and a quarter and two hoars.

cm returning home* an... . rlor to examining

The •iaan* teat (see bsiow) was inserted between
the c&neral i tierview schedule ad the hero.-
1 ve tory at tuc oeco d I tervieir 0 Xy.
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any results, the interviewer rated each case on a
five point scale on each of the following traits

Suspicion
vo-operation
Friendliness
Test Conscientiousness
Depression
Adjustment
Introversion
Intelligence

Also oefore looking at the results, case notes
were written up recording the interviewer's
impressions and interpretations of the Interview.
It was hoped by this means to obtain a further
and independent check on the interview. It
must be admitted tlist the ratings and case-notes
sieve not always completely uninfluenced oy the
results on the questionnaires. lor instance, a
man would sometimes read the questions aloud and
make his answers before 'posti g' the card or
circling the Yes or No. .out in the great
majority of cases it was possible to make the
judgements quite independently.

All in all, the interviews turned out
to be quite successful and the value of the
written questionnaires when interviewing a man
in a one-roomed house in front of the family was
immeasurable. If the man had not been able to
make a private, written response, the Interview
would have been greatly biassed by the Interventions
of the other members of the family. This kind of
difficulty was often experienced with the wife
when the general interview schedule was being
administered.

.aoth initial and follow-up interviews
followed the same procedure. At the second and
third Interviews the subject was told "Don't try
to remember what you did or said before. I
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want to know what you think and how you feel
now"* This procedure seemed to work quite well,
and many of toe men spontaneously said that they
hoped they would not he expected to remember what
they had done uefore as they could not do so*

The 'I am1 test

To some extent the- procedure as outlined
above imposed restrictions on the subject, since,
except when answering the General Interview Schedule,
he could not necessarily bri ig up material which
v/es important to himself but had to rely on the
interviewer to determine the area of interest to be
considered* furthermore, it may be that the effect
of retirement is not specific in the sense of
directly increasing actual illness or awareness
of it. The effect may oe more general. Therefore
it was thought that some form of projective tech ique
would perhaps be useful, and because of the
inclination of the present research towards verbal
techniques, this might suggest that the Sentence
Completion Test would be suitable. however, while
there is something to be said for the use of this
technique in the present research, there is also
something to be said against it. On the one
hand, we wish to ascertain whether retirement does
produce attitudes which make a man feel he is
"being thrown on the scrap-heap". Is there an
element of self-deprecation, feelings of inferiority,
falling, etc? In other words, are there
modifications taking place in the man's self-image?
This is a relatively specific area. On the
other hand, we do not know what fori) the
modification in the self-image is likely to take,
hence we do not really want to obtain completions
to such serteice beginnings as "I get angry when ....".

e wi3h to delve into a more ambiguous area to
find out what a man feels about himself* For this
reason, the Twenty Statements*' test of KUHN and
McPARTLATTD (1954) appears to be a useful
Instrument*
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As used by these authors, this
instrument consists of a sheet of paper on which
are the following instructions

"There are twenty numbered blanks on the
page below, Please write twenty answers
to the simple question ho am I"? in the
blanks. Just give 20 different answers
to yourself, not somebody else. Write
the answers in the order they occur to you,
don't worry about logic or 'importance'.
Go along fairly fast for time is limited",
(Kuhn and Mcbartland op cit).

The idea behind getting the subject to answer as
if giving the answer to himself and not as if to
somebody else was to try to overcome the
determination of his responses uy the interview
situation, that is, to prevent the subject
a isweriag us if to the interviewer.

The test was administered to 288
students of the University of Iowa, as a first
experiment. The time given to complete the
20 statements was 12 minutes. The number of
responses given varied from 20 down to one or two
with a median or 17. The responses took the
general form 'l am •••«', although often 'I am*
was omitted and the response consisted of a
single word or phrase (e.g. "student", "athlete",
etc). Auhn and McPartland analysed their data
by a content analysis, the basis of which was the
classification "consensual" and "subconsensual"
references. "These content categories disti iguish
between statements which refer to groups and
classes whose limits and conditions of membership
are matters of common knowledge, i.e. consensual;
and those which refer to groups, classes,
attributes, traits or any other matters which would
require interpretation by the respo dent to be
precise or place him relative to other people,
i.e. subco -sensual. Examples of the consensual
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variety are "student", "girl", "husband", "Baptist",
"from Chicago", "studying engineering". examples
of the subco sensual category are "happy", "bored",
"pretty good student", "good wife", i.e. statements
without positional reference, or with references to
consensual classes obscured by ambiguous modifiers".
(Xuhn and McPartland op cit). A score may be
derived from the number of consensual references
the subject makes on the test, and, on the sample
tested, it was found that respondents tended to
exhaust all of the consensual references they made
beiore they made any subc onsensual ones. l-'rom
subsequent work, of which no details are available,
it is said to be possii-lc that those subjects
who make few, if any, consensual responses, may
show symptoms of emotional disturbance.

In the present research, two modifications
to the procedure were made. The time available
for the completion of the form was cut to ten
minutes. This time was easier to measure in the
heat of the interview, and it was thought that the
extra two minutes would make little difference
to the achievement of the subject. further, to
assist those subjects who were not particularly
used to verbalist \g their self attitudes, the
sentence beginning 'I am ....' v/ac printed on a
sheet twenty times.

This test was given only on the second
Interview in the series of three, partly because
the possible need for it was o ly apparent when
several of the initial interviews had been
completed, and partly because it was felt that to
introduce it at the first meeting would be
harmful to subsequent co-operation. At the second
interview the acceptance of the research would be
more developed. It was not given at the third
interview uecause several subjects, although they
co-operated in completing the forms, clearly found
it a strain, and it appeared often to expose
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rather sensitive spots. It was given at the
second interview immediately after the general
interview schedule ao that the subsequent
procedures would not put possiule responses into
the mouth of the subject.

C. The Subjects

The subjects for this research were a
simple random sample drawn from the doctors*
lists of the Edinburgh Executive Council. Along
with names and addresses, dates of birth were also
given, and it was therefore posts isle to select
men whose ages fell within any desired period.
The men selected were arranged in weeks according
to their birthdays, and every subject was visited
in his home either the week before, or the week
after his 6£th birthday, contact i itially having
been established by letter (reproduced at Appendix
is). As nearly as possible the same procedure was
followed on the second and third interviews, the
subject being visited as nearly as possiule six
months, and a year to the day after the first
interview.

It may seem unnecessary to justify the
selection of age 6L as a starting point in the
study of retirement, but in fact some explanation
should be provided ain.ee Town aend (op cit) for
example found the average age of retirement to be
about 68 years. An investigator who wishes to
study retirement impact, especially when the
total sample will Inevitably be rather small, must
try to ensure that sufficient men will retire during
the period of the research to give him a fair
retirement sample. Therefore, he should choose
an age when men are retiring at a high rate, and
it may be that he should choose as a starting
pointthe age of 63 or so. There is a major
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disadvantage to this, in that if an age is chosen
which is ii some way past the statutory retiring
age, many men who are interviewed will have already
retired, the possibility of obtaining a base-line
measurement will have passed, and the investigator
will, for some 'purposes, be back at the cross-
sectional position again.

but the reason why age 61 was chosen as
the starting point for the present research, apart
from the fact that, as the statutory retirement age
it seemed the more logical age to choose, was that,
on the best evidence then available, the choice
of' this age would, also ensure that a good number
of men just corning up to retirement, would be
found. This evidence consisted of The Reasons
for Retirement Report (op cit) and. The Registrar
General's One Per Cent Sample Tables for Great
Britain. The Reasons for Retirement Report shows
(Diagram 2, pl4-15) that for all Industries about
40/u of men are retired by 6hj. This, of course,
includes the men who retired prior to age 65 but did
not qualify for retirement pension until the
statutory age. How many such cases there were is
not known. The one per cent sample tables
provide data which is plotted in Figure 2 (a)
a ;d which shows a sharp fall-off in number of
employed at age 65 with a subsequent further, though
less, steep decline between 65 and 66. The proportion
of men employed part time is small, as will be seen
from the figure. It therefore seemed that by
taking a man's 65th birthday as the datum, a
sufficiently large sample of retiriig men would
be obtained, aid the difficulty referred to above
would be avoided.

U- fortunately, Edinburgh is somewhat
atypical of the country as a whole, as is shown by
Figure 2 (b). This data was lot available at the
time the present research was initiated, being
obtained from the survey of older people in
Edinburgh (GORDO'7, THO. S0*T, and EMIR 10TT op cit).
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It will tie seen from the figure that the proportion
of men working falls off more rapidly in the
Edinburgh sample in the early 60's. This may
well be due to the large number of men employed
in commercial occupations in the city who are
able to retire at age 60, and to the immigration
of numbers of elderly men v/ho retire to the
capital. At age 65, a drop of 22,o in the
proportion 'workl g' is found in Edinburgh, as
compared with a drop of 24: for Great oritain,
but after age 65 the ' di : burgh figures show a
plateau with no increase up to age 66 in the
proportion 'not working1. It will also oe
noticed that there appears to be a much greater
provision of part time jobs lor older men in
Edinburgh than in Great britain as a whole. Thus
it now appears that in Edinburgh there is a marked
cushioning effect as regards retirement which,
from the point of view of the present research,
Is a definite disadvantage. Whe i the data
became available, confirming suspicions which had
arisen during the early stages of the field work,
the possibility was considered of shifting the
datum age upwards. however, this would have
introduced a further variable into the sample,
calling for further breakdowns, and accordingly
it was decided to persevere with the original
datura.

The "occupational climate" in Edinburgh
appears very favourable to the older worker.
When the author was at o ie time visiting firms
in Edinburgh to obtain the general views of the
managements about the industrial problems of
ageing, the point was frequently made that the
managements were willing to allow their
employees to remain at work long after the
statutory retiring age, and the ages of many long
service employees were quoted with pride. Hence,
the picture of retirement in Edinburgh must be
seen against this background.
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D. The Detailed Administration of the Research

The list of prospective subjects having
been obtained, it was checked regularly against
the Registrar's return of deaths at the Edinburgh
Public Health Department."1*' This was partly to
avoid writing to men who had already died, thus
causing unnecessary pain to relatives, and
partly to keep a check on numbers and causes of
death in the sample.

The interviews were carried out over a

period of 19 months from February 1955 to September
1956. As has been explained, subjects were sent
a letter laying out very generally the airas of the
research, and giving a time when the interviewer
would cull. Initial interviews were always
carried out in the evenings since there was no
means of knowing whether or not a man would be
working during the day. Follow-up interviews
were also conducted in the evenings if the
subject was working, but if it was possible for
him to make time in the afternoons, this opportunity
was taken so as to allow a further Interview to be
dene in the evening. From the nature of the
procedure, it will be seen that some subjects were
completing their first, and even their second six
months run while others were just beginning, and
for a time in the research, first, second and
third interviews were all being conducted at the
same period. Thus the total of the subjects
obtained represents the maximum it was humanly
possible for one interviewer to do, bearing in
mind the length of an Interview - about tliree and
a half hours Including scoring and write-up - and
pressure of other commitments.

On arrival at the prospective subject's

I am indebted to Dr. H. Seller, Medical Officer
of health for Edinburgh, for permission to use
these returns.
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house, the interviewer would explain more fully
what the research woe about, but never specifically
rnentio ed retirement. Any explanation was always
given in terms of '♦wanting to find out something
about the problems of older people" so as to avoid
as far as possible biassiog the subject's subsequent
responses. If the subject refused to co-operate,
an attempt was mode to obtain as ranch information
as possible so as to be able to make some check
on the bias of the refusals.

The interview was carried out as

described earlier, and at its close, the diary was
produced and explai .ed. rj he diary sheets were
left with the requisite dates filled. In, together
with a stamped a id addressed envelope for return
to the investigator. A stamped and addressed
card was also left bo that the subject could
inform the investigator of any change of address.
Go that complete anonymity could be ensured, all
these documents "core identified only by a code
number, and namea and code iumbers appeared
together only on a master, key. The problem of
keepi.g track of a sample in the general population
was huge, and the change of address card was a small
attempt to do something about it. There was no
reason to suppose that a man who moved would put
himself to the additional trouble of sending it
in, but in the event the sample proved very stable,
and the fee men who changed their addresses, did
ivi fact 30.id the c,Pd 1 .

.ribout two weeks before the second and
third interview',-, further letters were sent as
reminders.* These are reproduced at Appendix B.
.ncloatd with the letter was a stamped and addressed

card giving alternative dates and times so that
the subject could signify what would be a convenient
time for him to grant an interview. In most cases

ky thanks are due to Miss M.P.Anderson,of the
Usher Institute, and her staff for undertaki g
the considerable amount of typing involved.
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this card was returned, but where it was not, the
investigator called as a routine and usually
managed to obtain an interview. tith the
duplication of interviews considerable effort was
involved to fit in times for interviews, and
repeated attempts were also made to persuade
subjects who refused to co-operate on the second
end third occasions, to change their minds. At
the close of the third interview, opportunity was
given for the subject to ask any questions he wished,
and to make any criticisms or comments. The
investigator promised, when the research was
complete, to let all subjects have a precis of
the findings. This, then, ia an account of the
design of the research. "e must now consider the
results.
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CliARlER FIVE

RESULTS

In all, 218 men approaching their 65th
birthday were asked to co-operate. 'the table
below shows the numbers of co-operators, non-
contacts, and refusals at the first, second,
and third interviews.

TABLE 15 - Numbers of interviews, non-
contacts. and refusals at the
three stages.

1st time interviews = 124
on-contacts = 52

De ad = 5
Total non-contacts = 37
"on-contacts (classified) = 14
Refusals = 45 (17 by

letter)

218

Total available for interview (= 124+45)=167
% initial refusals of total available = 25.8%

2nd time interviews = 100
Refusals = 10
Died = 3
TTon-contacts = 2
Discontinued = 1
"Ton-contacts (classified) = 5

124
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3rd time interviews = 80
Won-contacts = 1

Incomplete = 14
Too ill = 1
Refusals *3 3

on-contacts (classified) = 1

100

% of pos ible following right through = 47,9%

The table is largely self-explanatory
but some detailed comments are necessary. The
initial refusal rate, at about 26 is high in
relation to that usually obtained in surveys which
employ the personal i tervlew, but whe the amount
of co-operation required from the subject is taken
into account it is not surprisingly large. Again,
the fact that only about half of the possible men
foliowed the research right through is, from the
researcher's point of view, disappointing. It
is also a possible source of major oias in the
results, for clearly, if all the men who fell out
were those upon whom retirement had a traumatic
effect the results would at uest underestimate
the effects of retirement and at worst overlook
it altogether. In a later section it will ue
suggested that these losses exercised no
important systematic influence on the results.
Some data is available on several of the
refusals.

The "classified non-co i tacts" were men

who when approached were found not to fit in with
the research design, or who, though willing to
co-operate could not do so because of an inability
to complete the testa. An appropriate example
is that of a man who was found to be suffering from
heart disease of prouably psycho-genie origin, and
who had not worked for several years because of this.
These cases were interviewed briefly as far as
possible and in some cases followed up. A few
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men became seriously ill after the first
interview, and subsequently fell under this
he ad.

The 14 incompleted cases were those
where insufficient time to carry out a third
interview was available since the interviewing
extended over nearly two years, and the writer
had to leave Edinburgh. Full data for the first
two interviews was obtained for these subjects.

.valuation of the Bamnle

As has been said, the sample was drawn
from a register of the ages, names and addresses
of the rtover 60's" compiled from the lists of the
local Executive Council. We were told that these
lists, while containing details of about 95C of
the population of the city, would underestimate
Social Classes 1 and 5 (on the Registrar General's
classification) - the private patie itB and the
social isolates being found in these clashes.
However, a comparison of the sample drawn for the
survey of the domiciliary needs of old people
(GORDO , THOMSON and EMERSO 1957) with the
Census data showed that the composition of the
domiciliary sample as regards social class was
very nearly that which would be expected. It
was also suggested that the lists might be
inclined to overestimate the number of people
married, but again the correspondence of sample
to expectation on the basis of the Census was
very good. Hence, whatever deficiencies there
may be in regard to the sample used in the present
research, these are almost certainly not due to
the shortcomings of the register from which they
were drawn.

The above two factors were used in
comparing the present sample with the Census
material. Social Class (on the Registrar
General's classification) was compared for those
men aged 65 with the Census age group 65—69 since
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a social class ureakdown by individual years of
ai.e was not available. This might lead to some
Inaccuracies in the comparison but this is
probably lot large, since no great changes in
social class would be expected at these ages,
except among those men who retired and then
returned to work; in much lower status jobs.

The results of the Social Class
comparison are shown in the tabic uelow.

TABLS 14 - Comparison of Actual Social
cHasa Distribution With that
Expected on the oasis of the
census 195J.

Social Class Sample expected from
_ ce is us

I 6 10
II 14 20
III 09 56
IV 14 17
V 21

124 124

chi square = 6.90
n = 4
p between 0.20 and 0.10

The sample does not deviate Significantly from
what would be expected, but fairly large
discrepancies may be seen. The largest
contribution to chi-square is in Social Class
III, which is markedly over-represented in the
sample. Social Classes I and II are under-
represented quite considerably, Social Class
IV is under represented, and Social Class V is
about right.
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It may be that the refusals were also
disproportionate in a compensating direction
thus accounting for the bias in the distribution
of the respondents. Accordingly the r fusale were
analysed by social class. The procedure was
as follows. Of the 17 letters received indicating
refusal, 16 afforded some clues to probable social
class of the writer by the type of notepaper,
whether headed, telephone number included; facility
of writing and expression; and address. In
regard to the latter, it should ue borne in mind
that the Investigator had by this time had
considerable experience in estimating social class
of subject, and particularly the predominant
social class rating of areas of the city. The
clues did not admit of a five-point rating of social
class, but a three-point rating could be obtained.
The letters were rated by the investigator, and
independently by another person, who had general
knowledge of the research but had not participated
in it. The rati igs of the letters were as follows:-

estimated Investigators' Others .xpected
Social Class Hating Hating basis of

I, II 0 7 4
III 5 5 7

IV, V 3 4 J3

16 16 16

The differences of opinion in regard, to the rating
of these cases is negligible. The comparison of
ratings with expected social class distribution on
the oasis of the oensusis suspect because of the
smallness of the expected frequencies, but more
data is available on a further batch of refusals.
This batch comprises 26 men who refused to co-operate
when seen, and from whom a certain amount of
information was extracted. These men could
actually be rated according to the classification
of Occupations 1950. Adding these to the
refusals by letter, we obtain an approximation
to the total picture of refusals shown in the
following table.
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TABLE 15 - Comparison of Distribution of
Social -lass of Refusals with
that Expected 01 i->asls of
Census 1911 —

Social class* Actual expected

I, II 12 10
III 15 19
IV, V 15 13

42 42

chi square = 2.04
n = 2
p Between 0.50 and 0.30
+ "Estimated™ social class i > the case of

16 letters.

The taule indicates that, while the Bias of the
social class of the refusals is, if anything, in a
direction which would Be complementary to that
of the respondent group, it ia not significant.
Comparison of the social class distribution of
refusals with that of the co-operators yielded a
chi-square of 1.76, which, with five degrees of
freedom, corresponds to a probability of Between
0.90 and Q.SG. Thus the slight social class
Bias of the sample is not accounted for By the
refusals.

The situation as regards marital state
is very different from that of social class,
in that the differences Between the obtained frequencies
and those expected on the Basis of theCensus
are significant at an acceptable level of
probability, as shown in Table 16. The expected
frequencies are obtained by applying the proportions
married, widowed, single, and divorced for age
65 to the total number of cases in the sample.
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T. BLb 16 - Comparison of Marital State of
Sample with Census Data

Marital State Actual Kxpected

Married
Widowed
Single 7) q
Married Apart

124 124

chl square = 9.64
n = 2
p less than 0.01

The married men preponderate greatly in the
sample. Unfortunately, data on the marital state
of the refusals is very limited. Data on only 17
is available, and of these 14 were married, two
widowed, and one single, so that it would appear
that the bias in the sample is due to some
systematic sampling error rather than to a
differential unwillingness of single and widowed
men to co-operate. Why it is that this
preponderance of married men should have occurred
in the sample is difficult to explain since as we
have seen, the bias does not appear to be due to
the register from which the sample was obtained.
It is, however, possible that the time lag between
compilation of the basic register and drawing the
present sample - about 18 months - may explain
the deficiency. by this time the more mobile
single and widowed men might have moved away.

The conclusion drawn from this analysis
is that the sample must be used with care. While
the social class dimension seems reasonably
accurate, the marital state dimension is net, and
marital state may have a marked effect upon a
man's reaction to retirement. These considerations
must be borne In mind as the account of the analysis
proceeds.
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In order to estimate the probable effect
of this bias on the test scores, mean differences
for the different marital status groups were
computed and evaluated. The numbers of subjects
in the groups other than the married group were
too small to allow of a simultaneous breakdown by
marital status and occupational status.

The results of the analysis of scores
on the first administration of the inventories
by marital status are given below. (Taele 17)
As the second part of this table shows, only one
of the differences approached significance, a d
viewed as one among nine differences, not much
emphasis can be placed upon this. However, the
trends shown on the first half of the table require
some comment, since although numbers in two of the
groups are small, the trends do seem to be in some
degree systematic. The widowed and separated
group snows the smallest scores on all three
inventories. This group is an arbitrary construct,
but the combination was chosen on the grounds that
the tensions, if any, among widowed men, and among
separated men, ought for present purposes to be
roughly comparable. At all events, this
combination was carried out prior to the examination
of the results, and so no question of" combination
so as to produce deliberately the maximum possible
homogeneity arises. The married group comes
next in line, except in the case of the CMI, where
it scores higher than the single group. Thus
the inference to be drawn seems to be that on the
basis of the available evidence, the group which
is over-represented in the present research, the
married group, lies in an intermediate position
in relation to the under-represented groups.
Supposing that sufficient numbers were available
to make these trends significant (if, of course,
they were maintained) then the bias of the sample
would probably not greatly influence the conclusions
drawn from it. On the one hand it would under¬
estimate the population scores by being biasued
away from the si gle men, but on the other, it
would overestimate the population scores by being
biassed away from the widowed and married apart.
Just why the pattern of the mean scores is what it
is in the present instance, precentsan interesting
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problem, but it does not seem fair to erect a
rubric of speculation on the basis of such small
numbers when the differences are not significant.

TAHLI 1? - Analysis of Scores on Heron and uornell
Inventories by Marital Status ~ first
administration only

heron heron Cornell

Marital Status If
E. M. o «

O
>-> •

p
8Mean 8 Mean Mean QS

Married 108 5.11 9. 94 CO 5.19 14.79 1.220
idov/ed and
Separated 9 4.60 7.93 4.00 3.33 8.95 1.513

Single 7 5.43 5,68 5.29 2.24 13.37 1.162

Married vs Widowed
and Separated

Heron E. M.
Heron S.
Cornell

iarried vs Si Ale
iieron M.

Cornell

J?'

1.251
2.320
1. 323

+

+

+

n

1» 252 + 0.493 114 +

1.560 + 1.090 114 +

1.241 + 2.150 111 between
0.05 & 0.01

0.263
0.549
0.324

111 +

111 +

108 +

idovved and
Separated vs
Single

Heron K. M.
Heron S.
ornell

1.395
1.490
1.301

+

+

+

0,618
1.540
0.966

15
15
15

+

+

+

+ p is greater than 0.10

"otes;- (l) Distributions on which these calculations
are baaed are shown at Appendix C.

(2) The score distributionsof the CMI are
highly skewed and have been normalised
by means of a logarithmic transformation.
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before proceeding to a consideration of
the actual results bearing upon the retirement impact
hypothesis, it lo necessary to clarify the labelling
of the groups involved, the subjects were classified
as follows :~

"f\\eFi9F7»

0 - dad not retired on any classification,

1 ~ Had left regular employment in which he
was engaged prior to age 65, lie
might be working at another job, or he
might be doing voluntary work, but on
this criterion he would still be retired,

8 - hod left regular employment and was not
systematically occupied at all. hus,
if he were doing voluntary work of a
systematic nature culling for a number
of hours per day, he would not be
regarded as retired on this criterion#

£ - Did the subject regard himself as retired ?

heae categories, except for the first as
against the other three, arc not mutually exclusive,
a-id a subject could naturally fall into any or all
of the retirement categories. Obviously, a subject
could not fall into category 2 or S without also
falling Into category 1#

he reason for this classification woo

that, in assessing the impact of retirement, the
concept has often been treated in a slipshod way,
and, as has been shown in the review of the literature,
cases have be n lumped together without regard to
their degree of retirement# several of the studies
reviewdd included i their retired category men
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who admittedly hud continued in other full time
employment. Clearly, this is important. If
retirement is traumatic, is it 'because a man leaves
his familiar occupational surround!Sgs, regardless
of whether or not he manages to fit into new ones;
is it because he cannot occupy his time; or
because he is retired in fact but cannot so regard
himself; or is the difficulty that he cannot
earn an income which he can regard as a mark of
social status. As has been seen, all these
alternatives have been variously suggested, and
hence the categories of retirement have seen
used here. It is a matter of some disappointment
that fuller use could not be made of this classification
owing to the small number of retired men found.
Some discussion of this point will be found below.

A further point of classification is that
some men who had seen early retirants were co tacted
in the course of the research, and where possible
these were also subjected to the research procedure.
This group is know as the "already retired" group.
To Qualify for this group a man must have been
retired for at least six months prior to being
approached to co-operate. The same categories
were used to classify retirement status as in
the case of subjects who retired during the course
of the research. The aim in conti traing rwlbh theae
subjects was to obtain data on a group of men
who had been retired some time. The mean length
of time these subjects had seen retired was 25.4
months, with a range of two to 78 months, and a
median of 16 months. They should not be typical
of what would be the condition of a group of men
who had been retired for a correspond! g number
of years after retiring at the nominal retirement
age of 6b, since by and large early retirement is
itself indicative of inferior health. nut on the
other hand they could be expected to ae in setter
health thar many men who retired at similar early
ages sinwe many of these would have died. Hence
they might throw some light on the later stages
of retirement.
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UD .

total sample

Working (0)
Retired tout went back to
full time work (l)

Retired, not working after
retirement (2)

Retired tout working after
retirement, though
regarding themselves as
retired (3)

Already retired prior to
Interview

64

9

23

(including one
man who was not
sure whether he
was retired or

not)

124

Twenty two of the retired (2) men were also in the
(3) category, i.e. they had not only stopped working
tout also regarded themselves as retired. There was
some movement from category to category during the
time of the research, tout the groups remai ned very
stable on the whole.

In the present research 51.6, of the men
remained at work during the whole of the time the
subjects were toeing co tacted. In the domiciliary
survey previously referred to, of 41 men aged 65,
17 (41.5%) were found to toe working full time. The
difference between these two proportions is not
significant (C.R. = 1.12, p is greater than 0.26).
Although not significant, this difference is quite
large, and may toe because the present subjects were
contacted in the evenings when the men who were
working were more likely to toe home, whereas
the men in the domiciliary sample were contacted
during the day, when many men would toe at work.
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Having described the classification of
groups to be used, we may now turn to a consideration
of the results bearing directly upon the
investigation of the retirement impact hypothesis.
The various indicators «ixl he dealt with in turn.

(1) The Heron Inventory

As a preliminary step, the men who were
about to retire or already retired at the time of
the first interview were compared as a group with
those who were working. The results of this
analysis are given in Table 18.

TABLE 18 - oiiipariso ' of neron Inventory
Scores at first interview between
men "working*, "auout to retire".
and ;>already retired**.

N^^Mean &' F p t n p
Emotional Malad¬

justment Scale
Working 54 4.94 8.65
About to retire 29 5.10 7.54 1.15 4 0.22 81 +
A 1 **£* p* fi V y p 1.1 T* fl

1,3 17 6.4110.41 1.21 + 1.67 69 approx 0.10
Already retired

1,3 16 G. 81 9.26 1.07 4 1.01 68 +

Sociability
Working 65 4.75 3.94
About to retire 29 5.28 4.87 1.24 + 1.04- 82 +

Already retired
1.2 17 6.17 6.31 1.60 4 0.40 68 4

Already retired
1.3 16 6.32 4.19 1.06 + 0.58 67 +

4 p is greater than 0.10

rotes:- (l) The distributions upon which these
figures are based are included at
Appendix C.

(2) The "'s for supposedly con-parable groups
may differ slightly since some men did
not complete all the procedures.
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Prom tills table it may be seen that the
mean scores tend to increase from the working
group, through the retired group to the already
retired group, though none of the differences
even approach significance. The men about to
retire are also approximately equal to the
already retired group on sociability score. It
is possible that there might be a slight pro-active
influence of retirement among the men. about to
retire. One might perhaps expect this at a time
when men are forced to consider their fitness or

otherwise to carry on work. put the trend, though
systematic, is so small as tot to warrant the
basing of an hypothesis upon it, though data from
the •I am' test tobe presented later supports the
possibility of such a pro-active effect.

The procedure for comparitg the various
groups through time, that ia, from Interview to
interview was as discussed by McTemar (op cit).
Differences between scores for each subject on the
initial test as against the first reteat, and
between those on the first retest and the second
retest were computed. Hence mean differences for
each group were found. The mean difference for
each retired group was then compared with the mean
difference for the working group at the
correspo di ig stage of the procedure by means of
the ' tf test. Calculation of variances, F ratios,
and t-values was carried out according to the
orthodox procedures, except where the variances
for the groups being compared differed considerably,
though not necessarily significantly. In these
cases the value of t required for a significance at
the 0.01 level was obtained by the formula

t.or
(O- :)(tl) + (B- £)(tp

P f(J e,

E% + 8s2
2 2

where s« ~ and s- are the variances of the two
X1 *2

comparison groups and t^ and tg are the values of
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t for the 0.01 level with the degrees of freedom
obtaining for the two groups individually. See
EDWAHDS (1951).

At this point the hypothesis set up prior
to examination of the data, and required by the
retirement impact theory might well be restated.
There should be a significant increase in
emotional maladjustment and a decrease in
sociability (represented by an increase in scare
on the sociability scale) among the men who retire
as compared with the men who remain at work.

As regards the men who had been retired
some time prior to the initial interview, on the
retirement impact theory one would expect them to
be complementary to the group who had. newly retired
in accordance with the experimental design. This
research deals specifically with the first year of
retirement, and any conclusions cased upon it refer
only to this first year. It has been shown above
that there is some evidence that this is the most
difficult period of retirement. but the more
extreuse proponents of the retirement impact
hypothesis maintain that any evidence of Increased
mortality at any age beyond retirement may be
attributed to retirement impact (cf SHlvLDO'-T 1948).
Alternatively, it is said, that should the null
hypothesis be substantiated in regard to the first
year of retirement, this is only because the effect
of the trauma does not become evident until later.
If this is so, then the men who have already retired
ought to show some evidence of this delayed trauma
even if the newly-retired men did iot. Hence
one would expect them also to show an increase in
score. In parenthesis, it ought to be pointed out
that, the Investigation of this group of already
retired, men is not of the same degree of precision
as that of the other groups because the length of
time since retirement is not controlled; because
any men who have succumbed drastically to any
effects of retirement will probably be
institutionalised or dead; and because these men
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are all prematurely retired they will not be
comparable, for reasons previously referred to,
with a group of nten who are some years past a
retirement at the usual age, however, the data
is there; it may shed some light on the
retirement situation; and it would be wrong to
discard it /ithout further examination#

TA8LE 19 - Analysis of Different Scores -

heron Inventory

(a) wnot io n a1 Haladjustment
Difference of .1st t; against 2nd. time

T! Mean
Differ, n

o
a"

ce

F P t n P

% orking 53 0.264 8,35
Retired (1) 6 -0.167 3.77 2.22 + 0.356 57 +

Retired (2)23 -0.430 2.62 3.18 + 0.810 74 +

Retired (3)27 -0.220 2.79 2. 99 + 0.930 78 +

Already Ret (2)12 0.167 5.42 2.44 + 0.111 63 +

Already Ret (3)13 0.231 4.36 1.91 + 0.039 64 +

Difference of 2nd time against 3rd time

Working
Retired
Retired
Retired
Already Ret
Already Ret

53 -0.545 5.57
(1) 3 +0.250 3.95 1.10
(2)12 -1.080 2.81 1.27
3)18 -0.945 4.05 1.15
2)11 -1.637 4.86 1.36
3)14 -1.070 4.74 1.33

1.060
0.860
0.336
1.590
0.830

39
43
49
42
46

+

+

+

+

+ p greater than 0.10
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TAjjLE 19 - analysis of different Scores -

Reron Inventory

(b) Sociability
difference of 1st time a gal u;t and time

?T Mean
p

8 F P t n P
Difference

Working 63 -0.019 2.48
betired i(1) G +0.500 3.50 1.41 + 0.752 57 +

Retired /(.2) 28 +0.136 3.56 1.44 + 0.366 73 4
Retired i 26 -0.192 4.33 1.75 + 0. 561 77 +

Already Ret i,2) 12 +0.330 2.06 1.24 + 0. 60S 63 4

Already Ret I 3) 13 +0.620 1.59 1. 56 + 1.300 64 4

Different? e of 2nd time agai.st 3rd time

Working 33 0.102 2.220
Retired I:D 8 -0.125 3.268 1.47 + 0.504 39 4

Retired {k W 13 -0.154 1. 470 1.51 + 0.725 44 4

Retired I 3) 18 -0.222 1. 130 1. 96 + 1.020 49 4

Already Ret l!s) 10 -1, 200 2.040 1.28 + 2.500 41 between
0.01 and
0.02

.already t 'v 5 ) 14 -0.715 2.340 1.28 + 1. 880 4-6 greater
than 0.05

+ p greater than 0.10
•

!ot.e Distributions upon which these calculations
are based are given at Appendix C.

With these hypotheses in mind the data can
now be examined. It will ue seen that the mean
differences for all the groups are numerically small.
Over the period of the investigation the group
picture is one or marked stability, and there appears
to be little effect of age, that is, there is no
systematic increase in score running throughout
all groups. 1 he fact that some large individual
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variations in score did occur serves to
emphasise the stability of the others. These
individual variations will oe referred to again
in the cxt chapter. On the 1.. M. scale* the only
mean differences which numerically exceed 1 are the
retired (2) group and the already retired (s) and
(3) groups, both being differences between second
and third interviews. The first appears to be
accounted for by case number 175 which gave a
difference between second and third interviews
of -5; the second to case numbers 175 (-5),
172 (-4) and 199 (-4) j and the third tc case
numbersl72 (-4), aid I9S {-4), though to counter¬
balance these, case D2 shewed an increase of 5.

The comparison of the variances of the
various groups with that ox the working proup
yields no significant differences. There again
appears to be no systematic trend running through
these results. On the whole, the various groups
seem to show increase in variance towards the
later retesis, on emotional maladjustment but the
very marked exception to this is the working
group. This large decrease in variance is
probably not due to the loss of 20 cases betvyeen
the second and third interviews, si ee a comparison
between the difference scores of those men who
dropped out after the second interview with those
who persisted for a third i terview shows that the
variances for these two groups were not
significantly different. (f = 1.205 n^ = 19,
n„ s= 32), p is greater than 0.10.

In only one case is there a significant
difference between mean difference score for the
working group and that for one of the other groups
(sociability, already retired 2, 2nd vs 3rd interview).
In general, the lack of significant differences
is striking, and little emphasis can be given to
the achievement of one significant difference
among so many calculations. The already retired
group does tend to score more highly than the other
groups, and it will be shown later that this is
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also true of the Cornell scores, while case
material suggests that some of these men show
evidence of poorer health and tend to have retired
because they found their work; a strain.

The fact that there appears to be an
increasing trend for the differences between
subsequent tests and the one before it to
become negative is probably due to interaction
between the test administrations. Although the
subjects were specifically asked not to try to
recall what answers they had given at previous
administrations, and although several apo taneously
said .hat ,hey hoped they would lot ue asked to try
to recall their previous answers because they
could not, some degree of test sophistication must
have persisted. This may have tended to make
the subjects respond in a more superficial a^d
hence more socially-determined way. This
phenomenon has also been noted by workers with the
•ornell Medical Indeu: (TU0K3 Ah et al 1954), and it

is true of results obtained with the CM I in the
present research.

(S) The Cornell Medical Index

The procedures for analysis of this data
were the same as for the iieron material. The
results of the preliminary analysis to compare
the working group with the about to retire
and the already retired group are shown in
Table 80.
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TAi-'L." 20 oniparison of Cornell Meoleal Index
Icorea at final interview uetweon men

working. .about to retire-., and already retired.

_A2) vH Mean
Score

n p n p

forking
About to
retire

Already
,.etired (2) 17 19.07 0.1222 1.675 16 + 1.448 67 +

Already
'Retired (3) 16 19j033 0.0782 1.010 15 + 1.760 66 +

52 13.80 0.0790

29 12.34 0.0650 1.435 28 * 0.244 79 +

-f- p is greater than C. 10

2Aytea:~ (l) Distributions upon which these figures
are based are given at Appendix C.

(2) Since the distribution of the scores
was highly shewed and thus would
invalidate the statistical procedures,
the distriLuuiori wee normalised using
a logarithmic transformation.

The dirferen.ee bet wee.: the means is not significant,
though very nearly so at the p = 0.05 level. This
is consistent with the corresponding results on
the Heron Inventory and suggests that there may
be some consistent tendency for the already retired
me to be leas fit and. subject to more stress than
the ioer who were working. Both the already retired
groups have the came mean but the smaller variance
of the retired (3) group accounts for the greater
significance of its difference from the working
group mean.

To proceed to the analysis of the difference
scores, the results are given in Table 21.
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TAiJitK 21 - Analysis of DifferenceScores
Cornell Medical Index

Differences! of 1st time against 2nd time

W M F

(!)
(2)

Working
Retired (
ketired
Retired
Already
Retired (2)

Airendy
Retired (5)

,P P

3)

80 +0.220 80.22
8 41.500 80.56 1.850 + 0.664 56 4

28 -0.050 12.98 1.950 + 0.244 70 4

26 -0.550 16.49 1.550 + 0.493 74 +

18 1.667 83.94 1.055 4 0.885 CO +

13 1.692 81.25 1.194 4 0.941 01 +

Difference of 2nd 1.ugalest 3rd time

V orking
(1

52 -0.685 15.188
Retired 1 8 -1.725 15.896 1.038 4" 0.784 58 4-

Retired (e ! 11 -1.636 8:i. 866 1.446 4 0.733 40 4

Retired (» l 18 -1.831 13.211 1. 143 4 1.079 48 4

Already
Retired (2) 11 -3.909 ,3".8,A J . o40 4 2.245 41 between

already-
Retired (o)

0.05 0.02

15 -3.395 8(1379 1.545 + 2.072 43 approx 0.05

+ p greater than 0.10

Rote.:- Distributions on which these calculations
are based are given at Appendix C.

In accordance with the retirement impact
theory, we should expect the retiring men to show
a higher score on the Cornell Medical Index, i.e.
make more complaints of illness. But again the
picture in one of marked stability, with such
changes as there are being ma inly negative, especially
bet-ween the second and third adruiv:intration. The
already retired group initially show an increase,
though not a significant one, in mean score, and
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this may be: consistent with, their apparently
greater preoccupation with health as suggested by
the preliminary analysis. To compensate for
this increase in score, taey achieve a large
negative score on the second administration, one
of" which, the already retired. (2) score, is
significantly different from the working group
difference at more than the 0.05 level, and the
other of which, already retired (5) is significantly
different from the working group difference at
approximately the 0.05 level. Too much should
not be made of these fluctuations, since the
mean scores for relatively small groups such as
are found in this research are greatly influenced
by any large alterations 1o the score of one or
two individuals. Thus i the case of the
already retired groups, case 107 shows a difference
of 429 between first ard second i itervie. s and
-26 between second and third interview • Similarly
ease 199 compensates for a difference on the
first two interviews of *12 with a difference on
the second two of -16.

To summarise this date on both the
Heron test and the Cornell Medical Index, then,
the picture ie one of marked stability. The
lack of significant differences is to be remarked.
Of 50 differences examined, only three approach
significance, and these at only the less acceptable
levels. Si ice some differences would be expected
to be statistically significant even on a chance

basis, the null hypothesis must be accepted. If
one examines the si*c of the various t-values, one
is struck by the smallnees of most of them* Of
the 50, 21 are less than unity and several are very
email indeed. What is one to say about this state
of affairs? One cannot prove the null hypothesis.
If such e succession of very email t-values had
been obtained with large sat vies of several hundreds
at least, one would be on surer ground in suggesting
that there rer11y was no difference between the
groups. Or; the other hand, if the results obtained
had been consistent in direction and with t-values
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larger sample signifies ee wo old nave been
achieved, one would have ascribed the lack of
definite results to the email samples. As it
is, one can. say that if an effect is present, it
is in any case sufficiently email to suggest that
the effects expected under the retirement impact
hypothesis are not nearly so great as has been
supposed, if indeed they exist at all.

In tire above analysis, the retired men
have been combined into groups retired 2 or
retired 3, men who are not doing any further work
after retirement, or those who may or may not be
doing further work of some kind but who do regard
themselves as retired. Several times in the
course of the previous discussion, we have referred
to the shortcoming of many researches that they do
not Lake Into account the actual state of
retirement, but instead lump all the retired men
into one category. The distinction made in the
present research between retired, and already
retired men, and between the various states of
retirement within these basic categories, is an
attempt to do this. nut since the retired 2
and retired 5 groups are not mutually exclusive,
some attempt to examine the results of mutually
exclusive categories might be looked for. It is
one of the disappointments in this research,
that for reusons already stated, it was not found
possible to roach a sample si^e such that adequate
numbers of men would fail into all the categories,
however, although vary small numbers are Involved,
it Iws been found possible to examine the
differences in scores between two mutually
exclusive groups among the retired men*

./ithin the retired category there are
three possible groups. These ares-
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2,0 Have stopped work do not consider
themselves retired

2,5 Have stopped work, ■ o consider
1 hemselves retired

0,5 Have stopped work, taken on further
work of some description, but
consider themselves retired

Only one subject fell int
groups, "but. sufficient nu.
at all interviews in the
an analysis by the Mann-T
op cit). Numbers of cub
group ranged fror 22 to 1
and from four to sir for
the analysis boiled down
differences between the
interviews for the three
given in Table 22.

o the first of these
•miters were available
other groups to permit
hitney *U* test (Seigel
jects for the second
5 over the interviews,
the third group. Hence
to an investigation of the
econd two groups for all
tests. The results are

CAHl.E 22 - Analysis of differences in test
scores between men "'ot working and
rcr:ardi-nu themselves as retired, and
men working "but regardiig themselves
as retired

"cut. Interview v (two-tail)
Heron d.fl. 1st 0.50

2nd 0.46
5rd greater than 0.10

Heron Sociability 1st 0.92
2nd greater than 0.10
3rd greater than 0.10

CMI 1st 0.32
2nd greater than 0.10
3rd greater than 0.10

It appears, ther fore, that as far as the
present research is concerned, the presence or
absence of post-retirement employment makes no
difference to the test scores of the subjects.
The work which the subjects bad vws not, of course,
full time employment. The men who had got further
full time work after retirement formed the retired
1 group and are shown in the main analysis. The
work which the 0,5 men had was part time, casual
work of the sort which is usually regarded as
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The question of the validity of the
inventories used, has been raised, and can now
perhaps ue considered in the lit:hi. of the results.
These i ventories, of course, do not stand or full
alone in the present research, and the literature
relevant to their validity has already been discussed.
Jut even if the procedures have proved valid in
other situations it does not follow that they will
prove valid in this one. Some evidence on the
face validity of the i s. ventor is a will be presented
in the .next chapter, out it ia worth investigating
here the correlation between the heron, and the
Cornell inventories. A high intercorrelation does
not, of course, prove that both or either of the
techniques are Valid, and indeed the ultimate
correlation of plus (or minus) one would in a
sense be self-defeating, since it would show that
one of the inventories was redundant. but since
the Cornell and the heron are similar in content,
though diiicro itiy standardised, and since
"emotional maladjustment" is related to
physiological symptoms, a fair degree of correlation
between the two techniques would be expected.
On the other hand, there seems no a priori reason
why there should be any correlation between
sociability and the OKI, except possibly that if
a man is too ill to jo anywhere he may become
misanthropic. Dr. heron (op uit) uas argued that
"the great weight of clinical ano or binary
observational evidence supports an assumption that
healthy individuals may differ in the degree of
sociability characterising their behaviour, quite
independently of their emotional adjustment to the
social and natural e vironment. The contrary,
however, does not appear to be equally true.
Those people admitted for treatment as 'emotionally
maladjusted* (or 'neurotic') are far more often
©v. octal and withdrawn than the reverse ••••'*.
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The correlation coefficients which v/ere
obtained, between the Heron Inventory and the CM I
are set out below.

TABLE 83 - Product-moment correlation coefficients
between Heron Inventory Scores and
Uorne11Jlealcui Index scores

Be ale N r P
UMX v Heron E. k.
1st interview 120 0.7a less than 0,0001

OF I v HeronE. In
2nd interview 93 0.68 less than 0.0001

u 1 v heron K. M.
3rd interview 77 0.73 less than 0.0001

U'.jI v heron 8.
1st interview 119 0.05 0.60 not significant

CM I v heron b.
2nd interview 94 0.06 0.64 not slg ifleant

y 1 v heron p.

3rd interview 78 COo»o 0.48 not significant

These coefficients are in accordance with expectation,
trie correlation of heron &.»vl. with the Chi being
auout a consistent 0.7, and chere tei g no evidence
of correlation oetween heron 8. and the GMIj as far
as trie heron a.m. and trie CM! are concerned, this
is taken as circumstantial evidence of validity
of the inventories in this situation. Further
evidence will oo discussed in a later chapter.
ot much can be said, about the lack of correlation

between heron S. and the CMI. It corresponds
to the expectation that there 'would ue no
correlation, out this lack of correlation is open to
alternative interpretations that it may be due
(a) to tv/o valid scales measuring different variables
or (b) to one or both the scales being invalid with
a more or leas random distribution of scores,

however, the further evidence to be supplied supports
the first of these two possibilities.

i
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(3) The "I Am" Teat

This test, which has been discussed in
Chapter Four, was administered at the second
interview only. The subjects were given ten
minutes to complete the test, and then were stopped
regardless of whether they had completed 20
responses or not, but many subjects could not,
or would not, sustain the effort for as long as
this, and gave up in a shorter time. Several
subjects also would not attempt the procedure at
all. Of the 99 men who co-operated on the second
interview, 79 made sof.ie sort of attempt at the
"I amw test. When a refusal occurred, symptoms
of tension other than those associated purely with
the act of refusi lg appeared to be present. In
some cases this might have been due to the
strangeness of the situation, but some men
perceived the procedure as a tareat, and said that
there were some ihi you just kept to yourself,
or "This may make me say tilings I'd rather not
tell you". In some oases, prompting was necessary,
when it was clear that the subject had not grasped
the meaning or the it-structions. The pro/opt was
always the same for all subjects. If they showed
puzzlement 'hey were told "You might start off with
the statement '1 u/n a man'". It was hoped that
this would convey the idea of what was required,
without being bo specific as to suggest more than
a general type of response. Fifty-three of the 79
subjects required no prompting, and 26 had to be
prompted in the way described.

The median time which was expended on
the test was five minutes approximately, and as
will be seen from the distribution in Table 24,
this time appeared to dichotomize the subjects
very well, since the distribution is bimodal with
subjects either giving up quite speedily, or else
carrying on to complete the 20 responses or to
complete ten minutes. In only one case was a
subject able to complete the procedure in less
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than five minutes*

TABJ.IE 24 umbers of subjects spending the
stated amounts of time on the "I
& mW T a a t.A*"" Test

Minutes f Minuteb f
1 1 6 5
2 6 7
3 3 8 7
4 7 9
5 24 10 26

The distribution of the number of responses is
listed in Table 25.

TABLE 25 - Lumbers of subjects making the
stated numbers of responses on

the "I Am" Test

Lumber of "umber of
Responses f Responses f

1 1 11 1
2 3 12 5
3 4 13 3
4 11 14 2
5 6 15 3
6 4 16 3
7 5 17 1
8 5 18 1
9 6 19 1

10 4 20 10

The median number of responses was eight. This
compares with the median of 17 obtained by Kuhn
and McPartland (op cit) with their University
students. Allowing for the fact that the
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students were given 12 minutes as against ten
minutes in this research, and for the fact that
53 men limited their own time of participation by
giving up before the expiration of the time
allowed, this median is still much lower, and
is a rough measure of the difficulty which these
elderly men experienced in applying themselves
to the teat.

There was no relation between the
subject's employment status and the likelihood
of his refusing to do the "I Am" test. (chi-
square = 0.31, n = 1, p between 0.70 and 0.60).
There was also no relation between employment
status and the number of responses made by the
sueject. The mean number of responses for the
group which carried on working was 9.98; tlie
mean for the group who retired in the six months'
interval between first and second interviews was

9.25; and that for the already retired group was
10.35. The differences between the two latter
means, and the working group mean were not significant,
the t-values being 0.43 and 0.096 respectively,
and p in each case being considerably larger than
0.1.

The first step in the evaluation of possible
differences between working and retired men, was
to examine the use of 'consensual' responses as a
score. In a footnote to their paper (Kuhn and
McPartland op cit), the authors refer to the use of
the characteristics of responses in research in the
clinical field, and they say that "there are some
interesting indications that those with few, if any
consensual statements to make have symptoms of
emotional disturbance, while those having few statements
of any kind to make are of Relsraan's "radar" type,
taking their cues from each specific situation ....".

The responses made by each man were
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classified severally as * consensual* or 'non¬
consensual' "by the present writer, and also
by another person, trained as a psychologist,1
but having little knowledge of the present
research. The two raters were in agreement over

the classifying of all but 42 of the 776 responses,
an agreement of 94.59, • This classification
therefore appears to be reasonably stable, and the
independent rater's data was used in analysing the
responses.

Kuhn and McPartland used the number
of consensual responses as a score, and gave a
theoretical basis to this procedure by showing
that subjects almost always gave all their
consensual responses before going on to give
subconsensual ones. This was substantiated by
subjecting the responses to a Guttrnan Scale
Analysis (GUTTMAN 1950). A coefficient of
reproducibility of 0.905 was obtained. In the
present research, the responses, when subjected
to a Guttman Scale Analysis using the Cornell
method (GUT MAN 1947), gave a coefficient of
reproducibility of 0.955 for the 20 possible
statements. The assumption, mode by Kuhn
and McPartland, that non-responses to any statement
should be grouped with sub-consensual responses
on one side of the dichotomy and opposed to
consensual responses was also made here. Guttman
regards a coefficient of at least 0.90 as
satisfactory (a coefficient of 1.00 would mean that
the pattern of any subject's responses would be
reproducible from his score).

My thanlcs are due to Mrs. G. MacKinnon who
carried out this rating.

The coefficient of reproducibility e
number of errors

1- number of questions X number of respondents
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Guttman has pointed out that where the
"marginals" for a statement (response) are
extreme, the coefficient of reproducibility tends
to be inflated. Thus if in responding to a
dichotoraous statement, as here, where the response
can only he consensual or subeonseusual, the
proportion of one type of response is 10% and of
the other 90%, the possibilities of error are
artificially restricted. The frequencies are
distributed in this way in the responses to the
last 12 statements in the present research. This
Is partly due to the fact that only 30 of 79 men
completed more than ten statements, and as a
result the "subconsensual + non-response" side
of the dichotomy is inflated. However, the
coefficient of reproducibility based on the
first ten statements is still 0.923, so that
this consideration does not unduly influence
the scaling. It thus appears that in this
research also, the subjects tended to exhaust their
consensual responses before giving subconsenaual
ones, and the use of the number of consensual responses
as a score is justified systematically rather than
on a purely ad hoc basis.

but the fact that the statements co nstitute
a scale may be pursued further for as lias been
shown, the subjects experienced some difficulty
in handling this procedure, and their number of
statements is somewhat attenuated. Consider the
four hypothetical scores shown below.

Subject onsensual Subconsensual Total
A 5 e 10
B 5 10 15
C 10 10 20
D 10 l 11

On the system of scoring in use here, subjects
a and B are bracketed together, as are subjects
C and I). Yet at first sight this appears to ue
erroneous, since a makes 10 responses in all, and
50% of these are consensual, while B makes 13
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responses In all atd 53> of tueee are co sensual.
Similarly 0 make a 60... eonec-nsual reapo aea, while
D mikes 911. Scali .g, honever, resolves this
difficulty si ee #e can say something about the
predictability of further reapo sea. once a nan
begins to mike sutoconse 3uel reapo aes, the chances
are about 90 in 100 that he will go on making theia
(because of the coefficient of reproducibility),
hence the probability in very high that if subject
A had gone on tuaki »g reapo see up to a total of,
any, 16 he would have co tinued to make subconuenaual
statements, and his results would have ueen similar
to si's. A similar argument holds for subjects
C and D. The fact that subjects A and D stopped
soon after beginning to make subeo sensual statements
might oe due to the difficulty of verbalising
subconaensual as compared with consensual statements,
to emotional block! g, or to some other unknown
factor. In a group of subjects sued ,-*s those used
in this research, the first alter utive seerae t-.e
snore probable. On this argumc nt the-., t ,e system
of scoring using only the consensual responses is
adequate in spite of the attenuation present in
many oases.

If, then, the system of scoring as used
by ;<uhn and Mcfartiand is to ue used here also, the
expectation concerning the difference between
retired and working groups must be made ex licit.
Insofar as consensual statements are those where
there is explicit role-or group-membership reference,
where a relatively unambiguous view of o e*a place
in society is taken, then one would expect the
working group to make more co sensual ainterne to
than the retired group. This in o the a© in tion
of the sociological version of the retirement
impact hypothesis that retirement leads to o
breakdown of working group roles a-id membership,
and hence a losu of status.
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unalyolp of ; u>iKr of c^ax-aual
re3p.p-.sco c;, occupational status

Occupatio al
Ctalus M rJ

2X
0 n F P t n P

-orking 2. 94 41 0.08007 40
Hetired (l) 2.50 10 0.0867 9 1.0031 + 0.393 49 +

etired (2) 1.75 12 0.0820 11 1.109 4" 0.779 51 4>

.;etix'ed (3) 1.60 15 0.0795 14 1.007 * 1.063 64 +

Already
Retired (2) 4.18 11 0.1764 10 2.21 * 1.139 60 +

Aire ciy
etired (3) At,.?.*. 0.1636 11 2.02 * 0.8001 61, 4*

+ p greater than 0*1

"otc:«* x Distributions were norm;. lieed by means of~~

a logarithmic tro ^formation.

As Tacle 26 allows# the differences in
mean scores for the various groups are not
significant, though in the expected direction,
and fairly systematic# The results are consistent
with the following state of affaire. The men who
are still working, or liuve retired from o e job,
hut are carrying on full time at another, ore tost
aware of their roles and their social identity;
the men who have retired from paid aooioyeicnt,
whether or tot they regard themselves as retired
are less well Identified socially; while the men
who have been retired some time apparently have
settled down to it and reorganised their roles
and statuses bo as to preserve their social
identity. The fact that they score more, even
than the men who are still working could be due to
the insecurities of the latter with regard to their
future work status. However, in the absence of
significant results this remains speculation,
and the t-values are on the whole so small as to
render unlikely the possibility of s large sample
yielding significant values.
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The analysis of the data using the
categories of eo is nou 1 and subco sensual responses
erapassieed only one aspect of the products of the
subjects# Tt. might be that the consider, ble
amount of material to ce found in the respo isee
would be better analysed in a to ..her way. The
derivation of & suitable set of categories is
always a problem when reanooses to any sort of
open-ended question or "setence beginning" are
obtained# The possible dimension© which one ; ight
use in the present research are limitless but on
an a priori consideration of the possibilities
certain dimea tons suggest themselves as .rouably
more suitable# These alternatives arc detailed
below# with an analysis of the responses actually
obtained# It should be worrit in mind that the
different analyses cover the same population of
responses# end any response may be represented in
more than one analysis# Further, the o ly
analysis which categorises all the re-spouses is
the .onflict-iositive one#

&) Pork orlc tated vs retirement orientated

The rating criteria under this heading were as
followsi-

Work orientated - eeferenee specifically to work,
or to job. bee statue obtained by working.
Appears to need work as & major requirement
in life. • deference to "usefulness to
com. unity'1, etc. Does not include ambition,
e. g# *' for more mo • cy" •

retirement orientated. - reference to strain of
work; neel for relaxation, desire to avoid
routine, etc.

It might be hypothesised that men who were working
would, make more refer., nee to work, while retired
inen would make more retirement orientated res o oca.
The results of analysing the responses on this
basis are shown overleaf.
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TA;.,.X 07 - fork vs Retirement oris stated
reai-'onsts

Work -retirement Total Total
orientated Tlen-tuted .c-e .o-ocB subjects

us .'o<- r tiiuucr maber Si
t orking 47 11.5 4 1.0 409 100 41
etired (1) 8. 8.7 1 1.1 92 100 10

retired (s) 17 15.4 4 0.1 127 100 12
etired (5) 19 12. 6 7 4.6 151 100 15

Already
Retired (e) 2 1.9 0 0 106 100 11

Aire udy
etired (3.) 2 1.7 0 0 116 100 12

The pattern of responses is not in
accordance with, expectation, since the retired
men (retired 2 and retired 3} make a higher
proportion of work orientated responses than do the
men who are working. on the other hand, the men
who have retired but gone to another full time job
(retired 1) make a much smaller proportion of work
orientated responses. The men who have already
been retired some time (already retired 2 and 3)
make very few work orientated responses at all.
Very few retirement orientated responses were made,
but the highest proportion, for what it is worth,
was made by the retired 3 group. This is the
group the members of which regard themselves as
retired. "fere these results to be supported by
larger numbers, it seems possible that their
interpretation might run as follows. The
already retired men have resolved any conflict
about the work situation. They have left the field,
and settled down. The retired 1 men have separated
from their previous employment, but have obtained
further work which at any rate temporarily solves
the problem for them* The working men hope to
keep on at their job and have been able to do so.
but they have not been able to evaluate their
suitability for a job as the re-employed retired
men have, by being positively accepted fox1 work.
Their tenure of their job is baaed upon an absence
of rejection rather than or anything positive.
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The men who have ceased work altogether have not,
in the six months since retirement, settled down
completely, and their frame of reference Is still
an occupational one* That this interpretation is
not entirely without foundation is suggested by
the various comments made by trie subjects about
work and retirement, and it is also consistent
with the findings using consensual and auoeoneenoual
responses# but it must also be borne in mind that
the analysis is based on number of resno sea laade
by the group, and in fact, some few mien contributed
disproportionately to the small number of relevant
responses made# In addition the number of responses,
especially In the case of three of the groups, is
very s. all#

b) Superficial vs rnroape-ctlve

1 he definitions of these responses werei«

buperflclal - Implying a snap "off the top**
statement, possibly with a frivolous content.
Reference to very common categories such as
"football fan*, etc. Mention of stereotyped
'good' qualities without qualiflcatio .

Introspective - Im 'lying self-evaluation; use of
"feeling-words'* in description* Some thought
given to use of categories.

The hypothesis behind this categorisation was that
the retired men, being in a situation where tisc.tr
frame of reference hod been broken down would be
likely to show more evidence of self-evaluation
than the working men, whoec situation bad not been
changed# however, this analysis was abandoned
when it was found too difficult to decide what
was a "superficial" respo •■oe and what was an
"introspective" one, so much of the judgement
depending on one*s own preconceptions# furthermore,
it became clear that, on the rating system being
used, there was very little difference between
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this system and the eonsensual-subconsensual scheme

°) op;lmlotic vc , caclatetic

The deli itione or these* responses were as followsi

Lp;,imlstlc - Indicates contentment, satisfaction
unqual I fled.

esalmistie - Indicates discontent, dissatisfaction
anxiety#

The rationale for this classification was that the
retired men might be* expected, on the basis of the
retirement impact hypothesis, to moke more
pes imiotic responses than the working men and less
optimistic responses.

TAbLB 28 - Op.-ifalBtic.ys ; esnimlatlc Responses

Total
„ AfcafifoW,*9 eo.apngep

*?«- **o."0. -

, , -
o. %

"orking 90 22 11 2.7 409
Retired il) 14 15.2 1 1.1 92
etired (2) 25 19.7 20 15.8 127

Retired (S) 29 19.2 24 15.9 151
Already
Retired (2) 25 21.7 4 5.8 106

Already
Retired (5) i"t r- <2 4 5. 5 116

As will be seen, the proportion of *optimistic*
reopo ece is of the same order for all the groupa,
though the re tired 1 men show less optimistic
responses than any of the other groups# The
difference between this proportion and that for
the *worki ;g* group gives a UK. of 1.59, so that
It is not significant, though a larger sample
might make it ao at the 0.05 level. It may be tha
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these men hove re? ched a position of equilibrium
which ie neutral In that they are now "living for
the day", and. where there Is on element of paeuivity
ae their activities arc determined for ttoera by
work. On thi other hand, thin would not explain
the large difference between their proportion and
that of the workl g men who are, after all, In a
somewhat similar situation. But the most
interesting aspect of this analysis is in any ease
the very large proportion of the responses of the
retired men which can oe classified us pessimistic.
This is nearly five time the proportion, of the
next groupe, the already retired men. Thus, while
the results are only slightly in accordance with
expectation as regards optimioie, they are quite
strikingly in accordance with expectation as regards
pearimiara.

d) forward-looking vs backward-locking

The relevant definitions were a a follows

forward-looking: - aeference to things in the future,
regardie a.- of feeling tone. 'The
future* refers to tiiae some distance
ahead, not just 'next week' or
'next Saturday*.

backward-looking - Similar, but reference to the past.

As a working hyp othesis it was suggested that the
retired laen would be expected to wake a greater
proportion of backward-looking responses, if indeed
they regarded themselves as "finished** or as "having
no co tribution to make", though an equally plausible
hypothesis would bo that the retired men would make
more forward-looking responses since they would be
ap rehensive of the future.
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TAB;,'. 29 - p>.a.cA-ward-lo o hir,»; ve Forward-looking
rcono -seo

forward- backward- Total
. , IPPfokng rf9v-o:-.ficp.

9* F__ .Q*
*!*«■

0.
iff o.

V/ orking
(1)

25 6# 1 11 2.7 409
. .e tired 3 3.2 1 1.1 92
Retired (2) 19 10.0 0 0 127
Retired (3) 19 12. G G 4.0 151
Already

etired (2) 2 1.9 1 0.9 106
Already

etired 1 0.9 1 0.9 116

The backward-looking i'ea o scs are few in number,
and do not carry much weight# Bit the forward-
Xo -icing responses are wade proportionately wore often
by the retired men than by the working ones - or
indeed, than by the already retired ones# the
dlffere ce of the proportions between the retired
men and the working men yields a o.R. of 2*63 and
p lo less than 0.01. Reference back to the protocols
suggests that thc-se forward-looking statements node
by the retired men are concerned with plans or
hopes for altering their present state# The
majority of these express a desire to obtain soiue
form of suitable light work, and moat usually this
type of statement ie made in conjunction with,
refere -ce to financial insecurity or diorutiefuction#
Other statements comprise a heterogeneous group which
includes a desire to see children who are at present
away from home (overseas) and a desire to move to
a new area. It thus looks as though the second
alternative hypothesis rather than the first is
supported#

e) Stress ontcnt

.espouses were classified under this head if they
indicated the presence of stress, irritability,
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worry, anxiety, or co filet.

Clearly, on the retirement inspect
hypothesis, one would, expect the men who retired
to make more responses which would have a stress
content.

TV^. gj oO - Strcoo Oorgent ..es Quaes

2i£g|l O'iter.t Total .c.o ■onoee
w d

Working 16 5.9 40*9
Retired (1) 5 {3.4 92
ie tired (2) 16 12.6 127

tie tired (5) 21 13.9 101
Already
Retired (8) 4 3.8 106

Already
lie tired (3) 6 3.2 116

Or, the whole the number of responses showing stress
content is smaller th .n might have been expected,
but the proportion is much higher lor the retired
groups than for the other groups. The difference
in proportion between the retired and the working
group yields a C.R. of £.80 and p = 0.005 (one
tailed). It therefore looks as though some
retired men are going through a stressful period,
whereas tie- working men and the already retired
men are not.

f) health -• oaitive vs health ""emotive

These categories were defined as follows:-

health ooltivc. - Satisfaction with general health,
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physical state, bodily capacities.

aeolth era live - Pis atisfaction v;ith physical•

etate, etc. Kent ion of specific
disorder, or 9 ysical shortcoming.

On this analysis, one would expect the retired men
to make leas positive statements about health, and
more negative once than the working men.

TAjj ...; 31 - ;-calth .. osltjvi- va , eulth "cgu-lve
Responses

Total
Health iosifive Health -egative esnonses

b. o.

Working £9 7.1 6 1.2 409
Retired (1) 4 4. 4 0 0 92
Hetired (2 6 4.7 3 2.4 127
Retired (3) 8 6.3 4 2.6 151
Already
Retired (2) 13 12.3 3 2.8 106

Already
Retired (3) 12.1 3 2.6 W

The health Negative responses are few, and the
proportions ore oil of auout the same order. however,
the health Positive res onaee do show the expected
differences. The retired men show few responses
in thio category, the working men appreciably more
and the c. t. is 0.96, being therefore not
significant (p » 0.17 one tail). The already
retired men do show a large number of Health ooitive
statements and the relevant O.K. is 1.99 (p « 0.08
one tail). This is due to the large number of
health . ositive statements (seven) raade by one man
who hod been very seriously ill for over a year -
this had been the cause of his retirement - and who
woe now delighted to be making some progress.
The overall judgement here then is that the expected
differences are not shown by the data.
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g) Conflict, fcutral, Positive

he analyses subsequent to the consensual vs
subconsensual one have not, on any one analysis,
involved all the responses without residue.
Toe present analysis, however, does include all
the responses. In essence, this analysis is not
substantially different from those which have
previously been carried out, but it represents
a global anal.-sis of all responses. The scheme
is based upon that of HOTTER and WIL ..,-MlAN (1947),
though the categories as used have been defined
by the present writer.

Conflict (or unhealthy) responses were those which
seemed to reveal poor health, dissatisfactions,
depression, anxiety, stress, or personality
defeet.

"cutral responses were those which were statements
of fact, statements which revealed positive or
negative traits to an apparently minor extent,
or ambiguous statements.

Positive (or healthy) responses were those which
showed satisfactions, indications of good
health, well being, activity, and a generally
well orientated approach to life.

TAbLS 32 - Conflict, Teutral and i-o3itive
Icesnonses

Response
Conflict Neutral Positive Total

Working 18 (53.8) 227 (226.2) 164 (149.0) 409~
Retired (1) 7 ( 7.4) 55 (50.4) 29 (33.2) 91
Retired (2 and.

3) 27 (12.3) 31 (83.6) 43 (55.1) 151
Already
Eetd (2 and

3) 11 (10.1) 67 (69.3) 47 (45.6) 125

Totals 63 430 283 776
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hi-square = 31.08, n = 6, p lest; than 0.001.
Figures in urackets are the expected frequencies.

In Table 3S, the retired 2 and 3 groups,
and the already retired 8 and 3 groups have been
combined, since tbay comprise substantially the
same men and this would lead to an inflated chi-
square. The result of the analysis is a highly
significant relationship between occupational
status and type of response. The greatest
contribution to chl-square comes from the retired
2 and 5 men, who make very many more than the
expected number of conflict responses. The next-
largest contribution comes from the working men who
make very many less than the expected number of
conflict responses.

In order to examine the difference
between these two groups in particular, an
arbitrary scoring system was used, giving -1 for a
statement showing conflict, 0 for a neutral statement,
and +1 for a positive response.

TABLE 33 - Conflict. Teutral and Positive Responses
Difference net-ween Working and .Retired
2 and 5 groups

N Ms** F p t n p

Working 41 3.76 11.65
Retired less than

(2 a td 8) 16 1.00 11.09 1.Q51 + 8.76 t-6 0.01

+ p greater than 0.10

This procedure gave the? results shown in the table.
The retired men made significantly lower scores than
the working men; that is they are further in the
"bad" direction.
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It is row necessary to draw all these
results together. Some correlation between the
various rating systems is to be expected since the
same responses are being rated with each separate
scheme - although the same responses do not
necessarily appear in any two different ratings.
Again, the final conflict-neutral-positive analysis
is a global view of the battery of responses, and
perhaps the various other analyses may be regarded
as a kind of factor analysis of the total picture
provided by it. In other words, the one analysis
outlines the whole, the others fill in the
elements.

If we ignore those analyses which gave
very few responses, we are left with those in Table
54* By and large, the groups fall into pairs,
firstly, there is the group of all men who were
working, viz:- the working group, and the retired
1 group. Secondly, there is the group of men who
retired in accordance with the experimental design,
the retired 1 and the retired 2 group. Thirdly,
there is the group of men who were retired prior to
being first interviewed. Examination of the table
of ranks will show that this is apparently not
strictly accurate since the two members of the pair
do not always fall in adjacent ranks. This is the
case with the working groups on the optimistic,
stress content and health positive rankings, and
with the already retired groups on the first t?/o
of these rankings. However, examination of the
relevant taules (Tables 28,30 and 51) will show that
in the ease of the optimistic rating, all the
groups gave results of about the same order, and
in the ease of the stress content rating all the
groups except the retired 2 and 3 group did so.
In the case of the health positive ranking all the
groups except the already retired groups gave
results of about the same order. Hence trie
combination of the groups into pairs seems
reasonable enough. The evidence, then, is that
the retired group are a problem group. They show
less consensual responses, more work orientated
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responses, more pessimistic responses, more stress
responses, and more conflict responses. Ori the
other hand, they appear to make as many optimistic
responses as do the other groups. The already
retired groups are interesting oecause, with
their high number of consensual responses, low
number of work orientated responses, and high
number of health positive responses, they seem a
very settled group. Their mean score on the
conflict-positive continuum also approximates to
that of the working group (3.4 as against 3.8).
The behaviour of the results for the already
retired groups compared with those for the working
groups (except on the health positive analysis)
suggests that it is not unreasonable to regard
the retired group as a transitional group between
two fairly settled groups, those composed of men
still at work, and those composed of men who
have had time to settle in to retirement. The
case of the health positive analysis may perhaps
be illuminated by the consideration that many of
the men who were still working expressed, in
another part of the interview, their anxiety about
the possibility of their health remaining good
enough for them to continue working.

The obvious question which these results
raise is how they are to be reconciled with the
absence of differences between the several groups
as shown by the questionnaires. In the former
case we have evidence of at least a quasi-morbid
state,in the latter we have none. One possibility
is that since the "I am" test was given at the
second interview only, it falls into one of the
pitfalls referred to in regard to "cross-sectional"
researches, namely that it does not take into
account the possible relation between poor health
and likelihood of retirement. However, in the
present research it is possible to check this.
If it is true that the retired men now show more

evidence of morbidity because they were more ill
when they retired then their Heron and Cornell
scores ought to be higher at first and second
interview than those for the working men. It
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has already teen shown that the mean differences
between the first and second interview did not
differ significantly for the two groups. .hat
is now necessary is an examination of the scores
at the first interview. The results of this
analysis are shown in the table below.

TAA..E 35 — Comparison of men still working with
men who were about to retire. First
Interview. Results on Heron '.motional

ornell Medical Index. Only men
C Qiii Itting "I Am" test.

TT Mean a'3 P P t n P
Heron E.M.
Working

Group 41 4.77 3.07
Retired

Group 16 5. 50 9.66 1.20 + 0.85 55 +

Heron S.
forking

Group 41 4.93 4.48
Retired

Group 16 5.86 6.46 1.44 + 1.41 55 ■f

C.M. I.
Working

Group 41 17.00 23.75
Retired

Group 16 16. 39 16.00 1.4-8 + 0.44 55 +

+ p greater than 0.10

It seems that the effect noted on the
"I am" test is not due to initially low level of
health at the first interview. In other words,
it appears that the results are not due to "sick
people retiring". owever, a closer examination
of the results does show that the lowness of the
score on the "I am" (i.e. a 'poor' score) is
achieved largely by the contribution of six men
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who score at or "beyond the extreme negative end
of the *working* distribution. The mean scores
for this group of six men are

Heron K« not tonal Maladjustment 7.5
Heron Sociability 5.3
CMI 22.0

It appears then that the personality
of the men who form this small nucleus is an

important factor in giving the retired men as a
group their characteristic pattern of responses,
and part of the apparent inconsistency in results
seen when comparing the questionnaire results
with the "I am" test results is accounted for.
Put examination of the material provided by this
test also suggests that the "I am" has revealed
some general effects of retirement which may not
become, or at least have not yet become, translated
into symptoms of disorder, or into anything that
could truly be called by any such name as
"maladjustment*. In view of the statistical data
offered in chapter Nine, it is doubtful whether
this occurs to any great degree. lew of the men
referred in negative terms to retirement as such,
though one or two did. but several references
were made to economic stress consequent upon
retirement.

These two influences, then, are regarded
as between them accounting for the apparent
inconsistency of the results on the various tests.
Other possibilities are open. The sceptic might
aug est that either, or both the procedures
(the questionnaires and the "I am") are invalid.
The "I am" is regarded by the present writer as
rather hard to falsify satisfactorily. There are
two reasons for this. One is that it is hard
to give superficial or frivolous responses without
this being apparent; one or two of the better
educated subjects did this and it could be
clearly seen. The other is that the "I am*', as
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has been remarked, aroused a good deal of tension
in the interview situation, and subjects rejected
it rather than falsified it.

As regards the Heron inventory and the
CMI, some evidence in regard to validity, both
in this and other researches lias already been
presented. In addition, the author feels bound
to mention the sincerity of many subjects who
spontaneously said at the end of completed
interviews that they had tried to do their best
to give accurate answers. He is, of course,
mindful also of the few men whose products were
probably to some extent unreliable. Here lies
another advantage of longitudinal research or
panel interviewing, since a revisit gives a chance
of checking information and successful falsification
calls for a sustained effort on the part of the
subject. .all this may be unconvincing to the
sceptic, but it may be possible later, in some
degree, to satisfy him.

(4) The Work and retirement Bituation

Having detailed the major results of the
test material, we may now turn to consider the
work and retirement situation of these men. This
situation is illuminated by the evidence to be
found in the Personal Data Sheet, and the Attitude
Sheet (both are reproduced at Appendix a).
The factual material is self-explanatory, but a
brief comment on the attltudinal material is
perhaps called for.

It will be recalled that the original
intention had been to investigate the attitudes
of the subjects by means of a scaling technique,
but that this had not proved possible within the
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confines of the present research. However, a good,
deal of material which indicates the opinions
and attitudes of these men was uncovered both by
the Attitude Sheet and by the Personal Data Sheet,
because the original data is mainly in the form
of statements in the mens' 'own words, it cannot
properly be said to measure the attitudes concerned,
but it does indicate categories into which the men
may be placed.

The material avallaule for the examination
of retirement attitudes consists of open-ended
questions which were asked of the subject in a
general interview (though asked in a controlled
way, the answers being taken down verbatim) and
some questions which were administered in a
structured form on an attitude sheet.

There were marked differences between
the groups in their previous employment history
which are summarised by reference to the number
of years in last Job, that is, the Job held at the
time of interview in the case of men still working,
or the one held prior to retirement in the case
of men who had retired.

TABLE 36 - Number of subjects having spent
the stated number of years in lust Job

Number Already
of yeara Working Hetd 1 Retd 2 Hetd g Retired Total
0-4 12 . 2 1 5 20
5-9 7 3 10

10 or more 45 9 21 4 15 94

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124
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It is clear from inspection of Table 36
that the retired men differ from the wording and
already retired men in respect of their previous
working history. TTearly all the retired men (34
out of 37) had worked at their last firm for
more than ten years, and this is consistent v/ith
the fact, which will be shown later, that the
great Majority of them retired at a fixed age
limit, the companies which have such arrangements
naturally being unwilling to employ new labour
near retirement age. All the men who had retired
and then got further full time work were unwilling
retiranta under these fixed age schemes and were
all somewhat disgruntled on this 3Core. The
working group contained 19 men who had been in
their present job leas than ten years. These
were seven men who v/ere employed casually as
labourers; three skilled and three semi-skilled
tradesmen who changed their job rather frequently
but within the same kind of work; one man from
the Army who had continued as a civilian clerk,
and one from the Merchant 'avy who became a
civilian fitter for the TTavy; one man v/ho sold
up his business after illness and took another
job to keep his hand in; and three men who got
themselves a job in the same line of business
with no fixed retiring age when they knew that a
fixed retiring age would be enforced. This
seemed to be a fairly representative sample of
the working population.

The three men in the retired groups v/ho
had been employed only a relatively short period
in their last job were two night watchmen and
one man employed on British Railways, v/ho ctianged
his job though still remaining within that
organisation. The already retired group really
consists of two major sub-groups, those who
retired prematurely because of personal choice
and the ability to do so as a result of being
in employment of high status, and those v/ho retired
prematurely because of ill-health. This latter
sub-group supplies all except one of the already
retired men who had been emplo ed leas than ten
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years at the time of retirement. The remaining
man had been in casual and intermittent employment
for some time prior to retirement. It is important
to bear in mind, therefore, that in respect of the
occupatio al conditions governing retirement, the
working, retired, and already retired groups were
very different. They differed considerably as
to whether a man had been employed in the same firm
for a number of years, and hence knew that retirement
would occur at 65 or whether he had to carry on
working because a short period of employment with
his firm would not entitle him to a pension. It
may be that this operates selectively. Two men,
as we have Been, left, five years early, jobs
which would have entailed their retirement at
65, so that they could get other jobs without this
requirement while they were still young enough
to stand some chance in the labour market. It
may be that in this way men who would succumb to
the stresses of retirement make an occupational
change which protects them from it, though the
evidence from this sample is that this does not
happen very frequently as a deliberate process.
But a short period of service with the last
employer, with its implication, of absences of
fixed retiring age and also company pension is
probably indicative of a situation where a man
would not be financially able to retire, even
should he v/Ish to do so.

This point may be further elaborated
by considering the prospective sources of Income
during retirement in the case of the men still
working, and the actual sources of Income of
those who retired or were already retired. Table
57 gives the relevant data.
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TAuLE 37 - Numbers of subjects in the various
occupational groups having the
stated sources of Income In
retirement

Source of Already
income Workg lietd 1 Retd 2 Retd 3 Retired Total

None 2 1 3
Retirement

Pension alone 32 2 2 1 4 41
Private or Other

Source alone 3 2 5
Other pension
alone 1 1

0. A. P. and
company pensionSO 5 16 3 4 48

0. A. P. and
private etc 5 2 9 16

Company and
private etc 2 2 2 1 3 10

Total 64 9 23 6 25 124

Perhaps the most immediately striking thing about
the table is that three men, two working and one
retired, have no retirement income at all. These
men had not been insured prior to 1948 when the
new National Insurance pension regulations came
into force and therefore would not qualify for an
old age pension until ten years had elapsed. The
man who had retired, however, clearly had a
sufficient income since his standard of living was
quite high. but the most important consideration
is that the pattern of sources of retirement income
for the various occupational statuses is quite
different. If they retir d, 32 of the 64 working
men (50}b) would have no source of income other
than an old age pension, but the corresponding
proportions for the other groups were, for the
retired men who had got other full time work
(retired 1) two of nine (22.2/S); for the rest of
the retired men (retired 2 and retired 3) three of
28 (10.7%) and for the already retired men (four
of 23 (17.4/t)• These latter men v/ould not have
retired early had it not been for ill-health.
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Corresponding to this, while 22 of 64
men (54.4$) in the working group said they would
get a pension from some source other than the
standard retirement pension, seven of nine of
the retired 1 men said they got such a pension;
25 of the 28 retired men (82.2;) said they got
such a pension; and 12 of the 23 already retired
men (52.1$) said they were in receipt of such
a pension. Clearly, the difference between the
already retired and the retired group is largely
the difference between involuntary and
voluntary retirement - a proportion of the former
group being, as has been seen , premature
retirants on health grounds. The difference
between the working and retired groups is
complementary to what was found in the previous
paragraph.

The sources from which these pensions came
or were to come did not differ oetween the two
groups. Moat of them were pensions from employers,
though a few men reported that they had
subscribed for pensions to Trade Unions. Most
of the pensions were small in amount, mainly
because the men were too old to derive full
benefits from more recently instituted super¬
annuation schemes. The question of the amount
of benefit was not explored systematically since
it was not considered central to the issue on

hand, but several men mentioned amounts ranging
from nine shillings to one pound and one man
said his ex-employers paid him £2. The professional
and managerial men were somewhat better off than
this. Though they never quoted exact figures,
they always commented on the "comfortable
arrangements" they had come to with their respective
firms. Some of trie men who were still working
entertained hopes of getting some kind of ex
gratia payment if and whe they ratired, but the
uncertainty of this, or the probable small siwe of
the payment, or both, led them to discount it
in their financial planning for retirement.
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The subjects shown in Table 57 as
having private incomes were so classified mainly
because they had saved with retirement as a possible
end in view. The number or men with what is
normally understood as a private income was very
small - possibly five at most - though it is not
possible to say with certainty. It is surprising,
perhaps, that more men aid not save for retirement
but, of course, not many of them had the
opportunity to do so. Many of the men mentioned
that financial stringency had been with them all
their lives.

In assessing the financial possibility
of retirement, it is obviously important that a
man should know what his pension is likely to be,
or even whether he will get one. Whether or not
a man had knowledge of what his pension would be
prior to retirement is shown in Table 38. The
degree of fore-knowledge varied greatly. Some
men who would qualify for a fixed proportion of their
salary knew exactly what they would get, some could
work it out because the amount received would be
ascertainable according to a k own formula, but
some did not know until a few weeks prior to
retirement. Hence what is really .important in
the table is that it gives some indication of the
number of men kept at work to some extent at
least because of doubt about what pension they
would get, if any.

TABi E 38 - Numbers of subjects having or not having
knowledge of pension en'tit/lenient prior
To retirement "*

Foreknowledge Working etd Retd ketd Already Total
of Pension 1 2 3 Retired

Yes 45 6 16 5 12 84
No 19 3 7 11 40

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124
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Of the total sample, 84- (67.7) had
foreknowledge of their pension entitlement and
40 (32.5; ) had not. For the working men
the proportions were 70.4;? and 29.6$. The
proportions for the other groups were: retired 1,
66.7% and 33.3%; retired 2, 69.5% and 30.5%;
retired 3,100% and 0%; and the already retired
men 52.2% and 47.8%. Leaving aside the already
retired group, whose peculiarities have already
been mentioned, the percentages having foreknowledge
about their pension were not very different for
the working and the retired groups. But a
difference does emerge when the question is asked
"Knowledge of what"? Further analysis of the men
who had foreknowledge about their pension shows the
follow!ng:-

Y/orking All Retired
.. (l.g. A 3)

Knowledge that they
would get a pension 13 28.9 20 74.0
Knowledge that they
would not get a
pension £2 71.1 _7 26.0

45 100.0 27 100.0

The percentages are almost reversed for the two
groups.

It therefore appears,as was suggested
above, that the financial factor was a strong
one in keeping men at work since they could not
afford to retire, and that this is the explanation
of the relation between employment history and
occupational status. The relation between the
financial factor and attitudes to retirement
will be dealt with later, but before this is done
there are various other characteristics of the
various occupational groups to be examined.
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In previous discussions of retirement
much has been made of the importance of a well
organised approach to leisure, and the possession
of hoDDies and interests as means of warding off
the ill effects of retirement. Particular
emphasis has ueen laid upon the possibility of
"education for retir ment" and the talcing up of
new hoboies and social activities in preparation
for the event. It is not proposed to argue
directly here for or against this view, but it
is important to know whether the retired men showed
a tendency to prepare for retirement or to possess
more hobbies and i terests than the other
occupational groups. If they did, then the
possible deleterious effects of retirement might
be blanketed by this fact. It might be, for
example, that men having few hobbies and interests
would be scared to retire and only those who were
inherently stable and optimistic would take the
plunge.

The men in this sample were not markedly
interested in clubs or organisation, as the
following table shows.

TABLE 39 - ^umbers of subjects oelon&lng to the
stated numbers of clubs or organisations

dumber of
clubs etc

Working Ketd
1

Betd
2

Ketd
3

Already
Retired Total

0 35 6 13 1 9 64
1 13 2 4 2 8 29
2 11 1 4 1 2 19
3 or more 5 2 1 4 12

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

The term "club or organisation" for the present
purpose includes all organised activities which
retjUire active participation at meetings, etc.
Thus membership of a Trade Union would count if
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westings were attended other than during working
hours, but not if the membership were completely
passive. Apart from a few men who belonged to
societies with specific aims and one or tv/o active
Trade Unionists, the most, frequent kind of club was
the "Working Mens'", or the regimental.

In the total sample, 51.6% of the men
did not actively participate in any club or
organisation. If membership of at least one club
or organisation is taken as the criterion, then
there is no relationship between occupational
group and such membership (chi-square = 2.13,
n = 2, p is between 0.50 and 0.30).

It seemed possible that the retired
men might participate with greater intensity
than the working men in club and organisational
activity, even though they did not participate
in a greater number of organisations. As a
first approach to this, the data was examined to
see whether the retired men showed a greater
tendency than the working men to be office
rearers in the organisations of which they were
members. However, only nine of the working
men, four of the retired me and five of the
already retired men were office bearers so that
no trend was indicated on the evidence available.

It was also possible to say whether
the activities in question were regular or not
This data is given in Table 40.
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TAoLE 40 - "nniuere of subjects participating
regularly in clubs op organisations

Participation forking Retd Retd Retd Already
Regular 1 2 3 retired Total

Yes 22 3 8 2 7 42
*T0 42 6 15 3 16 82

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

There was no relation uetv/een regularity of
participation and occupationalgrouplng. (t hi-
square = 0.16, n = 2, p is approximately 0.90).
Possibly the retired men did not actually
participate more in organised activities but
thought they did. Thus Payne (op cit) found
that the men in his sample who said they never
had a moment to spare, objectively did no more
than men who said they took things easy. Something
of the sort was impressionistically ouserved in the
present sample where men who appeared to do nothing
in particular maintained that they always had
plenty to do and "never wearied". A more
specific Investigation of this was attempted by
asking the men how their present frequency of
participation compared with that at age 60.

TABLE 41 - 'lumbers of subjects reporting the
stated coiTiparitlve frequency of
organised activity with age 60

Comparitive Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
Frequency 1 2 S Retired

Less 20 3 6 2 6 37
dame 39 6 14 2 13 74
More 5 3 1 4 13

Total 64 9 23 6 23 124
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The relation "between occupational group and
comparitive frequency of organised activity is
not significant. (Chi-square = 4.04, n = 2,
p between 0.20 a id 0.10). however, the greatest
contribution to chi square comes from the retired
group who do seem to have i creased their
participation more often than expected. The
retired men themselves did not regard this as
part of a conscious effort to compensate for loss
of other activity. but they did sometimes mention
that, with more time available, or with the
cessation of shift work, they were able to go out
to cluus more. .out the general impression was
of a tendency towards apathy, especially among
the working men who were often too tired to do
anything "but sink into a chair when they came
hoi.se at night.

Apart from these organised activities,
the use of spare time is difficult to pin down,
for if a man says he potters in the house, this
may mean that he sometimes does an odd job, or
alternatively that he carries out fairly elaborate
"do-it-yourself" schemes. Similarly, if a man
can give one or two quite definite ways in which
he spends his spare time, this may mean that he
does these things and nothing else, or that he
can give these as examples of a general well-
organised orientation. Obviously to arrive at an
adequate assessment is extremely difficult. The
procedure followed here was simply to rate the
men according to whether it appeared that their
use cf spare time was general or specific. The
basis for this rating was that if a man said he
read the papers a bit, v/ent to the football on
Saturday, sometimes went to the pictures, did a
bit cf decorating in the house, etc, this was
classed as a general use of spare-timej if
he said that he spent some time reading books
or papers, was a keen amateur photographer, and
a mountaineer, being a Life member and Committee
member of the Alpine Club, and was also on various
other committees, this was classed as specific
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use of spare time. These are actual examples
and illustrate also the fact that to some extent
it was possible to check the claims of the subjects.
Sometimes it wan the wife or daughter who volunteered
information after the interview, but more reliable
was the interviewer's own observation. Thus in
the two cases mentioned, such a check was possible.
The amateur decorator lived in a home which was

very badly in need of decoration, and the apparent
activity in this line was limited to a recently
painted cupboard door. In the home of the
amateur photographer-climber, some photographic
plates and chemicals stood on a side tible, and
in the hall a pair of climbing boots and skis were
standing. The information relating to use of
spare time, then, is probably reliable, and is
given in the table below.

TitaLE 42 - lumber oi subjects showing general
or specific use of spare time

Spare time use forking Retd field field Already Total
1 2 5 Retired

General 48 6 16 5
■

17 90
Specific 16 5 7 2 6 34-

Total 64 9 25 b 25 124

The relationship between use of spare time and
occupational status is not significant. (Chi-
scjuare =» 0.58, n = 2, p is approximately 0.80).

Another aspect of the use of spare time
is the possession of hobbies or* interests, ,To
definition ox" a hobby or interest was given to
the men. All items given under this heading
were accepted if they seemed regular activities
and not just something which a man did occasionally.
Thus, if a man said his hobby was golf, and then
showed that he just played an occasional game, this
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was not regarded as a hobby, but if a man said
that he managed, a round of golf two or three times
a week, this was included. Similarly, participant
activity had to be involved. Hence men who said
their hobby was football, that is, watching a
match or Saturday and during the rest of the
week talking a great deal about the local team,
this was not regarded as a hobby.

TA-dLE 43 - "umbers of subjects having the
stated number? or hobbies

'"'umber of Working Aetd iietd Retd Already Total
hobbies 1 2 3 Retired

0 44. 6 10 4 11 75
1 13 2 8 1 7 31
2 6 1 5 4 14

3 or more 1 2 1 4

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

It will be seen from Table 43 that the majority of
these men (60.5' ) had no hobby at all, and the
impression was also gained that there was a
social class gradient about hobbies, men in the
artisan and labouring classes tending to have no
hobbies and to spend their spare time in bed or
sit ing around, and men in the professional and
quasi-professional classes tending to have at
least, one hobby and often several - probably partly
because they could afford to doso. The relation
between number of" hobbies and occupational
grouping, on the basis of possession of at least
one hobby, approached significance* (ohi-square
~ 4.73, n = 2, p is between 0.10 and 0.05)*
The greatest contribution comes from the men still
working, who less often than expected reported
having hobbies. The next largest contribution
comes from the already retired men who more often
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than expected reported having hobbies. The
retired men tended to have hoodies more often than
expected but this was much less marked. When
the question is asked whether the men took up
these hobbies prior to retirement, as a preparation,
or subsequent to retirement us a remedy for boredom,
the answer is to be found in Table 44.

TAHLE 44 - jTurnbers of subjects professing to
have taken up hobbles recently

New Hobbies Working :.etd Hetd Retd Already Total
1 2 3 Retired

Yes 1 0 1 1 0 3
I'TO 63 9 22 4 23 121

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

It is clear that hobbies were almost always of long
standing. This, taken with the findings in
regard to the number of hobbies, suggests that
presence or absence of hobbies may have been a
factor in the decision to retire or to remain at
work. The men who had a choice, that is, the
men who remained at work, and part of the already
retired group, acted consistently with their
prior possession of hobbies. If they had none,
they tended to stay at work, whereas if they had
some, they tended to retire. The retired men
on the other hand hud no choice about retirement -

as will be shown later, they nearly all retired
under fixed age schemes - and so the possession
of hobbies was only marginally an issue. This
analysis confirms broadly the impression gained
during the interviewing, though as has been
suggested, the issue Is somewhat complicated
by financial considerations, the men v/ho could
afford a number of hobbies being also the men
who could afford to retire. Moreover, the
analysis does not say whether there was a
te dency to spend more time on long-standing
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hobbies once retirement had taken place.
Experience with the sample again suggests that
there was.

On the whole, the preceding analyses
suggest a marked tendency not to make any
preparation lor retirement. Some men saved for
retirement and were able to supplement their pensions
from this source, but as for as the more
"psychological" aspects of preparation were
concerned, little was done. As a matter of fact,
the stress which is placed on the importance of
having a hobby itself seems to derive in part from
a social class bias, si ce the high tolerance for
long periods of complete inactivity on the part of
many men in the sample, both working and retired,
was impressive.

The men who were working, in the main
intended to carry on working, while the majority
of the retired, men did not intend to take up
further work. There were exceptions to this as
Table 46 shows.

TA8LS 46 - lumbers of suu.jccts intending to
retire (working men") or regarding
themselves as retired

Regarding Self
as Re id or

Intending to Working Rerd Reid :etd Already
Retire 1 2 5 Retired

Tfo 54 9 1 5
Yea 8 22 4 18

Don't know 2 1 2

Total 64 9 25 5 23
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All the men who had retired end then got further
full time work intended to keep on working. Of
the men who retired, in accordance with the

experimental design, and who had not got further
work, all except one also regarded themselves as
retired, while four of the five men who retired
but who had got further work either part time or
temporarily, regarded themselves as retired and
one v/as not sure. The latter was a man who had
retired as a schoolmaster, and was now training for
the Ministry. Altho gh he regarded himself as
retired at the time of interview, he would shortly
be in employment again. The five men among the
already retired group who cither did not regard
themselves as retired or were undecided were men

whose health was the determining factor in their
retirement, and they either intended or hoped to
get work again if their health Improved,

Among the working men, six of the eight
who intended to retire said they had hacl enough
of work, or that work was getting too much for
them} one was off sick at the time he was first
interviewed and said he intended to retire if
he did not soon get well; and one was due to
retire under a fixed scheme a few weeks after the
first interview. This latter man was, how ver,
subsequently lost to the research. One of the
two men who was not sure whether or not he would
retire made this contingent upon his getting
possession of a house which had been in his family
some years. tils health was failing. Another
found his work very heavy but said he would like
to carry on until the firm closed down, as it was
expected to do within the next year.

The length of time these men intended to
carry on working ic shown in Table 46. The
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figures are for all the wen who at the time; of
the research were wording full time and did not
definitely intend to retire, that is, £'6 working
men una nine retired (1) men.

TAo 46 - numbers of subjects at work full
time who intended to stay at work
for the periods stated

Length of time forking Retired 1
Less than one year i
Two - three years 4 2
To achieve some

definite date 11
Don't know, etc 41 6

Total 56 9

It appears from this t^ble that, despite their
avowed intention to keep working, for three of the
retired. 1 men, this was really quite a short-terra
project. Four of the woriciigmen also did not
plan very far riiead. The 11 jjien who had in mind
some definite dote at which they might give up work
almost all mentioned age 70 as their target date.
Frequent mention was made of the increased pension
available if they worked till their 70th birthdays,
though several men in this and other groups were
rather vague about the nature of the increments,
and the i ererae <t appeared to be rather lean of an
i centlve to those who knew its amount than to
those who did not. Two or three oi the men

carrying oa for some definite date were waiting to
qualify for their pensions in 1958 after having
been self-employed or in non insured occupations.

The gr at majority of the men (47 of
65 - 72.) who did not k 'ow how long they would
carry on working said ta t they would keep working
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as long as they were allowed l>y the firm, or as
long as their health held out. There appeared to
be considerable anxiety on this score, especially
among men who felt their health failing but knew
that they needed the money which only work could
give them.

Financial necessity was the main reason
for continuing at work, as the following ureakdown
shows#

TALLiS 47 - Reasons given b.v men working for
continuing at work ---- - —

Reason for
continuing work Working Retired 1 Total %
Finance' '( l) 14 1 15 25.1
boredom (2) 8 1 9 13.9
Apprehension (3) 3 3 6 9.2
Other (4) 11 1 12 18.6

1) and (2) 16 2 18 27.6
1) and (3) 3 1 4 6.2
2) and (5) 1 1 1.6

Total 66 9 65 100.0

In 15 of the 65 cases (23.1, ) finance was the sole
reason for continuing to work, and altogether it
was given 03 a reason in 37 cases (56.9^). It
was, therefore, by far the largest single reason
for continuing to work. This was also the finding
of the Ministry of Pensions (op eit), though
their figure (44.1, ) is rather lower. .hen
talking of the dislike of boredom, respondents
simply said they "would weary with nothing to do",
or some such phrase. "Apprehension" involved
rather more than this. There was in these cases
a definite element of fear of going into a decline,
either specifically in health or generally. As
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can be seen, this fear did not account for a great
many of the cases as a single factor, but it
appeared as at least one factor in 11 cases (16.9%).
The other reasons made up a composite category.
In the main they were men who could give no definite
reason for carrying on but said they "just wanted
to" or "never gave retirement a thought". One
man, the managing director of a firm, who spent
evenings working in connection with his bus! ess,
and whose wife was in a nursing home, said he would
like retirement if he had enough friends to help
him while away the evenings. One man expressed
the opinion that work was simply a duty. A
man ought to work and no more could be said.

It appears from this analysis, then,
that the financial incentive was the stro gest in
keeping people at work. It has been pointed
out above that many of the men in the working
groups felt anxiety lest their health did not hold
out, and it was suggested that this was due to
their financial worries. The present analysis
shows how prevalent a problem this was. It
does not show, however, the strong feelings aroused
in almost all men in regard to the shortage of
money. At some point in almost every interview
this was mentioned by the subjects, and the
Impression was left with the Interviewer that
this was a most distressing problem to them.

The determinants of retirement reported
by the retired and the already retired men are shown
in Ta^le 48.
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TABL. 48 - Determinants of retirement reported
by retired and the already retired men

Determinant ,etd Retd Retd Already Total %
I 2 3 Retired

Age limit 9 16 4- 3 32 33.4
Own decision 6 1 6 12 20.0
Health 2 14 16 26.6

Total 9 20 5 23 60 100.0

It should be noted that oil the retired 1 wen, that
is to say, all the men who had retired and found
further full time work again were retired at a
fixed age limit. They were thus unwilling retirants
who would otherwise have carried on at their
present job. They all had either arranged to
begin new jobs before they left their revious
ones, or else spent a week or two co itecting
individual firms until they found a job. because
of their success in obtaining further work, which
bore out their ooinion that they were quite fit
to carry on, they tended to be the more
disgruntled that they had had to leave their former
job. It would have been very much more acceptable
for them to carry on there.

The men who retired and did not get
furthe full time work were also mainly r tired
at a fixed age limit. This was so in 20 of the
28 cases. By contrast with the retired 1 men,
they seem to have made more preparation for
retirement by means of saving, and there was less,
though still some te <deney, to be strongly critical
of their enforced retirement. For example,
when discussing this they were more apt to mention
difficulties in promotion of younger men if the
older ones did not retire. Of the six men in the
retired 3 and 0 groups who took the decision to
retire, three did so because of dissatisfactions
with work, one because of the positive attractions
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of retirement, and two fell midway "between these
two categories. xsoth the men in the intermediate
position were feeling the strain of their work, and
both were foremen in their trades. both had
intended for many years to retire before, as one
put it, they "had to crawl home from work". The
only decision which remained to be taken was when
to retire. For one, age 65 seemed natural because
he would then be entitled to a pension. For
the other, an ingrowing toe-nail acted as a
"trigger factor" (of Richardson op cit). being
obliged to have a minor operation to remove this
and having to be off work for two weeks, he decided
to stay off altogether. The two men who retired
for health reasons had both not expected to retire,
and had both suffered a catastrophic breakdown in
health. Although it was clear from their condition
that neither would work again, both refused to
admit that they were retired, though one, confined
to his house after a hemiplegia, gradually became
resigned to continued inactivity, and the other
with a chronic cardio-vascular disorder, though
protesting strongly that he intended to get
another job, in fact never looked for one, and
even placed impossible conditions upon his getting
one.

The figures for the already retired
group show the effect of falling health in
premature retirement. Fourteen of the 25 men
in this group retired prematurely for this reason.
All ox the men who retired on their ov/n initiative
were men in fairly affluent or very affluent
circumstances who took advantage of the opportunity
to retire. The three men shown as retiring at a
fixed age limit are not strictly correctly so
described, out they were discharged at the initiative
of the employer, two being redundant and one being
dismissed. At this age, this is tantamount to
retirement (though one subsequently got a full
time voluntary appointment, and one a part time
job as a childrens' crossing keeper).
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A comparison may be made between the
reasons for retirement given by these men and those
participating in the Ministry of ational
insurance's Survey (op cit). The comparison is
not likely to be exact, since the latter work
analysed only men who took pensions at 65 (or 70).
In the present research some of the men appearing
in the retirement group did not retire until they
were approaching 66, and hence they would have
been included by the Ministry of ational Insurance
o iy at age 70. Moreover, as lias been implied
in the above discussion, the reasons for retirement
are often somewhat ill-defined and their ascription
to one category or another rather aruitrary.

For the purposes of comparison, the retired
1 men must be omitted, since they would not
qualify for a retirement pension as they co tinued
to work.

TAiiuK 49 - Comparison of reasons for retirement
of present sample and that of the
Ministry of "atlo ai Insurance

M. N. I. Research
Sample Sample

••to. % to. %
Chronic illness 1,218 25.2 16 31.5
Retirement by employer

or discharge .1,374 28.4 23 45.0
Ill-health 1,201 24.8)
heaviness or strain )
of work 174 S'6)*- k) 4o. oWish for rest or
leisure 325 6.7) 12 23.5

Other reasons 408 8.4)
'tot interviewed, no
reply 134 2.8

4.8B4 100.0 51 100.0

Some combination of categories has been carried out
in the M. . I. sample, as can ue Been ito the table,
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since the numbers in the present research did not
admit of such a fine breakdown. but the broad
comparison is clear enough. The proportions
taking pensions through chronic sickness is quite
coiiJparable and well with in the limits of error,
but the percentages for retirements by employer,
and retirements on own initiative are almost
exactly transposed for the two samples. This may
be indicative of the state of affairs referred to
previously where the facilities for men to carry
on tend to ue much more marked in Edinburgh than
in many other places. Thus men who did not have
to retire would have no need to do so, and would
carry on. This would mean their under-repreaentation
in the sample and its biaasing towards the men who
were compulsorily retired. There is some indication
that something of the sort is happening since the
sub-sample for Scotland in the M. If. I. survey shows
the second highest proportion of compulsory
retirements in the whole country. In a range of
percentages from lb. 1 to 6.8, with a figure for
all regions of 11.2, the Scottish region shows
13.3% of retirements taking place compulsorily.
Scotland also has the third highest proportion of
men staying on at work (62.fr/..). The proportion
of men staying on at work in the present sample
is 38.9%, which considering the relative ai^es
of lhe samples and the roughness of this analysis
seems very close.

Thus, although at first sight the
figures seem of a different order from the
national sample, further analysis shows the
variation to be not unduly great. but even
supposing the sample to be seriously biassed
towards the men who were compulsorily retired this
would tend to exaggerate the effect of the retirement
impact hypothesis. For this would mean that the
sample contained a disproportionate number of men
who had retired on grounds other than those of
ill-health or strain. Hence, it should be a
'purer' sample for the testing of the hypothesis.

i
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Although they felt they wished to
continue work, several of the men who did so found
some shortcoming with it. On the other hand,
the men who had retired did not justify their
continued retirement by saying that their previous
job had seen difficult. In common with what is
observed in other fields they probably only
remembered the best aspects of work. The full
position is given in the table below.

TABLE 50 - "umbers of subjects according their
present, or last job , t he stated ratings

Job Rating Working R i ta Retd Retd Already Total
i 2 3 Retired

Easy 34 3 19 3 22 81
Some
complaint 23 2 1 2 1 29

Difficult 7 4 3 14

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

A disturbing feature of the table is that six of
the nine men who had retired and then got further
work had some complaint to make about their new
job, and four found their jobs difficult to do.
The choice of new job was very limited for these
men, and the work had to t>e got through channels
which were already made. jither relatives s oke
for them at the places where they themselves were
employed, or the men hud to make perso a.l contacts.
The usual agencies such as labour exchanges did
not work for these men. As one man said when
asked if he liked his new job, "you've no choice -

you've got to like it*. The complaints were on
the grounds of the heaviness of the work, but two
men also found difficulty in adapting to new work.
Inasmuch as the retired men did not overestimate
the difficulty of their job, this ought to lead to
an overestimation of the effectsof retirement, if
any, since the men would not have the social
defence of having left a job which was beyond the
capacity of their advancing years.
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The great majority of all men thought
that a fixed retiring age was a bad thing. The
usual ground for this, given in almost all cases,
was that a man ought to be able to carry on if he
feels he can. Especially in the case of the
working men who were against retirement, retirement
was not eceeptaule on any grounds save ill-health.
The statement was often made that retirement in any
case was bad for one. On the other hand, the
men who were for a fixed retiring age thought that
if a man had worked until he was 65, he had done
his share. The view was often put forward that
"a fixed retirement age would be all right if the
pension v/as all right" or "a fixed retirement age
on the present pension would be nonsensical" or
"unworkable".

TABLE 51 - lumbers for and against
a fixed retiring age by
occupational group

Working lie t d ii C- Id beta Already Total
1 2 5 Retired

frrn K O O 1 4 3 4 22
Con 55 7 14 1 9 64
Don't anow 7 1 5 1 4 18

Total 50 9 25 5 17 104

Tote:- Only 104 subjects were asked this question.

It v/as thought, when designing the
research, that the answers to the question on
whether or not the subjects thought a fixed
retiring age was a good thing, might be somewhat
influenced by egotnvolvement, and so, as a check
on this, a question was Inserted in another part
of the questionnaire which asked in general terms
for a general comment on whether it v/as a good
thing for "people" to retire, or whether it was
better for them to carry on working. Despite
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some fears that the men might not be able to make
the abstraction from themselves in particular
to people in general, all but a few were able to
do this. The results are given in Taule 52.

TAP E 52 -• Answers to a general question on
the merits or demerits of
retirement

Answer working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
1 o 3 .etired

i. ro

retirement 3 4 6 1 4 18
Con
retirement 37 4 10 1 7 59
Teutral,
Don't know,
etc 9 6 3 G 24-

Total 49 8 S?2 5 17 101

Tote:- Only 101 suujects were asked thi s question,

It can "be seen from this table that the attempt to
'deperso alise' the question had little effect
upon the answers. Owing to the small number of
subjects who voted other than 'eon' retirement
and the resultant small expected frequencies, a
co tlngency coefficient cannot be worked out,
there being no really meaningful way of combining
categories. however, 62% of the men remained
constant in their judg meats between the two
questions.

The most important qualitative aspect
of the answers was the very marked emphasis which
the working men gave to the importance of the
connection between retirement arid morbidity.
It seems that whatever the basis for the
assumption of this relationship, the propbgcida
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which has been put out about the beneficial effects
of work on the ageing worker have been singularly
successful. Many men reported that they had seen
"men go downhill rapidly as soon as they retired",
but in response to further questioning, they were
unable to particularise. The men in the group who
had friends who had retired (see Table 105) were
much less certain of the relationship between the
variable, though this did not greatly influence
their own decisions about retirement. Perhaps the
most surprising aspect of the table is the 11 men
in the retired 2 and 3 groups who were against
retirement in general.

All except three of these men were retired
by the action of their employers. Of these three,
two had to retire because of severe ill-health.
Financial difficulties to a greater or leaser degree
were present in all except two cases, and all the men
except one talked of getting further employment,
though only four had actually done so.

It therefore appears that in this sample
there were marked negative attitudes to retirement
bused on a fear or its consequences and a worry
over the financial aspct. It is difficult to say
which of these was the more influential. In
some cases they were even in opposition, shortage of
money making retirement so far outside the bounds of
possibility as not to be worth considering. The
retired group did not fear the consequences of
retirement, though those who had got 3ome sort of
further employment did make remarks such as "you're
better doing something", which suggested that they
had felt somewhat bored with nothing to do, and
also that to some extent they subscribed to the
popular view. Even though they could afford to
live in retirement, nearly all the retired men
were experiencing some financial pressure, though
this was not as great as that feared uy the working
men to be consequent upon retirement.
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The numbers of men who thought that
the financial aspect of retirement would be, or was,
a worry to them, are shown in Table 53.

Tiw.-.i] 53 - Tlumuers of subjects saying that
the financial aspect of retirement
would be .or is, a worry to t hem

Financial
Aspect or forking Eetd Retd Retd Already Total

worry 1 2 3 Retired
Yes 31 5 6 2 9 55

0 55 4 17 3 14- 71

Total 64- 9 23 5 23 124-

It can be seen that 53 of the 124 men (42.7 )
thought that finance would be a worry to them in
retirement. This figure Includes only the men who
said they would actually be worried, and does not
take account of the men who said "it would mean a

considerable readjustment", or some such phrase.
If all the men at work are considered, that is, the
working together with the retired 1, 49.4, were
worried about the financial aspect of retirement.
Of the remaining 50.6;, several men said that it
was not a worry because they did not intend to
retire anyway, and some said that if they had to
retire, it would be a worry. On the other hand, of
the me • who no longer did any full time employment
retired 2, retired 3 and already retired) 17
33.4%) said finance was a worry to them. This

relatively low figure indicates that the retired men
had on the whole successfully dealt with their
financial problems. out that some men were
worried prompts the question as to who they were.
Fourteen of them had been forced to retire, nine
by ill-health, and five uecause of a fixed retiring
age. All the men who had retired prematurely and
were troubled about money had done so because of ill-
health. The remaining three men of the 17 had
retired of their own accord. Two just drifted into
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retirement after a period of indecision and
casual work: and both sporadically made efforts to
get further work:. The third man had retired
early with a very comfortable income which had been
subsequently somewhat undermined by inflation.
Worry over money was a very relative thing. So .e
men were v/orried that they would not be able to
exist at all on the money available. Other men
were not as hard preened aa these, having company
pensions or the prospect of them, but they did face
a severe tightening up of their budget. Even the
two iiiost affluent men in the sample, one a director
of several companies, and the other a retired
Chartered Accountant, said that they had begun to
cut back: on expenditure and to be worried a
little about it. This relativity of financial
stringency is, of course, no new phenomenon, and has
been perpetuated in the well known anecdote of the
millionaire who was down to his last yacht.

One or two final impressionistic comments
on attitudes towards finance in retirement need to
be made. To attempt is made to document these
or to be definitive about them. The field would
require a full scale research in itself to document
properly. But a discussion of attitudes to retire¬
ment, and finance in it, must draw attention to the
fact that almost without exception the men in the
sample commented on the small siae of the retirement
pension. These comments were varied and sometimes
colourful. But they were all forceful. Almost
as much feeling was generated by the denial of
pensions to men who carried on working past age
65, the subjects feeling tim.it they were entitled
to them* As a matter of fact, if there were a
really urgent need to encourage men to return from
retirement to work, the experience with the present
sample suggests that one way to do this would be to
abolish the earnings rule. Several of the retired
men felt it was not right that if they went back to
work they would lose their pensions, and although
theycould have done with the extra money to be
gained from doing a job, some refused to work on
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principle. They were supported in this view to
some extent by a practice which appeared not
infrequent in Edinburgh. This works out as
follows. A ''part-time joo to suit pensioner"
is aovertised in the press. The retired man goes
along# lie is shown the job and discovers that
the hours to be worked constitute very nearly a
full working day. For example, the working day may
be six hours* 'ihe job may be quite a heavy one
and often is. An example which occurred was filling
sacks of grain. The pay is then discussed and the
prospective employee is informed that there is no
point in paying him "more than two pounds ten
because you'll only lose your pension". Teedless
to say, many men refuse, but some are so anxious to
eke out a small pension that they cannot resist
the prospect of an extra fifty shillings. The
men who refuse these jobs describe them as
"exploitation" and this does not seem too harsh a
term. The culprits, it should be said in fairness,
are not the more reputable employers in the city but
one or two quite large firms, as well an several smaller
ones, have been known to resort to these practices.
Whatever other effects it might have, the removal
of the earnings rule would remove also the
possibility of employers using it as a means of
obtaining cheap labour.

The attitude and influence of the wife is
closely connected with the topic of attitudes to
retirement and finance. A priori one would soy
that quite apart from any doorninance oi the wife's
role in the marriage relationship, the mere fact
that she has to run t e house and requires money
to do this would mean that her requirements would
be considered by a man contemplating retirerae t.
It is true that previous research has shown that
women are not considered as much by their husbands
as they might be when the pay packet is being
apportioned, but the act of retirement brings such
a drastic drop in income in most cases that this
would, on the face of' it, seem to be a different
situation. The views of the v/ivea of these
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subjects are tabulated below# ot all tlie wen
were asked this question, the omissions being men
who were lost to the research prior to its
completion. Moreover, it should be noted that
the data is obtained from reports by the men
themselves. It is, therefore, not surprising
that there appears to oe a concordance between the
mens' opinions and those of their wives. .out
every opportunity was taken to cheek the information
with the wives at some point in the three
interviews, and it is felt that this data is not
unrepresentative of the wives' true opinions.

TAm,, 34 - attitudes of wives of subjects to
retirement

Attitude Working Aetd Retd ixetd Already Total
1 2 3 Retired

fro 6 0 12 3 4 25
con 81 6 E 0 2 34

Don't know 22 2 5 2 10 41

Total 49 8 9* 5 16 100

The two important points about this table are the
large siise of the "Don't know" category, and the way
in which the numbers of wives pro and con do indeed
follow what the men actually did.

The 'Don't know" category also includes
men with no wives, out the number ol men widowed
and single 1b not large. It therefore appears that
since 41 of the men at least did not care to
commit themselves as to their wives' attitude to
retirement, the influence exerted by the wife must
be indirect if it exists at all. The prima facie
evidence from this table is that it does exist.
In the case of the workl g men, 12.2% of the wives were
pro retirement and 43% agai at it. For the men
who had retired and immediately got new full time
jobs, the proportions were 0% and 75, j for the
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retired men (retired S s d 3) the proportions were
55# 5 and 18.h • the most common reason lor the
wives being against retirement was the shortage of
money, while the reason for being in favour was
that their husbands needed a rest# Though only
two of the wives actually said so, f3ome of the
wording men sola they thought their wives wouldn't
be able to stand them under their feet all day#
On the other hand, some women appeared to like the
company which their ausoands were able to provide
by being at home#

fhen the attitudes to retirement- of the
wives were compared with those of their husbands
as revealed in the responses to the general
retirement question, it -was not found possible to
work a correlation since the numbers in the pro
boxer, of the contingency table were too small,
towever, it was found that 52 of 100 men agreed

with their wives. This is much lower than would be
expected, but the true extent of the agreement is
somewhat ouacured by the large numcer of wives*
attitudes falling in the "Don't «caoww category#

The men were asked whether the wife had
influenced xhem in their decision about r etireiaent#
This was often difficult for the men tossy? but
at least they were able to say whether retirement
was ever discussed? in the case of the men still
working? or whettor the wife accepted it in the
case of the retired men# The actual figures,
for what they are worth? are given in Table 5b#
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TABLE 55 - lumbers of subjects whose wive a
exercised Uie stated degrees of
i■ iiluenct; on retire.~±ent be haviour

Wife's v; or icing £etd detd lietd Already Total
influence 18 3 He tired
Influence 3 1

-jL.
8 1 5 18

'on-influence 4 1 6 1 5 17
Don't know 42 6 3 3 6 65
Total 49 0 22 5 16 100

It is noticeaole that 65, of the subjects were
non-committal about the influence their wives had
on their retirement behaviour. but this is
largely due to the wives of the men in the working
group. This is consistent with the fact that
xaany of these men never considered retirement as
a poseisjility, and hence never discussed it with
their wives, In the retired group, it has
already been seen that most of the men retired at
a fixed age and so properly speaking the wives did
not have a chance to exercise much influence —

though they may have advised their husbands not to
get another job. .out they did appear at least to
condone retirement to some extent. About a third
of them exercised a -positive influence in retirement.
This, of course, is Important since if a man is
required to retire but his wife does not accept
this, it must place him in a situation of great
conflict. The already retired men also show that
about a third of them were supported by their
wives in their decision to retire, though again,
several of these men had no choice but to retire
because of Ill-health.

The information presented in this
discussion does no more than skirt around a problem
which is very important but except indirectly
is not germane to the present research. If it
could be shown that there was a conflict in the
retirement situation between the requirements of
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the situation, the attitudes of the man, and the
attitudes of his wife, this would he very
important in the elucidation of any observed effect
of retirement upon health and well-being. it is
not claimed that discussion pins down the problem
satisfactorily but it is believed that a fair
reading of the data presented is that the wife
probably does exercise a marked influence in
retirement, since usually the retirement behaviour
of her husband coincides with her apparent opinions
atout retirement. This influence seems to be
exerted in general conversation rather than in
specific discussions of retirement.

The Question of difficulties in settling
into retirement having been raised, it is worth
considering how many of the retired men complained
of having tod difficulty in adjusting to
retirement. The figures are given in. Table 56.

TAri.li 56 - ^umbers of subjects having or not
having difficulty in adjusting to
retirement

Having
Difficulty Rotd

1
Re Id

2
Retd

3
Already
Retired

Total

Yes 2 8 2 4 16
To 1 14 3 10 28

Don't know 1 1
"Tot ap ">11. orible 4 2 6

Total 8 o©-"D 5 16 5.1

The results are responses to the question, "Did
you have any difficulty getting used to retirement"?
The four men who appear in the re tired 1 group in
the not applicable category were me. who did not
pause between retiring from one job and going on
to the next. The two men who appear in the same
category in the already retired group had not really
made up their minds about retirement. One had not
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worsted for wore than a year because of ill-health
and one had drifted into retirement, out was not
sure whether he would stay retired.

Of the total men, 16 (31.4 ) had had
difficulty in retirement. ;ine of these men
complained of uoredorn at the Beginning of retirement,
out they settled down with varying degrees of success
during the period of the research. Some of these
men said that they -were just bored but that this
had had no effect on their hen 1th. One roan, however,
said he became "sick with boredom". ne managed
eve tually to get a part time job. Three of the
men who complained of coredam eventually decided to
change their answer at the third interview to "no
difficulty". Five men in saying they had
difficulty in adjusting to retirement, were in fact
saying they had difficulty in getting used to their
illness, since all of these men had been forced to
retire as a result of ill—health, two of them
rather suddenly. This group included all four
already retired men who had had difficulty. One
man had retired and moved away from the city where
his friends were. This caused him considerable
difficulty and he intended to move back again when
last seen. One man was devastated by being declared
redundant, not long after being told he would be
able to have a job tor years. This gave him the
feeling of sot being wanted and of being "thrown
on the scrap heap".

The time taken to get used to being
retired apparently varied somewhat. One or two
men settled into it straight away, but the
concensus of opi ion seemed to be that the first
two or three months were the worst. however, one
man said he had Lis.A a very enjoyable first year
of retirement, but he was worried about how the
next years would turn out.
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One was left with the Impression at this
point that retirement called for some perseverance.
If one could get over the first two or three
months, things would begin to work: out. But some
men - for example, those in the retired 1 group -
gave up after a week: or two, perhaps because the
fears about retirement which exist very strongly
in the pre-retir d population, appear to be borne
out during the first stressful weeks.

It is posaiule, and it has bee:-'! argued that
cessation of work, apart from any effect it may have
as such, constitutes a social loss, in that the
co tacts and friendships formed with workmates
and colleagues are broken. oreover, there is some
evidence (e.g. Freidman and Havighurst, op clt)
that people take a pride in belonging to "the firm",
that this gives them status, and that it is in
part this which is liable to cause stre-e in
retirement. Some evidence is available for the
sample v/hich bears upon this point.

TABLE 57 - Numbers of subjects maintaining
contact with firm

Contact with Retd Retd R«td Already Total
firm maintained 1 2 3 Retired

Yes 3 13 3 8 27
•To 5 9 2 8 24

Total 8 22 5 16 51

About half the men maintained contact with their
firm after retirement. The proportion was
higher for men who had not taken up new full time
work than for those who had, as might be expected.
But this picture should not be taken at its face
value. For, although contact was mai tai ed,
this was in all except one or two cases limited to
calling to collect superannuation or pension
payments. A few firms organised a yearly get-
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together for their retired men but had apparently
little effect on the men as a whole. Although none
of the men in the present sample were members,
co fact was made with a club run by a firm for
their retired men. This club ran rather well, and
enable whatever value the men found in being
members of a large organisation to be in part
preserved. Several firms told their r tired men
that they would always be glad to see them, but
only one man availed himself of this opportunity,
and then only very seldom.

Of all the men who retired, 12 (25.5 ) said
they were glad to leave their firms, 18 (35.3'/)
were neutral about it, and 21 (41.2%) said they
were sorry to leave. ~o very definite formulation
could be given to the feelings of regret, but in
the words of one man, "when you've been 40 years
at the same place its bound to be a bit of a wrench".
On the whole the retirants spoke well of their
firms, and even the men who had been reluctant, but
forced, to retire did not on that account feel
aggressive towards their late employers.

It might be though that what the men
really missed was not so much the firm itself as
the people they had worked with. Almost the
same percentage (20 out of 51, 39.2%) were sorry
to leave their workmates as were sorry to leave
their firm. But these were not necessarily the
same men, as the following contingency table
shows.

TApLE 58 - Comparison of feelings regarding leaving
£1mi with feelings rccardl n~ leaving
pplleagups, ,g1 retired men.

Glad "eutral Sorry Total
Feelings Glad 6 3 2 11
regarding eutral 3 11 6 20
leaving Sorry 3 4 13 20
colleagues

Total 12 18 21 51
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A contingency coefficient hoc not been wonfeed out
because oi the swell expected Irecjuency in the
Glad/Glad cell. iiut it can be seen that the
agreement on the two sets of answers is far from
100%. In fact, the percentage of complete agreement
is 30 of 51 = 58.9/. It seems then that the sense
of loss, or however, the feelings are described,
on leaving both firm and colleagues is not as
large as might have ueen thought. xiut it needs
to be pointed out also that many men mentioned the
possibility of seeing their ex-worferoatea again
in street, club and pub, na they often expressly
said that this was why they were not unduly sorry
to leave them at work:. (The men who were glad
to leave their workmates were men of long standing
in their job who believed that "the people aren't
what they used to be"). Irapressionistically
speaking, the investigator was left with the
opinion that in many cases no particular wrench
was felt at all.

'aturally with the shortage of money, and
other dissatisfactions which accompanied retirement
in some cases, the men were not content in many cases
to remain in retirement. The numbers of men who
intended to r eturn to work are shown below.

TAcLE 59 — Numbers of retired men planning to
work again

Planning Hetd Retd •i.etd Already Total
to work again 1 2 3 Retired

Yes 8 11 5 3 27
To 11 13 24

Total 8 22 5 16 51

More than half the men - to be exact 53.0, -

planned to work again, It is necessary, however,
to be clear as to the work these men inteded to
get. The retired 1 men, by definition were all
men who hud returned to full time employment after
having retired from their jobs. Their Intention
had been fulfilled, and the "work1* they had intended
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to get was full time work as usually thought of.
The retired 3 men also by definition had got work
after retirement, out they still regarded themselves
as properly retired, whereas the retired 1 men did
not, and the work they had got was not fulltime, all
except one definitely carrying the status of "a
pensioner's job". These were such jabs as
crossing keeper outside a school, and part-time
helper in a school meals service. The exception
was a man who had taken up a full time course of
study, and wus regarded as falling i :to this
category since all his day was occupied, though
he was not paid for it. Fourteen of the
remaining 38 men retired (36.9%) thought they
would like to work again but the sort of jobs they
hud in mind were again part-time "pensioners' jobs",
iiut of this group, only five had really tried
to get work. The position with regard to
re-employment seems to oe this. A fairly large
minority of the men who retire intend to find
further full time work because they need the
money and slso in some cases because life means
only work to them. In the present sample the
proportion was 13.7, . It seems likely, at least
in a city like Edinburgh where the employment
possibilities are varied, that most of the jnen who
want go get further full time work, if they are
reasonably fit, can do so. Probably the
position is quite different in an area of
predominantly heavy industry, as for example
in the West Riding of Yorkshire. a larger
proportion - in the present instance 37.3 -
say they would work If they could find suitable
part-time, light work, but of these only about
70$ actually will go out of their way to find
work, and less than this proportion are able to get
fixed up with work.

One of the questions arising from the
above discussion is how the attitudes towards
retirement changed with time. Over the period
of the research, one would expect the attitudes
of the working, and. the already retired men to
remain fairly constant, but the attitudes of the
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men who retired to be in a state of flux. The
previous discussion has used as its oasis a

summary of three interviews for each man. The
analysis now to "be considered deals with change
between the three interviews in a global way, and
derives from the two series of statements on which
the subject rated his attitude to retirement.
It will be seen from the copy of the rating sheet,
given at Appendix A, that two forms of the
retirement attitude question were used, one for
men who were not retired at the time of interview,
and one for those who were. The assumption -

or perhaps the hope - was that these tv/o sets of
statements as separate systems did represent some
sort of scale of intensity of attitudes auout
retirement, and also that they were comparable one
with another, that is, that to tick the first
statement in questions was equivalent to tic id. *g
the first statement in question 7. This may
be a very big assumption, but it underlies the
comparison of the ratings made before retirement
by the men who retired, with those made after
retirement. That the assumption is not outrageous
is suggested by the nature of the questions
themselves. It is not as though one were
comparing responses to two questions covering
quite different areas. Also, the material for
the retired group does appear quite consistent
and not unduly affected by the transfer from one
set of ratings to another. It is only fair on the
other hand to draw attention to this fact, and to
bear in mind that the results for the retired men

are alone subject to this trunefer. The procedure,
then, was to allot an arbitrary number of points,
ranging from 0 to 4 to the different statements
of each question'so tliat, if the above assumption
is granted, ratings on questions could be compared
with those on question 7 by translation into the
arbitrary points system. On this uasis, the
results for the total sample were as follow.
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TABLK 60 - furthers of subjects having; the
stated, attitudes to retirement.
rztzr sample.

A 1st against 2nd interview

Interview A
0 1 2 3 4 Total

0 19 3 1 23
1 4 17 3 24-

Interview B 2 1 7 15 1 24
5 1 4 3 3 2 13
4 ? 5 4 11

Total2& 31 24 9 6 95

2nd against 3rd interview

Interview B
0 1 2 3 4 Total

0 12 O l 1 16
1 2 12 l 1 16

Interview C 2 2 13 2 17
3 1 2 2 5
4 1 1 2 7 11

Totall? 17 16 8 7 65

In this table, the higher the number
as igned to the rating, the more favourable the
attitude to retirement. The hypothesis that
there is an effect of retirement may be tested
In the following way. For each pair of
interviews (A against b or B against 0), the
diagonal descending from left to right
represents "no change". The cells below
the diagonal represent a change co trary to the
retirement impact hypothesis, i.e. more positive
attitudes to retirement. The cells above the
diagonal represent a change in accordance with
the retirement impact hypothesis, i.e. more
negative attitudes to retirement. On the
null hypothesis, t ne total number of subjects
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changing their attitudes should be divided equally
betv/een the two alternatives. The discrepancy
between this expectancy and the observed changes,
may then be evaluated by chi square. This requires
that the expected frequencies for either direction
of change be not less than five, or in other words
that the total changes be not less than ten.

Considering the first against second
interview, the total net change w as 36, ten
changing to more unfavourable and 26 to more
favourable attitudes to retirement. This
represents a significant change for the better as
compared with the hypothesis of no systematic
change (chi square » 7.12, n = 1, p is less than
0.01).

In the case of the second agai at third
inte view, with a total net change of 18, a
change to more unfavourable attitudes of seven,
and a change to more favourable of 11, the change is
not significant (chi-square = 0.88, n = 1, p is
between 0.50 and 0.30).

The contribution of each of the
occupational groups must now be considered. Table
61 shows the numbers and proportions of each type
of change by occupational group.
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TJL, R 61 Retirement
of changes

attitude. Analysis
"by occupational group

Change to Change to
Group Unfavourable Favourable

T
atable

65.1)
Total

95 (100)
58 (100)
24 (100)

15 (100)

Total
Working
Retired
Already
Retired

10
6
1

10.5
4.0

26
10
14

26.4,
17.2
68.3

5 (25.1) 2 (15.4) 8

HoteNumbers in parentheses are percentages of
group total responses. Working group
includes all men at work, i.e. working and
retired 1. Retired group includes retired
1,2 a' d 3).

The figures for the already retired men are very
small, but the proportion remaining staole is
roughly similar to the corresponding proportion
for the working group. But the most important
trend revealed by the table is the comparison of
the retired and working groups. It will be
seen that the retired men maintain a stable
Judgement much less often than do the working men,
and by the same token they much more frequently
become more favourable to retirement. The difference
between the proportions changing to more favourable
Judgements of retirement is very large, and yields
a critical ratio of 3.72 (p approximately 0.0002).

But it is not only that the retired men
tend to becoiiie more favourable to retirement more

frequently than do the working men. Their
Judgements are in any case on the whole more
favourable. Comparing the Judgements made by
these two groups at first i iterview, we find a
chi-square of 10.96 which, with two degrees of
freedom represents a p of less than 0.01. Thus
again there appears to be a prospective effect
of retirement. Although, as we have seen, the
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men who retired anticipated difficulty in
retirement and had their worries and co iflicts
about it, they nevertheless were quite favourably
disposed towards it before they retired, and they
became more favourable as they got used to it.
Since these prospective attitudes could not
themselves be a predisposing factor ii retirement -
most of the men having retired at a fixed retiring
age -it is possible that this phenomenon may in
part be due to the knowledge that retirement
at 65 would have to take place, and a consequent
adjustment to it. There was also some selection
in that the men who v. ere very unfavourable to
retirement among those who retired at a fixed
age quite speedily got other jobs, and this did not
appear in the retired group. The already retired
group, although remaining stable to about the same
degree as the working group, showed a degree of
satisfaction in retirement similar to the retired
group.

Between the second and third interviews,
the analysis of changes is more difficult because

the numbers available become still smaller. The
following table shows the position.

TABLE 62 - Retirement attitude. Analysis of
changes by occupational nroup.
Second against third interview.

Group
Total
Working
Retired
Already
Retired

Change to Change to

(10.8) 11 (
( 8's) 2 (
(26.6) 5 (

1679T
5.6)

33.3)

Staule
47 (72.3)
31 (86.1)

6 (40.1)

Total
66 (100)
36 (100)
15 (100)

7
5
4

0 ( 0.0) 4 (28.6) 10 (71.4) 14 (100)

As far as actual stability is concerned, the picture
is much the same as that between the first and
second interviews. The majority of the working men,
and of the already retired men, remain stable,
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whereas the retired men are much more unstable
in their responses. However, there is some
indication that retired men may tend rather more
frequently to become unfavourable to retirement
towards the end of the year. As the table shows,
this was so in four cases of the 16 between the
second and third Interviews. There were not changes
back from a previous favourable change, and three
of them represented changes of more than one
category.

In the case of the one-category change,
there was no apparent reason why this change should
have taken place, and the auuject appeared to be
quite well satisfied with retirement. In the
other three cases, there were financial difficulties,
tho gh one subject also said, at the third
Interview, that he was only now beginning to
realise the permanence of retirement. Thus, in
these cases, the change towards more unfavourable
attitudes towards the end of the first year of
retirement, appears to be a real one.

The important findings of this
examination of the work and retirement situation
of these subjects appear to ue as follow. The
problem of finance la so important to these men in
retirement that there is no possibility of making
successful retirement a feasible course for most of
the subjects without a large reorganisation of
present pension schemes. By the same token,
probably nearly all men who could or would co tinue
working did so.

A second most important factor In
determining men to keep at work w as the assumption
by these men of a close relationship between
retirement and sickness or even death. In view
of the lack of actual evidence from their own

experience which these men were able to furnish, it
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seems likely that these fears were the result of
propaganda ~ either intentional or unintentional -
which is to he encountered in the popular press,
i1" semi-official pronouncements, and official
exhortations. Whether or not it is desirable
on some grounds that men should continue to work
after retiring age, and in view of the lack of
scientific evidence upon which to base this
propaganda, one must as& whether it is in fact
good from both the health and the ethical point
of view to induce so widely among the working
population such anxieties, which often have the ring
of morbidity about them.

As regards the retired men, it seems
that the art of retirement calls for some

perseverance. The first few months after the
step has been taken appear to be the most difficult
was a general rule. If these can be faced and
overcome, then there appears to be a slackening of
tension. Many men probably never persevere long
enough but try to take a flight back to their
former way of life involving a search for new
employment. This again may involve further tension
if they find they cannot get a new job. There
is some indication, though rather small, that some
men may begin to feel some reaction against
retirement towards the end of the first year, but
this tendency is not sufficiently widespread to
discount the much more marked owing in favour of
retirement on the part of the majority of the
retired subjects, between the first and second
interview.

We may now consider the material on the
more general attitudes of these subjects.
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( 5) Genc ral A1111 ude s

Supplementary to the data relating to
to the work and retirement situation of the
subjects, a good deal of material which indicates
the opinions and attitudes of these men was
collected, both by the attitude sheet and by
the personal data sheet. On the latter, as can
be seen by reference to the sheet reproduced at
Appendix A, questions were asked about any plans
or ambitions the men had, whether they had
achieved all they wanted in life, and whether they
had any problems or difficulties. On the
attitude sheet, the men were asked to rate how
they felt about r ligion; how their health compared
with their previous health; which was the happiest
period of their lives; how happy their lives had
been; and which age group they felt they belonged
to.

Altho jgh the attitudes to be dealt with
here relate to a more general view of life, they may
be related to the occupational status of the men
in terras of the retirement impact hypothesis*
In terms of this hypothesis, the retired men ought
to score "worse" - however this is measured by
the particular question under consideration - than
do the working men. At each of the three interviews,
the men were asked whether they had any plans or
ambitions. In terms of the retirement impact
hypothesis the retired men ought to have fewer
plans and ambitions, since they ought to have a
more pessimistic ana constricted outlook, and
hence be disinclined, or unable, to make plans.
Table 65 shows the number of subjects having plans
or ambitions at any of the three Interviews.
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TABLE 63 - Number of subjects reporting plana
or ambitions by occupational group

Having plans Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
or ambitions 12 3 Retired

Yes 12 o
<3 4 2 8 28

TTo 52 7 19 3 15 96

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

It will be seen that it is not characteristic of
the group as a whole to make plans for the future.
Only 22*6% of the sample reported doing so. The
relationship between having plans and occupational
status is not significant (chi square = 2.45, n = 2,
p approximately 0.30). The largest contribution
to chi-SQir re co ies from the already retired group
who had plans more frequently than expected. This
is a very small group, and is once again Influenced
by the men of higher socio-economic group who had
many interests and hobbies, and the wherewithal
to pursue them.

Some remarks may perhaps be made about
the nature of the plans these men had made. The
general impression made by the sample as a whole
was of a group who had reached a point in life
where there was only the present. As some men in
all occupational groups commented "What plans can
you make when you*re 65"? There v*ras also a
strong feeling of financial restriction - "if you
had money you could plan all right". It is
interesting to note here the large number of men
who regarded the football pools as a means of
breaking free from the restrictions which age and
finance put upon them. Usually the remark was
made in a semi-jocular fashion but there was no
doubt that many men did see this slender chance as
their only one of doing anything but drift with
the tide. Whether this is typical of other age-
groups would be worth exploring. The men in this
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sample appeared to rest a considerable degree of
hope on this possibility.

The plans which were in fact made were
rather of the nature of pipe-dreams, or else of
a very general type. Some men said that they would
like to visit relatives overseas, although they
had no hope of doing so. Others merely said they
planned to keep fit and working. in only two
cases were plans so strongly held that they persisted
through more than one or two interviews, and except
in these cases none could be said to be a real
driving ambition.

The men v/ho were working and who had
Diana, in the main wanted merely to keep working.
In some cases the plan was to work longer to save
more money and then at 70, as one man put it "to
huve a proper retirement". One or two men wanted
to move away to the country, but only one man
could be said to have a really concrete plan. He
intended to develop his hobby of woodwork into a
business of his own, and had got to the stage of
enquiring about a suitable small workshop.

Those retired men who had plans - there
were only six - wanted to get light work for
pocket money. One man was planning to move back
to the district he came from as a boy and where
the family still had connections. lie considered
it would ue cheaper to live there than in Edinburgh.
Another man, a retired schoolteacher, had decided
to enter the Church, and was taking a full time
course with this in mind.

Some of the already retired men also
had plans for getting further work. One man
wanted a shop with a small house attached so he
could restart his business. One, now retired from
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"business, intended to have his first real holiday
since "before the war. Another intended to take
his family travelling on the Continent.

It thus appears that in the case of all
occupational groups, the plane entertained were not
such as to entail a restructuring of the life-3tyle.
'early all the plans were short-terra, and the
impression was one of passivity in the face of
adva clng years and financial stringency.

The men were asked whether they had
achieved moat of their ambitions, the idea behind
this being that if the retired men in fact were
experiencing the effects suggested, this would
contaminate their views of life. On the retirement
Impact hypothesis, then, significantly less of
the retired men, than of the working men ought to
say they had achieved their ambitions. The results
obtai ed on this question are given in Table 64.

TABLE 64 - "umber of subjects saying they
had achieved most of their
ambitions In life, by
occupational status

Achieved r orking Retd Eetd iletd Already Total
1 2 3 Retired

Yea 35 *7
KJ 10 2 11 59

TTo 31 6 13 3 12 65

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

About half the men thought they had achieved most
of their ambitions in life, or, having few ambitions
satisfied with the way things had turned out for
them. Many of the subjects fell under the latter
head. But there was no relation between
occupational status and the belief that one's
ambitions had been achieved. Though the
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differences which went to make up chi-square were
in the expected dire tion, the value of chi-square,
0.53, with n = 2 gave a probability of between
0.90 and. 0.80.

Of the men who considered that they had
not achieved their arnuitions, most hod no specific
dissatisfactions to report. They mentioned a
general feeling that they might have done better
in life. Some had rather more concrete
dissatisfactions, such as not having achieved the
promotion they expected, or ot having made
sufficient money. Not more than four could give
specific disappointments. These were in the form
of missed opportunities, to emigrate, or to start
a business on one's own.

At the very end of the personal data
sheet at each interview, the men were asked whether
they iiad any problems or difficulties. This was
an open-ended question, with no guidance given
as to what was regarded as a problem or a
difficulty, so as to allow the men to choose their
own definitions, and to t ay exactly what they felt.

On the retirement impact hypothesis, it
would be expected that the retired me would
report problems and difficulties more often than the
men who were wor?cl ig. Basing the analysis purely
on whether or not the subjects raised any proulems
at all, the relationship between raising proa ems
and occupational status was not significant,
though it tended towards an acceptable level of
confidence (cht-sguare = 5.16, n = 2, p is between
0.10 and 0.06) The largest contribution to
ehi-scjuare was from the already retired men who
were found more frequently than expected in the
group which had problems. The next largest
contribution came from the working men who were
under-represented in the group which had problems.
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TAu,2 65 - Number of subjects having the
stated problem or difficulty,
by occupational status *"

Problem or Working
Difficulty

Retd
1

Retd
2

Retd
3

Already
Retired

Total

•Tone 43 6 11 3 10 73
Financial 5 1 4 3 13
Health 4 2 3 9
Other 9 2 4 1 4 20
Financial and
Health 2 2

Financial and
Other 3 O

& 1 1 7
Health and
Other

Total 9 5? 5 124

The retired men showed the sarae pattern as the
already retired men, but to a smaller degree.

The proulem mentioned most frequently
was finance, but the proportion of subjects
reporting this problem did not vary significantly
from group to group. Of the 24 subjects in the
working group who had problems, nine (37.5$)
mentioned finance; for the retired group the
corresponding figures were seven out of 14 (60$);
and for the already retired group six out of 13
(46.1$). The differences were not significant,
the critical ratios (proportions) for the
differences between the working and retired, and
the working and already retired, being 0.75 and
0.51 respectively. Health was seen as a problem
relatively Infrequently. In all it received
only 11 mentions, four out of 24 by the working
group, two out of 14 by the retired group, and
five out of 13 by the already retired group.
This is what would be expected because the already
retired group includes men who were forced to
retire early because of ill-health.
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The problems fulling under the
heading 'other* were a very mixed bag. They
included four men who were worried about toe
health of their wives, two who were worried about
the possiuility of losing their jobs, two
retired men who wanted to find jobs urgently
(because of financial difficulty) and two who
were encountering business difficulties. There
ere also men who admitted they "just worried"

and saw things as problems which other people
would not. out there were no systematic
differences between the various occupational
groups.

oeeides these open-ended questions
which were as Iced at the end of the completion of
the personal data 3heet, information of a more
structured type was obtained from the attitude
sheet, Six of these questions are relevant
here, those relating to loneliness, religion,
eomparitive health, happiest period of life,
happiness of life, and subjective assessment of
age group. The small numbers do not warrant
a very detailed statistical treatment and the
results will be dealt with descriptively. In
view of these small numbers, the groups have
been combined to form three composite groups,
as previously explained. Bee footnote to
Taufe 61.

The question concerning loneliness
may seem rather naive but nevertheless it litis
been found to be of value in other researches
(e.g. Gordon, Thomson and Emerson, op cit).
The major impression gained from this sample
is that only a very small proportion of the
men were ever lonely, no matter what their
occupational status, though there was a slight
tendency for more men to complain of
occasional feelings of loneliness as the
observation year continued. but this tendency
was not significant over the whole sample.
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Taule 66 sets out the figures for the total sample,
and, analysing the changes by chi-square in the
manner discussed, on page , we find chl-equare for
the changes between the first two interviews
equal to 1.169 (n = 1, p is between 0.3Q and 0.20).
For the changes between the second and third
Interviews, chi-square equals 0.80 (n= 1, p is
between 0.80 and 0.30).

TAB & 66 - Numbers of subjects expressing
the stated degrees of loneliness.
Total sample.

First against second interview/
Interview A

Tot Lonely Very

Not
Lonely 73 7 0 80

Interview Lonely
B Some times13 5 0 18

Very
Lc ely 0 1 0 1

Total 36 13 0 99

a Second against third interview

interview i>

Wot Lonely Very
Lonely Sometimes Lonely Total

TTot
Lonely 52 7 0 59

Interview Lonely
C Sometimes 3 4 0 7

Very
Lonely 0 0 0 0

Total 55 11 0 66
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The most important point from the two
parts of the tuoxe is the large proportion of
men who maintained at all interviews that they
were not lonely. At tine first interview, the
proportion was 86 of 99 (86.9%); at the second
80 of 99 (80.9f)t and at the third 55 of 66 (83.4%).
The fact that only one man said he was very lonely
ia not surprising in view of the high proportion
of married men in the sample.

TABLE 67 - percentages regarding themeelves
as not lonely at the three
interviews, 'by occupational group

Interview A Interview B Interview C
Working 91.7 83.5 89.0
Retired 79.1 67.7 100.0
Already Retired 80.0 93.0 78.6

All groups 86.9 80.9 89.5

The percentages regarding themselves as not lonely
in the different occupational gronps are compared
in Table 67. The figures are somewhat unstable
but as a general comment it may be observed that
those for the retired group are lower at the first
two interviews than either of the other two groups.
The figure of 100% classing themselves as not
lonely at the third interview ia probably an
artefact due to losses from various causes in an

already small group. At interview C, on this
classification, only 16 men were involved in the
retired group.
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TA.dL;: 68 - lumbers remain! p; atauie or

changing judgements in directions
indicated, by occupational groupa -

loneliness

1st v 2nd interview 2nd v 3rd interview
Change change Change Change

Stable better worse Staule setter worse N
Working 49 3 8 60 31 4 1
etired 18 1 5 24 13 3 0

Already
Retired 11 3 1 15 12 0 2

rthen changes in ratings of loneliness
are considered, it can ue seen from Table 68 that
retired men did tend to make proportionately rather
more changes for the worse than did the other
groups, at any rate between the first and second
interview, but the numbers are too small to be
very illuminating.

Comparing all groups then, it does seem
that the retired men are more prone to feel lonely
than either of the other two groups. but the
overall impression is one of stability, the
diffierenee between the retired and the working
groups being not so much differences in changes
as the maintenance of an initial difference.

There was no reason to suppose that the
stability of the not lonely responses was due to
the tendency of the subjects to falsify their answers,
put as a check, comparison may be made with men of
a comparable age who were asked the question in
the domiciliary survey of Edinburgh already
referred to. The mean percentage not lonely for
the occupational groups in the present research was
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approximately 85, at the first interview. The
domiciliary survey sample gave the following
figures for men aged ba¬

llot lonely 54
Lonely s ometimea 5
Very lonely _0

59

Tot lonely = 87.5%

The comparison is, therefore, quite close. It
may be that subjects in both the researches
falsified the answers, but there is no reason to
suppose that this was the case.

If the retirement-impact theory were
valid, it ought to oe the case that retired men
would be more prone to depression than working
men. To so e extent this has already oeen treated
in the discussion of the questionnaires, but one
of the ways in which this depressive attitude might
show is in the assessment of present health, the
men who are depressed and pessimistic being more
inclined to say that their health is inferior now
to what it was at some earlier period, prior to
retirement. In order to examine this possibility
the subjects were asked to compare their present
health with their health at age 60, and the
results of this question were used as indications
of attitude rather than as statements of fact.
There will, however, be a factual element in the
a ewers to these questions. Some men, on any
showing, had clearly deteriorated in health very
rapidly in recent years. hence it is important
to bear in mind any actual differences in health
that there were between the various groups. This
can be checked to some extent by reference to the
scores at initial iiterview o the Cornell Medical
Index, and the heron .motional Maladjustment
scale. It can oe seen from Tables 18 and 20 that
there were no significant differences between the
mean scores for the groups.
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Since health attitudes are so important
a part of the retirement impact hypothesis, an
attempt is made here to treat the data on health
attitudes in extenso, though the small numbers
available to eoioe extent vitiate this.

7V filth 69 - dumber a of subjects making the
stated evaluation of their present
health as compared with their health
at age 60. Men working full time.

A First analyst second i iterview
Interview a

health comparison with age 60
About

better the same orse Total
Better 4 2 0 6

Interview About
B the same 3 43 6 52

/orse 0 2 1 3

u o Lai 7 47 7 61

i> Beco-id against third interview

Interview b

health comparison with ape 60

About
Better the same Worse Total

setter 3 2 0 5
Interview About

C the same 2 25 1 28
..orse 0 17

O 1 4

Total 5 30 2 37

It is at once obvious from this table that the
great majority of these working men did not think
that their health, had altered si 'ce age 60, and
they also did not change this judgement during
the course of the research. If we consider
part A of the table, 48 men (summing along the
diagonal) or 78.7. did not change their assessment
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between the first two interviews, leaving only
13 to change. Eight (13.1%) of the men appear
above the diagonal and therefore "improved" their
judgement of their health between first and second
interviews, and five (8.8%) appear below the
diagonal and therefore"worsened1* their judgements.
In part B of the table it can be seen that 29
of 67 men (78.5%) did not change, three changed
for the better and five for the worse. be must
now compare this picture with that for the retired
men.

TAjjlB 70 - Numbers of subjects making the stated
evaluations ox their present health as

compared with their health at age 60.
Retired men.

First against second interview

Interview n
health comparison witfi age 60

. ibout
better the same Worse Total

uetter 2 2 0 4
Interview About

B the same 1 15 0 16
Torse 0 2 2 4

Total 3 19 2 24

b Second against third interview

Interview b
Health comparison with age 60

Ibout
better the same Worse Total

better 1 2 0 3
Interview About

B the same 1 8 1 10
Worse 0 0 2 2

total £ 10 3 15
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Between the first and second interview, 19 of
the 24 men in this group (79.2%) did not change
their evaluation of health. Two changed for
the better, and three for the worse. There was
thus no marked worsening of evaluation between
the first two interviews. Between the second
and third interviews, 11 of the 15 (75.5?$) did
not change their evaluation. Of those who did
change, three changed for the better, and one
for the worse.

The picture for the men who were
already retired when first interviewed is given
below. It has seen shown (see Taule 48) that
the very great majority of this group had been
either forced to retire by ill-health, or
Influenced in their decision to retire by symptoms
of strain. This is indicated in the tables by
the proportion of men at each interview saying that
their health was worse than at age 60.

TABLE 71 - numbers of subjects making the stated
evaluations of their present health as

compared with their health at age 60.
Men already retired. ~ " "

A First against second interview
Interview A

setter
About

the same Worse Total
Better 1 0 1 2

Interview About
B the same 4 4 1 9

Worse 0 1 4 5
Total 5 5 6 16

B Second against third interview
Interview B

Health comparison with age 60

Better
About

the same Worse Total
Better 1 1 0 2

Interview About
C the same 1 6 2 9

Worse 0 1 5 4
Total 2 8 5 15
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The proportions rating their health as worse than
at age 60 for this group were:

1st interview 2nd Interview 3rd interview
37.5% 31.3% 26.7%

The corresponding percentages for the other groups
were all below 20.

If tiiis group is analysed in the same
way as the other groups, it is found that there
is a slight indication of a belief that health
was declining. At the first two interviews, 9
of the 16 men (56.3%) did not change their
estimation of their health. Two changed for the
better, and five for the worse. Between the
second and third interviews, ten of 15 men (66.7 )
did not change; three changed for the better and
two for the worse.

If the analysis of these rati gs can
be taken as yielding valid information, it seems
to indicate tliat in total, the subjects felt
their health had remained fairly constant since
age 60. The changes which occurred were not
more than a move to adjacent categories between
interviews, except in one case where a man moved
from 'worse' to 'better' between the first and
second interviews. The reason for this change
was that this man, between these two interviews,
had undergone successful surgical treatment for
an internal disorder of long standing. The
analysis of changes, though admittedly vitiated
by small numbers, does appear to show that for this
sample the chaiges were small, and the hypothesis
originally suggested, not substantiated.

Some previous researches had asked subjects
to judge which was the happiest period of their
lives. The aim in those researches was to obtain
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an absolute staterae t, and to examine how the
assessment of the happiest period varied with
some other variable such as age. In the present
research, the subjects were asked to carry out
such a rati g, but here the aim was simply to
observe whether the subjects thought that
proximate years since 60 were happier than the
distal years before 60. At the back of this
intention was the hypothesis that the retired
men, if general attitudes were becoming more
pessimistic, would think that their earlier
years had been happier than their more recent
ones. Accordingly, the answers to this question
were simply dichotomized, though the material
as to actual ratings is available, together with
the reasons why the men rated as they did. This
data is not relevant to the present issue and is,
therefore, not presented here.

Viewing the sample as a whole, 58 out
of 73 (79.5; ) men did not change their judgements
between the first and second interviews.
.between the second and third interviews, 45 out
of 55 (81.9%) did not change. Of the 58 men
who did not change their judgements between the
first and second interview, 52 (92.9%) thought
that some period prior to age 60 had been the
happiest, and of the 45 who did not change
between the second and third interview, 37
(84.5%) thought so. This general picture is
characteristic of all the occupational groups.
What is of more importance here, however, is
the analysis of trends over the year's
observation. The men who carried on working
gave the following results.
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TAbLE 72 - lumbers of subjects estimating
the stated period of life to be
the nioat happy. Men continuing
to work. * — — -----

A First against aecond Interview

Interview A
Happiest period of life

before 60 Since 60 Total
Interview

B
Before 60 26 6
Since 60 2 5

32
7

Total 28 11 39

B Second against third interview
-

Interview u

Happiest period of
Before 60 Since

life
60 Total

Interview
C

Before 60 18 3
Since 60 5 4

21
9

Total 23 7 30

Between first and second interviews, 51 of the
39 men (79.5b) did not change their assessment.
Of the eight men who did change, two changed for
the "better"* and six for the "worse". On the
basis of no systematic change, one would expect
the proportions changing either way to be 50-50.
As was discussed earlier, the numbers changing
are too small to attempt any statistical analysis
of the change. Between the second and third
interviews, 22 of the 30 men concerned (73.4b)
did not change their judgement, and of the eight
men who aid change, three changed for the worse,
and five for the better. To some extent then,
the trend between the first two interviews was

corrected in the second two. This tendency
to correction between the second two interviews
has been noted before (primarily in the analysis
of the inventory material, and appears to be
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characteristic of this sample).

The retiredmen showed much the same kind
of pictures as the working men.

TABLE 73 - -'lumbers of subjects estimating the
stated period of life to be the most
"happy. Retired men.

A First against second interview

Interview A

happiest period of life
Before 60 Since 60 Total

Interview aefore 60 15 2
B Since 60 1 2

17
3

Total 16 4 20

B Second against third interview

Interview B

Happiest period of life
.before 60 Since 60 Total

Interview Before 60 8 0
C Since 60 1 3

8
4

Total 9 3 12

The small numbers present a difficulty in
analysing the trends but it is clear that there
was no marked tendency of these men to become
more likely to undervalue the happiness of their
lives since 60. between first and second
Interviews, of three men changing, two changed
for the worse and one for the better, and between
the second and third interviews, none changed for
the worse and one for the better.

The already retired group also showed the
same characteristics.
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TA.»L£ 74 - of subjects estimating the
stated per loci of life to be the most
happy. Already retired men.

A fjrnt nfxalust second Interview

Inter-view A

^uappieat period of Xife""

Before 6b ' al'nc^ 60 Total
Interview before 60 11 0 11

V Since 60 £ 1 §_
Total IS 1_ 14

u. deeond anal ;st third interview

Interview B
happiest period of life
""'I>efore ' 60 Since 60 1otal

'interview ->efore 60 11 1 ' ' 12
C Since 60 0 1 1_

U — - iL.

Between the first interview and the second, two
men changed their judgement, both of them to
the "since 60" cell. Between the second and
third interviews, one changed, and this change
was towards the "before 60" cell.

dosue men in all occupational groups could
not make the judgements required uecauoc, they
said, all their lives hod been equally happy.
The number of men who could not fna&e the judgement
for this reason is given Below.

'Wyjing^tLvea 'J.rtocfo hetircd
1st v 2nd Interview 19 4 53
2nd v 3rd interview 11 5 1
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Several comments may toe made about this
analysis. Firstly, viewed as a group of elderly
men, there was a marked tendency for these
subjects to choose the earlier periods of
their lives as the most happy. Secondly,
there was a pronounced stability of the subjects*
judgements. Thirdly, the numbers of subjects
available was small, when breakdown into
occupational groups was attempted. but the
latter point should not be pressed so far that
no conclusion regarding the original hypothesis
(of differential change between working and
retired groups) ia drawn. At least as
important in determining the pattern of results
are the first two points. In view of these,
although no definitive treatment of the
hypothesis is possible, there appear to be good
grounds for suggesting that the hypothesis should
be rejected.

As well as being asked which liad been
the happiest periou of their lives, the men were
also asked to make an overall rating of the
happiness of their lives. Again there are
objections which may be made to this approach.
It is rather naive, and it might be expected
that all men would say their lives had been very
happy as they preserved the appearance of
contentment which our society requires. In
the event, no-one was able, or willing to
describe his life as having been "moderately
unhappy" or "very unhappy", and to this extent
the objection is sustained. On the other hand,
what one was looking for was indications of
changes in judgements during the year to see
whether the retired men showed changes which the
working- men did not - or vice versa. Moreover,
there is the point that the rating was being
asked for after a good deal of other questioning,
and by this time rapport would have been
established or at least there would appear to ue
no reason why a man should falsify his statement.
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lhere is, of course, the possibility that
boredom would influence the situation and
prompt the easiest, socially acceptable response.
It also ought to be said that what appears to
be a naive question is not necessarily a
useless one. What appears to be a nonsensical
question to a man who has not experienced the
prodem will be quite reasonable and
acceptable to a man who has. If one comes
across a man who has a id has always had a
depressive outlook, it will not seem absurd to
him to classify his life as "very unhappy",
To such men were found in the present sample,

but this may be due to the absence of the
postulated effects of retirement equally as
well as to a fault of the question.

In the following tables, the
categories Moderately unhappy** and "very
unhappy" are omitted, since they were not used
by any s ubject. The picture for the total
sample is as shown in Taole 75. It will be seen
that about half the men maintained throughout
that their life v/as veryhappy. between the first
and second interviews 62 of the men (61.4, ) did
not change their judgements, ten (9.9 ) changed
their judgements for the better, and 29 (28.7 )
for the worse. Of the ten who changed for the
better, two subsequently changed back again, leaving
a net change of eight. Of the 29 who changed
for the worse, five subsequently changed back
again, leaving a net change of 84. On the
hypothesis that there is no systematic change,
these changes should be divided equally and hence
the expected frequency for both kinds of change
should be 16, On this basis there is a

significant change for the worse between the
two interviews (chi-square = 8.0, n = 1, p is
less than 0.01).
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TAn.S 76 - Number of auojects rating the hap dness
of their lives as shown. Total sample.

Interview A

Very Moderately Average Total
iiapp.v Happy

Very Happy 48 5 2 55
Interview b Mod Happy 10 11 5 24

Avera pre 6 14 3 22

Total 66 SO 8 101

Interview H
Very Moderately Average Total

Happy Happy
Very Happy 35 4 5 40

Interview C Mod Happy 3 8 4 15
Average 1 1 10 12

Total 37 13 17 67

between the second and third interviews,
51 (76.1%) of the men did not change, 11 (16.4%)

changed for the better, and five (7.5%) changed
for the worse. The net changes were six and three
respectively. This change is not significant
(chi-sQuare (corrected) = 0.44, n = 1, p Is greater
than 0.S0). The initial change for the worse
is not compensated by a comparable change for the
better between the later interviews. The
largest contribution to this change came from
the men who moved to an adjacent category from
one involving a judgement of greater happiness,
that is, in particular from Very Happy to Moderately
Happy and from Moderately Happy to Average. It
seems likely, though this cannot be checked, that
part of this shift represents increasing candour,
or perhaps increasing ability to evaluate one's
experiences as a result of the previous interviews.
Hut it also appears to involve an effect of six
months ageing.
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It is now necessary to examine the
occupational groups individually.

TAjlujE 76 - TTunibera and, proportions remaining
stable or chaiy.i ;] udacmenta in
directions indicated, by occupational
group. ill ,o pie at life period.

1st v 2nd Interview

Group Stable (ihange Change Total
better worse

N % N N % IT %
Working 38 62.3 6 9.8 17 27.9 61 100
Retired 13 64.2 5 12.5 8 33.3 24 100
Already
Retired 11 68.8 1 6.2 4 25.0 16 100

f 3rd interview

Group Stable Change Change Total
better worse

N % N % N '% N
Working 29 76.4 7 18.4 2 5.2 38 10b
Retired 12 80.0 1 6.7 2 13.3 15 100
Already
Retired 10 71.5 3 21.4 1 7.1 14 100

From Table 76, it can be seen that the changes
during the period oi observation were generally
similar for all groups. Between the first and
second interviews, the retired group showed a
greater tendency to change than did either of the
other two groups. But this tendency was
noticeable in both directions and was probably
not significant, though the smallnese of the
numbers involved did not admit of a statistical
test of this. Between the second and third
interviews, the overall picture is one of
stability, with the retired group the most stable
of all. Again, however, smallness of numbers
make a generalisation suspect. It seems fair
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to say that no trend for the worse is to be noted
in these results on the part of the retired group.

By and large this question worked better
than expected. While it is true that nobody
recorded any degree of unhappiness, the judgements
were,with this qualification, quite well scattered,
and appeared to fluctuate rather than falling
solidly within the "very happy" sector, giving
the impression that the results obtained were
reasonably valid.

As a final aspect of the investigation
of general attitudes, the men were asked to say
to which age group they felt they uelonged, the
age groups being labelled not in chronological
terms, but colloquially. It seemed fair to
assume that if indeed the retired men felt any
effects of retirement, they would be inclined to
relate this to ageing. To put this more specifically,
the retired men ought to show an increasing
tendency to rate themselves in the older categories
of the scale, over the period of observation.

The results of putting this question to
the men are shown below for the total sample.
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TABLE 77 - Numbers of subjects making the stated
ratings of their age group. Total
sample.

Interview 4
tiged Old Elderly J,fiddle Young Total %

Aged Adult
Aged 0 0 0 1 1 2 2.0
Old 10 1 0 1 3 3.0

Interview Elderly 0 1 24 11 0 36 66*4
B Middle

Aged 0 0 10 36 5 51 51. 5
Young-
Adult 0 0 1 2 4 7 7.1

Total 1 1 56 50 11 99 100

* 1.0 1.0 36.4 50.5 11. 1 100

Interview 6

Aged Old Elderly Middle Young Total %
Aged Adult

Aged 0 0 0 1 0 i i. te
Old 0 1 .1 0 0 2 2.9

Interview Elderly 0 0 14 ' 13 1 28 41. 2
C Middle

Aged 0 0 5 26 1 32 47. 0
Young
Adult 1 1 0 1 2 5 7.4

Total 1 2 20 41 4 68 100

It can be seen from Table 77 that the
men in this sample of 65 years old did not regard
themselves as old to any great degree. Half of
them regarded themselves only as "middle aged"
throughout the three interviews. Appreciably less
at the first two interviews, and somewhat less at
the third regarded themselves as "elderly". The
judgement "middle aged" was usually made with some
vehemence and many men said they only used this
category because it seemed rather absurd for a
man of 65 to call himself a young adult. The
admission of being elderly was usually rather
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grudgingly conceded, and because it seeded that
to assign oneself to this category was to a dmit
that ageing was beginning to have an effect, t is
category may be used to compare the felt age of
the three groups, working, retired, and already
retired. The perce itages of these groups
regarding themselves as elderly at the first
interview were as follows

Retired 45.8
Already Retired 37.5
Working 32.2

Total sample 56.4

The much more marked tendency of the retired men
to consider themselves elderly when compared with
the working group is interesting since at the
time of this first interview they, of course, not
yet retired but just on the point of retiri g.
The difference between the percentages is not
significant (C. R. proportions = 1.17) but a larger
sample would probably make it so. It looks as though
impending retirement was having some prospective
effect.

The judgements on age group showed much
the same stability as the judgements made in
response to other questions in that the proportion
of subjects remaining constant in their judgements
was of the same order from interview to interview,
out a greater number of categories was available
for change, and those who did change used thera.
Some of the subjects made quite violent
fluctuations between one end of the scale and
the other. Rossibly this was due to the
unfamiliar!ty of the judgement to be made.

For the total sample, 64 of the 99 men
concerned (64.6; ) did not change their assessment
between the first and the second interview.
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Fifteen (15#2, ) changed towards the younger end
of the scale, and 20 (20.2, ) towards the older
end of the scale. Since between the second and
third interview, three aid five of these groups
respectively changed back: again, the iet change
was 12 and 15. This degree of change was not
significant (chl-syuare =0.54, n = 1, p between
0.70 and 0.50).

between the second and third interviews,
45 of 68 men (65.2,) did not change. Eight (ll.8;. )
changed towards the younger end of the scale, and
1? (25.0, ) towards the older end of the scale.
The net change was three and 14 respectively.
This change was significant (chi-spuare = 7.6,
n = 1, p is less than 0.01). Therefore, as might
be expected, the men did begin to rate themselves
at the older end of the scale more frequently
towards the end of the observation period.

Turning now to an analysis of the data
by occupational status, it is found that between
the first and second interviews 40 of the 59 men

in the working group who answered the question
(67.8%} did not change their .judgement. Pleven
(18.6',:5 changed towards the older end of the scale,
and eight (15.67) towards the younger end.
however, the net change was ten and six respectively.
This change was not significant (ehi-square = 1.0,
n = 1, p is between 0.50 and 0.50), The change
between second and third interviews was also not
significant for this group. between these
interviews 27 of 59 men (69.3; ) did not change,
eight (20.4;/-) changed towards the older end of the
scale, and four (10.5,.) tov/ards the younger. The
net changes were six and three respectively (chi-
square = 0.44, n = 1, p between 0.70 and 0.50).

The retired group showed considerably
more change than the working group. ^etween the
first aid second interviews 15 of 24 (54.1%)
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did not change. Four of the 24 (16.7 ) changed
towards the younger end of the scale, and seven
(29.2/0 towards the older end. The san.e trend
was even more markedly maintained "between the
second and third interviews. Of the 15 men concerned,
seven (46.77) did not change - three (20.0, )
changed towards the younger end of the scale, and
five (33.3; ) changed towards the older end.

The already retired men showed much the
same degree of change as the working group,
isetween the first and second interviews, 11 of
16 men (68.7, ) did not change their judgements,
three (13.8, } changed towards the younger end of
the scale, and two towards the older end. between
the second and third interviews, nine of 14 (64.27)
did not change, one changed towards the younger end
of the scale, and four (£8.67) towards the older.

The picture here then seems to be that
the total sample tends to rate itself as older as
time goes on, and this tendency is made up of
co tributions of varying siues from the different
groups. The working group shows a slight change
towards the older end of the scale, but the retired
group not only more often regard themselves as
elderly than do the other groups before they
retire, but show a much greater tendency to move
towards the older end of the scale es time goes
on. It is unfortunate that the numbers in the
sample are small, for statistical analysis is not
possible, but the trends revealed are sufficiently
large to suggest that a larger sample would make
the differences significant. The already retired
men represent a middle group. On the one hand
they are, as a group, more ready to classify
themselves as elderly, but they are more stable
than the retired men. This is to be expected
since the retired men are a transitional group
while the working men and the already retired men
are relatively settled.
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It cannot be said that the differences
between the occupational groups which, have been
revealed toy this examination of some general attitudes
arc very mar iced. hile it can be argued, and
has frequently been pointed out above, that the
sample is small, it is intensive, and if the
retirement impact hypothesis were correct, then
over the period of the investigation more effects
of retirement would surely have been noticed.
Two of the find!sgs show interesting differences
between the occupational groups. These are the
differences in degree of loneliness and estimated
age gro- p. The trend shown oy the retired group
on the estimated age group question has just been
mentioned. but the interesting thing is that
on loneliness the retired men at first interview,
that is, when they were just on the point of
retiring, showed just about the same proportion
not lonely as did the men already retired, and
markedly lower than the proportion of working men
so describing themselves. Again, the retired
men, just prior to their actual retirement were
more likely to class themselves as elderly than
either of the other two groups. It therefore looks
as though the effect of retirement on the
attitudinal systems involved in these judgements
is prospective. This would oe in accordance
with the use of continuance at work as a

criterion of ageing which was sometimes observed
during the research.

(6) The Diary

It will be recalled that the diary as
left with the subjects to be completed and sent
on to the interviewer, and. that three days,
Tuesday, Friday and Sunday, were selected as those
on which the diary should be kept. The extent
of the eo-operation required led to a number of
refusals to co-operate, same of these being due
to unwillingness proper, and about an equal
proportion being due to an inability to rise to
the level of clerical skill involved. The
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details of this co-operation are given in
Taole 78. In this table, A indicates completion
of a diary at the first interview, B completion
at second interview, Ad at uoth the second and third
interviews, and so on.

TABLE 78 - Analysis of type of co-operation

Group
Type of Already
operation Working ketired Retired

A 11 4 3
B 3
C 1 1

AB 6 5 5
AO 2 1
BC 1 2
ABC 12 U __4

3b 12

In this, and subsequent analyses,
composite groups have been used, in view of the
smallneea of numbers. Thus the working
group consists of all men actually at work, that
is, the "working* and "retired 1" men. The
retired group comprises all men who left full
time employment, that is, the men who were
completely unoccupied, as well as those who got
further part-time or occasional employment.
The already retired group consists of all the men
who were already retired when first seen.

From the table it can be seen that half
the retired men completed three diaries, whereas
one third of both the other groups completed this
number. Summarising the co-operation over all,
Table 79 is based upon the number of men in each
group who completed at least one diary.
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TAbLE 79 - Extent of co-operation

Group
Already

'forking Retired Retired
Total cases 73 28 23
Total diaries 36 22 12
Percent
participation 49.4 78.6 52.2

Again one finds a similarity in the
behaviour of the working and the already retired
group, but a marked difference between these
groups and the retired group. The difference in
proportions co-operating between the working and
the retired group was significant (p = 0.015);
the difference between retired and already retired
approached significance (p = 0.046); and the
difference between working and already retired
groups was not significant (p = 0.82). There is
no direct evidence to account for these differences,
but, in view of the pr vious findings, it might be
suggested that the retired men, finding themselves
with the necessity of establishing new frames of
reference, are more agreeable to observing their
new situation so as to make new adjustments. It
might be argued, alternatively, that the retired
men simply hud more time to complete the diaries,
but this would not account for the similarity
of the already retired men to the working men,
unless it were hypothesized that the already
retired men had filled up their time with *work~
substJtutesw. This hypothesis also involves the
implicit assumption that the retired men are a
transitional group, and hence it is not inconsistent
with the original statement made above.

Irapressionistically, it may be said that
refusal of the diary was seldom phrased in terms
of not having time to complete it, except in the
case of one or two men having executive jobs who
did, in fact, appear to have very little time to
spare. It was much more often the case that
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the man said "I don't think 1*11 bother** or some

such phrase, which did not appear to imply time
pressure as a reason for refusal. In trie light
of the differences in the proportions co-operating,
it must bs borne in raind then, that the working
and already retired men who co-operated may not be
truly representative of their samples, though
it must also be said that in considering this
matter, no obvious uiasses can be discerned.

It would be possible, in using the
diary material, to formulate a very large number
of hypothesis, "but the present investigation will
be limited to those below. The hypotheses related
to expected differences between groups are based
upon an assumption of the truth of the retirement
impact hypothesis.

1) There will be less time recorded by the
working group on weekdays as compared with
Sundays, since work will account for a
large proportion of the time expended on
weekdays, whereas on Sundays a man will
have to find his own means of filing in time.

3} There will be smaller differences between
weekdays and Sundays in the case of the
other two groups. In the case of the
already retired group, there will be less
difference than in the a ae of the retired
group who would be expected to be still
somewhat work orientated, and hence to
regard Sunday as a day of rest.

3) The working group will acount for more time,
in total, than the retired, and the already
retired groups. The retired group will
show a trend of decreasing amount of time
accounted for as time goes on, and apathy
increases.
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4) With the loss of work; as a means of filling
in time, there will be no compensating
adjustments in time accounted for under
other heads.

5) Time spent on social co \tacts by the retired
men will decrease corn-pared with that spent
by the working men (since apathy will set in).

6) Of the social contacts experienced by the
retired men, less will be initiated by them,
and more by others as compared with the
working group. The retired men will
approximate to the already retired men.

The results will now be considered in the light
oi these hypotheses. The following table
summarises the data, for the analysis of time
recorded by day and interview, for the different
groups. The test used was the Friedman two-way
analysis of variance (SSIGEL 1956). Using this
(non-parametric) test, the null hypothesis would
be that there should be no differences in the
sums of ranks within each of the groups.

From Table 80 it can be seen that there
is a highly significant relation between amount
of time recorded and day of the week for the
working group. There is also a markedly
significant relationship, though at a somewhat
lower level, in the case of the retired group,
and a non-significant relationship in the ca e
of the already retired group. Tuesday and
Friday, for both the working and the retired
groups, are "weekdays", whereas Sunday is not so
regarded, and lesu time is recorded. For the
already retired group the week is fairly
homogeneous. This result is consistent with
hypotheses one and two. It suggests that the
retired group is still to some extent work
orientated, and this state of affairs persists
throughout the period of the investigation.



TAbLE80-Analysisoftimerecordeduydayofweek,andinterview InterviewAInterviewBInterviewC
Group Working

Sumsof
73.5

29.5

->3

CO

.

cn

64.038.572.0
75.5

42.5

72.0

ranks

pis

lessthan0.001

Retired
Gumsof
67.5

34.0

68.0

52.533.058.0
79.0

43.0

59.5

ranks

pis

lessthan0.01

Already-
Sumsof
24.5

19.0

19.5

12.512.028.5
10.0

26.5

26.5

retired

ranks

E,is

between0.20and
0.10
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As regards total time recorded, the
differences between the three groups for the first
administration of the diary were analysed "by the
Mann-rWhitney ' U' test (Seigel op cit), and the
data are summarised in the table below.

TABLE 81 - Differences between groups in
total time recorded at first
administration of" diary (Mann-
Whitney T(Jr test)

Significance level
Comparison (one tail)

Working v Retired (Tues & Fri) 0.255
(Sun) 0.087

Working v Already
Retired (Tues & Pri) 0.210

(sun) 0.014
Retired v Already

Retired (Tues & Fri) greater than 0.05
(sun) greater than 0.05

It can be seen from this table that only one of
these probabilities approaches an acceptable level,
that between the working and already retired
groups on Sundays. Trends in amount of time
accounted for between the first and subsequent
interviews are analysed in Table 82. In this
table, the means referred to in the column headed
M are the mean differences between the two
Interviews in question. The t ratios are for the
comparison of the working group with the other
two groups in each case. It will be seen that
there are marked inotabilities in the total time
recorded when the me are considered in total.
A somewhat similar trend to that discernible in
the case of some of the questionnaire results is
Indicated, namely, the tendency to mark less at
the second interview as compared with the first, and
to compensate for this at the third interview by
recording more. however, there are exceptio s
to this trend, as can be seen.
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TABiiE 82 - Trends In mean tlirie accounted, for
"between interviews

Interview A v Interview B (Tuesday and Frlda.v)

M g p t n p

Working group -57.5 25,810
Retired group -17.5 51,950 2.05 + 0.292 31 +
Already
Retired group-93.14 13,2931.95 + 0.891 23 +

Interview h v Interview C (Tuesday and 11'1 day)

Working group +20.4 9.952
Retired group +12.92 47,100 4.73 olo5°'l87 SO +
Already
Retired group-19£5 12,590 2.32 + 0.702 15 +

Interview A v Interview b (Sunday)

Working group -32.8 48,950
Retired g;roup +27.0 28,100 1.74 + 0.851 31 +
Already
Retired group-52.14 26,390 1.86 + 0.209 23 +

Interview 5 v Interview C (Sunday)

Working group +52.4 36,018
Retired group +46.2 24,009 1.50 + 0.091 24 +

Already
Retired group+387.5 85.728 1.07 + 1.260 15 +

+ p is greater than 0.10

Under the Tuesday and Friday analysis,
the already retired group record less and less
time, while under the Sunday analysis the retired
group record more and more time. however, none
of the trends are significantly different from
those for the working group, and therefore these
variations should not "be over-stressed, especially
as neither the retired, nor the already retired
group are anomalous on both analyses. It appears
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then, that In relation to trends, the null
hypothesis must he accepted, or alternatively,
hypothesis three, above, is not supported by the
evidence.

It is now appropriate to consider the
relative amounts of time spent by the different
groups on various activities. Since there appear
to be no significant trends over the periods of
observation, as regards the totals, all completed
diaries in respect of the working men have been
taken together, and also those for the retired,
and already retired groups. The diaries for
Tuesday and Friday have, however, been kept
separate from those for Sunday. The data upon
which the following discussion is cased ?/ill be
found at Appendix D. The procedure followed, was
to calculate, for each activity recorded, the
mean amount of time per item over all the relevant
diaries. The data are summarised in Tables 83
and 85 in terms of the percentage of time
recorded, spent in various activities.

It will be seen that, as expected,
duri g the morning and afternoon the main
occupation of the working group is work, and
indeed auout G5', • of the day is take up with
work, whereas the corresponding percentages for
the retired and the already retired are 31,. and
25/C. It might be a matter for surprise that the
amount of recorded time occupied by work is so
high in the case of men who have retired, but
this is an artefact oi the items grouped under
work. Also included under this head, besides
paid employment, were housework, gardening,
household repairs, cooking, and shopping.
Hefere ce to Appendix D will show that whereas
almost all the time accounted for under thin
heading on weekday mornings and afternoons is for
the working men, paid employment, for the retired
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and already retired men housework and gardening
are the two major contributions. It could be
argued that to include these other activities under
the same head as paid employment is very arbitrary.
However, thi3 was done deliberately to see if any
substitution takes place with retirement to keep the
amount of work up to so e acceptable level. In
this connection, the common element in all the
activities listed here under "work' is assumed to
be the element of ouligation to do a job or a
household chore which would not otherwise get done.

TABLE 83 - Lercentages of total time recorded
occupied in various ways. Tuesday
and Friday. " " *"' ' *

Working Retired Already
Retired

Morning Meal 3.L4 3.69 2.98
Work 30.48 18.04 14.65
Leisure at Home 2.19 10.92 10. 50
Leisure
outside Home 0.64 2.49 4.34

Aftern'nMeal 6. 50 4.19 4. 50
Work 29.32 11.73 7.86
Leisure at Home 2.80 8.17 12.30
Leisure

outside Home 0.83 5. 53 10.45
Evening Meal 2.85 3.52 3.84

Work 4.87 3.92 2. 30
Leisure at Home 11.30 21.99 21.80
Leisure
outside Home 4.68 5.79 4.48

100.00 100.00 100.00
Total mean time 897.02 661.45 706.07

accounted for (mine)

In terms of total time recorded during
the day as 'leisure* (including both at home and
outside) the working group so records 23% of the
total time at weekdays, the retired group 55;.., and
the already retired 62W. The critical ratios
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(proportions) for the differences oetween working
and retired, and working and already retired
groups, respectively, are 2.52 and 2.49. The
corresponding one tail p's are 0.0059 and 0.0064.
But the difference between the retired and the
already retired groups is not significant. (C. R.
= 0.40, p a 0.3446 (one tail).

In the evening the proportion of time
occupied by work is of the same order for all
groups, though the qualitative difference in the
activities still applies. The fields in which
the compensation for loss of working time takes
place are leisure at home, and outside home.
The increase is essentially in terms of passive
pursuits - reading papers, resting, and listening
to wireless - as reference to Appendix D will show.
Hobbies are not taken up to any great extent,
a confirmation of the report obtained in the
interview. However, it should oe noted that
gardening, which is included under 'work1, but
which might equally be included under hobbies,
does show an increase after retirement. To
that extent, the increase in hobbies is under¬
estimated.

The pattern of activities is not the
same for the two retired groups, the already
retired men tending to take more leisure,
especially leisure outside the home, in the
afternoon than the .men who retired during the
period of the research. The latter spend rather
more time on working in their gardens and around
the house. If the question is asked why the
retired men and the already retired men show
any time at all under the heading of employment,
the answer is that some of these men did take
temporary, sporadic, or part-time employment
which accounted for the totals shown.
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The working men, as might he expected,
tended to spend the evening after work relaxing,
though they did go out to some extent. The
employment they did in the evenings was overtime,
or shift work in almost all cases# Only one
man had a second (part-time) job as well as his
other full time one.

It seems then, that hypothesis four is
not supported by this evidence# The retired, and
the already retired men do tend to compensate for
loss of working time by taking moreleisure, and to
some extent by doing more housework and gardening.
That the increased time spent in passive leisure is
a real compensation, and not just an increase in
"lost time'5 is indicated by the fact that it is
accounted for#

In passing, it will be seen that a
great deal of the time spent in leisure outside
the home falls under the headi g of "elsewhere".
This is to some extent a shortcoming of the
diary form in that not sufficient alternative
categories were provided for the men to use#
However, a further breakdown is available to
indicate the places cover d by the "else'here"
category, since the subjects were asked to write
in where this time was spent, and many, though
not all, did so. In table 84, the breakdown
of activities recorded under the "elsewhere"
section are shown. The working mens* activities
for the weekday evenings only are shown since
they did not record much under this heading for
mornings and afternoons, as indeed one would
expect.
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TABLE 84 - .Breakdown of activities recorded under
"Leisure outside home - elsewhere"
section. Ueckdayo o ;-ly. lumberc of
instances reported.

Already
Working retired Aetired

Activity Lve nine: M. A. E. M- A- <

Visiting friends or
relatives 8 2 3 5 1 2

Cinemas,
theatres, etc 9 2 5 11 2 7 7

Business, T. U. ,

etc meetings 10 4 5 2 5 6

Walking 5 6 ? 8 6 6 5

Total U 19 3A ,
14 20 1?

There appears to be no activity which
accounts for an unduly large proportion of this
* umbrella* category, and which thus could alter
very much the picture provided by the other figures.
It is perhaps worthy of comment that the retired
and the already retired men are financially able
to visit the cinema and theatre so frequently,
proportionately more frequently, in fact, than
the working men. But it must be remembered
that the men who would feel marked financial
stringency in retirement were in the main able
to keep working.

Table 85 gives the summary information
for the groups in respect of Sunday. Here the
distribution of time for the various groups is
much more alike, though the working group still
record a fair amount of time as paid employment.
The retired and the already retired men also
record some time as occupied with work, but this
again tends to be housework, household repairs
and the like, rather than paid employment, for
the casual or part-time jobs which these men do,
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do not on the whole call for Sunday duty.

TABLE 85 - ,-erccntareea of total time Accorded■». wv ii uP,zv*i ci ui v--y ti-.-.o. LiLiup x'y y UJ» ureU »

occupied in various ways, Sunday.

Already

i;.d -W 'W
work 0,62 7,60 4,16
Lola are at name 14.80 15,01 19,89

, outside home frig 4.24 JUL, 89ArternoonHeal 5,19 3,95 3,85
ork 4.16 8.16 1.53

Leisure at ho. e 18,54 20,60 15.84
Leisure

Out aide hohA3 5,85 9,66 7.96
Evening Ileal 5,19 '"dlo'C &.'wj

work 2,75 2.25 1.30
Leisure at hoi*e 16.60 18,40 20,80
Leisure
**■"■"*» iflgrSs iao:l ia8:%

Total wean time
accounted lor (rains) 625,40 653,69 803.14

Whereas the differences In leisure time recorded
on weekdays were significant when the working
group was compared with the other two, for Sundays,
the corresponding differences were not significant
(working v retired c.E. m 0.499, p » 0.5086 (one
tail)} working v already retired C.R. » 0.98,
p «s 0.1711 (one tail) ). It will he noticed from
these results that there is again a tendency for
the retired group to show characteristics - In this
case leisure time recorded - intermediate between
the working and the already retired groups. Ae
in the case of the analysis for weekdays* aorae
further examination is perhaps needed of the
relatively large amount' of time recorded as spent
"elsewhere* under the head of leisure outside the
home. This is given in Table 86,
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TAbLS 86 - breukdowg of activities recorded under
"belaure outside 'home - elsewhere" section,
^n'^yja Amucra. or instances
rsgpi-.tefi*

Already

Activity li A« A. A. ;.
aaaaa.

'

.A.
Visit! :g friends cr
relatives 4 10 9 6 5 C

Church 14 l 9 13 1 10 12 1 6
business, T, II. , etc
Walking 4 10 4 5 2 6 1
Ot er recreation &- 1 O

r .. . . ,
3 4 3

M. 19 17 tf. 17 It 15 10

It will be seen fro;:; this table that
during the period under review there was a good
deal of Sunday recreation in the form of walking,
going to Church, and visiting friends and relatives.
2he 1 terest in walking was as a form of exercise,
some men walking very long distances around the
city streets, in order to get out of the routine Gf
sitting in a chair. This was true of men who were
not necessarily bored, but there was a strong feeling
that "ageing joi'-ts have to be exercised".

'/he fact that there was quite a large
amount of visiting friends and relatives, in terms
of number of e. isodes recorded, loads on to e
discussion of social co itactts, and hence to a
consideration of the two hypotheses suggested
above. f±he time spent in social contacts woe
not included la the foregoing discussion, hocause
it has already been accounted for as a block.
For example, the fact that a man spent x minutes
in the pork, and duri- g thin time met a friend, is
one event in terms of total time recorded. to
Ijqvo included social co tacts In the analysis of
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the total time accounted for would have involved
double counting.

Table 8? shows the proportion of total
mean time recorded on weekdays which was occupied
during certain portions of the day by certain
contacts.

Table 87 - Perecntagc of total mean time recorded
occupied by stated contacts. Weekdays
only.

lime of day Type of contact orking Retired
Already
Retired

Morning Workmates 4.87 0.31 0.71
Ax-workmates 0.03 0.34 0.66
Friends 0.26 0.37 1.11
Tradesmen 0.12 0.28 0.14
Others 0.33 0.34 1.11

Afternoon 17 or tauates 0.66 0. 06 0.19
Ex-workmates 0.03 0.38 0.00
Prie nds 0.03 1.37 1.62
Tradesmen 0.14 0.00 0.00
Others 0.04 0.03 2.03

Evening Workmates 0.94 0.19 0.00
Ex-workmates 0.18 2. 04 0.00
Friends 2.26 3.46 5.12
Tradesmen 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 0.84 2.42 0.46

% of total time accounted for 36.13 11.59 13.15

Total time accounted for (mine)
897.02 661.45 706.07
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It v/ill be seen from the table that
the differences between the groups in terms of
percentage of total time occupied with social
contacts are not large* The working men, in
having ^he largest total time so occupied, also
reveal the value of work in the making of social
contacts. Almost three quarters of their social
contact time was occupied with workmates. The
retired group and the already retired group -

especially the latter - appear to compensate for
their loss of work contacts by increasing thern in
other directions. For the already retired men,
presumably because of the time which has elapsed
since retirement, ex-workmates figure almost
infinitesirnally In their contacts, but the retired
men still have a fair amount of contact (about 24%
of all their contacts) with ex-workmates. This
is especially true in the evenings, when former
working contacts appeared to be renewed by this
group. Friends now play a much larger part for
both the groups of retired men. About 4b% of the
retired men's contacts and nearly 60% of those
of the already retired men derive from this source.
A further relatively large item in the case of
both the retired groups is anot tier umbrella
category - "other contacts" - which accounts for
8.79; of the total time in the case of the retired
men and 3.60% in the case of the already retired
men. This again may be regarded as a defect of
the diary form since many social contacts could
not be allotted to specific categories, due to
the omission of such headings as "relatives".
However, since in most cases the nature of the
other contact was recorded by the man completing
the diary, light can be thrown on who these other
contacts were.

For the working group, as might be
expected from the small proportion of time
occupied on weekdays with "other contacts", a
number of these contacts were of the relatively
brief kind associated with work. Contacts with
"business men", "customers", "staff", "people
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travelling to work*', etc. Of 27 "other contacts",
12 (44%) were of this type. Relatives accounted
for a further ten (37%) and the remainder were
comprised of "neighbour", "stranger", "doctor",
"minister", and "dentist". The relatives, as
might be expected, were all seen during the
evening. The retired men reported a wider range
of contacts under the head of "other contacts".
Of 30 contacts of this type, seven (23%) v/ere with
relatives - all again in the evening - and 15
(50%) were with "casual contacts", "acquaintances",
"neighbours", and similar chance meetings
associated with morning and afternoon walks,
sitting in parks and the like. The remainder
v/ere contacts associated with sundry business
activities such as shopping, and visiting the
Income Tax Inspector. In the case of the already
retired men, seven of 17 (41%) were with relatives,
and these were distributed evenly throughout the
day. Five (29%) were contacts deriving from sick
visiting and club activity, and the remaining five
were casual contacts. Although the retired and
the already retired men recorded fewer contacts than
the working men under the head of other contacts,
they tended to be of longer duration.

It appears then that as far as weekdays
are concerned, the retired and already retired
men do adjust their pattern of contacts to meet
the situation brought about by cessation of work,
and the evidence, such as it is, suggests that the
already retired men are, as would be expected,
ahead of the retired men in this process. We
must now turn to consider the situation in regard
to 8un&ay*s social contacts.

Table 88 shows the proportion of total
time accounted for which was spent on various
contacts on Sundays. here, the position is
quite different from what it is on weekdays.
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TABLE 88 - Percentage of total mean time
recorded
contacts.

occupied "by stated
S u ndays onlyT

Time of day Type of contact "Working Retired
Already
Retired

Morning Workmates 0.64 0.00 0.00
Ex-workmates 0.00 0.00 0.00
Frlends 0.55 0.57 1.96
Tradesmen 0.04 0.22 0.00
Others 0.00 0.08 0.24

Afternoon Workmates 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ex-workmates 0.00 0.00 0.00
Friends 2.88 2.28 1.36
Tradesmen 0.00 0.00 0.00
Others 10.22 4.21 1.20

.veiling Workmates 0.46 0.00 0,00
Ex-workmatea 0.00 0.07 0.00
Friends 4.74 3.40 1.64
Tradesmen 0.00 0.00 0.17
Others 1.95 4.04 0.34

% of total time accounted for 21. 38 14.87 6.98

Total time accounted for
(rnins) 623.43 633.69 003.14

The working group, although recording less time
in total, spends, as a proportion, almost half as
much time again in social contacts, By far the
largest contribution to this is the 10,22V- spent
on "other contacts" on Sunday afternoon. The
retired group alno ohow an increase in proportion
of time accounted for by social contacts, "but it
is much smaller than the working group proportion.
Its chief components are a fairly large contriuution
from "other contacts" on Sunday afternoon and
Sunday evening. The "other co tacts" for these
groups are mainly relatives, though the retired
men also have some Church contacts which the
working men do not. Relatives represent 70$
of the working mens' "other contacts" and 56$
of those of the already retired men. The total
picture for these two groups is fairly similar,
even though the scales are different. Sunday,
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for* these men, seems to "be a day of social visiting.
For the already retired men, on the other hand, the
proportion of total time recorded spent on social
contacts is small in comparison with the other too
groups, and dunday appears to be primarily a day
of relaxation in one*s own immediate circle, though
there is some contact with friends and relatives.

It appears then that this evidence is
in support of hypothesis five, the retired men
tending to record less time in social contacts.
However, this is only partly true, since, for
weekdays, the already retired men, who might he
expected to report still less time so occupied
than the retired men, in fact record more.
Examination of the figures suggests taat the already
retired men have tended to substitute friends
for workmates whereas the retired men have not
done this as much, though it is possible that they
may continue this process as time goes on. They
do, however, show a slight inclination to continue
contacts deriving from work, that is, with
wex-workmates"•

The hypothesis la much more strongly
supported by the figures for Sundays. The working
men maintain a fairly high level of social activity
with about one fifth of their recorded time being
so spent. Possibly a powerful factor here is
the lack of time during the working week for making
visits to relatives, etc. ±ossiuly also these
men are used to maintaining a higher level of
activity in general. The already retired men, as

suggested above, now fall into their expected place
with relatively few social contacts, and the
retired men are intermediate.

The data relating to hypothesis six,
the extent to which contacts are initiated by the
various groups must tow be examined. Table 89
shows the analysis of the initiation of contacts



TABLE89-AnalysisoftheInitiationofcontacts toyoccupationalstatusanditerviev/
InterviewAInterviewBInterviewC

Contact Initiated By

WorkingRetired
Already Retired

WorkingRetired
Already Retired

forkingRetiredAlready
Retired

Self

14

12

7

9

15

8

15

10

13

(35.0)
(70.6)

(46.6)

(29.0)
(55.6)

(40.0)

(57.6)
(40.0)

(59.1)

Other

12

5

1

7

11

2

4

4

4

(50.0)
(29.4)

(6.8)

(22.6)
(40.7)

(40.0)

(15.4)

(16.0)

(18.2)

Mutual

14

0

7

15

1

1

7

11

5

(55.0)

(0.00)
(46.6)

(48.4)

(5.7)

(20.0)

(27.0)
(44.0)

(82.7)

Total

40 (100.0)

17 (100.0)

1531 (100.0)(100^0)
275 (100.0)(100.0)

26 (100.0)

25 (IOO.O:
(100?0)
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by occupational statue and interview*

.before commenting on the form of the
results, it is necessary to draw attention to the
fact that the analyses are based on relatively
few recorded contacts from each occupational
group. The recording of the contacts, and "by
whom each was initiated was the roost difficult
part of the diary form, and it was riot filled in
by many of the men who completed the diary. It
also follows from this that the diligent recording
of contacts by one or two men in an occupational
group may affect the form of the results for that
group. However, the picture as a whole is
probably not badly distorted by this factor, and
while the data does not admit of any sophisticated
analysis, it may be taken at its face value.

It appears then that the first half of
hypothesis six is supported. The retired men do
indeed show a marked fall in self-initiated contacts.
They also start from a very high level. The
working men on the other hand bhow a tendency to
report a greater proportion of self-initiated
contacts. The already retired men also shov/ an
increase in these eo tacts. There are noticeable
fluctuations in the trends shown by the latter
groups, but the trend for the retired men, when
compared with thern, seems clear enough.

"vToat is not so clear is the data in
regard to the second part of hypothesis six. The
retired men show an initial rise in other-initiated
contacts but then a sharp fall, whereas the increase
in mutually initiated contacts, though small at
first, is considerable by the third interview.
This contrasts with the behaviour of the working
group who show a rise and then a drop between
interviews. It would be unwise to develop a
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complex hypothesis to account for this sparse
data. If the trend for the retired group is a
real one, however, it might "be argued that the
retired group do lose the facility for making
contacts themselves, especially through loss of work
as a source of these contacts; that for a time
they rely markedly on visits from relatives and
others; and that, finally they succeed in
re-establishing their own contacts in the
framework of retirement 'by mutual meetings in
clubs, parks, i? the street, and so on.

To sum up this discussion of the diary
then, hypotheses one and two appear to be
supported, though whether the empirical fact of
different amount of time being recorded is subject
to the theoretical interpretation put upon it
is to some extent obscured by the fact that the
already retired men do seem to regard Sunday ao a
day of rest in that they spend more time that the
other two groups in simply relaxing at home.
However, a new frame of reference may make them
tolerant, of' this situation in a way which the other
two groups are not. Hypotheses three and four
are not supported. The retired men do not show
a decreasing amount of time recorded as time
goes on, and they do compensate for the loss of
work to some extent. The data in respect of
hypotheses five and six are somewhat equivocal,
but in general the hypotheses seem to be supported,
the retired men tending to record less time as
occupied with social contacts, and to initiate
fewer contacts than the working group, though there
is some evtdeice from the behaviour of the already
retired group to suggest that this is a process
which may be halted and reversed, as adjustment
to a new situation is achieved.

All this discussion must, of course, be
viewed in the light of the differential co-operation
of the different groups in completing the diary.
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Co-operation was much more com..on among the retired
group than among either of the other two groups#
It may be that the half of the worsting group who
completed at least one diary were the men who were
especially diligent and fairly well organised in
their daily lives. It is the impression of the
investigator that this is bo. hue, although
the diaries may represent a lair picture of the
retired mens' time, it very probably under¬
estimates the apathy, or aimlessness, or
disorganisation, of the working mens* time.
This may also be true of the already retired men,
who co-operated to about the same extent as the
working men. If so, it would suggest that the
retired men may be passing through a phase which
will eventually toe left behind, when the problem
of how to spend time is intrinsically interesting
to them. On the other hand, it has been seen
that the already retired men are in worse health
than the retired men, and it may be that this
renders suspect, direct comparison between the
retired and the already retired groups.
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ChAPTR SIX

THE CO^Oid'AAl Qxiid A © 'ihELUtiBES

There are three ma in ways in which the
foregoing discussions could oe called into
question. These are, firstly, that extraneous
factors pusibly affecting retirement are
uncontrolled as betvreen the different occupational
groups; secondly, that the admittedly large losses
from the sample exerted an influence on the results,
rendering them suspect; and thirdly, that the
Questionnaires themselves are suspect and hence
that part of the discussion which depends upon
scores obtained from them is invalidated# The
third of these possibilities has already seen
briefly discussed in chapter Five, and we shall
return to the topic in Chapter Seven# For the
moment the first two of these possibilities will
be discussed in turn#

The description of the sample obtained

Irs the research work which has been
carried out in the field not only of retirement,
but more generally in ageing, several factors
have been found to be related to the possibility of
dealing successfully with the problems which
ageing raises. Among these are education; job
status; social participation and social contacts;
hobbies and spare time activities; membership of
clubs; end religious activities# The existence
of these possible influences on a sample of ageing
men brings up the question of further controls to
eliminate differential influences on the different
experimental groups. learly, if all the retired
men were more wealthy and of a higher social class
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than the working men, and if these f ctors were
related to the ability to deal successfully with,
ageing, then any detrimental effect of retirement
would tend to be masked l>y the better situation of
the retired men.

Complete co ;trol of all possible variables
can never be attained in an experiment in social
science, and even if one limits the controls to
those assumed a priori to be relevant by means of
matched groups, the matching may not take account
of variables in fact relevant but a priori not
assumed to oe co. It further Involvea the
collection of data from very large numoers of
subjects. lever the leas, the use of matched groups
is an ideal to be arrived at. An alternative,
though less powerful method of matching, is
available where there are insufficient numbers in
the initial samples to cope with the large losses
due to the number of discards required by
matching of individuals. This method requires
that the composition of the two groups, but not
necessarily the characteristics oi the individual
subjects within groups should be matched. Thus
if one group contains a man of Social Glass I,
the other should also do so, and if one group
contains a man who has had a University education,
so should the other. nui it La not required that
both groups should co tain a man from Social Class
I who also has been to University. This method
agai • involves a large number of discards, though
not as great as the firot method. An extended
discussion of these methods is to be found in
CHAPIIT (1947).

These methods are difficult to use with a

ra idorn sample of the population unless this is very
large. In the present research the sample is
small, but as large as it was possible for a single
investigator to deal with over nearly two years.
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Another approach would 'be to build up the
experimental and control groups by allotting the
subjects obtained randomly to one or other of the
groups prior to administering the experimental
experience. Tnie again is not practicable here,
because the decision as to who should retire could
not, of course, be controlled by the experimenter.
These are deficiencies of the sample, but some
attempt to overcome them can be made.

The data which would allow of matching
if a sufficiently large aam>le had been obtained,
was in fact collected and it is therefore possible
to evaluate the composition of the different
occupational groups to see whether there are
significant differences between them. In ail the
subsequent tables, the first column Includes all
men who remained at work throughout their
participation in the research; the retired 1 group
(column 2) includes all men who retired from one
job but get another one very soon afterwards;
the retired 2 group i eludes all men who, during
the period of the research, retired and aid no
further work. All except one of these also
thought of themselves as retired. In the retired
3 group are the men who retired during the period
of the research and regarded themselves as retired
but ivho had managed to get themselves other work,
usually of a temporary nature. The men who were
already retired when first seen are included in the
already retired group, whether or not they regarded
themselves aa retired.

A check was maintained on the
accuracy of this Information throughout the period
of contact with each subject, but the changes which
took place were few. . or this reason., in
presenting this material, the information for each
subject has been summarised over the three interviews.
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The marital status of the subjects as a
group has already been dealt with, but the
following table shows marital status oroken down
by occupational grouping.

TAj-wE 90 - .nrital status ay occupational
Grouping

Working i:et&
1

he t el.
£

Retd
3

Already
:etired
2 & 3

Total

Married 68 7 19 4 19 107
Jidowed 3 2 I 2 8
8ingle 2 4 1 7
Married Apart

or Divorced 1 1 2

Total 64 9 og 5 23 124-

Taking together all men who were occupied (the
working and the retired 1) and comparing them with
all t ie who were retired (retired 2, retired 3,
and already retired), it is found that 89f> of the
working men were married and 84; of the retired men.
The difference between these percentages yields a
critical ratio of 0,82, r » 0.418 and hence this
difference is not significant.

Social class, which has alao been referred
to above, may be broken down by occupational status.
The social class grouping is that of the Registrar
General, and the occupation lor retired men is
taken as their last full time gainful employment.
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TABLE 91 - Social Class by Occupational Status

Already
Social Class Working Retd Retd iietd Retired Total

1 2 3 2 & 3
I 4 2 6

II 5 3 2 4 14
III 36 6 16 1 10 69
IV 9 3 2 14

V 10 3 1 2 5 21

Total 64 9 to 5 S3 124

It appears from Table 91 that the working and the
already retired men are more representative of the
higher social classes. All the Social Class I
men are to be found in these two groups. This is
because the Social Class I men who were interviewed
were either self employed or in jobs such as chairmen
of companies where they could, and did, car,y on
beyond the age of 65, or were sufficiently affluent
to have retired relatively early in life. However,
the relation between occupational status and social
class is not significant (chi-square =1.98, n = 2,
p is between 0.50 and 0.30).4 Although this is so,
it is well to bear in mind that the already retired

+ "ToteIn order to compute chi-square it was
necessary to combine categories in order to
produce expected frequencies of at least
five. This was done in all subsequent
analyses where chi-square was used, in a
manner similar to that for the diary analysis.
The working men are combined with the retired
1 men to produce a group all of whom are at
work full time* The retired 2 and retired 3
men are combined to produce a group all of
whom have completed systematic full time
working. The already retired group was
kept separate except in two cas^s, one of
which was the social class analysis.
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raen show this slight bias, si ice this does appear
to exercise some influence on data to "be presented
subsequently, though not on the results of the
investigation of the main hypothesis.

The education of the subjects is detailed
in Tables 98 and 93.

TABLE 92 - Number of subjects finish! g
full time education at stated ages

Age finishing Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
125 Retired

13 or less 16 4 1 5 26
14 37 8 16 3 9 73
15 5 1 1 3 10
16 0 2 4 11
17 1 1
18 or more 1 2 3

Total 64 9 26 5 26 124

TABLE 93 - Level of Education

Level Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
1 8 3 Retired

2 & 3
Elementary 4-3 7 17 3 12 82
Secondary 3 1 1 4 9
Further 18 2 5 1 6 32
Li r:her 1 1

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

The picture is much as would have been expected.
An appreciable number of subjects in nearly all
the occupational groups left school at 13 or
earlier, but the modal age for leaving school was
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14, Few pursued any protracted full time education
beyond that statutorily prescribed. The relation
between age finishing full tirae education and
occupational group is not significant (chi-square
= 0.47, n e 4, p is between 0.30 and 0.20). The
level or type of education is in accordance with
this analysis. Most subjects did not proceed
beyond elementary education, but quite a large
number did so. Only one subject attended a
University, and he was a man who had retired some
years before interview, being in very prosperous
circumstances. The further education referred to
is a very mixed bag, since it includes all hinds
of part-time education taken up after leaving school.
Hence the bulk of the 32 men concerned had taken
vocational courses as a supplement to apprenticeships,
or book-keeping or commercial courses. A few,
however, had gone on for institutional qualifications
such as C.A. These we re to be found in both the
working and the already retired groups.

Many of the men had come from the large
families common at the end of the 19th century, and
they had still many sibs living. But the general
picture of family relationships was not one of
a closely-knit group with all the members fully
functional. A distinction must be drawn between
operative and inoperative members of the family.
Subjects could, if pressed, give details (which may
or may not have been accurate) as to the whereabouts
of their relatives, but usually contact was limited
to children and one or perhaps two close relatives
such as a brother or sister. Tables 94 and 95
show the number of brothers and sisters living
at the tirae of the interviews, and the frequency
with which at least one of these sibs was seen.
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TABLE 94 - Number of 8lbs living at tiuie
of interview "'" "

Number of Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
Sibs 123 Retired

2 & 3
0 8 1 2 2 1 14
1 9 1 6 1 3 20
2 11 1 4- 7 23
3 11 2 1 1 7 22
4 12 4 4 1 2 23
5 + 13 6 3 22

Total 64 9 .,£,3 5 23
, 12,4

All family siises are represented in all occupational
groups.

TABLE 95 - i?*reeucricy of slbs visiting

Frequency of Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
Visiting 123 Retired

2 & 3
Wot at all 11 1 3 2 2 19
Once week 13 3 7 7 30
Once fortnight 1 1 1 3
Once monthly 15 1 1 1 3 21
Once or twice

a year 19 2 8 2 2 33
Unwilling 4 1 3 2 10
Too far 1 7 8

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

It will be 3een that in the different
occupational groupings about one half to three
quarters of the known slbs actually visited, or were
visited "by, the subjects. It could be suggested
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that the possession of a closely-knit family would
affect retirement by predisposing towards it,
where the number of close social contacts was an

influence, or by influencing away from it, where
the other members of the family were work
orientated. In point of fact there was no
relationship between occupational status and
frequency of visiting slog (ehi-scjuare = 0.98,
n = 2, p is between 0.70 and 0.50).

The availability of children with whom
contact could be maintained, and from whom help
might be forthcoming, might be a factor in
successful adjustment to retirement, and if men who
had large families were to be found disproportionately
among the retired groups, this might influence the
results. The number of children in Edinburgh
available to each subject is shown in Table 96.

TAbLE 96 - Number of children in Edinburgh by
occupational status

To. of Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
children 1 2 3 Retired

0 17 2 9 5 33
1 15 4 6 1 8 34
2 15 1 4 1 5 26
3 8 1 2 2 1 14
4 4 2 2 8
5 + 5 1 1 2 9

Total 64 9 o
D O 5 o % 124

The large majority of subjects had at least one
child in Edinburgh and the differences between
occupational groups v/ere not significant (chi-square
= 0.67, n = 2, p is between 0.80 and 0.70).
Almost all the available children either lived with
their parents or visited at least once a week.
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TAoLE 97 - Frequency with which available
children visit parenta

Children Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
Visiting 125 Retired

Once a week
or living
with 45 7 14 5 17 88

Less than
once a

week CO

Total 47 7 14 5 18 91

Some of the subjects had children out of Edinburgh,
a larger proportion (40;,.) of the working men having
children out of the city than of the retired men
See Table 98.

TABLE 98 - Number of subjects having children
out of Edinburgh " ~~

Number of Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
children 12 5 Retired

1 15 S 6 1 7 51
2 8 1 1 4 14

5/4 5 5

Total 26 5 G 2 11 48

The frequency with which these childJpenvere seen was
naturally leas than in the case of children in the
city. But nevertheless most of them were quite
frequently seen - the most usual situation being
where a child would entertain the parents for their
holidays, and return the call later in the year.
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Most of these children were seen once or twice a

year. S ut the main issue is whether or not
these children were likely to be an influence in
promoting successful adjustment to retirement.
Where there were already children in the city, their
influence would be less important. but it would
be likely to be important where the only children
were out of the city. Of the 33 men who had no
children living in Edinburgh, 28 also had no children
living outside. There was, then, a number of
men having no children at all, and the men
concerned are to be found in all occupational
groups.

Most of the men were able to supply
details of relatives other ttian sibs, or children
who were available for contact. The "other
family" available to the men is shown in Table 99.

TABLE 99 - Subjects havinp; different numbers
of family other than aibs or
children " " *" ~'

Other Family Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
Generation 123 Retired

1 <Z. "1 A QNone 13 1 4 3 9 30
Same
generation 26 4 11 1 12 54

2nd generation 17 3 5 1 2 28
3rd generation 1 1
Same and 2nd 5 1 3 9
Same and 3rd 2 2
2nd and 3rd

Total 64 9 £5 5 23 124

The already retired men on the whole fare worst
on this analysis, since about 39;;' of them have
no relatives under this bead. About 25% of the
retired men, and about 19% of the men who carried
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on working, have no such relatives. Mot all
these available relatives are near at hand,
however. Of the 61 working men who had other
relatives, 40 had them within the city. Five
of the nine retired 1 men had ouch relatives; 15
of the 23 retired 2 men; one of the five retired
3 raens and 11 of the 23 already retired men. Thus
the majority of other relatives mentioned do live
within the city. The contacts with these
relatives tend to he somewhat spasmodic and
often fortuitous* In nearly all cases it was not
possible to obtain any concrete statement from the
men about the nature and frequency of these
contacts and this was not pressed since it was not
central to the main enquiry, and in any eases these
contacts did not appear on the whole to be operative
ones. It has already been pointed out that the
great majority of the men were married, and this
is again s-own by the table below, which analyses
the composition of the households concerned.
Apart from this, it will be seen that a large
proportion also had children living with them.

TAHLE 100 - Composition of subjects' households
and occupational status

Composition of Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
Household 1 2 3 Retired

Self 4 1 1 6
Self and spouse 30 2 11 2 9 54
Self, spouse,
child (ren) 22 4 8 2 10 46

Self, spouse,
child (ren)
and others 5 1 6

Self, spouse,
relatives 1

0
1

Self, relatives 2 1 1 1 3 8
Self and others 2 1 3

Total 64 9 23 0 23 124

Of the working men, 45. 2/0 had at least
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one child living with them, and the corresponding
percentages for the retired and the already retired
groups were 33.7 and 43.5 respectively. There
was no significant relationship between occupational
status and children living at home (chi-square =

0.56, n = 2, p between 0.80 and 0.70). The men
who were living with relatives were mainly widowers
living with some younger member of the family,
usually a daughter and son-in-law, or daughter-in-
law and son.

It is important to consider how well the
subjects were settled in their social environment,
since it lias been found that the floating population
is the most prone to such troubles as mental
disorder, and suicide (e.g Sainsbury, op cit).
This is dealt with in the present research by
considering whether the men were natives of the city,
how long they had lived In their present neighbourhood,
and how long they had lived at their present address.
As would be expected, most of the men were natives
of Edinburgh.

TABLE 101 - Whether or not native of Edinburgh

Wording Retd Retd Retd Already Total
1 2 3 Retired

Native of
Edinburgh 41 7 13 4 12 77

Not native 23 2 10 1 11 47

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

Of the men who were still working, 66.2/ were natives,
and so were 63, of the retired men. The
corresponding percentage for the already retired
men was 52/6. Contrary to the most obvious
explanation - that several men in this group might
have "retired to the Capital", in fact, only one
had done so, and he had been in Edinburgh almost
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five years, having retired early. Only too men
men In the whole sample had "been less than ten
years In the city, and 112 had "been In the city
25 or more years.

Time in the city itself is not
necessarily a complete indication of integration
within a relatively static social environment*
Edinburgh as a city is fairly compact "but the
impression was gained from interviewing these men
that they did not travel about the city a great
deal, at any rate for social purposes. In fact
these men had had a good opportunity for
integration in their neighbourhoods since most of
them had lived there for many years. In the table
below, the term wnelghbourhoodw is not defined
except as the men themselves defined it. In
point of fact, although the use of this term was
not checked systematically, it was always used by
the i ien, of a small area comprising a few streets
of fairly homogeneous housing.

TABLE 102 - Numbers of men living in
neighbourhood various lengths of
time

Time present Working Retd Ketd Retd Already Total
3 Retired

All life 7 1 3 2 4 17
25/ + years 27 3 14 1 9 54
10-24 years 26 4 r

v 2 7 44
5-9 years 4 1 2 7
0-4 years i 1 2

Total 64 9
, S.9 23 124

Of the total sample 57;.-;. had lived in their present
neighbourhoods 25 years or more. The percentages
for the men at work and the men retired were 59/
and 7l/o respectively. The difference was not
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significant (c.a. = 1.10). a further indication
of the stability of" the sample as far as residence
ia concerned Is that 45 of the total of 124- (34.7$)
had lived at their present address more than 25
years, and a further 6G (55.2$) had lived at the
same address between ten and 24 years. The
pattern was similar for all occupational groups.
Only seven men had had a change of address in the
five years previous to interview and these v/ere
only single removals - there were no "rolling stones".

It is possible to live for a number of
years in a particular neighbourhood and never make
more than a nodding acquaintance with a neighbour,
though in Edinburgh this is less easy because of
the large number of tenements with their common
stairs. The field of social contacts may be viewed
as a series of concentric rings, centred on the self.
The superficial contact with the fellow traveller
on the bus then would constitute the farthest out
of these rings, and the intimate friendship where
confidences are exchanged would constitute the
innermost ring. The former was not thought to be
of great importance in influencing retirement
behaviour, either oy predisposing to retirement
or helping to induce well-being, through the feeling
that a lot of people were known, after retirement,
.uut an attempt to elucidate these casual ephemeral
contacts was thought to be worth while because
it was found when the research was uegun that
when men were asked how many friends they had, they
would reply "dozens" or some such term, indicating
that they had a very wide circle of friends.
Further elucidation, however, would reveal that
this circle consisted of just such casual co -tacts
and that the situation as regards friendships
involving some sort of emotional tie was usually
quite different. It is the latter which, a priori,
appear more likely to be effective In offsetting
the effects of retirement, if any. The question
"How many people would you say you know"? was then
included in order to skim off the casual co tacts
so as to reveal the situation in regard to the
stronger relationships. " ~ eople known" was
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defined aa people to chat to or pas the time of
day with.

All the men knew at least one other person
outside the family, even if this was oily someone
with whom they chatted whilst waiting for the bus.
Twenty-two (17.7, ) knew leas than five people to
chat to or pass the time of day with, while 97
(78.4$) knew ten or more. The pattern was the
same for all occupati nal groups comprising the
total.

When we come to the analysis of actual
friendships, however, we find that the picture is
very different from what would have been the case
if the casual contacts had not been skinned off*
For the purposes of collecting the data which
make up the table below, "friends" were defined
as "people you would visit, or who would visit
you, or people you would make a point of seeing".
This last phrase was used since men of some social
classes did not on the whole visit very much, but
met their regular friends in clubs or bars.

TABLE 103 - Numbers of subject■ a liaving
different numbers of friends

lumber of Working Re;td Retd Retd Already Total
friends 1 2 3 Retired

Less than 5 39 6 13 2 9 69
5-9 15 1 6 1 10 53
10 or more 10 2 4 8 . 4 22

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

Of the 124 co-operators, 55.6$ report less
than five friends as defined above, 26.6; report
between five and nine friends, and 17.8; report
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ten or more friends. There was again no
significant relationship between number of friends,
and occupational status (chi-square = 3.68, n = 2,
p is between 0.30 and 0.20). The major
contrioution to chi-square is from the already
retired men, of whom more than expected have the
larger number of friends. It might be supposed
that this is due to their increased opportunities
for making friends since retirement. However,
this wae true only In some cases. In only four
cases was there evidence that after retirement i=ien

had been enabled to make new friends. This was
due to their having increased time to meet people
by joining new clubs and getting out more. Most
of the friends possessed by the retired men were
friends of lo -g standing. A more influential
factor was that some men who were in a position
to retire early because obey had highly paid or
superannuated Joes, or coth, were also members of
those social classes where the practice of making
friends, of visiting, and spending time with these
friends, is the standard pattern.

In point of fact, as Table 104 shows,
friendships were even less effective than might
be supposed fro- Table 103. Most of the men who
had. less than five friends actually had none at
all, or at least, none personally contacted, though
In a few cases letters were exchanged.

TABLE 104 •- ""lumbers of s objects iseeing
friends with various frequencies

Friends seen Working detd tie zd Beta Already Total
1 2 3 Retired

Mot at all 34 5 9 2 9 59
Weekly or more 12 1 0 3 9 30
Fortnightly 6 2 1 2 10
Monthly or less 15 1 8 3 25

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124
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Ageln the relationship between occupational
grouping and frequency of seeing friends is not
significant (chi-square = 5.43, n = 4, p between
0.30 and 0.20). Again the largest contribution
to chi-square comes from the already retired men
who riot only more frequently have a large number
of friends, but also see them more often.

To carry the analysis of friendship a
stage further, the men were asked if they had any
"special friends", meaning by this any friends they
were with a great deal, inwhora they would confide,
and with whom they would discuss personal problems.

TABLE 105 - "Timbers of subjects having
different numbers of special
friends

Number of Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
Special friends 1 2 5 Retired

TTone 40 4 14 4 12 74
1 12 2 5 4 23
2 7 3 2 12

3 or more 5 2 1 7 15

Total 64 9 23 5 25 124

More than half of the men (59.7$) claimed no special
friends, 28.8% said they had one or two, and 12.1$
said they had at least three. There was again
no relation between occupational status and
possession of friends in this category, though once
again the already retired men, for the reasons
mentioned above, had a few more friends than would
have been expected by chance (chi-square = 2.44,
n = 4, p between 0.70 and 0.50). As would be
expected in the case of such close friends, there
was a high frequency of contact v/ith them. Of
the 50 men who had special friends, 38 (76; ) saw
them at least weekly. This was characteristic of
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all occupational statuses.

Although the occupational status groups
did not show any gr at variation in the numbers
of friends available and the frequency of seeing
thera, the occupational statuses of these friends
themselves is worth investigating. It must be
borne in mind that this information is not too
reliable, since the friends referred to include in
this case all "friends" so called, and the subjects
were somewhat vague about the relationship with
the men referred to, even though an attempt was made
to confine them to close friends. The numbers
involved are somewhat smaller than in the case of
the other questions, since this question was not
introduced until later in the series of interviews,
and hence some men who were lost to the research
did not answer the question at all. With these
provisos then, the information was as shown in
Table 106.

TABLE 106 - "lumber of subjects havl friends
of the stated occupational group

Friends retired Working Retd Betel Retd Already Total
1 o

Cj 3 Retired
All 4 1 2 3 10
Some 9 6 3 5 23
None 36 7 14 o

b/ 8 67

Total 49 8 22 5 16 100

The idea in mind in asking this question
was that there might be an imitative effect in
retirement. That Is, the men who had many friends
retired would tend to retire when they got the chance,
whereas the men who had friends who carried on

working would themselves carry on working. One
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or two men did indeed mention pressure from
friends to retire, but apart from this there was
no overt statement about friends' Influence,
however, the relationship shown In the table is close
(chi-square = 4.25, n = 1, p between 0.05 and 0.02).
There are two influences which must be taken
into account before accepting this as
substantiating the hypothesis. One is that
the initial hypothesis could oily be regarded as
supported if the men who retired had the
opportunity of making a choice. If, that is,
the majority of the retirants did 30 under
conditions other than a fixed age limit. put
this is not the case, the great majority of
retirements taking place co. pulsorily. The
second influence is that the retired friends
of the retired men should be friends of
reasonably long standing, capable therefore of
exerting an influence to r tire, and not friends
met because they also were retired. In point
of fact, this requirement was fulfilled in all
cases except one, the exception being an ex-
railwayman who retired and then renewed
acquaintance with a roan who also had retired
from the railways. In all the other cases, the
important thing about the friends of long
standing who had retired, was that the fact that
they and the subject had retired was contingent
upon their being roughly the same age group rather
than upon any direct interaction. Further
analysis, therefore, suggests that the important
factor in the situation is age rather than
imitation.

Finally, on this topic of social
contacts, it has been suggested (e.g. Cavan
et al op cit) that contact with young people is
conducive to a healthy old age. As the popular
belief puts it, "mixing with young peo ,1c keeps
you young". One or two of the subjects actually
quoted this when the question of hov/ many young
people they knew, was put and discussed. For
the purposes of the research, a young person was
defined as anybody below the age of 25. This
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age was chosen arbitrarily.

TAiiiJi) 107 - 'upbore or subjects v.vi g
contact with various numbers
of young people, as defined

lumber of
Young People Working Retd Retd lie td Already Total

Known 1 2 3 Retired
0 26 6 11 1 13 66

Less than 5 7 0 0 0 0 7
5-9 24 3 9 1 7 44

10 or more 8 0 3 n
o 3 17

Total 64 9 23 5 25 184

It will be seen from Table 107 that 46.2% of the
men knew no young people, and that 61 (49.8%)
knew at least five. The great majority of these
young people were grandchildren of tue subjects,
or, in the case of those subjects who had
younger children, these children*s friends.
Church activities also accounted for some of the
contacts. There was no relationship between
occupational status and possession of different
numbers of young contacts. (Chi-square = 1.02,
n = 2, p between 0.70 and 0.50).

MOBSRG (1953) and iirltton and x^ritton
(op cit) found that religious activities and
affiliations were related to successful
"adjustment" in old age, and it is therefore
important to know whether this affsc ted the
occupational groups differentially. Ihe
subjects were ell asked whether they were a
member of a church. Sixty four (51.6'/') said
they were, but this is not a reliable guide to
religious activity. There is the consideration
that responses to questions about religious beliefs
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are apt to oe unreliable in any case. In the present
research, the subjects made replies which were
on the whole more fro^k than had been expected,
out in any case, for .many raen, church membership
implied having one's name on a roll somewhere,
even if they had not attended church for a
considerable time. Some said that they went very
occasionally in order to keep their name on the
roll.

Hence, as a more accurate guide, the
subjects were also asked how often they went to
church. The difficulties inherent in this
ap roach are well-known but the resultant picture
is probably fairly accurate with not a great deal
of over-reporting.

TjfibLE 108 - lumbers of subjects attending
church, with the various
frequencies

Working Ret-d Retd Eetd Already Total
123 Retired

Tever 32 6 11 3 11 83
Once a month or

leas 18 1 6 1 3 29
Once a fort light
or less 2 4 17

Weekly 8 2 2 1 6 19
Twice weekly or
more 4 j8 6

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

About half the men never went to church at all.
Of the other categories, probably "once a fortnight"
and "once a month or less" were euphemisms for
"seldom or never". Weekly attendance or more is
the category which is probably indicative of the
sort of church activity of interest here - activity
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which affords Identifications and emotional
satisfactions. The men who went twice weekly
or more held offices in the church, or were
members of choirs. There is a strong social
element in church going- as well as the religious
aspect, and it may have been the former rather
than the latter which provided the greater
satisfactions. Social satisfactions were

specifically mentioned by two of the subjects.
Four subjects spoke specifically of religious
satisfactions. The relation between
occu atlonal status and ehurchgol ig was not
statistically significant (chi-square = 5.50,
n =2, p between 0.10 and 0.05). The greatest
contribution to chi-square came from the already
retired men, more of whom than would be expected
•were to be found among the more frequent
attenders at church. The disadvantage of a
small sample is at the bottom of this finding,
since the already retired group have within
it two Catholics and two office bearers in the
Church. Socio-economic status ia also a factor
here, since the office bearers and the regular
church attendera tend to be higher in the social
scale.

It might be hypothesized that increasing
age would lead to an increase in religious
activity, on the grounds that as one subject
said, "a man wants to make his peace". If this
were the case, and if, indeed, such activity were
effective in promoting general well-being, then
it would be important to ensure that this
increase did not occur differentially in the
various occupational groups. Accordingly, the
men were asked how their frequency of churohgoing
compared with when they were 60. bearing in mind
Abrara's (op cit) criticism, that a subject would
not be able to make an absolute assessment of this,
it is nevertheless worth trying to get a
subjective assesoment to see whether this tallies
with the other available data. Telle 109 shows
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the self-estimates of comparltive frequencies of
atte ndance at church.

TAbLL 103 - 8 ub j e e t a ' sol f-evaluat 1 o nr. of
present frequency of attendance at
church cprop'red" w it h frequency of
atTiWudance at age 60

Comparative Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
Frequency 12 3 Retired

Lee a 18 2 6 7 29
Same 40 7 16 5 16 84-
More 9 2 11

Total 64 9 £3 S 23 124

Eighty four (67.8; ) of the men said their
frequency of churchgoing was the same as at 60,
and this number Included most of the 63 who said
they never go now. That is, they have never been
churchgoers. There was no significant relationship
between cornparitive frequency of churchgoing and
occupational status (chi-square = 2.96, n = 4,
p between 0.70 and 0.50). Insofar as these
figures are based upon a summary of tliree Interviews,
they may mask: an effect which in fact took place.
It may be that the retired men showed a greater
tendency to churchgoing over the period of
observation. A further check of all retired men
over the period in question revealed change in
frequency of churchgoing between interviews in only
one case, where the frequency went down owing to
a decline in health-

Alt hough not central to the main theme,
it may perhaps be asked why these men went more,
or less to church. No detailed reply v/ill be
given, although the data is available. The
reasons for going less were ill-health, pressure
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of business, quarrels wit a ministers, and apathy.
The reasons for going wore were increased,
opportunity'with cessation of Sunday working, and
social reaeois, with one or two who went more
frequently for religious reasons.

The actual complaints and syrup tows
of these subjects, and the comparisons between
the different occupational groups, are dealt with
more fully in the section on the inventories,
out a summary of the frequency of visiting doctor
is avaixaoxe. In Taoie 110 the statements
regarding visits to doctor are auiiiraariaed over the
three interviews. Thus a man who was seeing his
doctor currently at any interview was classified as
"currently*. It might be the case -■ and frequently
was - that a man was seeing his doctor currently
at all interviews, though not necessarily with the
same illness.

TABLE 110 - ""umbers of a ub.iects visiting
doctor t given intervals

Seeing Doctor Working Retd Retd Retd Aire; dy Total
1 O

fJ 3 Retired
Currently 30 5 12 2 15 64
3-6 months ago 4 1 3 1 3 12
6 months-1 year

ago 4 1 5
1 year or more

ego 26 5 8 1 5 43

Total 64 9 o rz 5 23 124

On analysis, the relationship between
occupational status and recency of seeing doctor
is not significant, but nearly so at the 0.05
level (chi-square = 4.69, n = 2, p between
0.10 and 0.05). In view of the numbers of
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chi-Bquare analyses carried out, it is only to
be expected that some relationship will prove to
be significant by chance. but it is also true
that the already retired group scored higher
than the working group on the Cornell inventory
at the initial administration and that t did
tend towards significance at the 0.0b level.
It is the contribution to chi-square of the
already retired men, more of whom than expected
had recently seen their doctors, which makes the
relationship approach significance here.
Taken as a whole, the sample may be compared with
that for the domiciliary research. There the
frequency of consultation with doctor for the
men aged 65 was as follows:-

Currently 12
3-6 months ago 4
6 months - one year ago 2
One year or more ago 17
'ot known 6

41

Chi-square here is 2.58, n « 1, and p is greater
than 0.10. The greater frequency with which the
present subjects appear to visit their doctors
is probably due to the fact that the information
is summarised over three interviews.

Much the same impression is gained when
one considers the number of men with "recent
illness". "Recent Illness " included any sickness
which resulted in a curtailment of normal
activities. This therefore included colds, and
other minor ailments. Since the inforination is
summarised for three interviews, the figures are
for men who had had a recent illness at any time
during the period of the research. The
relationship between occupational status and havi g
had a recent illness approaches an acceptable level
of significance (chi-square = 9.66, n = 2, p is
between 0.02 and 0.01). Again, by far the most
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important contribution to chi-aquare came from
the already retired men who had had a recent
illness much more often than would be expected
by chance. As can be seen from the table below,
nearly all the already retired men came into this
category.

TABLE 111 - "umber of subjects having had a
recent Illness

Recent Illness Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
1 s 3 Retired

Yes 32 5 14 2 20 73
'To 32 4 9 3 3 51

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

Of the 20 already retired men who reported recent
Illness, 11 hod a chronic illness which had been
influential in bringing on retiremeit. In seven
cases the illness was acute, and had arisen since
retirement, and In two cases there was a possible
relationship between the two, where the men had
left their jobs because of stress, and later
developed disorders with a possible stress
component. It might perhaps be mentioned as a
matter of interest that of the total sample,
only two or three men said, in response to
questioning, that they tended to go to doctors
more now than they previously had done, and there
did not seem to be a large effect of age on this
point. However, several men said that they te d
to ""steer clear of doctors" and "preferred to
doctor themselves".

Since most of the subjects were married,
it is necessary to know the state of health of
the wives, inasmuch as this may affect retirement
behaviour, and satisfactions in retirement,
lien may retire to help a sick wife run the home,
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and when retired may he worried by the prospect
of an ailing wife. Again, a wife's incapacity
may force activity on a man who might otherwise
sit and vegetate. An assessment of their wives'
health was obtained from the men, and it is
important to "bear in mind that this information is
not necessarily related to actual fact, but
represents only the husband's view.

TABLE 112 - Numbers of suojects assessing
wife's health in the categories
a down

Wife's Health Working Retd Retd Retd Already Total
1 2 3 Retired

Good 31 4 7 3 8 53
Average 17 2 6 6 31
Had 8 1 6 1 3 19
Don't know or

Ho wife 8 2 4 1 6 21

Total 64 9 23 5 23 124

These categories of health are, of course, very
crude, and do no more than give a rough indication
of the wife's health. They are simply assessments
which the present writer made on looking at the
husuands' reports. In general, if no complaint
was made about the wife's health, or nor specific
disorder mentioned, the health was coded "good";
if some remark v/us made such as "she's not too
good" or "she's up and down", or some symptom
or disorder which was not incapacitating was
mentioned, this was coded "average"; while if
specific symptoms were mentioned which appeared
to beiifcapacitati tg, this was coded "bad". Hut
if the categories are crude so in this case are
the original data, and it must also be remembered
that in many cases, during the time of the
research, the interviewer got to know the wives
quite well. Probably it would be fair to regard
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the categories as essentially a dichotomy with
good on one aide and average plus bad on the
other. Combining all the working men and
comparing them with all the retired men, there
appears to be no significant relationship between
occupational status and wife's health (ehi-scjuare
= 3.37, n = 3, p is between 0.50 and 0.30).

In summary of this examination of the
basic social data of this sample, it may be fairly
said that there appear to be no systematic biasses
Influencing one occupational group as against
another. The picture generally does not lead
one to expect any large deviation from the norms
for this age group, though undoubtedly there are
some, especially in the case of marital status.
It seems reasonable to co elude that there are
no systematic differences which would
differentially affect the results so as either
to obscure or over-emphasise any effect of
retirement. On the other hand, the sample is
not large enough of itself for more than
tentative generalisation and nor is it referable
to the population from which it was drawn without
some reservations.

The foregoing description and analysis
covers all men who co-operated at least once.
Within this group are some men who were eventually
to become losses, and we roust now turn to a
discussion of these together with those men who
did not co-operate at least once.

The Analysis of Losses

The terra "losses" is used to refer to
all men who failed to complete the full plan of
the research. A large part of these losses is,
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of course, composed of refusals. But in a
longitudinal research design, additional losses
due to factors such ao death are unavoidable.

The results which have been derived
from the data might well be invalidated if the
losses from the sample over-represent the
"difficult" or "maladjusted" subjects. In the
extreme case, for example, the losses might Be
composed of all the men showing morbid symptoms
leaving a sample which gave results leading-
one Badly to under-e81lmate the effect of
retirement.

It will Be recalled that the social
class of refusals at first interview were

examined in relation to the rest of the sample,
and it was found that no significant differ ice
existed. Further analysis of the characteristics
of the losses as compared with the rest of the
sample will now Be presented.

The losses ai the first interview, of
course, yield much lesn information than those
at subsequent interviews. These were men who did
not complete any of' the procedures. However,
22 men supplied sufficient data for some assessment,
albeit subjective, to Be made. The reasons for
the refusal to co-operate, Baaed in most cases on
an interpretation of the available interview
material, rather than any direct statement, are
shown in Table 113.
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TABLE 115 - Reasons for refusal to co-operate
at first Interview

Reason
apprehensions (probably regarding ability to

complete questionnaires) S
"Could not be bothered", irritation, etc 6
Influence of wife 4
Lack of time (wife's illness, pressure of

business, etc) 6
Too ill, poor health 3
Aggressive refusal 1
Reason unclear 2

Two cases gave more than one reason
for refusal.

24

It seems from this analysis that there
was no obviously predominant reason for refusal
likely to bias the results. There also ap eared
to be no bias in t errns of occupational status.
Of the 22 refusals under consideration, five (22.7,.)
intended to retire; while of the 124 men who
co-operated at the first interview, 28 (22.6%)
intended to retire, The reasons for retiring or
continuing at work are unfortunately obscured by
a large area of uncertainty, as Taule 114 shows.

TABLE 114- -* Reasons for retiring or
continuing at work given by men
who refused to co-operate at first
"interview

+

Season Working To Retire
Wife's health i
Health reasons 2
Financial 4
Boredom, etc 2
"Fed up with work", etc 2
Don't know 12 1

18 6

+ May be more than one reason per person
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Clearly, the number of subjects for
whom no reason for the proposed course of action
is known, is too large, and the number proposing to
retire too small, to allow any conclusion to be
drawn from this table. But it is not inconsistent
with the suggestion that these reasons do not
appear to be biassed in any particular direction,
and in particular they do not suggest a marked
degree of maladjustment. However, it is possible
to ootain more insight into this problem by ratings
of physical and mental health. These are derived
from an assessment of the available material for
each case.

TABLE 115 - Apparent level of physical health

Level of health Working To letire
Good 4 2
Average 3 1
Boor 1
Don't Know J3 3

15 7

The present writer lays no claim to any
expertise in this field, and the ratings simply
represent a judgement based on recency of last
seeing doctor, presence or absence of diagnosed
illness, and general complaints of illness. The
ratings used are crude, and the shortcomings of a
rating such as "average" are so familiar as to need
no discussion. Much the same considerations
apply in the case of mental health, shown in
Table 116.
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TALLE 116 - Apparent Level of Mental Health

orkins TO Retire
Assumed Good 4 1
Assumed Average 6 2
Assumed Door 3 1
Don't Know _3 2

16 6

The fact that nearly one fifth of the
working men who refused at first interview were
classified as "poor" on mental health may seem
excessive, hut it is not Intended to imply that
there was marked pathology. Rather was there
evidence of some stress - perhaps "maladjustment"
would he a better word. Viewed in this light,
the figure may not appear so high, especially
when compared with other studies (c.f.Monroe
Praser).

Taken together, then, these two tables
indicate that there appears to he no reason to
suppose that the retired men tended torcfuse at
first interview because they were maladjusted.
More insight into the problem of losses as a whole
is afforded by the consideration of the men who
were lost at the second interview.

The losses at the second interview
comprised 24 cases, viss:-

Refusals 17
Died 3
Discontinued 3
TTon Contact 1
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The three men who died represented each of the
three occupational categories, one working, one
retired, and one already retired. The retired
man died of a cerebro-vascular accident which
occurred while he was working, and it was
prooaoly coincidental that he was 3uat about to
retire. The already retired man had a long
history of illness which had originally led to
his retirement.

Of the three men ¥/ho ere discontinued
two gave, at the first interview, information
of doubtful validity, and two could not complete
the tests at all at the second interview. Two
of these were unaule to do so on grounds of
ill-health which had necessitated early
retirement. One revealed a long history of
casual employment, and was having psychiatric
treatment as an outpatient after having been an
inpatient in a mental hospital. This leaves
a balance of 17 refusals, whose apparent reasons
for refusal are given in Table 117.

TAbI»E 117 - Reasons for refusal of men who
would not co-operate at second
Interview

Reason 'lumbers
Influence of wife 2
Irritation, could not be
bothered, interview too long 12

Reason unclear _j3

17

It will oe seen from this table that in terms
of losses, a heavy price was paid for the amount
of information to be obtained, since 12 of the
17 refused to go further on grounds which were
connected with the length of the i -iterview.
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There appeared to be no discernible
relation of ref'uaai at second interview to
occupational group (chi-square = 1.40, n = 1,
p is between 0.30 and 0.20). The loerjes by
death, as pointed out above, were evenly
distributed between the occupational groups.
Of the 17 men who refused, one hud retired by
the second Interview, seven were still working,
and no information could be obtained in respect
of the remaining seven.

At the third interview, the reason for
one of the three refusals was unclear, but of the
two other men, one was "too busy" and one "could
not be bothered". One of the three had retired
by the time of the third interview, but the other
two were still working.

The scores on the questionnaires at the
first interview of the men who refused at the
second, are important, and one must ask whether
they differed significantly from the scores of
the corresponding co-operators. In Table 118,
these scores are compared.

TABLE 118 - Comparison of lirst Time
questionnaire Scores of Losses at
Second I iterview with taose for
co-operators

Co-operators Losses
Mean Score 3, D. Mean Score

4.90 27§2 4.33
8.41 3.23 5.30

4.80 2.20 4.00
5.17 2.51 5.00

13.73 1.08 17.43
19.03 1.16 23.11

iieron S.M. (Working)
(Retired)

Heron Sociability
(forking)
(Retired)

Cornell (Working)
(Retired)
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It will be seen that, with the exception of the
Cornell scores, the means for these groups are
all well within two standard deviations of those
for the co-operators. In the case of this
excex^tion the mean for the working group losses
is largely influenced by a wan who scored 00
on the Cornell. This man was very casual in
his work and other habits, and he had also been
ill for some time with a variety of symptoms.
The mean for the retired group losses includes
scores of 54,50, and 43 - all men who had a long
history of illness and intermittent employment.
It should be noted also that the means for the
losses group also include the scores at the
second Interview of the men who were loot at the
third interview. It appears from this analysis
that the men who were lost did tend to make more

complaints of illness when viewed as a group, but
that this was due mainly to some few men who
scored very high and whose illnesses were the
cause, rather than the effect, of retirement.

For the losses in eneral, that is
losses from all causes over the three interviews,
it is possible to separate out lite responses of
the losses from those of the co-operators, and
hence compare them over a wide range of variables.
Wherever possible, statistical procedures have been
applied to the analysis of differences but this
was not always possible due to the smallness of
the numbers involved, and the doubtful validity
of combining response-categories meaningfully.

In discussing the results of these
analyses, it needs to be borne in mind that,
of 36 analyses, 35 results are not significant
at even the 0.05 level, and one is significant
at this level but not at 0.01. hence it cannot
be said that the losses are likely to be greatly
biassed in comparison with the cc-operators.
However, such trends as are discernible will be
briefly discussed below.
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As regards attitudes, the losses appeal?
more frequently than the co-operators to regard
their present health as better than at age 60;
tc he somewhat more extreme in the favourableness
or unfavcorablenesa of attitudes to retirement;
to he more Inclined to rate their lives as very
happy; and to he more likely to rate themselves
in the younger age groups. however, the lowest
p for differences between the groups on any of
these factors is 0.19, ana hence these trends
are not really of any great influence in hlassing
the sample.

The losses had more often finished their
education prior to age 14- than tod the co-operators
(p is approximately 0.08). This would appear
to support the view that the decision to co-operate
or not might have been in part influenced by a
man's belief that he would not be able to cope
with all the test procedures.

There was some slight indication that
the losses came from larger ramifies than did
the co-operators, though this was only marked in
the case of very large families (five or more
in family) (p greater than 0.1). There was also
a slight tendency for the losses to visit less,
and be visited less among the family (p greater
than 0.1). There was no discernible relationship
between family position and co-operation (p =

0.4-2). The losses wer somewhat more likely to
have children of their own in Edinburgh (p is
greater than 0.S0), a id to receive visits from
them (p is greater than 0.20). The losses were
also slightly more likely to have some children
out of Edinburgh (p greater than 0.2) and of those
people contacted who had such children, the losses
tended to be more often visited oy them (p greater
than 0.05). There was no discernible relationship
between degree of co-operation and structure of
household. It was not possible to apply a
statistical test here, because of the small ess
and scatter of the numbers of cases.
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Both groups showed much the same
patterns of stability of residence. The
co-operators were only very slightly rrsore likely
to be natives of Edinburgh (p greater than 0.30),
but among those who were not natives, the losses
showed a similar small tendency to be more likely
to have lived in Edinburgh 25 years or more (p is
greater than 0.30). These trends v/ere also to be
noted in the length of time lived in present
neighbourhood, and time lived at present address.

Unfortunately, the investigation of the
relationships of the subjects with their friends
cannot be very thoroughly compared as between
co-operatore and losses. Most of the losses
occurred after the first interview and it was

not until the second set of interviews that an

improved schedule which covered this area more
comprehensively was introduced. However, insofar
as can be ascertained from the material available,
the losses reported about the same number of
friends as did the co-operators (p greater than
0.30).

Church membership again showed little
variation between co-operators and losses. The
co-operators tended slightly more often to be
members of a church (p greater than 0.20), and
there was gome indication of lesser likelihood
of attendance fairly regularly (more than once
a month) in the case of the losses (p greater
than 0.20). The co-operators tended to say
that they went more frequently now than when they
were 60, more often than did the losses (p is greater
than 0.1).

There was virtually no relation between
a subject's seelsg his doctor in the last six
months, and whether or not he completed the
research (p is greater than 0.70). The losses
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showed a very slight tendency more frequently to
report a recent illness (p io greater than 0.30).
There was same tendency for the losses to report
that their wives were in good health more
frequently than the co-operators. But again
this was not significant (p is greater than 0.1).

Coming now to plans and ambitions,
there were again no significant differences
between the groups. The co-operators did more
often say that they intended to move their
residence (p greater than 0.20) but there was
almost no discernible difference at all between
the groups in terms of having clans and ambitions
in general (p greater than 0.7), and in terms of
their self-estimates of achievement of ambitions
(p greater than 0.8).

The losses somewhat more often than the
co-operators said that they liad no problems or
difficulties but this wras also nowhere near

statistically significant (p is greater than
0.30).

The co-operators were more likely than
the losses to have been all their lives in one

job (p Is greater than 0.10), and correspondingly
they more often showed a history of regular,
rather than casual employment (p => 0.19). They
also more often regarded themselves as taking part
in more club activity than when they were 60
(p greater than 0.1), and they less often gave
evidence of "general" ue against "specific" use
of spare time (p greater than 0.05). There was,
however, no difference between the groups in terras
of number of hobbies as such (p is greater than
0.80).
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There was a slight tendency for fewer
of the co-operators than of the losses to "be
Intending to carry on work (p is greater than
0.30). Of the men who were carrying on work,
z*other more of the looses mentioned finance as

a reason for doing so (p is greater than 0.1).
This is consistent with the sources of income
expected "by the wen if they should retire.
Rax-her more of the men in the losses group than
in the co-operators group said they would have
only the retirement pension, or this pension,
supplemented to some extent by one additional source
such as supplementary or company pension. The
significance level here was the highest recorded
(p between 0.02 and 0.01). There was also
some indication that a feeling of relative
security in retirement might be expected on the
part of the co-operators to a greater degree
than among the losses, si.ice the co-operators
slightly more often had foreknowledge of their
pension (p between 0.30 and 0.20). On the
other hand, the losses leas often than the co-operators
said that the financial aspect of retirement
was a worry, though there was no evidence that this
difference was other than due to chance (p is
greater than 0.50). The tendency of the losses
to keep on working because of the financial
reward was complemented by the finding that a
greater proportion of them than of the co-operators
found their job "easy to do" (p = 0.10). Another
characteristic of the losses which showed to a

minor degree (p greater than 0.10) was their
tende icy to extremes in regard to the length of
time they intended to continue working. They
either intended to retire within the next year, or
they intended to carry on indefinitely - the
lat er rather more frequently than did the
co-operators. "lone of them/intermediate judgements/nade
of how long they 'would carry on, such as "another
two or three years".

A final comparison may ue made In
respect of the reasons for retirement given by
those men who had retired. The numbers here
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are very small, and no statistical analysis will
be attempted, out, of the reasons for retirement
given by the co-operators, 11 of 51 (31.6/.) were
health r sons whereas for the losses, five of
nine (55,6; ) were health, reasons. However, the
more accurate comparison ia that between the
losses and the already retired group of
co-operators, for all the losses who gave poor
health as a reason for retirement had in fact
already retired, The already retired group
of co-operators gave health as a reason for
retirement in nine of 33 cases (39.i;t). This
ia atill quite a large difference, but it should
also be borne in mind that two of the losses who
had. retired for health reasons, became losses
when they eventually died.

It may be thought that to base a
discussion on significance levels in most cases
so far above those commonly regarded as
satisfactory, ia unsound. On this view, the
comforting conclusion would oe that the refusals
are not likely to bias the sample, and hence the
conclusions, unduly. nowever, one is considering
a single sample of reasonably small siae, and in
relation to a number of factors. If the losses
represent a aeries of systematic differences such
that cumulatively they amount to a serious bias,
it ia important to draw attention to this. The
position ia summarised in Table 119. In this
table, no factors are recorded which yield
differences which are significant only at the
0.3 level or jnoi'e. This level is set quite
arbitrarily. The table contains two columns.
In the first of these are listed factors which
would imply that the losses are better "adjusted"
than the co-operators and hence that the remaining
sample over-estimates the amount of maladjustment
to be found in a truly random group. In the second
are listed factors which would imply that the
losses are less well "adjusted" than the co-operators
and hence that the remaining sample underestimates
the amount of maladjustment to be found in a
random group. As suggested at the beginning of
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this discussion, one would hope that, if indeed
any "bias exists, it would follow the first, rather
than the second of these alternative directions*

TAhLF; 119 - Gummary of reoulto of analysis
of looses

Factors Replying that resultant bias over¬
estimates effects of retirement
(5oiIrpaFIo^n~^FTSaTur~(15rso7~~~~
Coining from larger families (0.10)
Children of own in city (0.20)
Frequent visiting from children (0.20)
Children out of city (0.20)
Frequent visits from children out of city (0.05)
Wives in good health (.0.10)
Moving re sidenee (0.20)

Factors implying thai resultant "bias under¬
estimates effects of retirement
Earlier termination of education (0.08)
Visit less (0.10)
Visit less among family (0.10)
Membership of a church (0.20)
Frequency of attendance at church (0.20)
Comparative frequency of churchgoing with 60 (0.10)
Leflgth of time in job (0.10)
Regular employment (0.19)
More club activity now (0.10)
General use of spare time (0.05)
FinBnce as a reason for carrying on work (0.10)
Few sources of retirement income (0.02)
Foreknowledge of pension (0.20)

Vote1 he figures In parentheses indicate the
approximate probability ivel for significance.

On a purely numerical basis (i.e. number
of factors operative), it would appear that the
losses do indeed operate in a direction which
would tend to make the research results under¬
estimate the effects of retirement. However,
this is to regard each factor as having an
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equal weighting. Unfortunately wc do not know
what other weighting to assign to the various
factors, and all of them have been found to be
related to pathology of various kinds in ageing,
though"in several cases the results are somewhat
contradictory.

However, in vie?/ of the very low levels
of significance obtaining and since the factors
are by no means all on one side, but tend to
distribute themselves it seems fair to argue that
the effect of the losses is at least very small.
Hence the writer feels justified in rejecting
the suggestion that the losses are a serious
source of bias in the research.
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CHAPTER SKVEN

I'),!-; VALIDITY OP Tji.- eUbhTIOTPTAIKES

We come now to an investigation of
the third of the suggestions put forward at the
beginning of Chapter Six, namely that the
questionnaires are suspect. Clearly this question
is of central importance to the whole
investigation. Some evidence regarding the
validity of the questionnaires was presented,
in Chapter Five in the shape of correlations
between the Cornell Medical Index and the
Heron Inventory. Some more evidence is
discussed below.

In this discussion it needs to be
borne in mind that the major reason for
intro&uei g some assessment techniques was to
provide a means of assessment independent of the
observer's judgement. A second reason was the
need to provide some sort of metric, for the
measurement of changes in themselves probably
quite small. Thus the underlying assumption -

based, of course, on the behaviour of these
techniques in other reported research - is that
they would have a certain validity in this
situation, and would be an improvement on the
interviewer's own (subjective) judgement.

This has an important bearing on the
procedures to be adopted in the further validation
of the techniques. The subjective rating of
cases is o >iy i terms oi broad categories.
If the questionnaire material were divided into
correspond! g broad categories, say by using
the quartilea of the releva t distribution of
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scores, then it might seem that the correct
procedure would he to compare the to sets of
ratings over the whole range of cases. but
there appear to he two major objections to tills.

The first objection in that, with the
admittedly crude subjective rati ugs, there is a
large Interval of uncertainty in the middle of
the range which corresponds to an implied judgement
of "no discernible aspect of outstanding
importance in either direction". out the
answers to the questionnaires might be expected to
be more sensitive in this area, and to disperse
cases coming under this implied suspension of
judgement to their proper categories, leaving a
group with intermediate scores who "really" were
intermediate. So if all cases over the whole
range were used, the intermediate category of
subjective ratings would possibly tend to
underestimate the accuracy of the questionnaire
scores.

The second major objection is that there
is really no warrant for setting up the interviewer*s
own judgement as a criterion of the validity of
the questionnaires. To say that the
questionnaires were valid if they agreed with the
interviewer in assigning the subjects to similar
categories would be paradoxical. If the
agreement were, for example, 100^, then the use
of the questionnaires would have been otiose,
while if the agreement were nil, the only course
would be to reject the questionnaires and accept
the i 'terviewer*s rating. In other words, the
more usual approach to the problem of validity
would be acceptable only li the questionnaires
were themselves on trial, and were uei g
validated against a perfectly accurate judge, or
at any rate one whose error was very small.
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This appears to "be an assumption underlying tlie
validation of many techniques against clinical
judgement. The present writer believes that his
own ability in assessment is by no means in this
class, especially when it is remembered that the
cases being judged fall within the normal range
for the population, with the consequent relative
absence of marked symptoms. The questionnaires
v/hich were used were carefully selected and tove
been satisfactorily tested out in other situations,
as has been detailed in Chapter Pour.

Hence, the euusequent examination will
be largely post hoc in character. We atoll
determine which oases fall at the ends of the
range of scores, call these the extreme categories,
and then see whether there is any good reason why
there cases should fall at the extremes, easing
our judgement on the available material from other
parts of the interview. It is true that this
kind of procedure has been frowned upon from the
point of view of classic 1 scientific method, but
it appears to be the seat course here, in the
light of what has been said above.

There are two exercises in the assessment
of validity which will be attempted. One is to
see whether the cases failing in extreme categories
"ought" to ue there on the basis of other material.
The other is to examine tine cases who markedly
change their scores to see whether, i the light
of other material, they could have been ex -acted
to do so.

The first step, then, Is to determine
the extreme categories. These are taken simply
as the quartiles of the distribution of scores
in each case, that is, in respect of the Heron
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Emotional Maladjustment, the Heron Sociability,
and the Cornell Medical I dex. Thus Q-j, the
lowest 25% of the cases, corresponded to the
"Good* or low score category, and Qg, the top
25,. of the cases, corresponded to the "isad" or
high score category. It needs to ue borne
in mind that a perennial problem of psychology
and medicine Is involved here. The measurement
of bad health or malfunction is relatively easy.
The measurement of good health - if this is not
to be defined merely as absence of bad health -

is very difficult. Me shall thus expect less
clear-cut results in the case of Qi than in the
case of Qg. As Dr. heron (op cit; has out it:
"It is indeed unsafe to assume that a respondent
obtaining a lower score than eight on the present
measure (the Heron 13.M. Inventory) is, well
adjusted; all that, can be said is that in the
light of the available evidence such a respondent
is lilcely to oe well adjusted and that the
probability that this is so is reasonably high".

It was found trial in the case of both
the Heron inventories, the Qg category could,
without doing much violence to the data, be
defined as "air scores of seven and over". Thus
in the case of the Emotional Maladjustment scale,
for the first admi astralion, this gave 40 cases
i stead of the 31 required by the quartlie;
for the second administration 25 cases which was

exactly right; and for the third administration
21 instead of 20 required. The results for
the Sociability scale were similar, as were the
results for "scores of 0 - S", though the
limit of tiiis category as defined t»y the quartile
tended to oe somewhat less stable. I • the case
of the C.M.I, it was similarly found possible
to define the limits of Qg for all administrations
as "scores of 23 or more", and of c-j_ as "scores
of 0 - 9".
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These exercises were carried out after
the analysis of the data had been proceeding
for some months, and t ere fore any rating at t erupted
"by the investigator at this late stage would
almost certainly have "bee contaminated by familiarity
with the scores of the subjects concerned, and
with the case material, mowever, it will be
recalled (see Chapter Four) that at the com lotion
of each interview, and prior to scoring of the
test results, a rati g was made on a series of
five point rating scales. There was thus
available for this analysis, a set of field ratings
made at the time ox each interview, and these were
made the oasis of comparison with the quartilea.
It was thought from the outset that a five point
rating scale would be rather more sensitive than
the field ratings warra ted, but it has been shown
(SHEPPARD 1954) that this tends to spread ratings
away from the middle category (which is usually an
Interval of uncertai ty) and that the two categories
on either side of this middle one can then be
combined to give a relatively sound three point
scale. In the final use of the field ratings,
this was done.

For the heron Emotional maladjustment
scale, two of the rating scales were used. These
were Depression and Adjustment. A rati >g on
either of these towards the "'bad'end of the scale
meant the inclusion of the case in the 'l>adM
category. Two Intermediate meant a final
intermediate rati ig, while a "Good" and. an •Intermediate"
or two 'Goods'"me ant a final rating of Good". This
tended to iron out the anomalous cases, as when
the investigator rated a man as depressed but also
rated him as adjust! g quite well to this depressio n
Sometimes the juxtaposition of ratings which seemed
logically impossible was found to be necessary
in the field.

The way in which were distributed the
cases falling 1 to Q± and Qg at the fist interview
is s how in TAuhb ISO.
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ABLE 120 - Cases falling 1 >to notion) (b-,)
and top (Oft) guar tiles co. ">ared
wi t h iterviewer*a l ie Id rating.
ileron Emotional balad.lustment. first
adrn i n 1 atra lion. " » •

Heron .... I..
hi 3 Total

Good 22 6 28
Field Intermediate 55 8
Rating .pad 5 20 25

Total 50+ 29* 59

+ MoteThe field rating system was not
i itroduced into the test procedure
until some of the first time i 'torviews
had heen carried out. He ce numbers
of cases for whom rati igs were available
were somewhat less than numbers in quartlies.

It will be seen in the table that so. e

of the extreme cases on the inventory fell in
the intermediate category of judgement. This
was true for all subsequent tauies as well, and it
looks as though the questionnaires did, in fact,
spread the subjects qui ie well. ojecause of the
small total number in the intermediate category
in the table, very small expected frequencies are
found, and hence the computation of chi-square
requires that categories be combined. In order
to make the test of the validity as rigorous as
possible, the ouserved frequencies in the
intermediate categories were combined with tho
rating category opposite to that expected on the
oasis of the Heron rating. Thus the eases
in the first ("Good") quartile of the Heron scores,
who fell in the intermediate category on the rating,
v/ere combined with the subjects who fell in the
"Had* category of rating. This maximised the
error, and the expectancy therefore is that the
obtained significance level would underestimate
the true significance of the relationship.
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Combining the categories in this way yields a
chi-square of 10.45 with one degree of freedom
and p is approximately 0.001. This ap ears
to he very satisfactory.

TABLE 1SI - Cases falling i ito bottom (c,^)
and top U;.g) ouortiles compared
with interviewer's field rating.
lieron Emotional Ilal»d,1ustment.
Second administration.

Heron c. L.

<4,1 Total
Good 25 7 50

field Intermediate 7 4 11
Eatinxr baa 5 14 19

Total 35 25 60

Table 121 shows the position for the
second administration of the Heron E. M. inventory.
Chi-square for this table, with two degrees of
freedom is 12.3 , and p is between 0.01 and 0.001.
The corresponding data for the third administration
of this inventory is given below in Table 132.

TiUiLE 122 - Oaaea falling into bottom (ci)
and top ( fas") quartiles comp'ared
with 'i >te'rviewer Ts' field rating.
lieron Emotional Maladjustment.
thiva adiii 1 n 1 stratio;

Heron E.H.

% Qj* Total
Good ur 7 23
Intermediate 4

#
3 7

bad 2 11 13

Total 22 21 45
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In this table It is again necessary to combine
categories as is the c se of Table 120. This
yields a chi—square of S.84 which with one
degree of freedom correapo da to a p of between
0.10 and 0.05. It will be remembered that this
tends to underestimate the level of significance
of the data. As a matter of i stercet, although
it has not been allowed to influence the results,
a re-reading of the case 1 otco suggests that
there ts some evidence In favour of the Heron
inventories' classification of seven cases in
tig who were rated at the time of Interview as
"Good** by the interviewer. Hence, although it
appears rather life special pleading, it must
be said that the results for this third
administration are not unsatisfactory.

In considering the Cornell Medical
Index, it will be remembored that it has a dual
role. It gives the number of complaints made
by the subject, and hence is in some se ;se a
measure of health, but it is also possible to
regard it as a measure of neuroticism. The
second role will be considered here, and the first
will be briefly discussed later. The criterion
used here is the same as for the evaluation of
the Heron IS.M. inventory.

Table 125 (overleaf) shows the results
of the analysis. In all cases combination of
categories for* chi-square has been necessary and
this has been done, as in the case of the heron
inventory so as to maximise the possibility of
error. Thus the probability levels appear to be
somewhat lower than they really are. .out even
so, the relationship between rating and questionnaire
score Is not marked, except at the first
administration. It appears that the C.M.I,
does not agree so well with the field ratings as
does the Heron inventory. The latter shows
such a highly significant relationship to start
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with that even the subsequent falli ig off o :ly
brings It down to just below the level at which
the C.H.I, starts.

TAL LB 125 - Oases falling Into bottom (ei)
and top (o!-) quart ilcs compared
with f te viewer's field rati'tr.
Cornell I. edical Index.

1st administration
C.li. I.

Field
Good

...

20
-o

6 26
Intermediate 5 2 7
jjad 5 14 19

Total 30 £2 52

hi-square = 4.70, n = 1, p between 0.053 and 0.02

2nd adin 1nIs trat ion

Good 15 12 27
Field Intermediate 53 8
Ha11 ng ^acl 4 15 19

total 24 50 54

cjhi-oyuare = 0.84, n = 1, p is greater than 0.30

3rd administration

Good 15 9 24
Field Inter; e&iate 5 2 7
Rating Lad 5 10 13

Total 25 21 44

Chi-square = 0.74, n = 1, p is greater than 0.30
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ivc an explanation of this relatively
poor showing of the C. M. I. as a measure of
neurotieism or emotional maladjustment, it is
suggested that it res tilts from the dual role
of the C.M.I. If the frequencies in Table 123
are examined, it will be seen that the
interviewer's field rating of "Good" is subject
to quite a .fide margin of er . or as indicated by
the C.M.I. It is poe iuie that this confusion
arises because of the measurement of health by
the C.M.I. A man, for example, who had a severe
physical illness without emotional complications
might score high on. the C.M.I, but not on a valid
inventory measuring neuroticism. If this be
granted, then the original idea in using the
two inventories, that the Heron would be used to
measure emotional maladjustment, while the C.M.I,
would provide a measure of health, as well as a
check upon the Heron E.M., appears to be vindicated.

It has already been shown (see page
that the correlation between Heron and Cornell
inventories works out at about 0.70 for the
three administrations. Another way of looking
at this, and also at the way in which the quartlles
for the two questionnaires, are related, Is to
see which cases would fail into the two quartilee
on both testa. When this is done, it is found
thats-

At the first administration, of 36 canes
appearing is the C.M.I, first quartile, 23 (64%)
also appeared in the Heron first qu&rtile} and
of 32 cases in the C. i . I. third quart ile, 24 (75%)
appeared in the Heron third quartile.

At the second administration, of 26 cases
appearing In the C.M.I, first quartile, 16 (68%)
also appeared in the Heron first quartile; and
of 26 cases appearing in the 0.2.1. third quartile,
20 (72;.) appeared In the Heron third quartile.
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At the third administration, of 84 cases
ap earing in the C.li.I. first quartile, 19 (79%)
also appeared in the Heron first quartlie; and of
21 cases appearing in the C.M.I, third uuartile,
16 (76%) appeared in the Heron third quartile.

'rhe correspondence appears to be good,
and to be maintained throughout the period of the
research, with the third quartile, as expected
from the above discussion, rather more steady than
the first ouartile.

fVe come now to a comparison of the
Heron Sociability Inventory with the i terviewer's
ratings. The relevant rating here is that of
"Introversion". Br. Heron, in his paper (op cit),
says that "the terra 'sociability* has been selected
for this part of the inventory mainly because it
is somewhat less likely than is 'introversion-
extroversion' to be narrowly identified with any
particular school of thought in contemporary
psychology*. Hut the basis of the scale appears
to us introvereion-extroversio , and when the use
of this inventory was decided upon, prior to the
publication of Dr. Heron's paper it was tnought
that introversion would be a suitable trait upon
which to case judgement. However, it must be
confessed that tnis led the interviewer into
considerable difficulty. It is well knownthat
the facile translation of Jung's concepts into terms
of social participation and number of social
contacts is not accurate. The interviewer
started off with the assumptio that introversion,
if it were used at all, ought to be used aa defined
by Jung* Unfortunately, this proved extremely
difficult in the interview situation, and the
interviewer often found he was giving undue
weighting to such indicators of introversion-
extroversion aa those referred to above. It was
o .'Ly later that the more sophisticated use of the
concept uecame possible. Thus, to put it briefly,
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the interviewer's judgement of introversion
underwent some fluctuation from time to time.
At the out et, he was probably making a more
naive judgement which might be expected to have
more relevance to sociability, but subsequently
these rati gs tended to fluctuate more, as the
interviewer strove to use a purer concept of
introversion. Hence, it was to be expected, prior
to the anal sis of the validity 01 the test
material that the correspondence, if any, bet een
field ratings and inventory quartlles would, be
better at the first than at subsequent interviews.
This expectation turned out to be substantiated.

TAiu K 124 - Cases falling i to bottom (r.-j)
and t op (Cpi) quart lie's coupe red
with ' interviewer'1 a' field rating.
Heron sociao1111y.

1st administration Heron Uoclabtlity
___ d-i ga Total

Field Low 11 2 13
Rating Intermediate 11 8 19
' Introversion' High 7 12 19

Total 29 22 51

Chi-square a 6.86, n = 2, p between 0.05 and 0.02

2nd administration

Field Low 10 5 15
Rating Intermediate 7 5 12
'Introversion* High 5 12 17

Total 22 22 44

Chi-square = 4.88, n = 2, p cetweert 0.10 and 0.05

3rd administration

Field Low II 0 11
Rati lg Intermediate 5 5 10
'Introversion* Igh 4 11 15

Total ,;0 16 36

Ghi-square = 2.02, n = 1, p betvmen 0.20 and 0.10
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From the table It will be seen that
the significance levels are not as high as those
for the emotional maladjustment scale, and they tend
to get lower from administration to administration.
In the case of the data for the third administration,
it was again necessary to combine categories and
again this was done to represent the inventory
in the most unfavourable way. In vie.; of this,
and in view of the impurity of the criterion
the correspondence is fairly, though not
outstandingly, good.

It remains in this first exercise to
consider the validity of the C.M.I, as a measure
of health. For a fuller validation on another
population, with the aid of medically skilled
personnel, the reader is referred to GOitDOW,
EMERSOM and SIMPSGIT (unpublished). here it must
suffice to produce what evidence is available.
The writer lays no claim to medical skill, and has
attempted no health rati g; but a reasonably
objective rating can be made up on the basis of
recency of consultation with doctor, and specified
reason for visiting him, or illness diagnosed.
In the main, if a subject had not seen his doctor
for more than six months and complained of no
illness, tie was classified as 'health C. ', i.e.
that it would be expected that the C.M. r. would
show him in the first qnartile. If he complained
of some illness, whether or not he had seen his
doctor, or if he had seen his doctor within six
months for any reason whatever, apart from
'routine cheek-up', or minor reasons such as
'having ears syringed', he was graded as
intermediate, while if he had seen his doctor
during the last six months, and had had a serious
acute, or chronic, disease diagnosed he was
graded *'• g*. For this analysis only, it was
decided to use all available cases instead of
just those appearing in the extrerne guartiles
on the questionnaire, since this was, in a sense,
a prediction situation, rather than a post hoc
substantiation. There was in this case a

criterion which ought to be sufficiently stable
to use as a yardstick.
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The results of this analysis are shown
he low in Table 120.

T/wLS 125 - Comparison of health ratings
on unala of Interview material
with Cornell Medical Index
uuartlies.

Cj ^
t-'Ju tt 18 8 52

Interview Intermediate 8 27 8 43
Material C5 £ 5 1G 22

Total 3G 50 OP 118

Chi-square = 37.04, n = 4, p lean than 0.001
C = 0.489 (maximum for this taole - 0.812)

The correspondence appears to be good, and the
eontingenbi coefficient reasonably high. It
will be noticed that the marginal totals for the
interview material rating ,re skewed towards the
'good' end of the scale as compared with the
view that sickness estimates are higher when based
upon subjects' interviews than when cased on G. r.
records, and these in turn are higher tlian estimates
basejd upon hospital records.

data for the corresponding analyses
for the second and third interviews will be
presented, since the form of the interview
material was such that only changes in previous
health status were recorded at subsequent interviews,
and these changes were few in number#

The general comment upon this first
exercise, then, is that on the whole the questionnaires
have stood up quite well to this examination, and
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the Heron 35. M. the best of all* A phenomenon
common to all the questionnaires is their
tendency to ahow decreasing levels of significance,
when compared with interviewer ratings, at
interviews subsequent to the first one. There
appear to he two elements in tills* One is the
variation in the criterion, that is, in the
interviewer's judgement. The other is test
sophistication and test interaction* As regards
the first of these, the Interviewer inclines to the
view that his judgement was responsible in the
main for the lowering levels of significance.
This has been discus ed at the appropriate places
above* Apart from the difficulties actually
experienced in the interview situation in coming
to a final judgement, there is the fact that, cons¬
idered apart from interviewer judgements, the
correlations between the questionnaires, and the
allocation of the subjects to the two extreme
quart lies appeared to hold, up rather well* As
regards the second element, it is only to be
expected that with the administration of the same
questionnaires at three co iseeutive interviews,
even though these interviews were six months
apart, some i iteraction would result* We have
seen that the pattern for the scores was generally
to decrease with time. As an overall trend,
this would not matter since the experimental
design allows for this in dealing only with
differences between groups for the different
administrations.

Ve now turn to the second exercise, the
consideration of canes observed markedly to change
their scores. The definition of a marked change
was rather arbitrary, a score change of at least
five being taken for the Heron E.f . inventory,
one of three for the Heron Sociability intentory,
and one of ten for the C.lt. I.} but it should be
noted that these scores are each approximately
twice the standard deviation of the relevant
distribution for the largest (working) group of
scores.



below am given the rc.lev. 1 details
of cases which changed at leest five points
on the Heron Ibli. i v-. mtory.

Cane o. 65 ucore change- -9 (18:5)

At the second interview, the- iterviewer
remarked "Tension seemed .less than whe I
first saw hiiu': t though there /as also a
suggestion that Subject might on be
unwilling to admit symptoms because he was
at the time rather ap re he naive about his
job. he also showed a considerable drop
in Chi' . I. score, which may substantiate this
last remark* or map indicate that the
change is a real o e.

Cere o. hi • Score change ~6 (P:2)

between t... interviews Subject underwent the
serious operation for which he was waiti sg at
the first interview. At the first interview
he wua unable to work and very worried about
money; at the second he had got another job
and said he was financially settled. C.M.I,
score dropped fro*;) 37 to 85. This subject
had hod a oriel spell of psychiatric treatment
some time prior to the first interview*

..one >. IS9 bcore change -5 (8;g) .

This subject was managing director of a
bus .in® ss which was doing relatively badly at
the time of the first interview. At the
second interview the interviewer noted that
subject seemed "a little more satisfied and
well adjusted than in the Jammer"* and Subject
was "very satisfied with trade in the last
few months". The interviewer's field rating
shoved an Improvement corresponding to t <at
of the test score. This suoject allowed so. e
signs of neuroticism.
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Case "p. 25 Score change -3 (13:8)

Subject was self-employed as a director of his
own furniture firm. He was a semi-invalid
after a coronary throasbosia, and exhibited as
well some signs of insecurity, partly involving
his European origin, and partly his lock of
education. At the second i iterview, Subject
tms; noted as being more healthy and cheerful,
He had gone to live with his son while his
(Subject's) wife was in hospital, and this
appeared to liave improved Subject's adjustment.

Case o. 175 Score change -5 (12:7)

At the time of the first interview, Subject
had not worked for sever. 1 months, due to
arterio sclerosis. This was associated with

'

marked depression, The 'Picture had not changed
at the second interview, and neither had the
field rating, but the interviewer remarked that
subject looked happier a; d fitter than when last
seen. It was also suggested, however, taut
this might be due to resignation rather than to a

genuinc. iraprovement.

Case 'To, 167 heore change -5 (7:2)

Subject had a history of mental illness, and
had had to give up his own business because of
this. At the time of the second i terview
he had bought the new house which he had always
promised his wife and things seemed to be improving
for him, netween the second and third interviews
when the score decrement took place, the
settling in process continued, and at the third
interview it had turned out satisfactorily. To
field rating for the second interview is
available, but that for the third ia satisfactory.

vase o, 69 be ore cha .ge 4-3 (5:10)

between the interviews, this Subject appeared
to have aged, and the field rating noted an
increase in depression. Subject ap eared to
have neurotic te idencies, and these seemed to
be aggravated somewhat by insecurities about
his job.
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case "To. 134 Score change +5 (5:10)

Subject showed various neurotic symptoms, e.g.
hypochondriasis, fainting, anxiety. At Loth
the first two interviews he was worried about
his ability to carry on with his Job, and the
resulting financial insecurity. The field
rating is not helpful, the interviewer showing
a slight increase in adjusts ant rating from
'poor' to * intermediate'. Against this,
Subject had just before the second interview
been to his doctor with haematuria and this had
upset him.

Case o. 158 Score change +5 (V:12)

Subject was an introverted, inadequate man,
who was on both the relevant interviews rated
'poor' on adjustment. At the time of the
second interview Subject was i' conflict over the
question of retirement. be wanted to retire
because he felt his joo wan getting too . uch
for him, and being a single man he could afford
to do so. but he feared the loneliness and
possible effect on his health about which lie
ap eared in any case very anxious, with very
little apparent cause.

Case o. 82 Score cha .<x& +5 (3:8)

This Subject had had a rather turbulent career,
and v/as regarded by the interviewer as
exhibiting neurotic tendencies. between the
interviews when the score increment occurred, he
seemed to have become more concerned about his
health, and also to have become more insecure.
This is not reflected in the field rating, but
the case notes record the feeling of "mental
strain" aroused by his lay preaching activities.

In summary of this analysis, it seems
that the score changes can be supported in six
of the ten cases, numbers 21,23,55,89,129, and
167. It is perhaps not without interest that
in all these eases there was evidence of neurotic
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tendency, and emotional lability may account in part
for the relatively large swinge in score.

The same procedure may be followed in
respect of the Cornell Medical Index, Of the
cases which thus arise for examination, seven,
numbers 21,25,66,89,154, 158, and 176 have already
been examined above, though case numbers 108 and
175 will need to be re-examined for a swing back,
between the second and third interviews in G.M. I,
score.

Case o» 107 Score cha re ^;,9 (g0:57) and -26
(07,81)

This Subject i creased his score very markedly
between the first two i terviews and then
decreased it by about the same amount between
second and third interviews, 'To reason for the
great initial increase in score is to be found
in the case notes, which suggest that Subject
had improved somewhat in the interval. This
is borne out by the field rating. however, it
woo remarked at the third interview that "Subject
seems to be much more optimistic and his health
is 'much better'.... Subject thinks his health
has improved and says he is looking forward to
a year or two or healthy lire. He sometimes
feels aa though he could now do a job". The
corresponding Heron scores were 10j 12; and 9.

base To. 164 3core changes +18 (84:4-8) and -11
( 4'g . 51 V

It will be seen that this Subject i 'creased
his score markedly between first and second
interviews, but later compensated partly for
this by decreasing his 0,... I. score by 11 at the
third interview At the first interview,
Subject had just returned to work after being
av/ay 11 months after a severe injury to his left
ami. be impressed the interviewer as rather
emotional and somewhat depressed. At the second
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intei.-vi.ev/, it wus noted that "Subject locked
rather worn and pathetic... He said he and
his wife had been through eome pretty
troublesome experiences (illnesses) since I
had last seen them.... iiabject's arm still
troubling hiiii a lot and he cannot use it
properly. Frequently he is in pain". At the
third i -torview it was noted that "Subject seemed
brighter than when I last sow him.... he
remarked that he was probably worrying about
something last time". The corresponding Heron
scores were 9; 12J 11; Field ratijgs
followed the trend of the C. I.

Case fTo. 20 Score change -t 16 (27:43)

Between the interviews this subject had a
perforated appendix. At the second interview
he professed to oe feeling "much better". o
other evidence to support the increase inc. II- I.
score could be found from the medical point of
view, though psychologically there was some
indication of a mild anxiety about money end
work, and this related to health in his
re cog. it ion of his declining strength. The
Heron scores were 10 and 11. This subject
bad a history ol neurosis in the first orId
! f Gl* •

Case "o. 199 Score change ~16 (56 a20)

'..he evidence in this case was in the main
eo trury to the decrease is- score. Subject,
-who suffered from exte ubIvc rheumatoid arthritis,
was largely incapacitated, and he appeared to
become more resigned to hie ill:joss at time
went o . However, perhaps the remark of the
Interviewer that at the third interview Subject
seemed not to regard himself as ill but rather
as disabled, may have some significance.
Another* important factor is tb. i the second
interview was conducted at mid-Uuiwaer when the
weather was rather better. The field rati g
showed a very slight improvement over the period.
The Heron B.score was eight at both interviews.
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C-i-- ••• Mo. 208 bcore change +14 (12:26)

Between the two interviews, Subject appeared, to
undergo a marked deterioration. it was noted
that aie limbs trembled markedly and he exhibited
some intellectual deterioration* lie also
complained oi occasional light-hea&edness•
'there was evidence also oi some emotional
Instability at the second interview* The heron
the. scores decreased from six to four*

Case To. 193 hcore change 4-13 (19:58)

There was clear evidence here or an extensive
deterioration in health. Apart from a great
deal oi tension in the household over money,
and neurotlciem or the wife, Subject had changed
hie job and found it a change very much for the
worse. At the second interview he reported
pui s in the feub and legs, vertigo, and a
general apprehension about his stale of health.
Field ratings indicated a change for the worse,
and Heron E. II. score i -creased from four to
seven. The 0.in. I. score further increased to
36 at the third interview.

case do. 303 : ■core changes +12 (33:45) a >d -12
i 4o» 00)

between the first two Interviews a coronary
thrombosis compelled Subject to retire. lie
had had another coronary thros .oosio some time
previous to tue first interview but had
managed to get buck to work. Mow hie loss of
work was giving rise to considerable anxiety,
at tiu- third interview there was nothing to
account for his decrease in score beyond the
tae t 11 iu■ t iiv. wan acle c-o go t o< ■ ■> and aoou t again,
especially aa It was then bummer* The heron
S.I.u scores were 7; 8; and 8.

case Mq, 196 ceoro change -12 (15:3)

It will be seen that this Subject's score was not
of a very high order even at the first i terview.
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As a whole, his level of health appeared to he
good, lie was off work at the time of the
second, interview, having had an ingrowing toe
nail removed, ana lie iiad decided that this
would ot: an appropriate time to retire, lie
experienced some relief at having taken this
decision as he felt that Ma job was rather
getting on top of hi; ., 'fhe field rating
shoved an improvement at the second i .erview,
the lev on K. r.h score decreased from eight to
four.

Case ho, 174 Score change 4-12 (9;21)

Chore was little indication of any reason for the
increase in this Subject's score, though the
field rating recorded an in-ere use in Depression,
Subject did appear to so concerned about ills
health but this was more noticeable at the first
interview than he second one. The heron

score moved from five to six,

Unsc 1o, 35 Score change ell (16:89)

This subject had had periodic eye trouble and at
the time of the second interview was waiting
to go into hospital for an operation for
cataract. lie remained optimistic about his
health bui sail that "the key to life is good
health". Health also crane up once or twice
at the second interview which suggested that
Subject might be thi nisi rig rather more about it
than he had previously.

cue o. 73 Gcoro change -11 (20:9)

it the first 1 iterview, bubjc-ct was livl g
in very poor housing conditions and also
had tuberculosis, lie was off work and very
worried about money. At the second interview
he hud been moved into a newly decorated Council
flat, and was tremendously pleased with it,
he was also back at work# lie said that
when he was ill he felt "pretty low and
inferior" but this was largely past now. The
x eron E.h. score showed a. decrease from four to
three.
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Case "To. 109 Score change 4-11 (5:16)

There retried no specific reason to account
for this subject's change of score# lie
reported having a gastric ulcer on both
occasions but appeared to have stopped going
to his doctor of his own accord.. The field
rating suggested a slight decrease in
adjustment and. the Heron. 8.M. score increased
from nought to four, so that •■-.he results are
consistent#

base "o. 175 bcurc change +10 (42• 32)

A brief account of this subject between the first
and secc d i ?tervlev/e has already been given.
There, we noted a score decrement; now we have a
score increment. At the third interview, while
in appearance Subject was better, and he had
managed to get a job for two hours a day from
hia old firm - a sinecure really ~ hopelessness
had returned, and deterioration was evident in
apathy and disorganisation# The field rating
showed a slight improvement, but if was thought
to be a difficult case to rate because of
extreme resignation giving the appearance of
so e degree of "adjustment'*.

Case *To. 156 Score change -10 (23112)

This subject's score change o - the Heron S.M.
between hia first two interviews was discussed
above. His O.K.I. score then increased from
10 to 31. The score decrease to be considered
now is thus a condensation to some extent,
but in between the second and third interviews
Subject had retired and this had not turned
out satisfactorily. The field rating
shows no change and the case notes are
unhelpful on the point of health. Although
the decrement In score is not positively
indicated, it is not contra-indicated. The
heron 3.M. score shows some constancy with a
move from 13 to 11.
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Of the fourteen cases discussed in this
section, the score differences are regarded as supported
xn e i lit ci so 8 ( 3-1 • , 73 ,107,164,193 ,1961803, and 838)
and as unaupported - though not necessarily refuted -
in the remainder*

It remai ;s to investigate the heron
Sociability scale. Sixteen cases showed shifts
of scores of turee or more, covering in all 18
changes (i.e. including some changes between second
and third interviews). On examination it was found
that it was difficult to relate the c.- . e material
to the tiociau i iitv score in a mc .riiogful way, and it
was decided to attempt to relate the changes in
sociability score to those in the field ratings of
"Introversion*1. The difficulties connected with
this rating have already been discussed, and
therefore not too much reliance should be placed
upon the results of this investigation* However,
the f ot remains that of 15 cuangos for which
ratings were available, there was agreement
between thest changes and those of the ratings in
ten, and disagreement i » five. The writer prefers
not to risk: overstating the case and to say only
that there is no reason to suppose this part of the
test proceC. ire 1 -v- •!!d•

. he co•-.elusion to be drawn from these two
exercises would a; oar to he that the tests, and
especially the Heron inventory, have stood up to
the investigation rather well# The results
from the first exercise are perhaps somewhat more
satisfying in terms of rigour but it should be
borne in mind thai the attempt to relate
individual scores to 1 -dividual cases is pressing
the inventories and the1 case material rather hard*
In a situation of low motivation such as in a

pure re a-caroh situation with milling at stake for
the subject, overall grow-• characteristics are
often all that can be ob ained* Such has been
the a roach of this research. The case material
itself, apart from the field ratings, is aim ly the
i"terviewer's irapres;ions and additional information
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set down at the conclusion of each Interview, and
as snob, points which might have great importance
ir the estimation of the validity of the
questionnaires may have been ©misted. This may
have been the case in the only example which seemed
to the interviewer an obvious omission on the part
of the inventories. ruin was Subject 'umber 48,
who hah developed what up eared to bo an hysterical
symptom, though his scores•remained low and constant.
All the dynamics of this cose could not be
elucidated ir. the research/ situation, but it could
bo that his score pat em would be an accurate
representation of the subject's feelings.
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CIlAhTKR 'SIGHT

Discussion OF A"ID QUIA, ODIOUS FROM. THE
EMPIRICAL results

It is now time to a raw these results
together. It may be stated at the outset that
the results of the foregoing research do not
sup. ort the retirement impact hypothesis. As far
as mental and physical health arc concerned, no
effect of retirement is to he noted. What appears
to he moot important in determining a man's
pattern of scores is his oasic personality rather
than any influence or work or retirement. The
picture is one of remarkable score stability.
There is no reason to suppose that this is due to
a sample bias exercising a blanketing effect o the
retired group or to a lack of validity of the
questionnaires. One cannot prove the null
hypothesis, but there is no reason at all, on the basis
of the results, to reject it.

The investigation of attitudes, however,
presents a somewhat different picture, though
again it is by no means as catastrophic, at any rate
for the men in this sample, as the retirement
impact hy. othesis would lead one to expect. The
results of the attitude i veotigations do show that
some stress is being experienced by the men during
this first year of retirement. Thus the retired
men rate themselves as older than do the working
men, and they are more likely to admit to feeling
lonely. They also show, in their answers when
questioned about their views on retirement, some
ambivalence accompanied by a swing towards a more
favourable view 01 retirement after the first six
months of it. however, the trend is somewhat less
clear as the first year of retirement proceeds, and
some men experience more misgiving later on, though
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the general feeling seems to ue one of 1 icreased
satisfaction*

The 'I am' teat substantiates this
impression of stress among the retired men. It
should be emphasised that the stress indicating
reepo>ses cannot really ue called morbid, but evidently
the initial experience of the retirement situation',
does arouse some tension i'< the men.

These tensions are generated during a time
of readjustment and, in vie// of the high degree
of co-operation obtained from the retired men, it
would appear that they are concerned to evaluate their
new situation as uest they can. The diary shows
that they do not respond to the need for
re-orien ation in a very constructive way, and there
is abundant evidence from various parts of the
interview material to show that the tolerance for
passivity is extremely high. This suggests that
education for retirement, admonitions to take up
extra hobbies, and increase social participation,
arc to some extent an imposition of unfamiliar
norms of behaviour when in fact men retiring can
make their adjustment in terms of their own norms.
They do this by doing a little more gardening,
helpi grather more i the house, doing occasional
shopping, and toping a lot more passive leisure.

It appears that the retired group is in a
transitional stage between the working group and
the already retired group. This interpretation
involves the question of whether the already retired
group can be consider d as directly comparable to
the other two groups. It has been suggested at the
appropriate point in the report that this is only
partly true, Tevertheless, for the purpose of
generalisation here, it is true enough. This,
combined with the fact that the retired men do tend
to change their attitude to retirement lor the
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bet < er, suggests that retirement calls for some
perseverance. Ho doubt, at least initially,
social pressures have aome influence i the
situation. The retired men, as their diaries show,
tend to remain work orientated for some time,
whereas the already retired men have restructured
their patterns of activity (or passivity). Hence
it must be rather strange for the men to find that
they are outsiders as far as their firm is
concerned, and to realise that they are not up
with the latest developments among their erstwhile
colleagues. They appear to try to maintain
co ttact with these ex-workmates in the evenings, but
if the already retired men are anything to go by,
these contacts eventually lose their force and new
friendships are formed on another basis than work.

The retired men themselves in several
cases remarked ihtu the first two or three months
of retirement were the worst. Apart from the
adjustments required uy loss of work, adjustments
to change of income were urgent and difficult,
though even so, there was some evidence that the
men who retired were to some extent those who were
better able to afford it.

/hile it is true that the retired men

do show these difficulties, it is the impression
of the writer, that, considering the number of
possible sources of tension reviewed, it is
surprising that more differences between them and
the working men have not revealed themselves.
It is undoubtedly the ease, and even to be expected,
that the retired men would reveal some indications
of uneettlement consequent upon cessation of work,
but these indications lead one to conclude that the
process of resettlement does not involve morbidity
in any true sense. In tnis way, the presence of
retirement influences as shown by the more general
techniques, and their absence as shown by the
questionnaires, is reconciled.
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forhaps the moat interesting phenomenon
is that where the retired group do show evidence of
stress, they tend to show it at the initial
interview, that is, just before their retirement, and
to maintain it thereafter. There thus an, ears to
be a prospective effect or retirement, out this
is hardly surprising. In the opinion of many men,
especially those who remained at work, retirement is
a situation fraught with danger. It ap e rs that
the widely disseminated viev/s about the value to
health of continued work have had the desired effect,
though thic lias not happened without cost 1 terms
of anxieties on the part of me approaching
retirement age, lieu will hold this opinion despite
the fact that t .ey know men who have successfully
retired, and have only vaguely heard of someone who
has not, I this respect, the men with retired
friends are rather better informed, though even
here one gets the impression thai they regard their
friends' survival as unusual. Si ce there is at
least some evidence that the retirement impact
hypothesis is false, surely this evidence ought to
be given the same wide publicity that the retirement
impact hypothesis itself has had.

There is, however, a much more potent
source 01 the fear of retirement. This is the
problem of finance. Very few men in the sample
were free of some degree of financial stri gency,
though this ranged all the way from being worried
auout the relative decline in the value of fixed
investments to the inability to exist on the
retirement pension unless this were supplemented
from some other source. The retired men, as has
been said, were somewhat better off than many of the
men in the sample, but they did feel the need to
cut down very considerably their patterns of expenditure.
Their v, iires felt it perhaps even more, since the
household budget was cut at a time of rising prices.
It may be said that, if the men complained, they
should go out and find further work. Some did
this; perhaps more would have done so if the
earnings rule had not been enforced, but the
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retired uen were on the whole not complaining
unduly. The financial difficulties surroundi g
retirement were much more powerfully appreciated
by the men who carried on working. For many of
them, retirement just was not a possibility to
be even considered, and for these men there was no
prospect of doing anything but continuing to work.
The possibility of a breakdown in health, and a
consequent inability to carry on working, was a very
real one, and gave rise to a considerable degree
of fear. Fortunately for the men concerned, work
was available for older workers at this time, and
for those men who we re unduly ailing, the possibility
remained temporarily remote. but in view of this
state of affairs, it is not surprising that the men
on the threshold of retirement experience some
last minute misgivings.

The implication of this discussion is
that retirement, as experienced by these men, is not
traumatic, and the retirement impact hypothesis in
the present case, not sustained. The fact that
some tensions were found to exist is not taken as

supporting the retirement impact hypothesis because
they were not morbid. It must be remembered that
the retir ment impact hypothesis implies a morbid,
and even catastrophic reaction to retirement but
nothing of the kind was found here.

however, there are two strictures on the
present results. These are firstly, the fact that
they refer only to the first year of retirement,
and secondly* that the sample is rather small. These
will be discussed in turn.

Evidence to suggest that the first year
of retirement is the most difficult has been
referred to above. however, since no previous
longitudinal research has ween carried out, this
remains an assumption, and one which has of
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necessity been made here# The retirement impact
hypothesis in one oi its forms seems also to
make it. A priori it would seem reasonable enough.
Clearly, it io desirable that the assumption should
be tested, but such a test awaits a research with
greater resources than the present one. Two
longitudinal researches now being carried out have
been mentioned in chapter Pour, and with the
means at their disposal, no doubt light will be
thrown upon this problem. But, oddly enough, so. e
of the proponents of the retirement impact hypothesis
who would not be satisfied with the present research
on the grounds that it covers only the first year
of retirement, would probably not be satisfied either
with those larger researches which have now been
started, should they show no effect oi retirement.

The difficulty would appear to be that
these people are propone: ts 01 a theory which is
untestaule. They start from the assumption of the
truth of the theory, and therefore the aim is to
reveal the effect of retirement. If a research is
carried out which does not support the otion of
retirement impact, then they would say it is not
tliat there is no impact cut rather that the research
is defective, or not sensitive enough to reveal the
true state of affairs. Some examples of this
approach were discussed in chapter Two. The
implication of this approach for the present
discussion is that it becomes impossible to agree
a criterion of retirement impact. If one examines
a group of retired men during the first year of
retirement and shows no retirement impact, then,
aside from any criticisms of method which may be
made, the answer comes that the negative result
is due to the probability that retirement impact
occurs later than the first year of retirement.
If now it is agreed simply to accept the results
for what they are worth and then to investigate the
seco d year of retirement, well and good. But one
has the strong feeling that if the second year * s
results also tur out to be negative, then .it
will be said that this is because the third year is
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important. And so on. Thus, supposing that the
recently started research at birmingharo Medical
School, for example, were to show no effect of
retirement after tun years, would this satisfy the
retirement impact supporters? One suspects not,
and one is strengthened i this suspicion "by the
fact that it has seen suggested that since men in
general die at earlier ages than do women this
is Itself an instance of retirement impact.
This, of course, could be true but it seems to the
present writer that it would be necessary to reach
agreement on what is to be ascribed to retirement
impact and what not. Without further investigation
the shorter life span of the male might equally well
be due to co stitutional differences from the
female. As a matter of interest, insofar as this
view of retirement impact is stated in general
terras and is based upon the stereotype that women
never retire (because of their status as housewives),
It can be shown that the curve of female mortality
is unrelated to the curve of female retirement from
work. but this discussion is reserved for
Chapter Wine. Unless the supposed effects of
retirement can be shown to follow reasonably closely
upon retirement itself, intervening influences
must be taken into account, and may alter the whole
situation. However, further elucidation of these
points will no doubt eventually be forthcoming.

We turn now to the question of the sample
size. This was, for the investigator, the most
disappointing aspect of the research, but the labour
of collecting subjects had been underestimated and
completeness of material was given preference over
number of subjects. The subjects form a randomly
drawn sample of the population of Adi burgh men
aged 63, but the numbers ore hardly sufficient to
form the basis for definitive conclusions about
retirement impact, even though the experimental
design enables one to place more confidence upon
the results than if the material had been less
rigorously collected.
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The attempt to solve thio problem, at
least in part, has been made in the following
manner. In Chapter Two it was asserted that the
attempt to investigate psychological and.
sociological problems by using large-scale data
such as that available in the Census, is not
satisfactory, and involves many assumptions.
On the other hand we have here a piece of research
in some depth, the results of which suggest that no
effect of retirement is to be expected. With the
large-scale data alone, if one were to find no
retirement impact, it would not be clear whether
there really were no impact, or whether the data were
too coarse to show it. .put using our small scale
data, we can psoitively predict that the statistical
data ought to reveal no impact. This is the
hypothesis which is tested in Chapter Nine.
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Cli/u TtK TOR

SGbb ST^nVTXCAL AAT-RIAL

The data for a statistical examination
of" retirement are not easy to come by, but when
available it does seem at first sight as though
retirement is followed quite soon by death. however,
the obvious criticism is that many people are known
to retire uecause they are ill, and under these
circumstances retirement may not be an important
factor in the cause of death, or indeed may even
delay it uy providing rest and a certain
recuperation for an ailing man. It is necessary,
therefore, to take into account the numbers of
men retiring because of ill-health when attempting
this approach to an examination of the problem.
This refined sort of evidence is even harder to
corne by. MATHIASfiff (1953) quotes two pieces of
data which are relevant to this point. The first
is from information supplied by the personnel
manager of a large firm (NATIONAL I71DIJSTRIAL
COvTFiiR<i*TC - jiOAHD 1950). This personnel manager
"declares that statistical analysis of the records
of company employees who have retired since 1925
indicates that these men live on the average longer
than the general population. The variation from
the general population is believed by the personnel
manager to be large enough to indicate the importance
of retirement as against continuing at work in
prolonging life. This post-retirement longevity
record was established even though between 30 and
40; of these employees who retired did so because
of ill-health"•

This evidence, however, based upon
records of only o c company and with no further
details of the subjects, is really only anecdotal
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in character. But the second investigation which
llathiasen quotes is more valuable. MYBH6 AHD
SHUDDE (unpublished) analysed two sets of records.
These were

a) the records of the mortality of primary
beneficiaries under the Federal Old Age
and Survivors Insurance system,

and

b) the records of annuitants under the
Railroad Retirements .aoard.

This data is, of course, American. The conditions
for qualification for a pension are such that the
group of railroad annuitants are a non-disabled
group, since the disabled liave been excluded
because they are eligible for a special disability
pension. On the other hand, the group of Old
Age and Survivors Insurance beneficiaries is
probably weighted towards those in poor health since
the pension provided is such that, as with our
own retirement pension, many men do not v/illingly
revert to such a low level of income while it is
still possible for them to work; in other words,
the * healthiest workers tire the ones most likely
to continue at work".

What this amounts to, then, is that we
have two groups of retirees, one maintaining a
high level of health and one a low level, and
on the retirement impact theory we should expect that
mortalitywould be high after retirement in both
groups, witht retirement causing deaths among the
otherwise healthy "railroad" group, and probably
contributing to the deaths which would in any
case have occurred by previous ill-health among
the "old age " group. However, the results do
not accord with expectation. The analysis shows
that among old Age and Survivors Insurance
beneficiaries, the ratios of actual mortality
to expected mortality (this latter being based on
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white male death rates for the U.S.A. for 194-4)
were highest for the first year after retirement.
For those retiring at age (55, the ratio was 176. ,

They dropped to a much lower figure in the socoed
year after retirement, and by the fourth year after
retirement the ratios of actual to expected
mortality were only slightly i i excess of 100. .

but in the case of the Railroad Annuitants
(non-disauied) the ratios of actual to expected
mortality are only slightly above 100.i for the
first year after retirement (107, for retirement
occurring In the age group 65-69), and for the
age group 60-64- the ratio is only 731, This
latter figure, as Mathiasen points out, indicates
the importance of the factor of health selectivity,
since it is in this age group that the disability
annuities are moot used to draw off the disabled
group.

The evaluation of these figures .< iuat
tend to refute a retirement impact theory, though
if one is eager to find some indication that
retirement may be detrimental - in some unknown
way - in some cases, the ratio of 107.-■ among the
An uitants cannot be overlooked, even though it
is sufficiently small to be due to some chance
fluctuation. There are other reservations one
must h ve about these figures which apply in
general to researches of this type. The oet
important of those is concerned with the practice
of deriving specific control conditions from
general assumptions about the nature of the group
under investigation. In this case we have a
group of Old Age and Survivors Insurance beneficiaries
and on general grounds we know that these me ■ will
work on as long as they can because of the shortage
of money. We therefore make the assumption that
the men who do retire will be in relatively poor
health, and we use this as a specific control in
our interpretation of the data. however, we do
not know how important a factor ill-health is in
this group, and' how it interacted with other factors
to bring about retirement in actual cases. This
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The retirement impact theory has also
Dee investigated statistically by Meuaban and
Ford (op cit). The question with which these
authors were concerned is "Docs entry into
retirement shorten life expectancy"? The
samples used for the investigation were composed
of retired Army and Air Force officers who spent
some part of their life in retirement during
1985-48. There were two sub-groups, 2,798 officers
who died while in retirement during the period;
and 1,452 officers who retired during the period
1920-33. both the groups were taken from official
records.

"Successive survival rates" were computed
for the data. For example, if 80 of 100 officers
retired at ages 60-64 survived the first five
years of retirement, the survival ratio for that
initial period would be .80. The authors say

"It was reasoned that if entry into retirement
Is a factor increasing mortality, the survival
ratio for a given age group should be lowest
in the initial retirement period* For
example, there should be a smaller proportion
of survivors of a group aged 60-64 passing
through its first five-year period of retirement
than of a group in the same age bracket passing
through its second five year period (having
retired at ages 55-59). Even if the higher
mortality rate were experienced only during
the first one or two years of retirement, it
should serve to lower the survival ratio for
the full period since there is no reason to
expect that the mortality during the remainder
of the period is markedly lower than average".

The general res tuts of this investigation
were that officers of the studied populations who
entered retirement at ages 50-1)4 and 55-59 were
generally lee likely to survive five years tiian
officers of comparable ages who had retired earlier
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and wore entering their third five year period
of retirement. But officers who retired at age
60 or later were considerably uore likely to
survive their first five years of retirement
than earlier retired officers of comparable age
were to survive their second or third five years
of retirement. These results are explained in
general "comrnonsense" terms, the authors suggesting
that retirements Below 60 occur mainly on grounds
of ill-health, while those above 60 occur on
grounds of age or length of service. Health is
postulated as a selective factor. The retirement
impact hypothesis is rejected.

A major difficulty in the interpretation
of these results is that the population studied
is a military one, and it is often the practice
for retired officers to take up other employment.
This would certainly appear to Be the case in
nritaln, and it is probably easier for retired
officers to get suitable employment than for other
men of comparable age. Thus, firstly, it is
so ewhat hazardous to apply these results to a
general industrial population, and secondly,
concerning specifically the retirement impact
theory, we do not know how many of the officers
did in fact get further employment after leaving
the service. If we assume the t, since they were
to some extent incapacitated, early retirants would
be less likely to obtain further employment than
those who retired purely on grounds of age or
service, then this might have the effect of
artificially distorting the results by increasing
survival ratios in the older age groups. Under
these circumstances the retirement Impact theory
could still be true while the data would lead
to its rejection.

The secretary to the Pension Fund of a
large firm, in a personal communication to the
present writer, supplied data on retirees under the
scheme. A preliminary analysis of the records of
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the scheme showed a higher than expected mortality
after retirement age• But whe i the material was
re-analysed to take separate account or men who
retired prematurely on grounds of ill-health, it was
found that the mortality was no higher than expected
and no retirement impact was suggested.

80 far in this chapter we have examined
statistical investigations which have Been
reported, but if retirement had the effect which
it is said to nave by proponents of the retirement
impact theory, then this should be revealed i
the various statistics relating to mortality and
morbidity in the population. It therefore seems
worthwhile to examine the statistics derivable from
various sources in order to see whether there are

indications that this is so. The kind of evidence
one requires are signs of a sudden i crease in
deaths in the region of the age at which retirement
reaches its higher frequencies, or, in the case of
non-fatal illness, Indications of a marked i crease
in general practitioner consultations, or mental
hospital admissions. naturally, in attempting
to do this, one is not suggesting that even if
evidence could be obtained of narked increases in
morbidity and mortality rates at about the age
where retirements became markedly more frequent,
this would constitute more than circumstantial
evidence in favour of the retirement impact
hypothesis. This hypothesis can only be examined
adequately by means of specific researches designed
especially for the purpose, and of which the research
detailed earlier is an example. but such
circumstantial evidence could be expected to be
consistent with the results of that research, and
hence would be of great importance in supporting
or casting doubt upon it. If one could show that
the periods 01 more frequent retirement were periods
also or disturbance as revealed by the various
figures obtainable, this would render the
retirement impact theory plausible while if the
outcome of such an examination of the figures were
negative, this would be damaging evidence against the
theory.
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The curve of retirements for the
population of Great mritain has already been set
out in Figure Tv/o. It will ue seen that the
percentage working decreases from 91 at age 60
to 58??> at 65 and then to 41$ at age 69. If the
i.ri act theory of retirement has the validity
claimed for it, then, this decrease in numbers
working ought to ue reflected in increased amount of
sick 'ess, etc. Therefore, what •;e need is to
examine the various statin tics to see whether there
is any indication of a marked increase in the
presence of j, orbid conditions in the period around
65 years of age. Moreover, the indicators of
disorganisation we are seeki ; should show i the
case of men out not of women since their employment
experience is different and does not entail a
sudden break from employment.

1. To a,. ,.[11

Aa a first step, mortality experience
of the older age groups la examined. In Table
126, age specific death rates per cent together
with comparable data on retirement are shown,
It will be seen that the female retirement rend,
i.e.percentage oi age group retired, i creases
suddenly at ages 59-60, while the male trend
goes up very steeply at age 6b and flattens out
slightly thereafter. but in neither c se does the
respective death rate curve rise in concordance
with the retirement curve, and it would also appear
that this is not due to a delayed effect of
retirement, si ice if the effect were delayed, it
would be expected that the sharp increase in
gradient of the death curve would indeed show, but
would occur after an interval of a certain number
of years. There is a alight upward jump i the
male death curve at age 67, but this is not
comparable with the great i creese in retirement
which occi rred two years earlier. The male death
curve does show greater fluctuation than the
female, but this also occurs prior to retirement.
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The direct comparison of death rates and
retirement rates is not strictly legitimate since
the retirement figures a't a prevalence rate
representing the numbers' retired at any one time,
regardless of when retirement took place, whereas
the death rate figures are incidence rates, based
on the number of deaths occurring in the period.
Therefore, the first derivatives of the respective
figures have been worked out and are also shown
in Table 126. The first derivative shows the
slope of the curve at any particular age by analogy
and the differential calculus, and thus gives an
indication of the sine of the increment between the
particular age and the one immediately before it.

From the first derivatives it will be
seen that at a time when the slope of the male
retirement curve is increasing markedly, the slope
of the male death curve is showing a tendency to
decrease, i.e. while increments in numbers retiring
arc i -creasing, 1 :.erentente in numbers dying are
tending to diminish. It remains true that there
is an upward jump in. the death curve at age 6? but
on the basis of these curves, the fairest verdict
seems to be that there is no relation between
retirement and mortality. however, a more detailed
analysis is possible.

An Analysis of the Census Uaterlal on Retirement
and Fortality

Since the Census provides details of
numbers employee, and retired, it should be possible
to relate these figures to the available material
on mortality so as to throw some light on the
tenabillty of the retirement impact hypothesis.
At the time of writing (1957), the Occupational
Mortality tables for the 1951 Census have not been
published, but the full material is available for
the 1951 Census. There seems to be no reason to
suppose that the results obtained from an examination
of the earlier Census should be any different from
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thoae which /night "be obtained from the later one,
except possibly as a result of the variation in
cultural stereotypes and attitudes towards older
people and their work. This variation has
already been adumbrated. Thus the emphasis on
cessation of work at the earlier period might have
led to a lower degree of tension in retirement than
is reputed to exist nowadays and hence conclusions
dra . "i from the earlier material might not he
applicable to the situation at the later, date,
however, as usually stated, the retirement impact
hypothesis lias a more physiological than cultural
implication, and so this consideration may be
temporarily disregarded in the examination of the
material in the 1931 Census (RPGIOTEAR GSTTERAL
1931a, 1931b), This examination, of course, can
only throw light on the r tirement impact hypothesis
in its more extreme form, that is, Hint "retirement
is a ticket to death".

Initially, it could he hypothesised that
those occupations which showed a high age specific
retirement rate would also show a high age specific
death rate in the corresponding age groups. This
hypothesis can be illuminated, though not tested,
by the Census material. There are two main reasons
for this. One is, as mentioned just previously,
that the retirement rate ir. a prove lance rate, and
we do not know what the incidence of new cases of
retirement is, whereas the death rate is an incidence
rate. This is another way of stating the objection
to many of the empirical researches reviewed in
Chapter Three that we do not know how long after
retirement death occurred, and, of course, we do
not in this case know even that the deaths occurred
among the retired group disproportionately as one
would expect. The other main reason is that we
again do not know whether the true state of affairs
is "sick people retiring" rather than "retired people
becoming sick", however, in the first case, on
the hypothesis, one would still expect, in spite of
the scope for inaccuracies that a high retirement
rate at any one time would be reflected in a high
death rate. In the second case, it should be possible
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to mice some assessment of the occupations
from other dcita to see which of the two
possibilities was likely to be oyer -five; but
this presupposes that a relationship between
high death rate and high retirement rate is to
be found. If such a relationship v/ere not
found this would be evidence against the
hy jo the a is.

As a first step, then, high and low
rates for both retirement and death ./ere

ascertained. The age specific death rates
for the age groups fro... 45 upwards for all the
occupations to be found in Table 4a of the
Occupational Mortality Tables are- also expressed
by th /registrar General as ratios of the
oorrespo ding rates for the total employed male
population. Selecting all those occupations
where a dir. ct comparison could be /cade with
Occupation Table lb, corresponding ratios were
worked out for the retirement rati s. hi ce
the maximum increase in retirement rates is to
be found 1 the 65-60 aye group, this age group
was used in the initial elae.ificati - The
t o sets of ratios, on-., for retir.mie i rates and
one for death rates, were set out in frequency
distributions and the upper unci lower uuartlies of
these distributions were calculated. All ratios
falling above the upper ,uai ilc. value (Qg) were
accepted as high, a ad all those foiling- below the
lower cjuartile value (were accepted as low.
There were 77 occupational groups on which
iformation could be octal zed, and by the
procedure outlined, 13 occupations were obtai _-ed
in each of the groups exc.pt "Death Kate Ratio
high" where, due to rounding off of values,
20 were obtained. The occupations falling
i to the four groups wer then camp/red to see
whether 1 fact the same occupations occurred in
both high or both low c -tegories. The result of
this analysis is shown in Table 127.
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TABLE 127 - Rna.lysio of Retirement and Mortality
.Ratios of Arc Specific Rates for
Occupational Groups to those for
T?A11 Hales*1 Age group 65-69
England and Wales 1931

Death Rate Retirement Rate Ratio
Ratio

High Intermediate Low Total
Low 7 7 5 19

Ghi-aquare =» 1.24, n = 2, p greater than 0.50

High 7 9 4 20

Ohl-sotiu'e = l.iot n - 2, ;- gr^.-ter than 0.50

Retirement
Rate Ratio Death Rate Ratio

nigh Intermeaiatc. .uow Total
Low 4 10 5 19

Chi-souare = 0.32, n = 2, p greater than 0.80

High 7 5 7 19

Chl-square = 3.38, n = 2, p gre .ter than 0.10

On th null hypothesis of no relation 'between
death rate ratio and retirement rate ratio, we
would expect that the cases in each category
would be distributed according to the distribution
of the total cases, "via 1, 2, 1 (since the analysis
is based on the yuartiles). It .ill be seen
from the Table that the null hypothesis must be
accepted and. that there ay. ears to be no
relationship between death rate ratio and
retirement rate ratio.

but there is an objection to this
simple analysis. by limiting the exarni ation to
one age group only, and to those cases where the
respective rates may be characterised as high or
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low, it, may be that significant relationships
hsve been over looked. For, suppose that an
occupati nal group was characterised, by low
death rates throughout all age groups, but that,
due to the impact of retire;ami, v large
i'crease In death rate occurred in the 65-69 group.
If the earlier death rates were much lover
than those for the total population ( and hence
death rate ratios were low), the increase with
greatly increased retirement rate, though large,
night be no more than to bring the death rate
ratio so; ewhere near the top of the intermediate
group (for example). ti.ue it is important, as
a further step, to take into account the increase
in the ratios wi-h age, and this hau been done
by computing the first derivatives for the iour
final oge groups, that is, the slopes of the
ratio curves at age groups 55-64, 65-69, 70-74,
and 75/+. The use of the ratios for retirement
rates and death rates to those for the total
population has been continued since chat is
re quired is not the absolute rate of increase
at any age - we know that both retir -merit rates
and death rates -ill increase with age - but the
relative ivcrease (or decrease) compared with
what is happening at that age i the total
working pop ■ i1ation•

The data on which thin further analysis
is based, is reproduced at Appendix K. The
mothod was somewhat .1 presnionistic, and this
appears to be unavoidable. At to it ion was
concentrated on the three ;riddle age groups
covering the age range 55-74, an the age group
75 and over is a terminal one and will be
unduly influenced u; what has happened in earlier
age groups. li he first derivatives for these
three age groups and for each oca;unction were
scrutinised to see whether concomitant changes in
slope of the curves for retirement and cfeath rate
ratios could be observed. Bach occupation group
was judged to show "no relationship", "slight or
some relationship", or "marked relationship".
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In ascribing each occupation group to its
category, wtiere the data for an occupation was
equivocal, that occupation v/as giv n the benefit
of the doubt and was put into trie slight or some
relationship" category. This may seem like
attempting to force the data in order to substantlate
one's hypothesis, but at this time the writer was
strongly of the opinion that the retirement impact
hypo the a Is was untenable, and therefore it was
desirable to counteract his inevitable bias in
interpreting the results. The result of this
second analysis was as shown in Table 188.

TABLs 128 a i-iiTifuu I'p of Relat ionship
Retirement hate and Deuth Rate Ratios
(IIr's't ber iva't'lveil

Ho
Relationship

Slight or
Some Rel-

Marked
Relationship

Occup-
pation 7To,

G , 9, 11, 2,5,4,7,8, 85,26,36,
18, 15, 16, 14,17,18, 62,66,73,
80, 21, 82, 19,34,57,41,
-J 3 , 24, 27, 47,48,55,
20, 3 o, 30, 58,61, 71,
39, 40, 48, 75,77,78,
48, 44, 45, 84,85,86,88.
46, 49, 50,
81, 52, pre.oO J

64, 56, 67,
59, 60, 65,
64, 65, 67,
68, 69, 70,
72, 74, 76,
80, 81.

Total 44 Total = Total

II ss 76 (Occupational Group 87 omitted since it is
also contained in Occupational Group 80).
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in 58 of the occupations there appeared to be no
relation at all between the slopes of the two
curvee. In 32 cases there was at least some
relation between the elopes, i;..tying that there
is some relation between death and retirement,
.eut thj.. iifiv bt an indication that men already sick
ar retiri t, and that health itself is the
independent variable. Some further i nformation
on this point may be obtained by reference to the
Standardised Mortality Ratios for all ages 35-64
for the various occupations, which are sup. lied
by the Registrar General. These 8MR* s should
provide r; Index of the level of lie a 1th within
each occupation without regard to retirement,

here this ratio is nigh, with many more deaths
than would be expected on the oasis of the
death rater for the general population, it may
be expected that these rates will continue to oe
high beyond the age of 65, old that there -..ill be
a corresponding increase in retirement rate.

Then the Srtli's are compel* d with the figures
for the 65-69 age groups in re:meet to r tirement
a "id mortality, it it; found, that only the first of
these expectation is borno out. Death Rate Ratio
for the 65-69 ago group is found to be highly
correlated with SMIi (35—64) (r » 0,743, p is less
than 0,001), On the o. her ho nil tirement Rate
Ratio is negatively correlated with SItE, and though
this correlation is not high, i. is significant
(r - -0,318, P is less than 0,01), furthermore,
Retirement Rate Ratio and Death Rate Ratio show
virtu-, ly no correlation with en oh other (r =

-0,102, p = 0,38), Too i.r-eh er bud.s should not
be placed on the latter* two correlations because
the re quirements regard!; , the distributions for
produce moment correlations, notably that of
hoi sooeedu3ticit; , are x-t adequately met, but
the examination of the scatter diagrams which
form the basis of this statement, also provide a
clue to the if! torpre tat ion of the results# The
failure of the arrays to ;iu. et the r equire; cuts of
homoscedustlcity ic due largely to the fact that
there are ten occupational groups which have a
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very high Retirement .ate Katie, and low SI-IK,
and Death Kate Ratio. Were it not for these
Retirement Rate Ratios and SMR or Death Rate
Ratios, these two correlations would, probably
bo it out aero.

this leads to the final, and perhaps
most illuminating part of this analysis. The
ten occupations are as follow;-

Platelayers, Railway officials, Railway
engine drivers, railways signalmen, railway
porters, teachers, postmen and sorters,
tank and insurance officials, Civil Service
and Local Authority Administ.rutive and
executive staff, n.nd oxie .

These occupatio- il groupings, it /ill be seen, are
those where a fixed retiring age is usual at either
60 or 65 and this is reflected in the fact that
retirement in all these occupations at age 65
is at least twice as frequent as in the general
population. The police are an exceptional group
in that retirement ter.de to take place very early,
and at age 45 the frequency of retirement is more
than 13 times as great as that i the general
population. Their death rate ratios are
above 100 after age 45 but these ratios do not
follow the trend of the retirement rate ratios.
This group ia discarded from further analysis.
Of the other nine groups, seven are among those
where -'no relationship" ha3 been noted, and two
where "some slight relationship" is to be noted.
The groups made up of the various grades of railway
ernTo.ee;; are especial! interesti -p as they are
groupa where medical examinations are given, and
hence where there will be a selecting out of men
in poor ae.alth. In these groin<3 the relationship
i at a rn.icTxi.tum.
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The suiumary of this analysis is, the.,
that there apt-ears to he only slight evidence in
6'j.j ort ot the rc irci.oui, imp.,-ct hy -o thesis,
Subjectively cpea -lag, a careful exami ation of the
data gives the Impression that death rate ratio
is much more closely related to employment
conditions (as these arc re fleeted 1 the SME's)
the : to frequency of retirement.

As has bee: explained above, this analysis
cahoot supply unequivocal support for, or
refutation of, the retirement impact hypothesis,
though it must be regarded- as telling against this
hy [ ot he i £ i #

i.' t g —

"forking ntill in accordance with our
original reasoning, it may be that though
retirement does not lead to a- increase in
mortality, yet it mi, u lead to a i i \crease i
morbidity of a kind not sufficient to cause death,
.out morbidity is leas easy than is mortality to
deal with in such an examination an this since
all deaths but only certain diseases are
notifiable and these disc, see are not the ones

which account for any major proportion of deaths
among older people. However, some indications
may be obtained for our purposes from the figures
for hospital in-patients, iron the various accounts
which nave uccn given ox practices, from
the survey ox Jlckucsc a ■. from figures for
mental hospital cwisoioaa. This material is
sketchy but provides so r indications which are
o

(a) (>. ral 4. raoticc and the curve,, ox .d- -' ess

l.icG: .0 -R (1950) gave an account of the
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first year's c-ork of a ge eral practitioner under
the "ati .1 health Service- irs c practice in
•tawick. At the time i question, busi ness I the
town wao ■ rosy roue. There wan a shortage of
skilled labour i. u . uherc r re a • •-ali. made the
parried women who were skilled to return to work,
"homework" was very eo»c.:o uoue 'by women who
could not go to factories. The important
implication of this acorns to be that since labour
was short, retirement would not be enforced for men.
feGrc or's figures lump together ail ages over Go,
a rogrottubxe aaortco ii g i nearly < Li the work
which might have been useful under this heading,
and it ia therefore difficult to discover the effect
or retirement cirectl • but the following figures
may be extracteci from ..iCurogor a Laotes#

M 1 Total
'n rs i' pr ciicc gca GO <1: over 165 206 371

1: a iu lice a,-; .6 Go ' aver 6.64- 8.28 Ic .92

■'uciDers retired 94 31 125
retired of total aged 65

over 56. 95 14. 35 15.04

The annum Hot Involved i this calculation is that
at least the great majority of people retired arc
over 66, especially in the case of men. But there
in every reason for thi din,., this assumption
Justified (see above, the remarry on the 1931
and 1921 Censuses). moreover, the percentages
estimated for the retired group arc consistent
with the known behaviour 6 mer au co n red with
wo: '. n in regard to retirem.-h. ii ace we now know
that in iicGrcgor*b group a greater >rcportion of
men over 65 than of women is "re tired", we should
exp' at a gr ■ ten increase i 1 th-.. nop art ion of
sickness among the men txa we pass from the 45-64;
eg. gron to the over 65 age group compared with
the women in accordance with the retirement impact
th. wivy. Bui th r eeejiis to v.: true, as the
fo 11 o 1 "i. x Ii :ure« su; at:-

M P
,, population with one or more illnesses,

age group 45-64 56.1, 71.3
population with one or more ill lesues,

age group 65+ 53.2 75.2
Increase in proportion 2.1 3.9
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i. nee the women h-.ve much fever retirements, 'but
slightly greater i icreuse in frequency of illness
he t-een the under and over 65*6, .It hough
numbers for -most of F.cGregor'e breakdowns are
email, the following arc interesti ig si oe they
help to give some picture -of the possible
psyeho-somtie and psychologies:! disorders of the
groups under exami tat ion#

ox age group accounted for
0—4 ; -14 lb-44 4b-04 65+

ill defined symptomatic
illness

?T =

% oO • K.'

8
P.. « *.b.

7
2.8

29
4.0

5?
2.6

14

Anxiety state and
hysteria

T-T J_ J.T
1.2

0
3

1.0
2
1

7,1
17
66

6.2
20
38

6.0
8

24

i)igeat ive d 1 sease s 11.9 5.9 6. 5 7,1 8.4

N = M
m
j-

18
12

8
9

35
52

39x
n»7

18
29

x 24 of these pcrtic ulcers

The gre-.-ter number of veme than of men requiring
consultations for anxiety state and iiysteria is
as ociated, says 1 cGregor, with the onset of the
menopause. It la interesting to note that the
prevalence of ill-defined symptomatic illness
and that of the anxiety states md hysterias
tends to decrease after age 61. The digestive
dioceses tend to increase, but these diseases may
well com 'rise other diseases than psycho-genie
O e; .

illY (1952) gave an account of a year
in a general practice in South iiast London,
Unfortunately, his figures are massed for males
and females, so that not a great deal for the
present purpose may be gleaned from taera, but
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he mentions that the age group requiring most
medic 1 alienation was the over '/O's, which seems
to imply that the retiring i.en v/ere not a great
source of morbidity. As regards mental health,
,/e It-.arn that in this practio , neuroses were
most coruiion between 30 and GO and this is
almost entirely accounted for by a rise in female
1:1 'it:.-- kit. •

.i. ex ii.i eC Ho jiiOri t» jIj X».. t. • 0. C Qui*X JX

regard to tin quest ion oi the validity of the
retiremo.it impact t cor,- i. i -rat although
be slues tac- two papers mentioned above there have
now been other acuoanta of general practice,
including ore oi eight general practices (•uOCttN
1953), none of the authors hjvj commented u on
re Lii»-.>ijK; I as a factor i. morbidity, though in
fairness it g hauls. oe pointed out -chat the 1
investigation by Logan was admittedly exploratory#
hence it not.a lot see..; that the offuc: of
rctiree.era r.aa o officio no ou ui- : itself to
the -otiat of the writers in question as givi ig
rise to a considerable proportion of their caseload.

A further possluie source of information
in this discussion is the Survey of iokness
(REGISTRAR GS'KSRAL 1953). This Survey was
carried out every month from the beginning of
1945 until it was suspended on grounds of
economy in March 1959. The refers ee quoted
here deala with the results for the years 1948
and 1949. Table 3. S. 4 (pp 24-5) of this report
gives figures from which tht • following are
abstracted.
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TABJf ( 129 - Sickness a d 1: edie a1 Coasuit ation
Rates per 10 • ersonf- i> v;rviem:.d
by hex and Age. ean of 1948 and 1949
England and Rales

Kicknes s Kates
M ale s females

Age. .

date 1st derivative Kate 1st derivative
55- 53 71
45- 64 5 76 5
55- 69 5 80 4
85- 75 6 85 5
75/+ 85 8

!•i
Op.—'

Medical Consultation Kates
V a V o c? females

A p;e Rate 1st derivative Kate 1st derivative
r'>
v. < 35 89
d r~*rx 42 7 53 14
55- 50 8 57 4
65- 62 12 60 5

75/+ 73 11 76 16

Sickness " t = number of perrons cr 100
interviewed •,?ho were ill at any
time furry tht . crLod lrrespective
of v/hen the Illness began

Consult.;.lion - number of medical consultations in
rate the period per 100 interviewed

It can be seen from Table 129 that, in the case
of sickness rater, there is the oxoected increase
it ag , and an cxe d - io of the first

derivatives srggestn that 'here iu come increase
in sickness at about r- ire :• u ago in the case
of m le . but in tn c ee o: it tales this does
not occur. It any c-nn. , it is not sufficient
to coup., re with the large i crease in retirement
rat; at these age;.:. The medical co isultatior-
rates for males show a rather more marked i -crease
at about ago (35 than do the foraales.
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It cannot u: id that tnese figures
show any very convincing evidence in support of
the rc ii'ffnc ot i; • ct by g ;is. - iie ' It is
xww :e . b / tad that ten yearly age groa n are in question,
thei" ?r< a number 03? ni . le hygot heses (in the
scientific sense) to >ccount. for this phenomenon
rather tht>! to assume: that it in the effect of
retirement which shows* fa hen together with the
foregoing research, there appears to ue no^reason
to fax- to revise our revioun cc •iciusion regarding
t he r-1 Ircme: r.t I. . act hypot heels#

A number of possiule hypotheses may he
a Jvanced to account for the increase in
consultationc out not in sickness. One may,
for example, hypo' he else a incre ase in "sub-Hi d ial
1; X i t I.e. .- vz tg which r ;■«/aulo itself in
vague syj;iytc;;.;3 ' arc ot sufricie itly marked
to he counted a diagnosis oy the doctor# Or one
might suggest that at about the time when
entitlement to a pension Irs Officially achieved,
men are "beginning to go to their G. P.'s to see
what their employ;..'-.nt yotc?ntiril io, or to get a
general check-up. Both of tPeso hypotheses would
be easily testable by on analysis of G. P. records#
Unfortunately, it has rot been possible so far to
uvc.. g : o such a nl. sis.

An i itereoti •<•; analysis is given by
the Survey of Sickness of dick est Antes and
Radical Ponsull wtic Rates by i ce s, which is
r; 1 vant i. this co" 'actio ,as the lowest
category of income, und-.r 53 weekly (this was
in 19;8-49) it: probably or« 'dot i y'tly made up
o:! old: age pensioners (Table 3b9, pS:-;)•
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TAJY ■ ISO ™ oictincB s and Medical Go asultation
Rates p>er 100 persons i ici«viewed
oy sex and iiiCOj.it group

tear 1948
Iedical

Income Croup of Co g illation
C ax 0 t o.fC J uf'ifCX oickneas Rates Rates

M P 11 S
Under .,3 81 81 88 57
. 5 ~' 10 60 7C 35 42
.. -if + 69 68 42 47

Year 1949

Under . 5 82 83 89 63
. 5 - . ,10 62 73 39 46
110 -i- 69 71 56 47

I ; .;il be seen from tatee t; ales that the rates
are in ail cases higher for the "Under £3" inca.je
group than the others. This may be an effect of'
age. Since many of the "Under £3" group will
*-*c. o-i.va . ^ .e «j . .i'jj- s , a group \.■ lix .Leo :nvo
a large number ox people with declining health,
but L. o poi; to are north noticing. fhe first
is th; t, granted the validity of this statement,
yet the trend is conslstent (i.e.decreasing)
though ..lw/on.ri'vtjc 3 be oween tdic oteicr i nco: >e
groups as well, and this argue a that a real trend
with income is pro soot, though acre ;,.noted in the
lowest group by the presence of v disproportionate
number of old people. Secondly, the medical
consultation rate is, for uoth yearc, much higher
for the males under than for women, and drops
eoormousii, compared v/ith the wome an we pass to
hi h r i-cuot groups. _his arrears to argue
for soi.H? relation wetwoen 1 cone and sickness which
j.to. • i volve, for example, tif disturbance felt
by a man at the loss of is livelihood and a
cousequont xnubility to support air la:illy. in
the absence of furth-r evidence, this remains
pure hy o L no si a out it will be noted, that, although
the. Meuicai consultation Rate exhibits this
phenomenon, sickness Rate docs not, male and female
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rates 'acre being very nuux'l:> equal. It seems
possible, therefore, that the high medical
consultation rate represents insecurity, and
per heps iil-defi led symptoj -otology rather than
act a j. i sickness. bn the other hand, it may be
that men who are ill also go to the doctor because
tuey need medical certificates and that their
need to subsist on national Insurance payments
puis them in the lower .income category, whereas
the vomer coj '.-lain of sickness but have no
sift.ii. - r .otivati -o visit their doctor.

In coiitiion v/ifch the general practice
data, the Survey of Sickness does not give any
figures for the retired group as such, though in
a further tuple (£>. a. 10, p38), they supply
figures by sex and occupation, and 1 tclude a
group o "retired, port-time, unoccu; led and not
staliCd". Although the diofeneso & ui -edical
Consultation Hates ior this group are considerably
above those for any oi the other occupation groups,
in the absence ox any indication of the proportions
of the me..,ours of this group failing under, each
section oi the classification, end also in the
aescnee of any informs lion at all about the ages
of the people involved, it is not possible to do
more than take note ox this fact as a very indirect
suggestion of a possiule relationship between
retire ment and . iota-laity.

fable J.G. 11 (pdl) oi the purvey of
Sickness data gives an analysis by sex and age
of th-_ nature of illnesses or injury. If we
exaxai diseases whore there may be a oesible
"stress" element, we obtain t.»o following figuresi-
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TABLE 131 - "lumber arid average monthly percentage
of illnesses and Injuries according
to the V. II 0. Short Llat by Age and
Sex 1949

Ages 16 to 64 65+
Mature of illness pales Female s Males Females

or injury Cof all causes % of all causes

2 • Psycho he uros e s,
menta1 disorders o.6 LQ•o 0.3 0.3

6.Heart and
arteries 1.4 1.9 4.0 4.3

12.Ulcer of stomach
and duodenum 1.7 0.2 0.7 0.4

13.Other stoi.t ch 7.5 5.5 5.8 6.5
14.Other digestive 2.5 4.8 6.3 4.9
17.111 defined

symptoms 23.5 32.2 22.4 27.0

From these figures it is a.parent that there Is no
appreciable effect of a deleterious nature. Most
of the figures for males show a decline between
16-64 and the 60+ group, only "Heart and arteries"
and "Other digestive* showing an i icrease. In
both these cases the rise in passing beyond 65
is greater for men than for women but the
aetiology of heart conditions is probably mainly
determined by other factors occurring rather
earlier than retirement. At all events, even
if we accept this evidence us "in favour of the
retirement impact theory, it is very little
sup ort and the figures are much too crude to call
for more than a note that "there may be something
there".

(b) Mental health

One would have thought that the
investigation of major causes of admission to
mental hospitals would be a si.,pie exercise when
compared with the difiicultlea of other research
in the psychological a;>d social sciences. It
is surprising therefore that the data in this
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field is bo limited.

In a oaper already referred to in
Chapter Two, Li .IS AID GOLDS (J j. Hi IDT (1943) give
an account of an investigation of social factors
in the admission of 2 5 men and 25 women to a

mental hospital for the aged. It was seen above
that only a minimal effect of retirement, if any
at all, was to ue found.

The authors also supply an account of
financial security among this group of patients.
Five of the females and nine of the males were

financially insecure, and "four of them felt
keenly their dependence on others for maintenance".
This evidence is o ly suggestive Put it appears
that some emphasis is to be placed on financial
insecurity in the causation of mental illness.

As might be expected, previous mental
health was very important as a cause of admission,
end "the majority of these patients had been
ill-adjusted and difficult people". These findings
are in general agreement with those of the present
research.

In another article, LEWIS (194-6) sup lies
figures for a number oi years by age and sex of
mental hospital (first attack) admissions.
Again, all figures for the over 65*3 are lumped
together, and hence on.e cannot attempt much in
the way of analysis by age. One of Professor
Lewis's main points in this paper is that one
must be cautious in one's interpretations of
statistics of mental hospital admissions.
For example, he attributes the decline in rate
of admissions for the over 65's, which his
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figures show, to an administrative rather than
a psychological cause, namely the "retention
in public as.distance institutions of many people
who should - and would thirty years ago - have been
admitted to a mental hospital". This caution
will be borne in mind in this analysis of mental
health statistics.

In support of his arguments for the
dependence of figures on administrative
arrangements, and social attitudes towards
mental illness, Lewis quotes figures originally
given by Tietze of first admissions to all
mental hospitals in New York State 1940-41.
These figures are broken down by quinquen ilal age
groups and would be useful to consider in the
present context. The relevant figures are given
in Table ISO.

TAuLE 138 - Yates per 100,000 oorrespondivfx
General Population by age and Bex

1st derivative 2nd derivative
Ace M F M F M F

4-0-44 150 115 - - - —

45-49 154 130 4 15 — -

50-54 158 149 24 19 +20 + 4
50-59 178 151 20 2 - 4 -17
60-64 227 177 49 26 +29 +24
65-69 291 242 64 65 +15 + 39
70/+ 541 478 250 236 +186 +171

These figures have been treated in the same way
as those previously considered; that is, the
first derivatives have been taken. The second
derivatives snowing the rates of i crease are
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also given. Referring to the 65-69 age group,
it will be seen that the rate of i 'crease for
females (2nd derivative) is over twice as large
as that of males, and the increase itself is
about the same size for both sexes. Again
there i3 no sign of detrimental effects of
retirement among the males.

A further indicator of mental health,
even though rather indirect, is suicide.
Suicide may be regarded as the ultimate response
to an intolerable situation, and it might be
suggested that tine tensions due to retirement
would lead to an increase in the likelihood of a

breakdown in morale and hence to an increase in
suicides. In order to investigate this, the
three year averages for Suicide in Great Britain
have been worked out for the three moat recent
years available at the time of writing (1916)
and these are presented in Table 135, together
with the relevant first and second derivatives.
(REGISTRAR Gb^IERAL 1952, 1953A, 1954, and
K GIB IRAK G.: Hi-, „ L r'u . SC/TLAHD 1952, 1953, 1954).

TABLE 133 - Suicide Rates Per 100,000 in Age
Group, Three Year Averages (1952-5-4)
Great YrltalH

Mean Rate
per 100,000 1st derivative 2nd derivative

Age M F M F k F
45- 17.8 10.2
50- 23.6 lo . 4
55- 27.3 14.7
60- 34.4 15.7 7.1 1,0
65- 38.3 16.9 3.9 1,2 -3.2 0.2
70- 38.7 16.2 0.4 -0.7 -3.5 -1.9
75- 42.3 12.8 3.6 -3.4 3.2 -2.7
80- 41.7 10.2
85+ 35.5 6.1
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It will be seen from these figures, that while
there is an upward gradient in the case of males
at ages 60 and 65, and this trend is only slight
in the case of females, this is not related to
the impact of retirement in any marked degree
since the curves are quite different in shape,
the suicide curve having a decreasing slope (as
shown "by the second derivatives) and the
retirement curve an increasing one. Although
there does not seem a direct connection between
retirement and suicide there is some evidence,
which is considered in Chapters Two and Three,
that loss of employment may have some effect
(SaINSuURY 1955, BATCnLLOR and WArI :li 1953),
Again, S7I T3t. OW (1951) has published figures
which show that suicide rates vary as
unemployment rates, however, in this case one
lias to "bear in mind that without further, more
pr else, investigation one is not justified in
drawing a conclusion. Times of high
unemployment are also times of disruption in
other ways and it may he more general effects of
such a disruption which bring about the increase
in suicide - in Durkheim's term "anomicue suicide".
Or again, suicides might occur as a result of some
well defined factor such as financial difficulty.

In summary of all the foregoing data,
it would seem that there is little evidence in
favour of the retirement impact theory from those
areas where one might have expected to find it.
Some slight evidence which might be used in
favour of the theory has been discovered but
this is very small when compared with what lias
been hypothesised. To some extent lack of
evidence is due to the very general nature of
the availaule information, and more precise
data might have yielded different results, aut
perhaps the most important point to make is that
the effects of retirement have apparently not been
in themselves sufficiently drastic to impress
those who have investigated mortality and morbidity
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with the need to extract it as a major factor,
and to use it as the basis for a dichotomy in
the analysis of their data. The approach to
a test of the retirement impact hypothesis
by way of this general statistical data is
admittedly imprecise as has been pointed out
before. But this examination, taken with
the results of the detailed investigation,
provide strong grounds for the rejection of
the retirement impact hypothesis.
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Cxi. -1 ... 'j

FI'TAL OOMfcCTTTS

The discussion of Chtpter fine t ken
with the results of the main research suggests
that the refutation of the retirement impact
hypothesis may be urged with some confidence.
It is, therefore, necessary to review, in
the light of this finding, the discussion of
Chapter One. Chat difference to the picture
there presented does the refutation of the
retirement impact hypothesis make?

rerhaps the most ouvious comment is that
the arguments for requiring people to remain at
work: must now stand on their own merits. It
is no longer possible to argue that not only
ought men to work but that it is uelter for
them to do so. The evidence against the
retirement impact hypothesis ought to t»e given
the same consideration as has been accorded that
in favour of the hypothesis. If this is done,
it may be expected that more men will retire,
though the increase in nui bera will probably not
be large, si ce the men involved fear eco oraie
hardship more than retirement impact itself.

On the other hand, it seems that the
number., of men to oe attracted back i to work
after having retired, is quite small. The
estimates put forward in Chapter one are probably
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not far out. At any rate in Edinburgh in this
sample, almost all the men who felt the need to
carry on, whether this was financial need, or
any other kind, were aeie to do so, and the men
who are retired were content to ue so, in spite
of some disadvantages. Such men may look for,
and even take, other employment, but it is
usually "pensioner's work" which does not make
any great contribution to the productive effort
of the country.

If the financial pressures to remain
at work were removed by, for example, raising the
retirement pension to a level which allowed of
the maintenance of a reasonable standard of living,
then the numbers of men retiring v/ouid greatly
increase. This would occur to an even

greater extent, of course, if the probability of
the retirement impact hypothesis being false, were
widely acknowledged. There is very little
likelihood of this state of affairs coming to
pass, because the economic situation, it is
said, will not allow it, out to some extent the
position will be aliovia Led in future with the
increase of private superannuation schemes, and
the possibility of a national one. In the
meantime, aa was mentioned in Chapter One,
authorities such as Hopkin, and the Institute
of Actuaries, do not seem to regard the
poasibilits'- of being able to pay for pensions as
out of the question. Their arguments do not
involve a provision for paying a level of pension
which would allow of more than a subsistence level,
and upon the economic possibility of this, the
present writer is not qualified to judge.
There does, however, seem to be something wrong
when men who have no option but to continue
working, because of financial stringency, say
that "when you've done fifty years you've earned
a rest".
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i ore serious is the situation as regards
the mai tenance of a sufficient level of health
to keep working. The fhiliips Committee
suggest that an improvement in health in old age
may have enhanced the ability to keep on working.
The evidence of the present research is that this
is probably not so. The i vestigator has no
knowledge of actual level of health in previous
decades so that no comparison can ue made, and
it may be that health in old age has in fact
improved, but certs! iy evidence of Ill-health
was forthcoming. especially was there a good
deal of anxiety lest health should deteriorate
to a level where work was imposeiuie. One is
struck by the apparent willingness of many firms
to 'carry' an older worker until he qualifies for
a pension, and the amount of latitude allowed a;:
older workman by a foreman in an unofficial way
is remarkable. Studies of job cflange and
adjustment to work amongst older workers must
take this into account if their results are not
to ue seriously deficient. Again this is
something that may be put right wht the
improvement in living conditions mentioned by the
xdiiliips Committee really does take effect.
The health of working men may improve so much as to
enaule them to co iemulate working till age 70
with equanimity. A national superannuation scheme
would also contribute to the situation by
allowing*raen who would not carry on beyond 65 to
retire in relative comfort. In the meantime
something should be done to relieve anxiety among
the men who carry on,by giving them the knowledge
that a reasonable standard of living is
available if they cannot carry on working.

Above ail, it appears that a change is
needed in the climate of opinion as regards the
older men co xinuing at work. Several men in
the sample, when asked their views on retirement,
said that a man "ought to work". It seems that



the conflict in retirement would oe considerably
lessened if, Instead of urging mtn so co sistently
to keep on working, it came to be wore widely
accepted that it is quite a natural thing to retire
if one has worked up to pension age, -nd feels
that one would now like sowe leisure. This is
possible now, of course, if a wan has the means,
but the mar. who would have to retire on a

retirement pension alone and rely on National
Assistance or the help of children often feels
guilty, and unsettled, if he retires. This to
involved also in the loss of status as the bread¬
winner. The men who wish to retire often show
a co flict of views with their wives, who
naturally are worried about the household budget.
To matter how strong the wish may be unless
retirement is the orm of behaviour for this age
group, and unless it can be accomplished without
too drastic a financial upheaval, a Ions of status
by the man concerned is inevitable.

Once it is seen that the retirement
impact hy ©thesis is unsound, the problem of
whether or not to ce quire older men to keep
working as a means of defraying part of the
pension bill, is a moral one. Some would come
down on the side of economic expediency; some -

and it must be confessed, the present writer
among them - would argue that the worth of a
society is in part measured by the way it cares
for its older people. Consistent with this, is
the view that, unless it can be shown to be
detriment 1 to hie well-being, a man who has worked
for 50 years and feels he would now like to
enjoy a life of leisure, shoulo be allowed to do
ao. Since this is a moral problem, there is no
scientific answer to it, Put an answer may
eventually be given by economic facts/ since there
are already signs that, as industry undergoes a
•period of atri ge icy, the older age groups are
again the ones to become redundant, and
Government departments themselves are cutting
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back by retiring workers aged over 65 who have
been held past retirement on a temporary baa is.
If this trend continues, no doubt we shall fx d
ourselves once again in a situation where f. 3S. P.
or a similar body oa talk of the need for older
workers to enjoy a well earned rest. At least
one will oe able-to reconcile this view with some

of the research findings.

As a matter of fact, it seems that, if
the aim should stixl be to encourage the older
worker to continue at work, a simple way to do
this would be to abolish the earnings rule oy
which a pensioner loses a shilling from his
retirement pension for every shilling he earns
above a fixed level.x This would have the
effect, firstly, of undermining the exploitation
of pensioners which has been referred to earlier,
and secondly, of removing what many pensioners
see as n injustice. In their view they have
earned a pension, which is due to them at 65,
and rather than lose it again they will not
return to the labour force, even though their
level of pension is considerably below what they
could earn in industry. This view may very well
be unsound, but no amount of official explanation
is likely to change it.

These are problems which will no doubt
occupy the politician and the administrator as
the Welfare State continues on its way. For the
psychologist, though he may have his o inlets,
the task is, aa was said in Chapter One, to
investigate scientifically, ana to present the
results of his investigations. Two further
lines of research are suggested by what has gone
b lore. The first is that some sort of guidance

X At present 2 10s. Qd.
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about retirement might well be given. The
"education for retirement* schemes seem to the
present writer to be on the whole a wrong step
"because tney tend to encourage the iuea that
retirement is a situation ox great difficulty,
when the aim should be to put across the idea
that it is a state to v/hich it is relatively
easy to become accustomed. That, at any rate,
is the finding of the present research. On the
other hand, it may be bet er for some few -eoole
who exhibit marked neurotic traits, for exam le,
to keep working as a kind of occupational therapy.
This is not inconsistent with the rejection of
the retirement impact hypothesis. This
hypothesis is concerned with the detrimental
effects of retirement, whereas at this point we
are concerned with the evaluation of pre-existent
personality traits. Rather than institute large
scale educational schemes indiscriminately, It
would appear to "be not a difficult task to design
a test battery for use in "retirement-guidance"
situations. The techrHgues used in the present
research would, it is felt, provide a suitable
basis for such a "bat .cry, though certain
amendments such as the discarding of several
items from the teats, mainly on the grounds of
conciseness, would >eed to be carried out.

Insofar as there is a pro-active effect
of retirement, an important further line of
research would be to investigate at what period
these worries and exiles es begin to become
important. Doubtless this varies with type of
employment. It appears that aoi.e American
schoolteachers, for example, comparatively early
in their careers include retirement in their plans
(kttht.w.tt <3JQPtSON195^ » and while interviewing for
the British Institute of rublie Opinion, the
present writer noticed that a similar view on
retirement was held by some at least of the
.oritish professional classes. Thus, just as
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AFrKUDIX A

GO -. Y

ueRSO AL DATA SliS-'T

Co :- IDEY IAL
Sample Ho.

Date of interview
_ __ Date of retirul

Job (State exactly) Grade __

Dept ____________

Industry _____

Job change since first interview YDS HO
If YDS, how does this job compare with your previous
one?

_

Are you

how many brothers or sisters have you?
brothers Sisters

Do you visit one another? YES NO
If' Yes, how often? Weekly

Fortnightly
Monthly
Once or twice
Too far to vi

Unwilling

a year
sit

married
¥idowed
Single
; larried
apart

Divorced?

How many children have you in Edinburgh?
Do you visit one another? YDS HO
If YES, how often? weekly

Fortnightly ____

Monthly
Once or twice a year
Too far to visit
Unwilling

How many children have you out of Edinburgh?
Do you visit one another? YES HO

Remarks

If YES, how often? Y/eekly Remarks
Fortnightly _

Mo nt hiy
0hoc " or twie<- a . year
Too'far to visit
Unwiil i ig __

Have you any other family in Edinburgh?
^

(fronrpt:- Uncles, Cousins, Aunts, Hieces, He phew a)
Out of Edinburgh? _________



Do you visit one another? YES NO

If Yes, how often? Weekly Remarks ___

Fortnightly
Monthly
Once or twice a year
Too far to visit

_____

Unwilling ___________

Whom does your household consist of?

If moved since last seen, do you now live in

Lodgings
Rooms
Rented house
Own house

How many people do you know? -5 5-9 10+
'Who are they?
Lave you any friends? YES NO How many?

(Friends= people visited, -5 5-9 10+
visiting, or making a
special point of seeing).

If Yes, where obtained?
Do you see them at all? YES NO
If YES, how often? Weekly

Fortnightly
Monthly
Once or twice a year
Too far to visit
Unwilling

Would you say your circle of friends has shrunk in
the last year or so? YES NO

Love you any really special friend? YES NO
If YES, who?
Do you see them at all? YES NO
If YES, how often? Y/eekly

Fortnightly
Mont hly
Once or twice a year
Too far to visit
Unwilling

Are these people retired or working? ______________



'♦Some people say its better for people to retire
when they come to pension age, others say its
better for them to carry on working. What do yon
think?*8

Do you know any young people well? YES ITO
If YES, who?__
Do you see them at all? YES HO
If YES, how often? Weekly or more

Fortnightly
Mont lily
Once or twice a year
Too far to visit
Unwilling

Do you belong to any clubs or organisations? 18 HO
If YES, how many?
Do you hold office in any of them? YES NO
If YES, how many?
How much time does this sort of activity involve?

______

Is this a regular thi g? YES HO Remarks
How much time do you spend on this sort of activity
now, compared with what you did at the age of (50?

More
About same

Less
If MORE, or LESS, give reasons

Ave you a member of a church? YES "TO
If YES, do you get along? YES NO
If YES, how often? Never

Monthly
Fortnightly
Weekly
Twice weekly or oftener

How much time do you spend on church activity now,
compared with when you were 60? More

About saiiie
Less

If M0E-. or LESS, give reasons _

What do you do with your spare time?
What are your major hobbies and interests, if any? ____

How long uave you been interested in them?



When was the last time you visited a doctor?
Reason

_____________ Currently
3-Q months ago
6 months-l year ago
1 year +

Have you had any illness since I saw you last? YES NO
If YES, state what _________

Do you intend to retire? YES NO D.K.
(Or if not occupied, do you regard yourself as
retired? YDS NO D.K. )
State reasons YES or NO

___________

If you intend to carry on working, how long will
you do so?
Do you find your present job easy or difficult to
do?

_____

If already retired, determinants
If fixed retiring age, what did you feel about it?

(Whether retired or not) Iiow does your wife feel
about your retirement?
If retired, what part did your wife play in your
decision to retire?
What did you feel about retirement before you
actually did retire? _______

Y/hat do you feel about it now? _______

What do you like
think you would like about retirement?

What do you dislike
think you would dislike about retirement?

Does the financial aspect of retirement worry you?
YES NO D. K.

What are

will be your sources of income in retirement?
0. a. I. SUIr. Company Private Income Other

If retired, did you find it difficult to adjust to
retirement? YES NO D.K. Remarks

Have you muiotai ied co tact with your firm si ce
retirement? YDS NO
Mow did you feel about leaving your firm? _____________

Low did you feel about leaving your colleagues
workmates?



Do you plan to work alter retirement from your old job?
Have you got) YES NO
If got work, how did you find it

How does it compare with your old job?
setter
About same
Worse

Remarks

Do you plan to move to another district? YES NO
How is your wife * s he a11 h?
have you made, or do you intend to make, any plans
for the future?
Have you achieved most of your ambitions in life?

Have you any problems or difficulties?

Case Notes

Eating Scale
N M
A b C D E

Suspicion
Co-operation ___________________

Friendliness
Test Conscientiousness
Depression ____________________

Ad j u stme nt ________

Introversion
____________________

Intelligence _
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oa Y

Tligj "X AH" T...;T

*am ;lc "To.

i lease complete the following twenty oente ceo to
make answers to the simple question "Who am I?w
Just write twenty different answers in the spaces
provided. Answer as if you were givi g the a ewers
to yourself, not to someoody else. Write the
answers in the order they occur to you. Don't worry
about logic or order ox importance* Go along
fairly fast, if you can, for time is limited*

1* I am
_

2. I am

3. I am
4. I am

_________________________

5. I am ] ~
6. X am

7. I am " "
8. I am I
9. I am

_ "
10. I am '
11. I am

12. I am
13. I am ~ '
14. I am '
15. I am

16. I am

17. I am ~~
18. I am
19. X am "~"~L
20. I am

_
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1. 1 have never suffered from meningitis
2. My bones have ever been fractured
3. I sv/eat ver; easily even on cool days
4. During the lost year I have had no aecidentB

at work
5. I an; troubled uy sick headaches
6. My feelings are easily hurt
7. Some times when I am not feeling well I am cross
8. X frequently feel lonely even when with people
9. I consider myself rather a nervous person
10. I often have indigestion
11. At times I feel like swearing
IS. I lack self-confidence
IE. My memory seems to be all right
14. I am troubled by aches and pains
15. I never hove nightmares
16. I worry too long over humiliating experiences
17. I gossip a little at times
18. I feel weak all over much of the time
19. I suffer from piles
<30. I wake up fresh and rested most mornings
131. Most of the time I feel depressed
22. I have been free from boils in the last year
23. My eyesight is sometimes blurred
24. I have lost consciousness as a result of a

head injury
25. I worry over possible misfortunes
26. I have troublesome varicose veins
27. It is difficult to irritate me
28. Once i' a while I p t off until tomorrow what

I ought to do today
29. I am troubled with feelings of inferiority
30. X sew .e time a become deaf
31. I hardly ever auffer from winter coughs
32* Once a week or oftener I suddenly feel hot all

over without apparent cause
33. I y bowels are not opened eve •;/ day
34. 1 h; ve had stomach ulcers
35. I sometimes have dia^y turns
36. I get angry sometimes
37. I have suffered from fits



38. I have healthy natural teeth
59. I suffer- from frequent loose bowel otlone
40. I am happy most of the time
41* I should like to know some important people

because it makes me feel important
42. I frequently notice my hand, shakes when I

try to do something
45. I do not sweat easii in cold weather
44. My physique is excellent
45. I brood a great deal
46. Once- in a while 1 think or things too bad

to talk about
47. I often feel self-conaeious in the presence

of superiors
48. I have a good appetite
49. My joi ts are affected by arthritis
50. 1 feel that very little works out the way it

should In life
51. I take laxatives at least once a week
52. I oite- have trouble in getting to sleep or

staying asleep
03. I am frequently bothered by stomach upsets
04. I would rather wi than lose in a game
00. I have no particular physical or health problems
56. My ankles swell towards the evening
07, 1 am often just miserable and i low spirits

for no sufficient reason
58. I sometimes get short of breath without having

do ne heavy work
£9. I get cramp in my calves o walking or running
60. I have periods of such great restlessness that

I ca not sit long in a chair
61. My iiande often feel damp and clammy
62. X do not like everyone I know
65. I have suffered from Rheumatic Fever
64. I get palpitations or thumping in my heart

without ouvioue reason
65. I have • ver had a fainting spell
66. Often I feel worried and. tense with very little

cause

67. I become short of breath on running upstairs
68. I hove very few headaches
69. 1 catch cold frequently
70. I pet nervous i such places as lifts, trai s or

tunnels
71. I cti troubled by discomfort in the pit of my

stomach every few days or oftener



72. I often jump to couciur ic..s
73. I cannot understand what I read so well aa I

used to
74. I e joy good health

...i.'.u J. .u ** din.j.

73. I am inclined to sit and think about myself
7G. I am usually unco • corned about the future
77. I a).; i cli ed to take life too seriously
78. It bothers me when people watch me at work
79. The presence of the opposite sex makes me feel shy
80. I like to mix with people socially
81. before I act I like to atop and think things over
8k. 'tfhat others think of my actions does not bother

rue much
83. I sometimes treat my work as if it were a matter

of life and death
84. I like to play practical jokes on people
85. I am inclined to limit my acquaintances to a

Swl ct few
86. I find it easy to act naturally at a party
87. I dislike stopping to analyse my thoughts and

feelings
88. At times I have to fight agui si bashfulness
89. I often act on the spur of the moment without

thinking things over
90. Quite often I get excited and tense
91. /hen out with other people 1 prefer to keep quiet
92. The morals of modern youth are generally superior

to those of former generations
93. I like to have time to L>e alone with my thoughts
94. I am troubled aboim, being self-co scions
95. I do not always tell the truth
96. I find it difficult to get i the swing, even at

a lively party
97. I like to have a lot of social engagements
93. There is a lo to be said for the saying "Eat

drink and be merry, for tomorrow we die"
99. I am troubled with feelings of inferiority
100. I dislike talking about myself even to close friends
101. I te d Lo be overeonseientious
102. I am usually a good mixer
105. I think oi myself as a lively sort ox" person
104. he I am bored I feel like stirring up some

excitement



105.1 an) inclined to be moody
106.1 am inclined to keep in the background on social

occasions
107.On the while I am rather an impulsive person
108»Watching sporting events usually absorbs me

so completely that I forget myself
109.At a gay party I can usually let myself go and

have a thoroughly good time
110,X consider myself a happy-go-lucky individual

0
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Dir-.cllonst
If you can answer YKb to the question u a teed, out a
circle arounc the YD8.

If you have to answer HO to the question asked, put
a circle tiro uric the D.

Answer all questions. If you are not sure, guess.

A

1. Do you need glas .es to read? Yes Ho
Do you need glasses to see thi ga at
a distance? Yes To

3. Has your eyesight often blacked out
completely? Yes o

4. Do your eyes continually blink or
water? Yes o

5. Do you often have uod pai a in your .. .

eyes? Yes Ho
G. Are your eyes oite • red or i illumed? Yes Ho
7. Are ou hard of hear! g? Yes Ho
8. Have you ever <ad a bad running ear? Yes Ho
9. Do you have co atant noises in your

ears? Yes "0

JkJ

10. Do you ht-ve to clear your throat
Ire.uently? Yes Ho

11. Do you oitcn feel a cho :i g lisnp
in your throat? Yes •o

12. Are yon often troubled with uud spells
of sneezing? Yes Ho

13. Is your nose continually stuffed up? Yes d
14. Do you suffer from a oo st/iantly

run i r: nose? Yes o



15. Have you at times had had nose bleeds?
16. Do you often catch severe colds?
17. Do you frequently suffer from heavy

chest colds?
18. When you catch a cold, do you always

have to go to ued?
19. Do frequent colds keep you miserable

all wi iter?
50. Do you get hay fever?
51. Do you suffer from asthma?
22. Are you troubled by constant coughing?
25. Have you ever coughed up blood?
24. Do you sometimes have severe soaking

sweats at night?
25. Have you ever had a chronic chest

condition?
26. Have you ever had T.i>. (Tuberculosis)
27. Did you ever live with anyone who had

T.B. ?

C

28. Has a doctor ever said your blood
pressure was too high?

29. Has a doctor ever said your blood
pressure was too low?

50. Do you have pains it) the heart or
chest?

51. Are you often pothered by thumping of
the heart?

52. Does your heart often race like mad?
55. Do you often have difficulty in

breathing?
54. Do you get out of wreath long oefore

anyone else?
35. Do you sometimes get out of breath

just sitting still?
36. Are your ankles often badly swollen?
57. Do cold hands or feet trouble you even

in hot weather?
58. Do you suffer from frequent cramps in -

your legs?

Ye a No
Yeo Wo

Yes "o

Yes Ho

Yes ro
Yes Ho
Yes Ho
Yes Ho
Yes To

Yes No

Yes To
Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Ye s To

Yes No

Yes No
Yes No

Yes Ho

Yes No

Yes No
Yes 'To

Ye s o

Ye s To



59. no a a doctor- ver said you Iiad heart
trouuie? Yes No

40. Does heart trouble run in your family? Yes Wo

D

41. Have you lost more than half your teeth? Yes Wo
42. Are you troubled by bleeding gums? Yes 0

Have you often had severe toothaches? Yes 'To
44. Is your ongue usually badly coated? Yes Wo
40. Is your appetite always poor? Yes ro
40. Do you usually eat sweets or other food

between meals? Yes Wo
47. Do you always gulp your food in a hurry? Yes To
48. Do you often suffer from an upset stomach?es o

49. Do you usually f'eel bloated after eati g?Yes No
50. Do you usually belch a lot after eati g? Yes No
51. Are you often sieic to your sto . oh? Yes No
52. Do you suffer from indigesti n? Yes ~,fo
53. Do severe pal >o in the stomach often

double you up? Yes Wo
54. Do you suffer from con stant stomach

trouble? Yes Wo
56, Does stomach trouble run in your family? Yes No
56. Has a doctor ever said you had stomach

ulcers? Yea r0
57. Do you suffer from frequent loose bowel

movements? Yes No
68. Have you ever had severe bloody

diarrhea? Yes No
69. Were you ever troubled with i >. outi el

worms? Yes To
GO. Do you constantly suffer from bad

constipation? Yes To
Gl. Have- you ever had piles (rectal

hemorrhoids)? Yea No
62, iiave you ever had jaundice (yellow eyes

and alci <)"? Yes No
G3. Have you ever had serious liver or gall

bladder trouble? Yes N0

E

64. Are your joints often painfully swollen? Yes Wo



65. Do your muscles and joints co stonily
feel stiff? Yes 'To

66. Dp you usually have severe pains in the
arms or legs? Yes Wo

67. Are you crippled with severe
r he urnat i am (arthrills)? Yes Wo

68. Does rheumatism (arthritis) run in
your family? Yea o

69. Do weak or pai \ful feet make your life
miserable? Yes Wo

70. Do pains in the uack make it hard for
you to keen up with your work? Yes Wo

71. Are you troubled with a serious bodily
disability or deformity? Yes o

F

72. Is your akin very sensitive or lender? Yes Wo
73. Do cuts in your skin usually stay open a

long time? Yes W0
74. Does your face often get badly flushed? Yes Wo
75. Do you sweat a great deal even i cold

weather? Yea To
76. Are you often bothered by severe itching? Yes Wo
77. Does your skin often break out in e rash? Yes Wo
78. Are you often troubled with boils? Yes 0

G

79. Do you suffer badly from frequent
severe hea dac he s ? Yes o

•oCO Does pressure or pain in the head often
make life miserable? Yes Wo

81. Are headaches common in your fa, ily? Yes Wo
82. Do you have hot or cold spells? Yes
86. Do you often have spells of severe

dizziness? Yes Wo
84. Do you frequently feel fal t? Yes Wo
85. Have you fai led more than twice in

your life? Yes Wo
80. Do you have constant numbness or

tingling in any part of your body? Yes 0

87. Was any part of your body ever
paralysed? Yes Wo

88. ere you ever* k oeked unco seio ,s? Yes o



89. Have you at times had a twitehi g of the
face, head or shoulders? Yes ■To

90. DO you ever have a fit or convulsions
(epilepsy)? Yes No

91. Has anyone in your family ever had fits
or convulsions (erjiiepay)? Yes No

92. Do you bite your nails badly? Yes 'o
93. Are you troubled oy stuttering or

stammering? Yes ■To
94. are you a sleep waiter? Yes :o
95. Are you a bed wetter? Yes To
96. iVere you a bed wetter between the ages

of 8 and 14? Yes o

H

97. Have you ever had anything seriously
wrong with your genitals (privates)? Yes To

98. Are your genitals often paiiful or sore? Yea
99. Have you ever had treatment for your

genitals? Yes No
IOC. Has a doctor ever said you had a

hernia (rupture)? Yes No
101. Have you ever passed blood while

urinating (passing water)? Yes No
102. Do you have trouble starting your

stream when urinating? Yes No
108. Do you have to get up every night and

urinate? Yes "TO
104. During the dayf do you usually have to

urinate frequently? Yes O

105. Do you often have severe burning pain
when you urinate? Yes o

106. Do you sometimes lose control of your
bladder? Yes No

107. Has a doctor ever said you had kidney
or bladder disease? Yes No

I

108. Do you often get spells of complete
exhaustion or fatigue? Yea To

109. Does working tire you out completely? Yes To
110. .Do you usually get u,- tired and

exhausted i the morning? Yes ro



111. Does every little effort wear you out? Yes No
112. Are you constantly too tired and.

exhausted even to eat? Yes No
113. Do you sutler from severe nervous

exhaustion? Yes No
114. Does nervous exhaustion run in your

-

family? Yea No

J

115, Are you frequently ill? Yes No
116. Are you frequently confined to bed

by illness? Yes No
117. Are you always in poor health? Yes No
118. Are you considered a sickly person? Yes No
11S). Do you come from a sickly family? Yes No
120. Do severe pains and aches make it

impossible for you to do your work? Yes No
121. Do you wear yourself out worrying about

your health? Yes No
122. Are you always ill and unhappy? Yes No
123. Are you constantly make miserable by

poor health? Yes No

K

124. Did you ever have scarlet fever? Yes No
12 3. As a child, did you have rheumatic fever,

growing pains or twitching of the limbs? Yes ^T0
126. Did you ever have malaria? Yes "0
127. Were you ever treated for severe

anemia (thin blood)? Yes NO
128. Were you ever treated for •♦bad blood"

(venereal disease)? Yes No
129. Do you have diabetes (sugar disease)? Yes No
130. Did a doctor ever say you had a goitre

(in your neck)? Yes No
131. Did a doctor ever treat you for tumour

or cancer? Yea No
132. Do you sutler from any chronic disease? Yes No
13- . Are you definitely under weight? Yes No
134. Are you definitely over weight? Yes No
135. Did a doctor ever say you had varicose

veins (swollen veins) in your legs? Yes 0

136. Did you ever have a serious operation? Yes No



157.
158.

Did you ever have a serious injury? Yes 'To
Do you often have sraall ae-idents or
injuries? Yes T0

JU

159. l)o you usually have great dinicuity in
falling asleep or stayingvasleep? Yes Wo

140. Do you find it impossible to take a
regular rest period each day? Yes To

141. Do you find it impossible to take
regular daily exercise? Yes TTo

142. Do you smoke more than 20 cigarettes
a day? Yes "To

145. Do you drink more than six cups of
coffee or tea a day? Yes wo

144. Do you usually take two or more alcoholic
drinks a day? Ye 3 Wo

M

146. Do you sweat or tremble a lot during
exami ati is or questioning? Yes 'o

146. Do you get nervous and shaky when
approached by a superior? Yes "o

147. Does your wore fall to pieces when the
uogs or a superior is watching you? Yes To

148. Does your thinking get completely mixed
up when you have to do things quickly? Yes To

149. Must you do things very slowly in order
to do them without mistakes? Yes "To

150, Do you always get directions and orders
wrong? Yes No

151. Do strange people or places make you
afraid? Yes o

152. Are you scared to be alo >e when there
are no friends near you? Yes "To

155. Is it always hard for you to make up
your mind? Yes "To

154. Do you wish you always had someo ;e at
your aide to advise you? Yes No

lit. Are you considered a clumsy person? Yes ro
156. Does it bother you to cat anywhere

except in your own ho. e? Yes o



If

157. Do you feel alone and sad at a party? Yes "TO
156. Do you usually feel unhappy and

depressed? Yes No
159. Do you often cry? Yes ■To
160. Are you always miserable and olue? Yes O

161. Does life look entirely hopeless? Yes rO
16Sd. Do you often wish you were dead and

away from it all? Yes O

0

165. Does worrying continually get you down? Yes No
164. Does worrying run in your family? Yes TT©
166. Does every little thing get on your

nerves and wear you out? Yes To
166. Are you considered a nervous person? Yes No
167. Does nervousness run in your family? Yes No
166. Did you ever have a nervous breakdown? Yes TTo
169. Did anyone in your family ever have a

nervous breakdown? Yes To
170. Cere you ever a patient in a mental

hospital (for your nerves)? Yes To
171. V/as anyone in your family ever a

patient i a mental hospital (for
their nerves)? Yes To

p

172. Are you extremely shy or sensitive? Yes No
175. Do you come from a shy or sensitive

family? Yes No
174. Are your feelings easily hurt? Yes No
175. Does criticism always upset you? Yes No
176. Are you considered a touchy person? Yes No
177. Do people usually misunderstand you? Yes No

Q

173. Do you have to be on your guard even
with fric -da? Yet To

179. Do you always do things on sudden
impulse? Yes "To



ISO. Are you easily upset or irritated? Yes No
181. Do you go to pieces if you don't

constantly control yourself? Yes No
189. Do little annoyances get on your nerves

and make you angry? Yes No
185. Does it make you angry to have anyone

tell you what to do? Yes No
184. Do people often annoy and irritate you? Yes No
185. Do you flare up in anger if you can't

have what you want right away? Yes No
186. Do you often get i to a violent rage? Yes "o

S

187. Do you often shake or tremble? Yes No
188. Are you constantly keyed up and jittery? Yes No
189. Do sudden noises make you jurpp or shake

badly? Yes To
190. Do you tremble or feel weak whenever

someone shouts at you? Yes o

191. Do you become scared at sudden movements
or noises at night? Yes TO

199. Are you often awakened out of your sleep
by frightening dreams? Yes No

195. Do frightening thoughts keep coming back
In your mind? Yes o

194. Do you often ueco. e suddenly scared for
no good reason? Yes To

195. Do you often break out in a cold sweat? Yes No
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Sample No.
Date

In each cjueetion below, please put u tick against
the answer that you feel applies to you.

1. How well does your Job compare v/ivh those of
your relatives?

BETTER
ABOUT THE SAME
WORSE

2. How well does your Job compare with those of
your friends?

BET -A
ADOUT THE SAME
WORSE

5. Which of these statements describee how lonely
you feel?

VERY LO'RLY
LONELY SOI. ETIM33
NOT LONELY

4. How important to you iu religion?

VSRY IMPORTANT
FAIRLY IMPORTANT
NOT II iAORTA IT AT ALL

5. How does your present health compare with your
health at age 60?

BETTER
AdGUT THE SAME
WORSE

6« If you have NOT YET retired, which of these



statements describes how you feel about it?

I am longing to retire
I shall be glad to retire
I shan't miid retiring
I would rather not retire
I would rather do anything than retire

If you HaVE retired, which of these statements
dcscriues how you felt about it?

I am very glad I retired when I did
I am quite glad I retired when I did
On the whole I think X did right to retire
I'm sorry now that I retired
Retirement has ueen a very bad thing for me

Which period of your life would you judge to be
most happy?

Childhood up to about 14
14 - 20
20 - 39
40 - 59
60 - 65

NOW

lias your life been

VERY HAIuY
MODERAT ,LY hA~ rY
AV a-ACE
MOD:IRAT LY UNHAPPY
VERY UNHAPPY

In which of the following age groups do you feel
you belong?

AGED
OLD
ELDERLY
MIDDLE AG .D
YOUNG ADULT
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Date
rime spent1

(mine)

..>aivi le '!o.

IIOIiNBTG
.Rise
Meal

YORK
employment
lie usework
Gardening '
household Repairs etc.
Cooking
Chopping "

L.tlt CRM i.T LULL
Reading papers
Reading books
Listening to wireless'
Lobbies

QTJTQIpS aOI b
Clubs

__ ____

L >r

Park
ubllc Library _______________

S1 sewhere
_____

(State where)

CO'TACTS State Initiated by

Workmates
ix-workmates
Friends
Tradesmen
Other

Who Self/Other

LUYCH



Time spent
AFTERNOON (mlas)

WORK
Ernployrae nt
Housework
Gardening
ousehold repairs etc

Cooking
3 hop pi g

LEISURE AT ROME
Resting
Reading papers
Reading "cooks
Listening to wireless

or IV
i!obb ies

LEISURE QUIijIDE iiOIJE
Clube
car
i ark
.. ublic Library
Elsewhere

(Stole where)

State Initiated by
ho Self/Other

CU TACTS

Workmates
Ex-¥oi-tonates
Friends
Tradesmen
Other

Tea



Time spent
EVENING (mine) ,

Employment
Housework
Gardening
household repairs etc
GooKing

___________

Shopping

LMSlliE AT HOfc.Ia
Reading papers
Reading uooks .

Listening to wireless
Hobbies

OUTSIDE HOLE
Clubs
Le.r
Park

________________

Public Library _____________

Elsewhere
(State where)

____________

OQ-TTACTS State Initiated by
v. ho Self/Other

Workmates
Ex-workmates

____________

.;:v iends
__________

Tradesmen
______________

Other

TOTAL

li? s this been a typical day in your life?
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Letter A

(syrt wt L<?fpr<? fjjrt liytorviw)

The Usher Institute,
Warrender Park Road,

Edinburgh, 9.

Dear

This Department is carrying out an investigation in Edinburgh
into the various aspects of life among people over the age of 60.
We fe8l that the best way of doing this is to make direct contact
with people over this age and so we have drawn a number of names
out of a hat. Your name is one of those which has been drawn and
I am writing to see if I may have your co-operation.

I should like, if I may, to see you and explain more
fully what we are doing, and therefore will call at your home on

• • » «■ If you agree to help me, you
will not be asked to do anything except answer some questions.
Needless to say, the strictestconfidence will be observed throughout.

I am looking forward to seeing you.

Yours sincerely,
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Letter B

(Sent out before second interview)

The Usher Institute,
Wsurrender Park Road,

Edinburgh, 9.

Dear

You may remember that at the last interview you were good
enough to give me, I said I would like to see you again in six month's
time. This six months will have elapsed on
. .... , md I am writing to find out whether that date would be
suitable for you to see me again.

I should be greatly obliged If you would complete the
enclosed card and return it to me as soon as possible so that I
may make the necessary arrangements for this stage of my
interviewing programme. Thanks to the help you have already given,
the research is progressing well, and is providing much useful
information about the many problems we set out to investigate.
It is only by getting your further assistance that the work can
be brought to a satisfactory conclusion.

If you are free to see me in the afternoon, this would
be a great help to me, but I can arrange to call at any time to
suit your convenience.

I hope all goes well with you and I look forward to
seeing you again.

Yours sincerely,

Enc.
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Letter C

(s?nt wt before third interview)

The Usher Institute,
Warrender Park Road,

Edinburgh, 9.

Dear

In order to finish off the research, I am writing to see
whether it would be convenient to see me for a third, and last,
interview on lour past help has
been invaluable and I hope that you will be able to help me on
this final occasion since it is only in this way that I can bring
the research to a satisfactory conclusion.

As before, if you can see me in the afternoon, this will
be very convenient for me, but I can arrange to call at any time
during the day, and if you are still occupied, I shall be pleased
to call in the evening.

Thank you once again for your continued assistance.

With best wishes.

lours sincerely,
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Table 01i- Analysis of scores on Heron and Cornell Inventories
bv Marital State - first administration only.

Mayylgd ^MSSdS^M^ Single
married anart

Hpron E,Mt Score f f f

0 5
1 7 1
2 10 2 2
3 13
U U 2
5 13 1 1
6 11 1 1
7 U 1
8 8 12
9 U

10 U 1
11 1
12 3
13

108



Table CI (contd.)

Marked Wjdpwgfl and SjOkds
married apart

Herpn 3« Score f f f

0
1 7 1
2 9 1
3 24 1 1

A 10 2 1
5 13 2 2
6 21 1 1
7 5 1 2
8 14
9 A

10 1

108 9 7

Oftrwll Score

0-4 3
5-9 30

10-14 20
15-19 20
20-24 12
25-29 5
30-34 6
35-39 6
40-44 1
45-49 0

50-54 4
55-59 1 .

108

4 2
2 2
2 1

1
1



Table 02:- figWBarlaaa.Qt ^Qn,,lCTmtoi^?%V5$ interview
between men "working", "about to retire" and "already retired"

Hgm atMt ScQrs.

wprlftog

f

Afout %<? rettre

f

Airway
2 3
f f

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

1
4
8
5

10
6
5
4
4
3
2

54

1
1
4
3
3
4
3
6
2

29

2
1
1
1
3
4

1
1
1

17

1
1

2
1
1
3
2
3

1
1

16

Heron Sociability

3£2I2

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

1
5

15
5
9
9
3
7
1

55

4
1
2
3
2
7
5
3
1
1

29

2
1
2
1
2
4
1
3
1

17

1
3
2
3
3

3
1

16



Table C3?~ Analysis of TV? :ronce Scores - Heron Inventory

Emotional Maladjustment (a) Difference of 1st time against 2nd time

Difference Working Retired Already Retired
Score 1 2 3 2 3

f f f f f f

-5 2
3

—3 4 1 2 2 2 3
-2 1 1 5 5
-1 8 5 6 1

0 7 1 3 3 4 4
♦1 8 2 6 8 2 1
+2 6 1 1 1 2 4
*3 8 1 2 1 1
*U
+5

2
3

11

53 6 23 27 12 13

(b) Difference of 2nd time aeainst 3rd time

-5 1 1 1
-4 1 2 2 2

-3 3 1 3 3 1 1
-2 4 3 2 1 1
-1 7 2 1 3 3 2

0 8 2 3 4 1 2
♦1 5 1 <. 1 3
♦2 3 2 1 1 1 1
*3 1 1

+4 1
♦5 1

33 8 12 18 11 u



2sbIS_54i- Analysis of Difference Scores - Heron Inventory

SftQlafriUfrr (a) Difference Qf tll?9 3n4 tjm?

Difference Working Retired Already Retired
Score 1 2 3 2 3

I I I I t t

-5 1 1
-4 1 2 2
-3 1
-2 A 1 3 5 2 1
-1 11 1 1 1 11

0 14 1 3 3 3 4
♦1 14 1 9 10 3 3
♦2 5 1 3 3 3 4
+3 ? 1 X 1 I. ■

53 6 22 26 12 13

(b) Pjff?rer#e3 <?f 2nd ttffe frfta^st 3^4

-A 11
-3 2 1 11
-2 1112 2
-1 10 1 5 7 3 4

0 8 2 4 7 2 2
+1 6 111 3
+2 5 2 2 2 1 1

33 8 13 18 10 14



Table C5i- CgEfflfrriggn Of gS9r?g itofr
intorriw frqtwQgn tren "w?r&Rff"» "abqut u> retere" and
"already retired".

C.H.I w<?ri4ng Ahgat jg retire Already rettrefl
Score 2 3

£ £ £ £

0-4. 2
5-9 12 10 5 4

10-14 9 7 1 2
15-19 15 5
20-24 3 2 11
25-29 2 4 4
30-34 1 3 2 3
35-39 4 1 1
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59 I

52 29



Table C61- Analvala of Dlffarenee Scores - Cornell Medical Index

(a) of l$% U"ie against fold %im

Difference Working Retired Already Retired
Score 1 2 3 2 3

f f f f f f

-20 to -16 1 1
-15 to -11 6 1
-10 to -6 U 1 2 2 1
-5 to -1 15 2 8 10 5 7
0 to u 15 3 9 10 3 3
5 to 9 3 1 2 1
10 to H 6 1 1 1 1 1
15 to 19 1 1
20 to 24
25 to 29 _JL 1

50 6 22 26 12 13

(b) Difference of 2nd time against 3rd time

-30 to -26 1 1
-25 to -21
-20 to -16 1 1
-15 to -11 1 1 1
-10 to -6 3 1 2 2
-5 to -1 12 3 6 11 1 2
0 to 4 15 3 3 5 5 5
5 to 9 1 1 1 1 2
10 to H 1
15 to 19
20 to 24 - - -

., „ , , |

32 8 11 18 11 13



Abbso&S-B.

Sffwrr °f faialygjig

Wprkjng Gropp. Morning (Tuesday and Friday) H = 15A

Time per head (mins.)

Work Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

31.63

262.01
4.35
2.37
1.36
0.98
1.79

Total time per head accounted for 273.36

Meal Total

Work Total

Leisure at Home

Reading paper/resting
Reading books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

8.18
6.14
4.93
0.3Z.

Total time per head accounted for 19.59 Leisure at home total

Qut{4d(? HprriQ

Clubs 0.23
Bar O.46
Park 3.41
Public Library 0.00
Elsewhere 1.51

Total time per head accounted for 5.61

Total time accounted for (morning)

Leisure outside home total

330.19 Grand total.

Contacts
Workmates 43.71
Ex-workmates 0.23
Friends 2.35
Tradesmen 1.14
Others 3.95

Total time per head accounted for 50.38 Total time contacts.



tfprlto Gr<?up. Afternoon (Tuesday and Friday) N_

Time per head (mlna.)

223

Maal 58.28 Meal Total

Work Employment 257.15
Housework 1.46
Gardening 1.06
Household repairs 2.39
Cooking 0

Shopping fitSQ
Total time per head accounted 262.66 Work total

for

Leisure at Home

Reading papers/resting 21.06
Reading books 0.4.0
Listening to Wireless 3.05
Hobbies i,rs

Total time per head accounted 25.94-
for

Leisure outside Home

Clubs 0
Bar 0.27
Park 4-»38
Public Library 0
Elsewhere

Total time per head accounted 7.30
for

Leisure at home total

Leisure outside home total

Total time accounted for (afternoon) 354-. 18 Grand total.

Contacts
Workmates 50.74-
Ex-workmates 0.27
Friends 0.27
Tradesmen 1.24-
Others 0,4Q

Total time per head accounted 52.92 Total time contacts.
for



Working Group.

Meal

MfiCk

Evening (Tuesday and Friday) H a 156

Tfrra p?r (gins.)

25.45 Meal. Total

Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

21.09
5.77
4.23

10.75
0.96
Q.77

Total time per head accounted for 43.57 Work total

klw? at Hoipe

Reading papers/resting
Reading books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

43.69
0.21

54.81
3.95

Total time per head accounted for 101.66 Leisure at home total

tolgUT9 PUtgjjg Hgfle

Clubs
Bar
Park
Public Library
Elsewhere

8.14
2.98
3.69
1.58

35.53
Total time per head accounted for 41.97 Leisure outside home total

Total time accounted for (evening) 212.65 Grand total.

Cpnjacfrs
Workmates 8.46
Ex-workmates 1.60
Friends 20.29
Tradesmen 0
Others 2.18

32,53 Total time contacts.



Working Group.

Mgal

Mfick

Morning (Sunday) N = 66

Time per head (mlns.)

30.99 Meal Total

Employment 9.09
Housework 20.4.5
Gardening 7.26
Household repairs 14.. 09
Cooking 2.73
Shopping 0

Total time accounted for 53.62

Reading paper^/resting 54.55
Reading books 4.77
Listening to wireless 30.76
Hobbles 2.05

Total mean time accounted for 92.13

Club 0
Bar 0
Park 4,85
Public library 0
Elsewhere 33.33

Total mean time accounted for 36.18

Total mean time accounted for (morning)

Work total

Leisure at home total

Leisure outside home
total

215.92 Grand total.

Cpfrtac^g
Workmates
Ex-workmates
Friends
Tradesmen
Others

Total mean time accounted for 6.97 Total time contacts.



wwrting Qmp. WteTRW (smiflaY) iL=i2

Time per fogM (niftS.)

32.35 Meal totalMeal

Work Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

10.45
4.32
4.55
2.73
3.86

2
25.91 Work total

Lsjsqye et H°m§

Reading papers/resting
Reading books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

Total mean time accounted for

Club
Bar
Park
Public library
Elsewhere

Total mean time accounted for

65.36
13.18
31.36
5.9i

115.81 Leisure at home total

1.82
0

5.00
0

39.6j
36.43 Leisure outside home

total

Total mean time accounted for (afternoon) 178.15 Grand total.

Contacts
Workmates
Ex-workmates
Friends
Tradesmen
Other

Total mean time accounted for

0
0

17.96
0

63.64

81.60 Total contacts.



Working Group.

Meal

HS£&

Bvefltag (Svffiday) N a 63

T4pg p?r (nA»sf)

32.33 Meal total

Employment 5.71
Housework 4.. 05
Gardening 0
Household repairs 6.67
Cooking 0.71
Shopping 0

Total mean time accounted for 17.14 Work total

taiswre ftt Hpffg

Reading papers/resting IS.26
Reading books 28.33
Listening to wireless 55.43
Hobbies

Total mean time accounted for 103.50 Leisure at home total

Club 7.14
Bar 0
Park 6.18
Public library 0
Elsewhere 31.67

Total mean time accounted for 44.99 Leisure outside home
total

198.01 Grand Total

Workmates 2.86
Ex-workmates 0
Friends 29.52
Tradesmen 0
Others 12.14

Total mean time accounted for 44.52 Total contacts.



ReU;T94 CTWP. Morning (Tuesday and Friday) fl = 80

Msal

Work Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total mean time accounted for

Um pgr 04ftg.),
2^m25 Meal total

7.50
47.88
28.13
15.56
2.88

JLZ>3g
119.33 Work total

fit

Reading paper/resting
Reeding books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

Total mean time accounted for

33.06
10.38
24.25
4.61

72.30 Leisure at home total

leisure

Club
Bar
Park
Public Library
Elsewhere

Total time accounted for

1.50
1.13
3.75
1.50
$.59

16.38 Leisure outside home
total

232.26 Grand total.

Workmates 2.00
Ex-workmates 2.25
Friends 2.44
Tradesmen 1.88
Others 2.35

10.82 Total contacts



Rgfclrefl Group,, Aftonigon (TH99<foY afld Frjflay) H = 76

Meal

Work Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

Leisure at Home

Heading papers/resting
Reading books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

Total time accounted for

Hpmg

Clubs
Bar
Park
Public Library
Elsewhere

Total time accounted for

pgr *rea4 (wingj
27.37 Meal total

7.11
16.45
25.79
10.79
0.79

77.77

3.33
13.88
33.16
.jg6
54.03

2.76
0.79
3.55
2.37

ZLXL
36.58

Work total

Leisure at home total

Leisure outside home
total

195.75 Grand Total

Workmates 0.39
Ex-workmates 2.50
Friends 9.08
Tradesmen 0
Others 0.20

12.17 Total contacts



Meal

Work

SgmlngJ&aaato aaUddag) n = 73

PQr h9&4 (uto.)
23.22 Meal Total

Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Gooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

Heading papers/resting
Reading books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

Total time accounted for

0
8.63

12.12
4. 52

0
... ,9t.gS
26.09 Work Total

40.00
40.14
58.22

145.48 Leisure at home total

i&Uur? Hprne

Clubs
Bar
Park
Library
Elsewhere

Total time accounted for

7.40
6.99
1.30
0.41

32,19

38.29 Leisure outside home
total

233.08 Grand Total

Ogfltacjg
Workmates 1.23
Ex-workmates 13.49
Friends 22.88
Tradesmen 0
Others 16.03

53.63 Contacts total.



fietargl,SEggB» Morning (Sunday) iL=jsa

Meal

Work Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

Reading papers/resting
Reading books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

Total time accounted for

Ti^ pgr foal fans.)
28.10 Meal Total

1.20
23.50
10.20
7.10
4.70

-JL2S
48.20 Work total

51.20
13.90
29.40
0.70

95.20 Leisure at home total

Laisure outside Home

Clubs
Bar
Park
Public Library
Elsewhere

Total timo accounted for

0
0
0
0

37.00
27.00 Leisure outside home total

198.50 Grand Total

Contacts
Workmates
Ex-workmates
Friends
Tradesmen
Others

Total time accounted for

0
0

3.60
1.40

-0*50
5.50 Total time contacts.



Rgttrgfl Grow.

BttX

Affrwawn (ffmfay) h = 45

ihw wr to?afl (nto.)

25.10 Meal Total

Work Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

fit HOTQ

Reading papers/resting
Reading books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

Total time accounted for

Club
Bar
Park
Library
Elsewhere

Total time accounted for

0

2.44
11.67
5.33
0.67

0

20.11 Work total

60.67
35.78
33.57

Q
130.02 Total leisure at home

26.67
0

12.00
0

33.67
61.34 Total leisure outside

home
236.57 Grand total.

Workmates 0
Sx-*rorkmates 0
Priends 14.44
Tradesmen 0
Others 3^,6?

Total time accounted for 41.11 Total time contacts.



Gmp.

Meal

Work

finning (Smaflay) N = 44

HfflQ pgr ^ea4 (wing.)

25.68 Total meal

Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

5.46
5.57
3.18

0
0

14.21 Total work

taimg at Hgnte

Reading papers/resting 18.41
Reading books 42.39
Listening to wireless 52.50
Hobbies 3.41

Total time accounted for 116.71 Total leisure at home

Clubs 10.23
Bar 0.34
Park 1.02
Library 0
Elsewhere 34.43

Total time accounted for 46.02 Total leisure outside home

202.62 Grand Total

Contacts
Workmates 0
Ex-workmates 0,45
Friends 21.48
Tradesmen 0
Others 35,57

Total time accounted for 47.50 Total time contacts.



Already retired Qrgttp.

Meal

Mark

Evening (Sunday) it = 22

IU9 pep frgad (mj95t)

28,86 Meal Total

Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

3M
2.73
2.73

0
1.36

0

10.4.6 Work Total

tojgfflre at H<?1$

Reading papers/resting
Reading books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

Total time accounted for

39.77
37.95
89.55

0

167.27 Leisure at home total

Lejgur? QPtajcfc Hpfl?

Clubs
Bar
Park
Public Library
Elsewhere

Total time accounted for

0
0

4.54
0

49.73
54.32 Leisure outside home total.

260.91 Grand Total.

Workmates 0
Ex-workmates 0
Friends 13.18
Tradesmen 1.36
Others 2.73

Total time accounted for 17.27 Total contacts.



Already retard Gmo.

Meal

u<?rX

(Sm^ar) 1L=J22

pQf *wad (*4M«)

30.91 Meal Total

Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

folpyre at H<ro$

Reading papers/resting
Reading books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

Total time accounted for

Insure ffltgl4e Hon^

Club
Bar
Park
Public Library
Elsewhere

Total time accounted for

6.82
4.09
1.36

0
0
0

12.27 Work Total

75.22
23.41
20.45
?.18

127.26 Leisure at home total

0
0
0
0

64.09 Leisure outside home total

234.53 Grand Total,

Contacts
Workmates 0
Ex-workmates 0
Friends 10.91
Tradesmen 0
Others 3-0*23

Total time accounted for 21.14 Total contacts.



A!M84Y retired Qrwp. (?u^.ay ^ sWayi p = 46

HB3 PQf h?ad (n4n?tl

Meal

Work Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

leisure,at Horn?

Reading papers/resting
Reading books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

Total time accounted for

Leisure outside Home

Club
Bar
Park
Library-
Other

Total time accounted for

21.09 Meal Total

12.17
25.33
27.39
8.70
6.57

21t.U
103.31 Work Total

34.13
16.41
21.74
1.96

74.24 Leisure at Home total

6.57
0.87
3.26
1.52

1S»2J?
30.48 Leisure outside Home total

229.12 Grand Total.

Contacts
Workmates
Ex-workmates
Friends
Tradesmen
Other

Total time accounted for

5.00
4.57
7.83
0.98
7.83

26.21 Total contacts.



Already retired Group.

Meal

Work

Aftaynooa (Ti^sjay apfl FrWwl H

Time, pay foeafl (mjnst)

31.63 Meal Total

Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

17.39
8.48

10.65
5.87

0

,1? t,Q4
55.43 Work Total

afr Hgqg

Reading papers/resting 42.28
Reading books 12.61
Listening to wireless 19.13
Hobbies 12.91

Total time accounted for 86.96 Leisure at Home total

Mjsnre 9Vltgi49 Hpa^

Club
Bar
Park
Public Library
Elsewhere

Total time accounted for

18.91
0.98
5.23
6.85

-41x26
73.93 Leisure outside Home total

247,95 Grand Total.

CQftWqt?
Workmates
Ex-workmates
Friends
Tradesmen
Others

Total time accounted for

1.41
0

11.41
0

11.35

27.17 Total contacts.



MlL^L^e^i£g<l.Gyoup.

ileal

Work

afld, Pricey) 21 = /.6

Tjmp ppr frgad (utet,)

27.06 Meal Total

Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

Leisure at Home

Reading papers/resting
Reading books
Listening to wireless
Hobbies

Total time accounted for

0.65
5.23
1.96
7.72
0.65

0

16,21 Work Total

36.09
33.48
73.70
10.33

154.10 Leisure at Home total

Leisure outside Home

Clubs
Bar
Park
Public Library
Elsewhere

Total time accounted for

0
0

1.96
2.93

31.63 Leisure outside Home
total

229.00 Grand Total.

Workmates 0
Ex-workmates 0
Friends 36.20
Tradesmen 0
Others 3.26

39.46 Total contacts.



■4ke«dy retired Group. Morning (Sunday) M = 23

I&Mjper

23.70 Meal TotalMeal

Work Employment
Housework
Gardening
Household repairs
Cooking
Shopping

Total time accounted for

0

16.7/,
8.68

0
7.84

0

33.26 Work total

Lajpwe at Hpmg

Reading papers/resting
Reeding books
listening to wireless
Hobbies

Total time accounted for

Clubs
Bar
Park
Public Library
Elsewhere

Total time accounted for

43.79
91.31
20.22

0

155.32 Leisure at Home total

13.04
1.30
4.78

0

.2
95.42 Leisure outside Home

307.70 Grand Total.

Cpfffractft
Workmates 0
Ex-workmates 0
Friends 15.65
Tradesmen 0
Others 1.95

27.60 Total contacts.



S..I A. a EO.JM.il/ (COTM.)

caiand 1931

Sources:- Census 1931. Smrland ma Hales - Decennial Supplement

occupational Mffrtaljty, Tg.blo 40
Census 1931. inland and daloa - occupation Tablos. Table 12

Occupational Group 2 - Gardsmrs, Nurserywm, Seedsmen, Florists
Ocen. Code 013

45- 55- 65— 70- 75/+

1. Total in Age Groups1 38*987 42,531 18,840 13,380 12,546
2. No. in Age Group Ret. 456 1,365 2,614 4,607 7,893
3. % (2) of (1) 1.17 3.20 13.88 34.50 62.80
4« Mean Ann. Death R./100,000 806 1,785 3,577 6,074 14,817
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 72 76 77 o2 99
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 52 43 44 67 97 S.M.R. 75

Occupational Group 3 - Agricultural, and Gardeners', Labourers, etc,
Occn. Codes 020-023, 030, 031, 038, 039.

1. Tot. in A.G. 76,602 72,058 31,910 22,006 19,161
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 1,096 2,486 5,088 9,411 13,922
3. % (2) of (1) 1.43 3.44 15.91 42.70 72.85
4. M. A.D,R./l0Q,000 749 1,645 3,449 6,001 15,897
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 67 70 74 81 106
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 64 47 51 84 112 S

,3:
,M.R.
J-65 69

Occupational Group 4 - Coal Hewers and Getters.
Occn, Code 042.

1. Tot. in A.G. 76,760 48,949 14,429 9,825 7,318
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 1,141 2,723 7,827 7,894 6,550
3. % (2) of (1) 1.49 5.54 54.20 80.25 89.50
4. M.A.D.R./l00,000 1,225 2,618 5,884 9,632 17,705
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 110 111 126 120 118
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 66 75 173 157 138 S.M.R. 112

^Occupied, unoccupied and retire!



Occupational Group 6 - Goal Mines - Conveying Material to Shaft
Qccn. God© 043

45- 55- 65— 70- 75/+

1. Tot. in A.G. 11,240 6,521 1,388 730 446
2. Ho. in A.G, Ret. 100 170 509 464 369
3. % (2) of (1) 0.89 2.61 36.65 63.50 82.60
•4* i • C, • • So o8 878 1,866 4,467 6,621 10,990
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 79 79 96 89 73
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 40 35 117 124 127

Occupational Group 7 - Goal Mine— Making and Repairing Roads
Occn. Code 044

1. Tofc.in A.G. 14,033 14,662 4,295 2,178 1,309
2. Ho. in A.G. Ret. 83 340 1,630 1,506 1,102
3. % (2) of (1) 0.59 2.32 37.95 69.15 84.50
4. K« A,D.R./100,000 934 1,937 4,517 8,479 17,240
5. Ratio D.R./AU Males 84 82 97 114 115
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 26 31 121 135 130

Occupational Group 8 - Goal Mines - Other workers below ground
Occn. Code 047

1. Tot.in A.G. 16,987 15,844 4,470 2,299 1,404
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 173 505 1,749 1,561 1,171
3. % (2) of (1) 1.04 3.19 39.05 68.00 83.50
4* M.A.D,R./l00,0GQ 1,099 2,064 4,310 7,786 13,940
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 99 88 93 105 93
6. Ratio R.H./A11 Males 46 43 125 133 128

Occupational Group 9 - Coal Mines - Other workers above ground
Occn. Code 049

1. Tot. in A.G. 15,548 14,279 4,348 2,425 1,515
2. Ho. in A.G. Sat. 175 401 1,371 1,408 1,234
3. % (2) of (1) 1.13 2.82 31.60 58.00 81.50
4* I.A.0.R./100,000 1,194 2,556 5,221 8,976 19,050
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 107 109 112 121 127
6. Ratio R.R./All Males 50 38 101 113 125 3.1



occupational Group 11 - Stone Miners, Quarriera
Gccn. Gale 062

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

1. Tot. in A.G. 5,987 4,011 1,377 770 607
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 52 124 403 470 511
3. % (2) of (1) 0.87 3.08 29.32 61.00 84.25
4. M.A.D.R./100,000 963 2,319 4,624 9,524 18,450
5. Ratio 0.R./A11 Kales 86 98 99 128 123
6. Ratio c.R./All Males 39 42 95 119 130

Occupational Group 12 - Employers and Managers, Gas, Bricks, Chemicals, etc
Qccn. Codes 070, 080, 090, 100, 110, 120, 130

1. Tot. in A.G. 17,477 12,189 3,565 2,148 1,777
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 307 796 651 685 884
3. % (2) of (1) 1.76 6.55 18.24 31.34 49.75
4. M.A.D.R./l00,000 875 2,530 6,152 9,761 23,973
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 79 107 132 131 160
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 79 89 53 62 77

Occupational Group 14 - Pottersj Ware-Makers, Casters and Finishers
Occn. Code 095

1. Tot. in A.G. 1,614 1,350 330 204 129
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 25 71 39 117 102
3. % (2) of (1) 1.55 5.25 26.95 57.40 79.05
4. M.A.D.R./l00,000 1,650 3,358 8,790 9,310 20,200
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males I48 143 189 125 235
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 69 71 86 112 122

Occupational Group 15 - Workers in Chemical Processes
Qocn. Code 111-113, 118

1. Tot. in A.G. 3,874 2,351 578 313 242
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 31 115 280 227 206
3. % (2) of (1) 0.80 4.89 48.50 72.55 85.15
4. M.A.D.R./l00,000 792 1,545 3,690 8,730 11,800
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 71 66 79 117 79
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 36 66 155 112 131



Occupational Group 16 - Fumacemen, Rollers and Skilled Assistants
Gccn. Code 140-142, 144

45- 55- 65— 70- 75+

1. Tot. in A.G. 7,571 5,042 1,450 956 866
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 53 198 624 675 760
3. % (2) of (1) 0.70 3.94 43.00 7o.50 87.70
4» M.A. <J.R./lQO,GOO 1,233 3,393 7,609 11,610 21,320
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 111 144 163 156 142
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 31 53 133 138 135

Occupational Group 17 - Metal Moulders and Die Casters
Occn. Code 150-152

1. Tot. in A.G.
2. No. in A.G. Ret.
3. % (2) of (1)
4. M.A.D.R./100,000
5. Ratio O.K./All Males
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Malos

12,026 7,937 2,171
135 306 754

1.12 3.86 34.65
1,278 2,679 6,571

115 114 141
50 52 111

1,442 1,104
988 953

68.45 86.30
9,200 21,040

124 140
134 133 3.M.R. 114

Occupational Group 18 - Iron and Stool Foundry Furnaceraen, etc,
Occn. Code 153, 154

1. Tot. in A.G. 6,288 5,112 1,467 777 474
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 71 148 452 463 398
3. % (2) of (1) 1.13 2.89 30.85 59.55 84.00
4# K.A.D.R./l00,000 1,585 2,960 6,294 10,940 20,820
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 142 126 135 147 139
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 11 8 2 1 1 S.i

Occupational Group 19 - Sraiths and Skilled Forge Workers
Occn. Gods 160

1. Tot. in A.G. 21,569 18,576 6,403 4,615 4,172
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 231 880 2,337 3,014 3,510
3. % (2) of (1) 1.07 4.75 36.42 65.15 84.15
4. K.A.D.R. /1G0,000 1,113 2,299 5,154 8,443 16,874
5. Ratio D.E./A11 Males 100 98 111 113 113
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 48 64 117 128 129



Occupational Group 20 - Metal Machinists
Occn. Code 170

45- 55- 65- 70- 75*

1. Tot. in A.G. 19,479 12,753 3,246 1,819 1,217
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 163 455 1,227 1,197 1,057
3. % (2) of (1) 0.86 3.57 37.75 65.90 86.90
4. K.A.0.R./l00,000 1,140 2,245 4,559 6,411 15,800
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 102 95 93 113 105
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Kales 33 48 121 129 134

Occupational Group 21 - Fitters, Mechanics, Toolmaters, etc,
Occn. Code 130-182, 184-1S7, 226

1. Tot. in A.G. 7,728 6,354 1,683 758 393
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 50 137 469 434 299
3. % (2) of (1) 0.65 2.16 29.02 57.35 75.01
4. M,A.D.R./1Q0,GGQ 1,057 1,993 4,060 8,047 16,160
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Kales 95 85 87 108 108
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Kales 29 29 93 112 116

S.M.R;
98

1. Tot. in A.G. 53,491 32,963 9,147 6,266 4,804
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 896 2,130 3,686 4,272 4,062
3. % (2) of (1) 1.68 6.47 40.40 68.10 84.65
L% M.A.O.R./100,000 1,104 2,352 4,617 7,698 15,695
5. Ratio 0.R./A11 Males 99 100 99 103 105
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Kales 75 88 129 133 130 ;

Occupational Group 22 - Fitters", Mechanics", etc. Labourers
Occn. Cole 183,189

S.M.R,
99

Occupational Group 23 - Boiler Makers, Platers and Iron GMpwriohts
Occn. Gode 192

89

1. Tot. in A.G. 7,179 5,025 1,861 1,218 1,064
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 96 519 1,074 1,045 963
3. % (2) of (1) 1.34 10.31 57.60 98.15 90.50
4. M.A.0.R./100,000 1,217 2,514 5,660 8,402 15,950
5. Ratio 0.R./AJ1 Males 109 107 122 113 106
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 60 140 185 192 139 3,

113



Occupational Group 24 - Drillers (Hand, Pneumatic or Gleetrie)
Occn. Gods 200

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

1. Tot. in A.O. 1,190 1,007 261 178 127
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 13 70 116 144 117
3. % (2) of (1) 1.09 6.96 44.45 81.00 92.15
4» M,A.D.R./l00,000 1,180 2,550 4,090 7,300 12,100
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 106 108 88 98 81
e>. Ratio R.H./A11 Males 49 94 142 158 142

Occupational Group 25 - Metal Grinders
Occn# Code 205

1. Tot. in A.G. 2,780 1,553 313 163 93
2. No. in A.G. Ret. . 29 34 77 74 62
3. % (2) of (1) 1.04 2.19 24.60 45.40 63.35
4. M«A.D,R./l00,000 1,763 3,520 9,050 11,900 21,400
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 15S 149 194 160 143
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 46 30 79 89 97

Occupational Group 26 - Metal Glazers, Polishors, Buffers and Moppers
Occn, Code 206

1. Tct. in A.G. 2,305 1,442 323 127 63
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 28 35 66 56 45
3. % (2) of (1) 1.21 2.42 20.42 44.08 71.47
4* M,A.D.R*/lG0,000 1,837 2,982 6,600 11,300 19,000
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 165 127 142 152 127
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 54 33 65 86 110

Occupational Group 27 - Plumbers (Not Ghemicsl Plumbers)
Occn. Coda 215

1. Tot. in A.G. 9,533 6,256 1,986 1,150 822
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 119 322 600 677 661
3. % (2) of (1) 1.25 5.15 30.21 58.95 80.5
4. M.A.D.R./10G,000 874 1,961 4,381 6,812 13,140
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 78 83 94 92 83
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 56 70 97 115 124



Occupational Group 28 - Employers and Managers in Occupation Orders
VIII-XXI, XXXI.
Occn. Codes 24.O, 250, 270, 280, 290, 300, 340, 370, 330, 390,
400, 410, 430, 440, 450, 460, 480, 4S2, 500.

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

1. Tot. in A.G. 62,144 44*390 13,285 7,868 6,401
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 877 2,711 2,313 2,560 3,276
3. % (2) of (1) 1.41 6.06 17.43 32.55 51.09
4. M.A.D.R./100,000 1,167 2,954 7,058 12,854 33,984
5. Ratio 0.R./A11 Males 105 125 152 173 227
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 63 82 56 64 77 S.M.R.

___ __ 134

Occupational Group 34 - Textile Dyers
Occn. Code 323

1. Tot. in A.G. 3,881 3,259 1,015 543 316
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 47 133 429 346 257
3. % (2) of (1) 1.21 4.09 42.25 63.70 81.42
4. M.A.D.R./100,000 1,537 2,976 6,798 10,560 20,780
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 138 126 146 142 139
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 54 55 135 125 125

Occupational Group 35 - Makers of Textile Goods, Dross, etc.
Occn. Codes 341, 343-343, 350, 351, 357, 368.

1. Tot. in A.G. 16,099 15,412 5,084 3,300 3,019
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 313 316 1,101 1,410 2,048
3. % (2) of (1) 1.95 5.30 21.66 42.65 67.95
4. M.A.D.R./l00,000 1,044 2,139 4,222 6,263 10,950
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 94 91 91 84 73
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 87 72 69 84 104

Occupational Group 36 - Boot and Shoe Makers, Repairers
Occn. Code 352

1. Tot. in A.G. 11,028 10,428 4,111 2,902 3,088
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 236 565 689 1,059 1,974
3. % (2) of (1) 2.14 5.41 16.71 36.42 63.95
4. M,A.D.R./l00,000 1,067 2,094 3,624 6,145 13,763
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 96 89 78 83 92
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 96 73 54 71 98



Occupational Group 37 - Boot mid Shoe, etc. Workers and Factory Operatives
Occn. Codes 353, 354, 356.

45- 55- 65— 70- 75+

1. Tot. in A.G. 8,292 7,542 2,332 1,444 978
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 89 256 512 738 734
3. % (2) of (1) 1.07 3.40 21.95 51.08 75.00
4-* K.A.D»R./l00,000 1,150 2,245 5,031 8,541 18,750
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 103 95 108 115 125
6. Ratio R.R./All Males 48 46 70 100 115

- _ . ly2

Occupational Group 38 - Bakers end Pastry Cooks
Occn. Code 373

1. Tot. in A.G, 10,659 8,805 3,124 1,973 1,680
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 301 1,008 1,190 1,337 1,415
3. % (2) of (1) 2.82 11.42 38.00 67.65 84.35
4. M. A.J).R./100,000 951 1,810 3,788 5,423 11,030
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 85 77 81 73 74
6. Ratio R.R./All Males 126 155 122 133 130

ZS

Occupational Group 39 - Makers of Alcoholic Drinks
Occn. Code 382-388

1. Tot. in A.G. 2,366 1,900 638 436 392
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 54 167 228 295 337
3. % (2) of (1) 2.28 8.80 35.75 67.55 86.00
4. M.A.D.R./lOQ,000 1,370 3,018 4,390 8,792 IS,£80
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 123 128 94 118 122
6. Ratio R.R./All Males 102 84 114 132 132

Occupational Group 4-0 - Carpenters
Occn. Code 4.14

1. Tot. in A.G. 44-,276 29,045 12,661 9,152 8,254
2. No. in A.G. Rot. 480 1,064 3,137 4,814 6,629
3. % (2) of (1) 1.09 3.79 24.75 52.58 80.25
4. M.A.D.R./100,000 860 1,892 4,015 6,643 14,502
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 77 80 86 89 97
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 49 51 79 103 123 S.M.R.

. 79



Occupational Group 4-1 - Lawyers and Woodturners
Oeen. Code 419, 425

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

1. Tot. in A.G. 8,010 5,604 1,796 1,132 908
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 64 185 505 664 724
3. % (2) of (1) 0.80 3.30 28.12 58.55 79.65
4. K.A.D.R./1Q0,000 866 2,397 4,417 8,304 18,720
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 78 102 95 112 125
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Kales 36 46 90 115 123 S.l

Occupational Group 4-2 - Compositors
Gccn. Code 462 & 463

1. Tot. in A.G. 6,477 6,512 1,917 1,049 751
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 65 454 855 773 666
3. % (2) of (1) 1.00 6.96 44.60 73.65 88.75
4. M. A. D.R./lQQ,000 926 2,314 4,382 7,817 16,820
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 83 98 94 105 112
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 45 94 143 344 137

Occupational Group 43 - Printing Machine Minders, Printers, Rulers
Gccn. Code 468-4?!

1. Tot. in A.G. 7,536 5,347 1,566 948 860
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 129 333 575 644 713
3. $ (2) of (1) 1.71 6.35 36.71 67.95 82.95
4- M.A.D.R./100,000 1,115 2,425 4,342 6,716 12,330
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 100 103 93 90 82
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 76 86 117 133 127 3.M.R. 102

Occupational Group 44 - Builders', Plasterers', Bricklayers', and Masons'
Labourers. Ocen. Codes 483, 485, 487, 491.

1. Tot. in A.G. 27,972 21,077 5,349 2,843 1,788
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 236 489 1,264 1,594 1,409
3. % (2) of (1) 0.85 2.32 23.65 56.00 78.90
4. M. A. 0.R,/l00,000 1,331 2,692 5,341 9,544 18,997
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Kales 119 114 115 128 127
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 38 31 76 110 121



Occupational Group 45 - Bricklayers
Ocen. Code 484

1. Tot. in A.G.
2. Ho. in A.G. Eat.
3. % (2) of (1)
4. M.A.D.H./100,000
5. Ratio D.R./All Males
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Kales

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

24,161 15,819 5,333 4,130 3,072
216 379 1,075 2,000 2,447

0.90 2.39 19.99 48.45 79.70
1,014 2,158 4,508 7,534 16,786

91 92 97 101 112
40 32 58 95 123

Occupational Group 46 - Masons, etc.
Occn. Code 490

1. Tot. in A.G. 9,395 7,147 2,806 2,095 1,851
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 128 247 653 1,139 1,484
3. % (2) of (1) 1.36 3.46 23.22 54.39 79.70
4. K.A.D.R./l0Q,000 1,494 2,882 5,322 8,624 17,520
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 134 122 114 116 117
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Kales 61 47 75 106 123

.125

Occupational Group 47 - Platelayers
Occn. Cods 493

1. Tot. in A.G. 10,652 8,109 2,419 1,701 1,480
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 78 264 1,763 1,497 1,356
3. % (2) of (1) 0.73 3.26 73.00 87.90 91.55
4. M. A. D.R,/lOG,000 936 2,302 5,291 8,505 19,480
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 89 98 114 114 130
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 33 44 235 172 141

_ ,92

Occupational Group 48 — Other Workers ( Navvies)in Building, etc.
Occn. Codo 499

1. Tot. in A.G. 35,873 30,378 8,494 5,409 3,999
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 143 546 1,949 2,422 2,856
3. % (2) of (1) 0.38 1.80 22.97 44.79 71.49
4. M.A.D.R./lOO,OQQ 606 1,421 3,324 5,417 13,370
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 54 60 71 73 89
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 17 24 74 88 110



Occupational Group 49 - French Polishers
Qccn. Jode 503

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

1. Tot, in A,G, 3,827 2,309 622 376 254
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 56 65 118 149 175
3. % (2) of (1) 1.46 2,82 13,93 39.62 68.95
4. K.A,D»R./1Q0,000 1,280 2,656 4,390 9,397 18,500
5. Ratio 0.R./A11 Males 115 113 94 126 123
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 65 38 61 78 106 S.M.:

Occupational Group 50 - Paper Hangers, Painters, etc,
Occn, Code 505 & 518

1. Tot. in A.G. 41,328 31,516 9,936 5,567 3,951
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 500 1,029 2,198 2,767 3,000
3. % (2) of (1) 1.21 3.26 22.50 49.65 76.00
4-<> M,A.D,R./l0G,000 1,239 2,506 4,858 8,029 16,426
5. Ratio D.R./A11 males 111 106 104 108 110
6. Ratio R.R./A11 males 54 44 72 97 117

Occupational Group 51 - Railway Officials, etc.
Occn, Code 590

1. Tot. in A.G. 6,188 6,621 2,315 1,538 1,320
2. No. in A.G, Ret. 60 1,488 2,135 1,430 1,227
3. % (2) of (1) 0.97 2.24 92.25 93.08 93.00
4. M. A.D.fl./lOO,QQQ 792 1,999 3,974 6,394 14,970
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 71 85 85 86 100
6. Ratio R.R./A11 males 43 30 295 182 143

Occupational Group 52 - Railway - Engine Drivers, etc.
Occn, Codes 591, 592

1. Tot. in A.G. 13,991 10,515 3,078 2,044 1,787
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 82 561 2,681 1,900 1,688
3. % (2) of (1) 0.59 5.34 87.40 92.90 94.45
4. M.A.Q.R./l00,0QG 084 2,146 4,143 7,811 14,810
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 79 91 89 105 99
6. Ratio R.R./All Males 26 72 279 182 145 G.M.E



Occupational Group 53 - Railway - Signalmen
Occn. Cods 596

45- 55- 65- 70- 75*

1. Tot. in A.G. 6,296 5,372 1,631 1,238 1,089
2. Ho. in A.G. Ret. 24 183 1,475 1,175 1,011
3. % (2) of (1) 0.33 3.41 90.40 95.00 93.10
4. M.A,D.R ./lOO,000 787 2,066 3,883 6,570 14,420
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 71 88 83 88 96
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 17 46 289 186 143 S.M,

Occupational Group 54 - Railway Porters
Occn. Code 599

1. Tot. in A.G. 12,924 9,166 2,421 1,423 1,098
2. Ho. in A.G. Ret. 124 459 1,923 1,285 1,000
3. % (2) of (1) 0.96 5.00 79.45 90.25 91.05
4. M. A. D.R./lOO,000 1,104 2,218 4,926 7,472 14,180
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 99 94 92 100 95
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 43 68 254 176 140

Occupational Group 55 - Road Transport - Horse Drivers
Occn. Code 615, 616

1. Tot. in A.G. 28,264 23,065 7,111 4,885 4,892
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 373 1,200 2,873 3,461 4,077
3. % (2) of (1) 1.32 5.20 40.39 71.00 86.95
4. M, A.D.R./lOO,000 1,478 2,938 6,328 10,645 19,814
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 133 125 136 143 132
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 59 70 129 139 134

Occupational Group 56 - Road Transport - Motor Drivers
Oecn. Code 617, 618

1. Tot. in A.G. 43,268 15,516 2,783 1,214 692
2. Ho. in A.G. Ret. 235 421 684 620 506
3. % (2) of (1) 0.54 2.70 24.50 51.02 73.12
4. M.A.i).R./lOQ,QQO 896 1,772 3,917 5,903 9,249
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 80 75 84 79 62
6. Ratio R.R./AU Males 24 37 78 100 113



Occupational Group 57 - Water Transport - Dock Labourers
Ocen, Code 645

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

1. Tot. in A.G. 22,834 19,186 5,175 2,773 1,541
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 211 590 1,504 1,644 1,176
3. % (2) of (1) 0.92 3.08 29.08 59.43 76,20
4. M*A«D.R./100,000 1,693 3,013 5,945 9,797 IS,150
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 152 128 128 132 121
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 41 42 93 116 117

340

Occupational Group 58 - Postmen and dorters
Occn. Code 653

1. Tot, in A,G. 18,965 10,834 2,675 1,365 879
2. No. in A,G. Ret. 407 3,613 2,116 1,196 818
3. % (2) of (1) 2.14 33.31 79.05 87.60 93.10
4. M.A.D.R.,/100,000 926 2,194 4,324 7,204 15,320
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 83 93 93 97 102
6. Ratio R,R./A11 Males 96 450 253 171 143

88

Occupational Group 59 - Messengers and Porters, etc.
Occn. Code 657-659

1. Tot. In A.G. 16,532 13,732 4,293 2,316 1,437
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 328 834 1,202 1,204 1,022
3. % (2) of (1) 1.98 6.06 28.05 52.05 71.40
4. M.A.D.R./lQ0,0QG 1,528 2,867 5,420 8,348 18,140
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 137 122 116 112 121
6. Ratio R.R./All Males 88 82 90 102 110

Occupational Group 60 - Retail Proprietors, etc. Grocery
Occn. Code 672

1. Tot. in A.G. 19,571 15,559 5,034 3,072 3,039
2. Mo. in A.G. Ret. 626 2,092 1,687 1,603 2,133
3. % (2) of (1) 0.32 13.44 33.49 51.20 70.30
4-* M.A.D,R./lQ0,0QQ 1,070 2,378 4,854 8,062 16,003
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 96 101 104 108 107
6. Ratio R.R./All Kales U 182 107 100 108



Occupational Group 61 - Retail Proprietors, etc., Dairy, Meat, Fish,
Greengrocery,

Occn. Code 673—676

4.5- 55- 65- 70- 75+

1. Tot, in A,G. 29,597 21,014 6,045 3,545 3,123
2. Mo. in A.G. Ret. 674 1,862 1,570 1,643 2,111
3. % (2) of (1) 2.28 8.36 25.99 46.39 67.55
4. M. A, D.E./lOO,000 1,296 2,833 5,415 9,337 19,212
5. Ratio D.P../All Males 116 120 116 125 128
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 102 120 ©3 91 104

Occupational Group 62 - Wholesale Proprietors, etc,
Oecn, Code 686

1. Tot. in A.G. 19,051 14,358 4,334 2,905 2,647
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 596 1,615 1,152 1,206 1,532
3. % (2) of (1) 3.13 11.25 26.62 41.49 57.95
4. M.A.Q,R./lQ0,000 1,017 2,730 5,084 9,294 17,731
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 91 116 109 125 118
6. Ratio E.R./A11 Males 140 152 85 81 89

Occupational Group 63 - Commercial Travellers
Occn, Gode 692

1. Tot. in A.G. 24,510 17,082 4,672 2,577 1,972
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 271 943 927 1,108 1,302
3. % (2) of (1) 1.11 5.52 19.81 42.99 66.10
4* M.A.D.R./l00,0u0 1,032 2,357 5,094 8,653 17,208
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Kales 93 100 109 116 115
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 49 75 63 84 102

Occupational Group 64. - Retail Salesmen, etc. - Grocery
Occn, Gode 703

1. Tot, in A.G. 5,237 3,460 1,054 613 439
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 108 227 345 374 353
3. % (2) of (1) 2.06 6.56 32.71 61.00 80.45
A* M.A.D.R./lQG,000 974 2,119 3,384 5,110 13,210
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 87 90 73 69 88
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 92 89 105 119 124



Occupational Group 65 - Retail Salesmen, etc. Dairy, Meat, Fish, Greengrocery
Occn. Code 704-707

1. Tot. in A.G.
2. No. in A.G. Ret.
3. % (2) of (1)
4. M,A.i).R./l00,000
5. Ratio D.R./All Males
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

8,420 5,939 1,580 852 563
140 305 437 471 438

1.66 5.15 27.69 55.42 77.90
1,314 2,717 5,127 9,233 16,640

118 115 110 124 111
74 70 89 108 120

Occupational Group 66 - Costorraongers, etc., Newspaper Sellers
Occn. Codes 721, 722

1. Tot, in A.G. 14,296 11,431 4,165 2,296 1,473
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 288 458 548 744 732
3. % (2) of (1) 2.02 4.00 13.12 32.39 49.61
4. M.A.D.R./100,000 1,616 2,928 4,986 7,448 15,980
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 145 124 107 100 107
6. Ratio R.R./All Males 90 54 42 63 77

Occupational Group 67 - Bank and Insurance Officials
Occn. Code 731 & 734

1. Tot. in A.G. 10,885 7,946 2,206 1,501 1,097
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 287 2,328 1,630 1,197 913
3. % (2) of (1) 2.64 29.35 73.85 79.60 83.30
4. M,A.D.R./l00,000 799 1,644 3,762 5,929 14,130
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 72 70 81 80 94
6. Ratio R.K./A11 Males 118 396 236 156 128

Occupational Group 68 - Civil Service and Local Authority Admin., Gxecutiva, etc.
Occn. Code 740, 742

1. Tot. in A.G. 10,071 6,845 2,398 1,650 1,297
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 248 1,207 1,568 1,262 1,065
3. % (2) of (1) 2.46 17.64 65.45 76.55 82.15

M.A,D,R./l0Q,Q00 655 1,977 3,878 6,505 14,210
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 59 84 83 87 95
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 110 238 209 150 127 3.M,



Occupational Group 69 - Police
Occn. Code 751

45- 55- 65— 70- 75+

1. Tot. in A.G. 13,334 3,329 2,670 2,019 1,339
2. Ho. in A.G. Ret. 5,474 7,431 2,553 1,951 1,766
3. % (2) of (1) 41.00 89.20 95.60 97.45 96.10
4. M.A.D.K./l0Q,000 932 2,637 5,343 8,618 15,680
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 84 112 126 116 105
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Kales 1,830 1,208 306 190 148

Occupational Group 70 - Clergymen (Anglican Church)
Occn. Code 770

1. Tot, in A.G. 4,906 5,303 2,486 1,875 1,999
2. Mo. in A.G. Ret. 78 356 448 633 1,177
3. % (2) of (1) 1.59 6.71 18.00 33.77 58.95

M.A.D.K./lOO,OGO 564 1,779 4,076 6,329 13,410
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 51 76 88 85 89
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 71 91 58 66 91

Occupational Group 71 - Ministers of other Religious Bodies (excluding
Roman Catholic)

Occn. Code 772

1. Tot. in A.G. 2,906 2,651 974 762 880
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 35 202 339 444 680
3. % (2) of (1) 1.20 7.62 34.30 58.20 78.20
4. M,A.D.R./l00,000 688 1,936 4,278 6,562 13,560
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 62 82 92 88 90
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 54 103 111 114 120

Occupational Group 72 - Judges, Barristers, Solicitors, etc.
Occn. Code 730-781

1. Tot. in A.G. 4,438 4,234 2,115 1,422 1,397
2. No. in A.G. ret. 271 608 531 504 735
3. % (2) of (1) 6.12 14.20 25.15 35.38 53.40
4. K.A.B.R./1GQ,000 1,059 2,451 4,823 7,548 14,240
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 95 104 104 101 95
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 274 192 80 69 82



Occupational Group 73 - Physicians, Surgeons, etc
Occn. Code 790

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

1. Total in A,G, 5,424 5,747 2,295 1,412 1,131
2. No, in A.G, Ret, 230 907 764 703 744
3. % (2) of (1) 4-. 25 15.80 32.23 49.65 72.00
4. M.A.D,R,/I00t000 1,198 2,604 4,793 7,059 15,410
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 108 111 103 95 103
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 190 214 103 97 111

Occupational Group 74- - Teachers (hot Music)
Occn, Goda 800

1. Tot. in A.G. 17,829 12,630 5,105 3,166 2,220
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 368 3,233 4,255 2,779 1,958
3. % (2) of (1) 2.06 25.58 83.45 87.60 88.10
4. K.A.O.R./100,000 675 1,774 3,852 5,812 13,450
5. Ratio D.R./All Kales 61 75 83 78 90
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 92 345 266 171 136

Occupational Group 75 - Professional Engineers
Occn, Code 810-812

1. Tot. in A.G. 8,863 6,003 1,956 1,230 1,092
2. No. in A.G, Ret. 407 991 864 773 783
3. % (2) of (1) 4.60 16.50 44.08 62.90 71.55
4. M.A.D.R./100,000 936 2,282 4,056 7,344 14,530
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 84 97 87 99 97
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 206 243 141 123 110

Occupational Group 76 - Domestic Servants (Indoor)
Ocen, Code 850

1. Tot. in A.G. 11,110 7,888 2,602 1,693 1,381
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 210 482 693 915 1,083
3. % (2) of (1) 1.89 6.15 26.59 54.00 78.50
4. M. A.D.R./l00,000 1,035 2,202 4,253 6,773 13,930
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 93 94 91 91 93
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Kales 84 83 85 106 121



Occupational Group 77 - Inn, Hotel-Keepers, etc.
Occn. Coda 864

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

1. Tot. in A.G. 22,835 18,789 5,488 3,174 2,525
2. Wo. in A.G. Ret. 593 2,104 1,683 1,568 1,655
3. % (2) of (1) 2.59 11.21 30.75 49.40 65.50
4. M.A.D.R./lQQ,000 1,791 3,56l 6,074 9,284 19,868
5. Ratio D.R./All Males Ifol 151 131 125 133
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Malos 116 152 98 97 101 S.K.R. 156

Occupational Group IB - Barmen
Oocn. Code 865

1. Tot. in A.G. 2,947 1,864 472 220 102
2. Wo. in A.G. Ret. 56 100 108 112 81
3. % (2) of (1) 2.24 5.36 22.85 50.95 79.50
4. M.A.D.R./l00,000 1,957 3,165 4,590 8,330 16,000
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 176 134 99 112 1C7
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 100 72 73 100 122 S.K.R. 163

Occupational Group 79 - Walters
Occn. Code 866

1. Tot. in A.G. 2,902 1,803 552 300 193
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 45 31 102 142 143
3. % (2) of (1) 1.55 4.4.9 18.45 47.35 74.05
4. M,A.D,R./l00,QQ0 1,413 3,087 5,200 9,670 18,830
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 127 131 112 130 126
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 69 73 59 93 114 S.M.R. 134

Occupational Group 80 - Hairdressers, etc.
Occn. Code 872.

1. Tot. in A.G. 7,867 5,364 1,306 640 461
2. Wo. in A.G. Ret. 135 297 256 277 299
3. 2 (2) of (1) 1.72 5.54 19.61 43.30 64.90
4. M.A.D.R./100,000 1,411 2,722 5,743 9,271 16,780
5. Ratio D.R./All Males 127 116 123 125 112
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 77 75 63 85 100 S.M.H. 120



Occupational Group 81 - Draughtsmen, Costing Clerks, etc.
Occn. Code 832, 883

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

1. Tot. in A.G. '7,101 3,710 902 536 331
2. No. in A.G. Eat. 111 342 340 310 238
3. % (2) of (1) 1.56 9.22 37.70 57.85 71.95
4. M. A.D.R./100,000 746 1,617 3,954 6,281 10,570
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 67 69 85 84 71
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 70 125 121 113 111

Occupational Group 84 - Warehousemen and Storekeepers
Occn Code 890 & 891

1. Tot. in A.G. 27,970 22,450 6,182 3,321 2,286
2. Wo. in A.G. Ret. 248 919 1,943 1,874 1,807
3. % (2) of (1) 0.89 4.09 31.4S 56.45 79.00
u* K.A.D.R./lOQ,000 1,046 2,428 4,934 8,682 17,381
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 94 103 106 117 116
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 40 55 101 110 122

Occupational Group 85 - Stationary Engine Drivers not underground in mines
Occn. Code 901

1. Tot. in A.G. 15,690 11,488 3,347 2,067 1,509
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 93 312 1,178 1,350 1,296
3. % (2) of (1) 0.59 3.68 35.15 66.35 86.00
4. M.A.D.R./l00,000 1,047 2,252 4,980 9,273 18,110
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 94 96 107 125 121
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 26 50 112 128 132

Occupational Group 86 - Boiler Firemen and Stokers
Occn. Code 903

1. Tot. in A.G. 12,767 8,731 2,139 1,214 662
2. No. in A.G. Rat. 104 275 730 759 537
3. % (2) of (1) 0.85 3.16 34.19 62.49 81.10
4. M.A.D.R./lG0,000 963 2,195 4,613 8,951 17,770
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 86 93 99 120 119
6. Ratio R.R./A11 Males 38 43 109 122 125 S.M.R,



Occupational Group 37 - General Labourers and Labourers (so described)
Occn. Code 920, 930

45- 55- 65— 70- 75+

1. Tot. in A.G. 143,238 120,289 36,097 20,831 14,117
2. No. in A.G. Eet. 3,351 4,830 9,810 11,633 10,788
3. % (2) of (1) 2.34 4.01 27.20 55.80 76.20
4. M,A.D.R./100,000 1.450 2,893 6,273 10,596 23,064
5. Ratio J.R./A11 Males 130 123 135 142 154
6. Ratio R.R./All Males 104 54 87 109 117

127

Occupational Group 88 - General Labourers, Labourers and other unskilled
workers

Occn. Codes 920, 930 & 940.

1. Tot. in A.G, 214,839 179,043 54,101 31,230 20,635
2. No. in A.G. Ret. 4,220 6,981 15,874 17,751 15,928
3. 56 (2) of (1) 1.96 3.89 29.25 56.80 77.10
4. M.A.0.R./l00,0CC 1,434 2,820 5,906 10,068 21,027 /
5. Ratio D.R./A11 Males 129 120 127 135 140
6. Ratio R.R./All Males 88 53 94 111 119 S.K.R.

125

ALL MALES 11.S OCCUPATIONS

45- 55- 65- 70- 75+

Total in A.G, 2,302,873 1,765,509 577,970 376,480 318,397
Total Ret. 51,690 130,399 180,574 192,760 207,322
% in A.G. Rot. 2.24 7.40 31.25 51.10 65.00
M.A.D.R./l00,00G 1,114 2,355 4,654 7,441 14,986


